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Preface

For some scholars, no doubt, archival work is logistically too difficult or tem-
peramentally uncongenial. Such must survive by their theorizing, and hope
to invent a concept which catches on. But history is too important to be left to
stay-at-home theorists.1

Some studies are idea-driven; at their inception is a notion or theory about a process
of historical development. The writer usually begins with an insight that may help
pull together certain relatively well-known historic facts or events into a coherent
whole. Others are archive-driven. In this case, the work in question begins not with
a theoretical insight; rather, it is propelled by the discovery of a mass of archival
documents heretofore neglected or overlooked by other scholars. Theoretical in-
sights and generalizations certainlymay play an important role inworks of this sort,
but mostly after the documents have been carefully gathered, laid out from begin-
ning to end, scrupulously mined for the information they possess, and interpreted
for the answers they may hold to the kinds of big questions historians are in the
habit of posing.

This book, which began its career as a Columbia University doctoral disserta-
tion, falls into the second camp.The idea of writing it took shape in my mind after
the serendipitous discovery of archival material in the spring of 2003 while I was
doing dissertation research in London. At the time, I had already begun work on
another topic dealing with the role of Armenian merchants in the “origins” of Ar-
menian nationalism and the flowering of Armenian culture in the late eighteenth-
century Armenian diasporic settlements of Europe and India. Based on the sec-
ondary literature I had read, I had decided to focus my study on the patronage
activities of a group of merchants from New Julfa, an Armenian commercial sub-
urb of the Safavid capital of Isfahan, whowere for themost part residing inMadras,
India.This Perso-Armenian community of merchants in India provided the social
and economic foundations for what has come to be known in Armenian histori-
ography as the “national revival movement” in the diaspora. They bankrolled the
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nascent craft of Armenian printing in places like Venice, Amsterdam, Livorno,
Madras, Calcutta, Lvov (now in the Ukraine), and New Julfa. They were also be-
hind the revival of letters then spearheaded by a small band of Armenian Catholic
missionaries known as theMkhitarist Order, based on the island of San Lazzaro in
Venice; they supported the establishment of schools of higher education in Venice,
Paris, New Julfa, Moscow, and Calcutta. In addition to their financial patronage,
some members of the Julfan merchant community became cultural and intellec-
tual producers in their own right, as in the case of Shahamir Shahamirian, the
wealthiest Armenianmerchant inMadras during the second half of the eighteenth
century.

After conducting research in Venice and Vienna during 2001–2002, thanks to
a Columbia University Dissertation Travel Fellowship, I realized that the theoret-
ical insights that had led me to formulate some ideas concerning the Armenian
“revival movement” were inadequate in themselves to the task at hand. In order
to write a thickly described and analytically informed historical narrative of the
“revival”movement, I needed fresh archival evidence. Such evidence, however, was
hard to come by. The most likely repository of Armenian documents pertaining
to the cultural activities of Armenians in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
was the archive of the cultural producers themselves, namely, theMkhitarist Con-
gregation on San Lazzaro, as well as the archives of the Armenian churches in Cal-
cutta and Madras.

Unfortunately, my one-year research stint inVenice proved to be fruitless in this
regard.TheMkhitarist archiveswere not open tomost noncongregationists andhave
largely remained so to the present. This was a great disappointment, since these
archival collections are among the richest repositories of documents pertaining to
Armenian history in the early modern period (1500–1800). To remedy the situa-
tion, in the spring of 2003 I traveled to London, where I worked for three months
examining some of the East India Company’s papers at the India Office Records
(IOR) stored in the British Library, in the hope of discovering material on some of
the Madras-based Armenian merchants whose patronage activities I had been
studying.Though I did not come across importantmaterial on thesemerchants and
their cultural activities, I did stumble upon a collection of mercantile papers relat-
ing to an Armenian-freighted ship called the Santa Catharina, which was confis-
cated in India by the British navy in 1748. This collection of about 330 mercantile
documents (in LansdowneMSS 1047 and 1048) had been extensively examined by
scholars ofArmenian trade.What ledme to themwas the hope thatmingled among
these commercial documents would be some papers relating to cultural history. An
analysis of these papers ledme on a long paper chase through a number of archives
in search of the original set from which these 330 documents, at some point, had
been separated. Afterweeks of searching, I stumbled upon the original trove of doc-
uments in a London archive from which the Lansdowne papers at the British Li-
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brary had been separated sometime in the eighteenth century. This trove, which
serves as one of the bases of the present study, consists of some 1,700 mercantile
documents from the 1740s.Mostly letters and business correspondence, these doc-
uments were written by Armenianmerchants at their trading headquarters in New
Julfa/Isfahan (Iran) to their agents and correspondents in India. I was later to find
out that these papers were originally part of the cargo of the Santa Catharina and
were confiscated by the British navy and shipped to London in 1748 to serve as ex-
hibits in a high-stakes trial on the fate of the ship and its cargo.2

When I left London for India later in the spring of 2003, I still had hopes of sal-
vagingmy initial topic by discovering some newmaterial on theMadras-based Ar-
menian merchants and their cultural activities. After a two-month stay in Madras
andCalcutta, I was disappointed once again to discover that theArmenian churches
of both cities had failed to preserve much documentation from their once-illustri-
ous communities in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Sadly, bureaucratic
obstacles at the local Indian archives made it impossible for me to work there. It
was against this backdrop of frustration and disappointment as well my earlier dis-
covery that I decided to abandon my initial topic and focus on the mercantile ma-
terial I had found in London.

An opportunity to present my preliminary findings at a UCLA conference on
New Julfa in the fall of 2003 compelled me to sift through the collection of Santa
Catharina documents that I had photographed with a digital camera. A year of re-
search in Yerevan, Republic of Armenia, enabled me to work on some of the doc-
uments and to study the obscuremercantile dialect of Julfa inwhich they arewritten.

Several more archival trips between 2004 and 2010 enabled me to collect more
Julfamaterial from archives in Europe, Armenia, Iran, andNorth America. A four-
month stay in Venice during the spring and early summer of 2005 made it possi-
ble for me to gather several thousand pages of Julfa documents from the Archivio
di Stato di Venezia, the Archivio della Biblioteca diMuseoCorrer, and theArchivio
Patriarchale. Duringmy stay in Italy, I was also able to visit andwork at theArchivio
di Stato di Livorno, the Archivio Storico, Congregazione per l’Evangelizzazione dei
Popoli o “de Propaganda Fide,” and the Archivio di Stato di Firenze. In the Archivo
de Indias in Seville, Spain, I was fortunate to find many papers relating to the Jul-
fan community in Manila (the Philippines). The Archivo Histórico Provincial de
Cádiz also yielded an unexpected find on the seventeenth-century Julfan commu-
nity of Cadiz. By far my most important archival trip was to New Julfa/Isfahan in
January 2005. The All Savior’s Monastery Archive in New Julfa (ASMA) had last
been systematically examined in the second half of the nineteenth century, and no
scholar working on Julfan trade hadmanaged to consult this important repository.
I was very fortunate to receive encouragement and support of my interest in Julfan
history from a number of leading personalities in the Armenian community there
who have all been heartily thanked in the acknowledgments. Armed with a state-
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of-the-art digital camera, I was able to photograph most of the ASMA documents
dating from 1595–1800, thus accomplishing in three weeks what would otherwise
have taken several years. This book is the result of long hours of reading hard-to-
decipher documents, listening to their stories, gaining an understanding of the
global community that produced the documents, and finally retelling their stories
in novel ways.

While considering the value of data contained in an ocean of Julfan letters, con-
tracts, accounting ledgers, notarized court papers, and so on, I have often found
myself face to facewithwhat the great historianWilliamH.McNeill once described
as one of the cardinal tasks of the historian: “pattern recognition.” As McNeill as-
tutely observed in his essay “Mythistory,” such pattern recognition involves

paying selective attention to the total input of stimuli that perpetually swarm in upon
our consciousness. Only by leaving things out, that is, relegating them to the status of
background noise deserving only to be disregarded, can whatmatters most in a given
situation become recognizable. Pattern recognition is . . . what historians have always
done, whether they knew it or not. Only some facts matter for any given pattern to
emerge.Otherwise, useless clutterwill obscurewhatwe are after: perceptible relation-
ships among important facts. That and that alone constitutes an intelligible pattern,
giving meaning to the world.3

This book is an attempt to give meaning to the global history created by a small
community of Armenian merchants from Iran by sorting through and analyzing
documents they left behind and looking for intelligible patterns and “perceptible
relationships among facts.” What has interested me most is to recognize patterns
that might shed important light on how merchants of this community structured
their social lives, how their trading habits and practices sustaining a global network
of settlements scattered halfway around the world also shaped and structured their
community life andmost of all dictated how they related to each other and to non-
community members in commercial matters requiring “trust” relations and busi-
ness cooperation. In my quest to discern recognizable shapes and patterns in doc-
uments stored in thirty-one archives around the world, I may have selectively
focused on some facts and valorized some documents over others I neglected to
examine or implicitly regarded as “background noise” or “useless clutter”; I recog-
nize that othersmight consider them valuable in the service of a differently focused
pursuit. Some of the patterns I have discerned in this book, no doubt, are provi-
sional in nature and will be qualified and improved upon by further research and
study. Until then, I adhere to the caveat of another great historian, Niels Steens-
gaard: “I can only hope that I have substantiated my conclusions or, if I have erred,
that my errors may prove useful.”4
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Note on Transliteration

In general, I have utilized theArmenian script in the notes to transcribe longer pas-
sages from archival documents. Shorter passages in the body of the text as well as
titles of works originally written in Armenian have been transliterated using the
scheme of the Journal of the Society of Armenian Studies (JSAS). Based on the sys-
tem developed by the Library of Congress, the JSAS transliteration scheme relies
on the pronunciation of Classical Armenian and Standard Eastern Armenian.

� � A a
� � B b
� � G g
� � D d
	 
 E e
� � Z z
 � Ē ē
� � Ĕ ě
� � T‘ t‘
� � Zh zh
� � I i
� � L l
� � Kh kh
� � Ts ts
� � K k
�  H h
! " Dz dz
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# $ Gh gh
% & Ch ch
' ( Mm
) * Y y
+ , N n
- . Sh sh
/ 0 O o
1 2 Ch‘ ch‘
3 4 P p
5 6 J j
7 8 R· r·
9 : S s
; < V v
= > T t
? @ R r
A B Ts‘ ts‘
C D Ww
E F P‘ p‘
G H K‘ k‘
	D 
D Ew ew
I J Ō ō
K L F f

For the most part, Armenian proper names have been transliterated according to
the above scheme except in cases where common usage differs (e.g., SebouhAslan-
ian as opposed to SepuhAslanean orGilanentz as opposed toGilanents‘). Reformed
EasternArmenian orthography has been transliterated in accordancewith the same
scheme (e.g., Patmut‘yun as opposed to Patmut‘iwn for works published in Soviet
and post-Soviet Armenia). All the Julfa dialect passages transcribed in this book
have been reproduced in their original orthographic state; in the interest of mak-
ing the passages more easily readable, I have placed brackets around vowels and
consonants that were condensed or suppressed in the original. Readers interested
in the peculiar grammar of the Julfa dialect or in a glossary ofmost commonly used
expressions or terms may consult the appendix in Aslanian 2007b.
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1

From Trade Diasporas
to Circulation Societies

During the Safavid-Ottoman wars of 1603–1605, the Safavid monarch Shah ‘Ab-
bas I (r. 1587–1629) practiced “scorched earth” tactics, laying waste to the frontier
regions of his empire, deporting up to 300,000Armenians and others from the fron-
tier territories, and resettling them in the interior of his realm.1 While many of the
deportees suffered from their brutal displacement and perished during their de-
portation to Iran, the population from the small mercantile town of Old Julfa on
the banks of the Aras River was given relatively privileged treatment by the Safavid
ruler. After their town was razed to the ground in the autumn of 1604, the Julfans
were driven to the Iranian capital of Isfahan,where ‘Abbas I granted them land across
the Zayandarud River and permitted them to build their own suburb, named New
Julfa, in memory of their abandoned home.Though ‘Abbas I does not seem to have
had a “conscious policy” or blueprint for resettling the population of Old Julfa, he
was clearly aware of the mercantile reputation of the town’s merchants.

Soon after resettling the Julfans in an exclusive suburb of his capital, ‘Abbas I
granted them a number of privileges, including broad administrative and religious
autonomy that went well beyond the rights usually associated with dhimmi com-
munities residing under Muslim-ruled polities. As rootless aliens in a land where
they were strangers, the Julfan Armenians were ideal “servants of power” for the
centralizing Safavidmonarch.2That they were “stateless” and owed their safety and
prosperity to ‘Abbas I meant that the shah could trust themwithout significant fear
of threat to his power in ways that he could not do with his other subjects. Because
they were “service nomads” with special skills to offer,3 the Julfans were also ideal
for the shah’s policies of state centralization, which hinged on reformist measures
aimed at promoting Iran’s international silk trade. The Julfans had extensive expe-
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rience as purveyors of Iranian silk to European merchants dating back several
decades before their deportation.Theywere also known for their international con-
nections andnetwork of contacts inmarkets as far away asAleppo,Venice, and pos-
sibly Mughal India. Moreover, they were well versed in numerous languages and
were a Christian minority, traits that increased their mobility and contributed to
their commercial success.Their Christian status was particularly advantageous be-
cause itmeant that theywere often perceived as “neutrals” in the largely “Sunni ver-
sus Shi’a”–colored Ottoman-Safavid rivalry during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. As such, the Julfans were able to travel across Ottoman territory to the
Mediterranean markets in times of conflict while transit rights were generally de-
nied to Shi’amerchants. All these attributes, coupledwith the Julfans’ status as root-
less outsiders with no prior relations with potentially fractious elements in Iranian
society, allowed Safavidmonarchs, and especially ‘Abbas I, to lavish on themanum-
ber of privileges, in exchange for using their skills in much the samemanner as the
Habsburg emperors relied on the services of their “court Jews.”4

After winning a public auction in 1619 for the right to export Iranian silk, the
Julfans became the principal exporters of Iranian silk, and they held on to their priv-
ileged position even after the silk industry was deregulated under ‘Abbas I’s suc-
cessor Shah Safi (r. 1629–1642). As a result of its lucrative hold on Iran’s silk ex-
ports to Europe, the small suburb of New Julfa grew throughout the seventeenth
century to become one of themost important mercantile centers in Eurasia. Its Ar-
menian merchants experienced unparalleled economic prosperity as purveyors of
Iranian raw silk, then one of the most important commodities in world trade; dur-
ing the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, New Julfa’s Armenianmer-
chants diversified their portfolios and traded in Indian textiles as well as gems.
Within decades of their deportation and exile from Old Julfa, the Julfan Armeni-
answere able to build one of the greatest trade networks of the earlymodern period.
This network, consisting of a cluster of trade settlements, grew as four intercon-
nected, and to some extent overlapping, circuits aroundwhat I refer to as the “nodal
center” of the New Julfan suburb. The most important of these circuits was estab-
lished in the Indian Ocean, extending out from Julfa by way of the nearby ports on
the Persian Gulf (Basra, Bandar Kung, and Bandar ‘Abbas) and reaching out to
Mughal India, then Southeast Asia, and, by the turn of the seventeenth century, to
Canton and all the way to Manila and Acapulco in the New World. This Indian
Ocean circuit of settlements was the first region to be extensively settled by Julfan
merchants and served as the hub of Julfan trade activity. A second circuit of settle-
mentswas in theMediterranean zone, encompassingmostly port settlements on the
Mediterranean littoral, such asAleppo (ideally situated near the port of Iskenderun/
Alexandretta), Izmir, Venice, Livorno,Marseilles, and Cadiz on the Atlantic.These
settlementswere important because they provided access to the northern European
markets in Amsterdam and London, where raw Iranian silk was a much sought-
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after commodity and where silver currency was readily available. In the course of
the seventeenth century, the Julfans established trade settlements in a third circuit
overlapping parts of northwesternEurope and including settlements inAmsterdam
and London. A fourth circuit was located north of Julfa, on the Eurasian landmass
crossing the Russian Empire and leading to the ports on the Baltic andWhite seas.
Settlements in Astrakhan, Moscow, St. Petersburg, Archangel, and the Baltic re-
gion served as relay stations connecting the Russian circuit to that in northwest-
ern Europe, and especially to themarkets of Amsterdam and London via the Baltic
region.

The Julfanmerchants are of interest to scholars of international trade and toworld
historians for at least two reasons. First, they were arguably the only Eurasian com-
munity of merchants to operate simultaneously and successfully across all the ma-
jor empires of the early modern period, including the three “gunpowder empires”
of Islamicate Eurasia (Mughal, Ottoman, and Safavid), Muscovite Russia, Qing
China, and all the major European seaborne empires (the Portuguese, Spanish,
British, Dutch, and French).5 The Julfan mercantile network, as we shall see, ex-
panded and flourished in a proto-globalized space in early modern Eurasia during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that interconnected the regional world-
economies of Islamic Eurasia to their counterparts in the ChristianMediterranean
andnorthwesternEurope.The conjuncture of several earlymodern global processes
and developments helped create the interconnectedworld of Eurasia that facilitated
Julfan expansion.6 Of these, the most important was arguably the development of
four large centralized and stable Eurasian states or empires (Safavid Iran, Mughal
India, Ottoman Empire, andMuscovite Russia) that promoted long-distance trade
by establishing an infrastructure of transportation and patronizingmercantile com-
munities. H.R. Roemer’s remarks on the role of the most important Safavid ruler,
Shah ‘Abbas I, help contextualize the subsequent rise of the Julfamerchants and their
global networks:

At the end of the 10th/16th and the beginning of the 12/17th century, Shah ‘Abbas had
mastered the crises which had shaken his country at the time of his accession. . . .
After security had been restored in the country ‘Abbas turned his attention to es-
tablishing an effective administration. In the development of transport routes, which
he pursued with energy, particularly noteworthy is the network of caravansarais he
created. . . . These and other measures invigorated trade and industry.7

The same can be said of Akbar in restructuring the infrastructure of theMughal
Empire during the second half of the sixteenth century, and of contemporaneous
rulers in the Ottoman and Muscovite empires. All four empires, pivotal to Julfan
success, were successors of theMongol-Timurid empires that stretched across Eur-
asia in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and in each case the centralization
and expansion of each empire/state during the early modern period helped pro-
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mote Julfan expansion and commercial prosperity.8The simultaneous growth of Eu-
ropean maritime networks, beginning with the Portuguese expansion into the In-
dian Ocean and followed by English, Dutch, and French expansion into the same
space, where the Julfans were already operating for the most part, also helped in-
tegrate the early modern Indian Ocean with the Mediterranean and other parts of
Europe. In doing so it also facilitated the further expansion of the Julfan network.
The Julfans can thus be seen as an emblematic early modern mercantile commu-
nity and trade network that both contributed to and benefited from the forces of
what Chris Bayly has called “archaic” and “proto”-globalization,9 integrating and
connecting the diverse parts of the earlymodernworld stretching from theMediter-
ranean to the far recesses of eastern Eurasia.

As a community with a global network, the Julfans were also important “go-
betweens,” or cross-cultural brokers adept at “articulat[ing] relationships between
disparate worlds or cultures by being able to translate between them.”10 As we shall
see in chapter 4, the role of their Eurasiannetwork as a conduit for technology trans-
fers from the East to the West and vice versa is illustrated by the transmission of
South Asian calico printing techniques to Marseilles and other European cities in
the seventeenth century, as well as by the transfer of printing technology and Eu-
ropean artistic motifs and “visual culture” first to Safavid Iran, followed by Mus-
covite Russia, also during the seventeenth century.11 In South Asia, the “Armeni-
ans [read: Julfans]were to play a central role in diplomatic andfinancial negotiations
with the Mughal and Safavid authorities on behalf of the British and thus counted
as indispensable go-betweens for their continued existence in the region until the
middle of the 18th century.”12 For instance, in 1698 the Julfan merchant-diplomat
Khwaja Israel di Sarhat acted as a “go-between” for the English East India Com-
pany by helping the company attain taluqdari (rent farming) rights over a region
that later developed into modern Calcutta, in addition to the famous Mughal far-
man (royal edict) of 1715 giving the English trading privileges and the right to build
fortifications around their settlement.13 Another merchant-diplomat, Martin di
Marcara Avachintz, served as a regional director for the newly established French
Compagnie des Indes in the 1660s and secured a farman through his contacts with
the ruler of Golconda granting the French company the right to establish a settle-
ment in the South Indian coastal city of Masulipatam.14

The second reason a study of Julfan history should be of interest to global his-
torians and economic historians of Eurasia and the Indian Ocean in particular is
that of all the Asian communities of merchants operating across the Indian Ocean,
the Julfans are possibly the only Asian community to have left a trail of documen-
tation, stretching east from London to Isfahan, written by themselves and in their
own obscure and now extinct dialect.15 Not only are these sources important for
scholars studying otherAsianmercantile communities (where local sources are, for
themost part, lacking), but they can also be a healthy corrective to decades of schol-
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arship on Indian Ocean history, much of which has been centered almost exclu-
sively on documents produced by the bureaucracies of various European East In-
dia Companies, thus giving the Eurocentric impression that the “driving force of
the Indian Ocean has been the crusading Europeans.”16As Denys Lombard put it
in the introduction to an important collection of essays on Asian merchants in the
Indian Ocean world,

The immense body of Western sources, which are both precise and lend themselves
to quantitative treatment, as also the colonial perspective, itself well-established from
the end of the nineteenth century, have created a situation in which all exchanges are
seen through the prism of a periodization whose pulse is to be found in Lisbon, Lon-
don, or Amsterdam.17

HoldenFurber, another eminent scholar of the IndianOcean, expressed similar con-
cerns about the difficulty of escaping from a “Europe-centeredness” in historians’
accounts of the Indian Ocean, given the fact that

the bulk of the Asian sources for the maritime and commercial history of the Indian
and China seas has in large part perished, a victim of tropical climate and paucity of
family and business archives. . . . Paradoxically the European records of maritime,
commercial, and political contactwith the East are bulk, but anyonewhodelves among
them even cursorily will at once become aware that they represent, as concerns Asian
life, only the tip of an iceberg, a tip seen almost wholly through European eyes.18

Use of Julfan sources thus can provide unprecedented insight into the inner work-
ings of an important Eurasian mercantile community and in doing so help reori-
ent our focus on the dynamics of Eurasian trade away from the citadels of Lisbon,
London, and Amsterdam to local Asian actors in the Indian Ocean.

This book examines the emergence and growth of the global trade network of
Armenian merchants from New Julfa from the founding of the suburb in 1605 to
roughly 1747, when the suburbwas looted and largely destroyed by the post-Safavid
rulerNadir ShahAfshar (r. 1736–1747).Unlike otherworks on the Julfamerchants,
the primary focus of this book is not the communal history of New Julfa,19 the in-
ternational trade of Iranian silk or the trade of Indian textiles or gems and their
modes of operation,20 nor is its aim to analyze Julfan merchants’ relationships with
Armenian merchants from other communities or with “state power” represented
by either the Safavid state or the European trading companies.21 These issues are
touched upon in the first part of the book and periodically crop up in other places
where they help to illuminate matters connected to the sociological aspects of Jul-
fan society and economy, such as the impact of long-distance trade on the organi-
zation of community life, to which I give privileged treatment. In tracing Julfan set-
tlements and trade in the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean, and northwestern
Europe and Russia, my aim is not to focus on the types of commodities the mer-
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chants traded but to explore the ways in which they were able to travel across these
settlements and create a hybrid and syncretic identity that I call transimperial cos-
mopolitanism. Relying on economic sociology, this book also explores the creation
of networks of trust between long-distance merchants. Through the rigorous use
of thousands of pieces of mercantile correspondence, most of which are consulted
here for the first time, this book seeks to recreate the ethos of trust and coopera-
tion betweenmerchants of the same community. From the perspective of economic
history, the book also explores particular types of economic institutions, such as
the commenda contract and the family firm, and their uses in the context of the Is-
lamicate world of Eurasia.

Another aim of this book is to demonstrate the importance of information net-
works and communication in theworkings of earlymodern long-distancemerchant
communities.Through the study of the art of Julfan business correspondence across
earlymodern Eurasia and theMediterranean, I argue that information sharing was
important not only formerchants in their daily commercial affairs, but also formain-
taining the social and cultural integrity of merchant networks as a whole. In the
context of the Julfanmercantile community, letter writing connected far away com-
menda agents to their masters in New Julfa and also unified the trade settlements
on the periphery to the nodal center of the entire network in New Julfa. Finally, the
book examines the Julfan network in a comparative context with two other early
modern long-distance trading networks, the Multani and the Sephardic. By plac-
ing the Julfan network in a comparative context, the book probes the Julfan net-
work for possible structural flaws and argues that one such flaw was the high pre-
mium the Julfans placed on trust in their network, which compelled them to hire
commenda agents almost exclusively fromwithin their coalition, limiting their abil-
ity to expand and diversify into new markets.

Many scholars of early modern merchant communities specializing in long-
distance trade have studied merchant communities using the theoretical literature
of “trade diasporas,” broadly defined as nations of “socially interdependent but
spatially dispersed communities.”22 Invented in the 1960s and 1970s, the trade dias-
pora paradigm has been widely used by scholars of early modern trade and indis-
criminately applied to such communities as Sephardic Jews, the Chinese, Parsies,
Lebanese inWest Africa, officials of the powerful European East India Companies
in the IndianOcean, and especially the JulfanArmenians.The use of this paradigm
has gained momentum in recent decades and infiltrated work in the discipline of
world history, where scholarship on trade diasporas has come to be seen as an ideal
counterpart to the narrowly parochial concerns of national(ist) historiography.De-
spite its popular appeal, however, the trade diaspora school of scholarship has yet
to formulate an analytically thorough definition of the concept. Much of the work
in this field suffers froman absence of theoretical and analytical rigorwhen it comes
to the use of the label as a central category of analysis. My book breaks from this
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tradition of scholarship and argues that the ubiquitous category of “trade diaspora”
is at best a descriptive label rather than an analytical category. Given thewidespread
and uncritical use of the label, it is important to revisit the trade diaspora paradigm
and take stock of its principal weaknesses before proposing an alternative paradigm
that may be more useful for the study of certain types of long-distance merchant
communities, such as the Julfan community.

THE CONCEPT OF “TRADE DIASPORA”:
CRITIQUE OF A PARADIGM

One of the first attested uses of the term diaspora in connection with trade or com-
merce occurs in FernandBraudel’s classicwork,TheMediterranean and theMediter-
ranean World in the Age of Philip II, first published in 1949. In a part of this work
discussing civilizations, the French historian devotes a whole section to the Jews
and famously refers to them as a “civilization of the diaspora type.” Further de-
scribing the Jewish experience, he writes:

The matter of this civilization was dispersed, scattered, like tiny drops of oil, over the
deep waters of other civilizations, never truly blending with them yet always depen-
dent on them. So its movements were always the movements of others, and conse-
quently exceptionally sensitive ‘indicators.’ Emile-FelixGautier, trying to find an equiv-
alent of the Jewish diaspora, proposed as a very humble example, the history of the
Mozabaites of North Africa, who were also dispersed in very small colonies. Another
possible parallel is the case of the Armenians, mountain peasants who at about the
time of the Renaissance in Europe were becoming international merchants from the
Philippines to Amsterdam; or there are the Parsees in India or the Nestorian Chris-
tians of Asia. It is essential then to accept that there are civilizations of the diaspora
type, scattering their countless islands in foreign waters, and they aremore numerous
than one might imagine at first sight.23

Braudel’s discussion here is particularly noteworthy because of its urge to provide a
comparative framework for futurework on such “dispersed and scattered”merchant
communities. Even the choice of Jews, North Africans, Armenians, and Parsees—
all prominent candidates formore recent work that has aspired to create amodel for
comparative history—is prescient. Braudel’s invitation to study these groups from a
comparative perspective went unheeded for several decades. Scholars working on
communities thatwould otherwise seem to fall intoBraudel’s general category chose
to study them using different paradigms, such as that of “middlemen minorities.”24
In 1968, Abner Cohen, an economic anthropologist specializing in North African
trade, became the first scholar to coin the term “trade diaspora.” In a programmatic
essay on the West African Hausa merchant communities, Cohen explicitly formu-
lated his new category in opposition to the notion of “network,”25 defining “trade di-
aspora” as
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a distinct . . . type of social grouping in its culture and structure. Its members are cul-
turally distinct from both their society of origin and from the societies among which
they live. Its organization combines stability of structure but allows a high degree of
mobility of personnel. It has an informal political organization of its ownwhich takes
care of stability of structure but allows for a high degree of mobility of personnel. It
has an informal political organization of its own which takes care of stability of order
within one community, and the co-ordination of the activities of its various member
communities in their perpetual struggle against external pressure. It tends to be au-
tonomous in its judicial organization. Its members form a moral community which
constrains the behavior of the individual and ensures a large measure of conformity
with common values and principles. It also has its own institutions of general welfare
and social security. In short a diaspora is a nation of socially interdependent, but spa-
tially dispersed, communities.26

Adecade later, Cohen’s new labelwas pickedup andpopularized byPhilipCurtin,
another historian specializing in African trade. In Curtin’s landmark study, Cross-
Cultural Trade in World History, “trade diaspora” became a capacious category that
embraced a variety of merchant communities, from the “stateless” Armenians and
Jews to the empire-building European East India Companies whose members
shared the hallmark of being dispersed across vast spaces, yet being “socially inter-
dependent” through complexnetworks.UnlikeCohen’s relatively nuanced treatment
of the concept, which devoted sufficient attention to raising though not necessarily
resolving important questions about suchmatters as the role of communication and
“trust relations” amongmembers of a tradediaspora,Curtin’s reworkingof it is largely
lacking such concerns. To accommodate a broad sweep of world history beginning
with the Phoenicians and ending with the European seaborne empires and the on-
set of the Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth century, Curtin felt it necessary to
embed his newly adopted termwithin the theory of “trade settlements” adumbrated
bywork of economic and social theorist Karl Polanyi. In this connection, Curtin de-
scribed the emergence of trade diasporas as follows:

Commercial specialists would remove themselves physically from the home com-
munity and go to live as aliens in another town, usually not a fringe town, but a town
important in the life of the host community.There, the stranger merchants could set-
tle down and learn the language, the customs and the commercial ways of their hosts.
They could then serve as cross-cultural brokers helping and encouraging trade be-
tween the host society and people of their own origin who moved along the trade
routes. At this stage, a distinction appeared between the merchants who moved and
settled and those who continued to move back and forth. What might have begun as
a single settlement soon became more complex. The merchants who might have be-
gun with a single settlement abroad tended to set up a whole series of trade settle-
ments in alien towns.The result was an interrelated net of commercial communities,
forming a trade network, or trade diaspora—a term that comes from the Greek word
for scattering, as in the sowing of grain.27
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Curtin’s theoretical intervention was very timely; it came at a conjuncture in
modern historywhen the auxiliary and evenmore capacious category of “Diaspora”
was entering a period of wide acceptance and circulation.28The timing for Curtin’s
intervention also coincided with the increasing interest in world history and the
concern among historians to move away from the rigid and artificial boundaries
imposed by the near-hegemonic grip of “nation-statist historiography” on the his-
torical imagination during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries aswell as on their
discipline. In this scheme, the trade diaspora paradigm, enthusiastically endorsed
by Curtin and his students, naturally appeared as an auxiliary field for the rapidly
rising subdiscipline of world history.The concept’s popularity can be seen in its use
by an increasing number of historians working on merchant communities, as well
as by some anthropologists and cultural theorists, who use the concept often with-
out the need to qualify it or critically engage with its theoretical underpinnings.29

Robin Cohen, a sociologist of migration, picked up the term in his book Global
Diasporas, where he employed Curtin’s formulation alongside other typologies of
his own making, such as “victim diasporas” and “cultural diasporas.”30 While Co-
hen’s discussion introduced some helpful distinctions to the emergent field of “di-
aspora studies” and is welcome as an attempt to theorize critically and refine the
trade diaspora concept, it fell short of a wholesale critique of the category, which
was now supplemented by a variety of diaspora typologies, someofwhich are hardly
distinguishable from Curtin’s original usage.

Several assumptions underlie Curtin’s use of the trade diaspora category. A crit-
ical assessment of Curtin will enable us to assess the general use of the term and to
reconsider what role, if any, the category of trade diaspora should play in our ex-
amination of the Julfan Armenian merchant community in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.

A trade diaspora for Curtin is characterized by the following traits or hallmarks:

1. It begins to take shape when “commercial specialists . . . remove themselves
physically from the home community and go to live as aliens in another town,
usually not a fringe town, but a town important in the life of the host commu-
nity.”31 Once they settle and begin to learn the cultural ways of their host com-
munity and encourage trade between their hosts and merchants belonging to
their home community, a whole range of similar settlements begins to appear,
thus creating a network of settlements, which Curtin labels a “trade diaspora.”

2. It consists of “a nation of socially interdependent, but spatially dispersed com-
munities.”32Here the key trait is spatial dispersion, since all communities ofmer-
chants as such are to some degree “socially interdependent.”

3. It is, or strictly speaking should be, a “stateless” community, as the sobriquet
“diaspora” implies, thoughmanyof the examples used byCurtin (“Banians,”Chi-
nese, European East India Companies, etc.) fail to meet this criterion.
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4. It is “culturally distinct” from its host society as well as its society of origin.
The idea of cultural distinction, as problematic as it is, is central to Curtin’s defi-
nition because it allows him to treat trade diasporas as “cultural brokers” in
world trade. Trade diasporas are “swept away” from the historical stage at the
onset of the Industrial Revolution, which does away with their function of cul-
tural brokerage.

5. Members of a trade diaspora come into existence to fill a niche in the economies
of their host societies. Their presence is determined by a kind of (ethnic) divi-
sion of labor. This is so because according to Curtin trade diasporas monopo-
lize or specialize in a particular commodity or fill a space in a particular sector
of the economy left vacant by the host society.

6. Finally and most importantly, a trade diaspora is a politically neutral and mar-
ginalized social formation. Curtin treats its members as apolitical actors in the
host society’s economy and polity.They do not, as a rule, mix politics with busi-
ness but rather remain on the political margins. As Sanjay Subrahmanyam has
pointed out, this detail is pivotal for Curtin’s definition.33

As we shall see, each of these postulates is problematic in its own way, not only
for the Armenian case, which occupies a central place in Curtin’s overall frame-
work, but also for the broader comparative framework that lies behind his general
project.Therefore, as K.N. Chaudhuri counseled many years ago, “some caution is
needed in using the term ‘trading diasporas’ as an analytical tool.”34What are some
of the flaws in Curtin’s category?

As for the first postulate, regarding the “origins” of trade diasporas, the notion
that trade diaspora settlements begin with commercial specialists “moving and re-
settling” in a foreign community does not correspond to the historical experience
of many of the communities discussed by Curtin. This is particularly the case with
the Armenians, whose “diasporic” migrations were not characterized by commer-
cialmotives alone.Herewe arewell advised to resuscitate the once fashionable “push-
pull” theory used bymigration theorists.35 Inmost cases such as the Armenian one,
merchants moved away from their home because they were “pushed” out, for in-
stance, by being uprooted and forcibly transplanted elsewhere, as was the case with
Julfa merchants at the turn of the seventeenth century, when they established a new
home near the Safavid capital of Isfahan. In other cases, they moved because they
were “pushed” by unfavorable economic or political conditions at “home,” or con-
versely because they were “pulled” by more favorable conditions abroad. This was
the case with the Julfan migration out of Julfa in the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury, when political chaos and attendant economic collapse in Nadir Shah’s Iran
pushed them to relocate their base to India, Russia, or the Mediterranean, depend-
ing on what they perceived to be the alluring “pulls” of each of these prospective
homes. In this connection, Robin Cohen’s more recent attempt to distinguish be-
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tween “victim” and “trade” diasporas is somewhat helpful in terms of pointing out
their fundamental difference as far as the origins of these distinct typologies of “di-
aspora” are concerned.TheproblemwithCohen, however, is that he uncritically em-
braces Curtin’s trade diaspora concept, leaving it practically untouched.36

The postulate concerning dispersion as the hallmark of the trade diaspora con-
dition is also problematic, because all communities of merchants in the early mod-
ern period were by definition dispersed. After all, one has to be dispersed in space
to conduct commerce; so making dispersion a defining feature of trade diasporas
invalidates it “by epistemological reason alone.”37 Moreover, using dispersion as a
marker for trade diaspora status runs the danger of lumping togethermerchant com-
munities that had little in common except the universal attribute of being dispersed.
Thus in his attempt at writing a global and comparative history, Curtin groups to-
gether under the rubric “trade diaspora” such diverse communities as the mem-
bers of the powerful East India Companies, the stateless Armenians, and others,
such as the “Banians” in East Africa and Chinese merchants in Southeast Asia.

As we have seen, Curtin does notmake “statelessness” part of his core definition
of “trade diaspora” because doing so would severely restrict the comparative di-
mension of his work. It should be noted here that the Greek term diaspora (derived
from the Greek verb sperein: to scatter, as in the sowing of seeds)38 has embedded
in it two essential attributes: (a) that of a community that is uprooted from its “home-
land” and thereby bereft of a state of its own (as is the case with the two “classic di-
asporas,” namely, the Jews and the Armenians); and (b) that of being physically dis-
persed or scattered into far-flung colonies (the trait of the other classic diaspora,
i.e., theGreeks).The two attributes are notmutually exclusive, but until the late twen-
tieth century, the term diaspora carried with it the connotation of statelessness. In
his definition, Curtin chooses to focus on the attribute of dispersion and fails to ad-
dress diaspora’s other hallmark, namely, statelessness.This is evident from the field
of candidatesmarshaled in his book as case studies of trade diasporas.Of such com-
munities covered in Cross-cultural Trade inWorld History, only the Armenians are
cited as an example of stateless merchants; one cannot aspire to write comparative
history if one’s field of examples consists of one seemingly unique case.

Postulates 4, 5, and 6 are also untenable for theoretical as well as empirical rea-
sons. The idea that trade diasporas were culturally distinct from their host com-
munities is only partially true andmoreover accepts the notion of “culture” as a phe-
nomenon hermetically sealed by “cultural” boundaries—a notion that is no longer
acceptable in much of current anthropological literature on the subject.39 Further-
more, Curtin’s implicit assumption that as culturally distinct groups, trade diaspo-
ras acted as cross-cultural brokers andwere apoliticalparticipants in their host coun-
tries’ societies is empirically unsubstantiated. For many merchant communities in
Asia in the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries trade and politics often mixed, as
Subrahmanyam’s studies have pointed out. This was not only the case for the Ira-
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nianmerchant community dispersed acrossMughal India in the sixteenth to eigh-
teenth centuries, but, for Julfan Armenian merchants in Iran, India, Burma, and
elsewhere in the Indian Ocean during the same period. In short, the assumption
that trade diasporas are by definition uninterested in politics prevents us from ex-
amining the important role of what Subrahmanyam and Bayly have called “port-
folio capitalists.”40

Apart from these flaws, the concept of “trade diaspora” as formulated by Curtin
and his students and applied to the Armenian and other cases has been a descrip-
tive as opposed to an analytical category. It has been useful in terms of helping us
paint a broad picture of theArmenian and othermerchant communities of the early
modern period, but weak in terms of helping us understand analytically how this
and other merchant communities actually operated. How did merchants belong-
ing to these dispersed communities communicate with one another?What kind of
institutional mechanisms did members of such merchant communities rely upon
to generate networks of trust and solidarity across the great spaces covered by their
communities? This question is particularly relevant in the context of the absence
of formal institutions such as courts and other trust-generating institutions with-
out which it would be difficult to imagine the smooth conduct of any economic ac-
tivity. If these merchants were “stateless,” as the concept of trade diaspora implies,
then what (if any) forms of “stateless power” peculiar to their social formation did
they foster in order to compete and often succeed against rival networks of trade?41
Again, this is an important question that needs to be addressed in the context of
the recent literature on IndianOceanmaritime historiography, which has been try-
ing to reassess the relationship between Asian merchants and the European trade
companies that appeared in theworld of the IndianOceanwith the backing of pow-
erful national states with increasingly territorial ambitions. Finally, did merchants
belonging to “trade diasporas” coordinate their business decisions (in terms ofmak-
ing sound market investments and so on) with other merchants belonging to their
network, or did they operate merely as “peddlers,” devoid of economic rationality
and collective action, the hallmarks (according to Niels Steensgaard) of European
merchants?42 If the trading habits of such merchants demonstrate the presence of
a sophisticated transimperial network of coordination and cooperation, then how
was this made possible?The currentmodel of “trade diaspora” does not help us an-
swer any of these questions. A recent attempt at reviving the concept of trade dias-
pora by merely renaming it “diaspora entrepreneurial networks” does not bring us
any closer to conceptual clarity or analytical rigor.43

As we have seen, the trade diaspora paradigm was invented by Abner Cohen in
the late 1960s in conscious opposition to the concept of network. Instead of con-
tributing to greater analytical clarity, the abandonment of the notion of network has
contributed to a significant weakening of the new paradigm, thus prompting us to
revisit the idea of trade network, which seems to have been too hastily discarded.
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THE CONCEPT OF “TRADE NETWORK”
AND THE LOGIC OF CIRCULATION SOCIETIES

The central analytical framework of this book is to reconceptualize “trade diaspo-
ras” of the early modern period as “circulation societies” with their peculiar net-
works. As we shall see, the notion of “circulation society” and its corollary “circu-
latory regimes” that I shall outline below provide us with a better analytical
framework to conceptualize the workings of what have traditionally been termed
trade diaspora networks.

I have borrowed the notion of “circulation” from the influential work of Claude
Markovits, who applies it to the study of a North Indian trade network in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries.44 According toMarkovits, a trade network is a cir-
cuit that consists ofwhat I shall call a “nodal center” and a cluster of dispersed nodes
around it, connected both to each other and to the center. These nodes are settle-
ments where merchants from the nodal center reside either ephemerally or for
longer stretches of time. Where a significant number of such merchants exist, they
erect ethno-religious institutions such as churches, synagogues, mosques, or tem-
ples, as well as institutions that serve to transmit their identity (schools, printing
presses, cultural societies, etc.). These nodes or settlements are connected to each
other and to the center through what Markovits calls the “circulation of men and
things.”45Markovits argues that there are at least five things that circulate along such
circuits or networks: merchants, credit, goods, information (about market condi-
tions, “the secrets of the trade,” and so on), and women. An important element of
circulationmissing inMarkovits’s account and one that is the strong suit of the trade
diaspora paradigm has to do with culture and identity. To compensate for this ab-
sence, I include the circulation of priests in my account of the Julfan network. Of
the six things circulating in a given network, only women, information, and priests
tend to circulate exclusively within the network. The others tend to circulate both
within a given network and in other coexisting networks. The reasons for this are
easy to understand: merchants, commodities, and credit, for instance, need to cir-
culate and mingle with coexisting networks (even rival ones) due to the exigencies
of commercial life and its rules. Otherwise, as Markovits explains, there would be
no exchange. Priests,women, and especially information, on the other hand, are cru-
cial to themaintenance of the identity/integrity of the network and are thus jealously
guarded possessions.

What is interesting to note about thismodel of circulation is that the objects that
travel through the circuit have their origin at the nodal center of the network. The
center is thus not only “where capital is raised andwhere capitalists have theirmain
place of residence,”46 it is also the source of the merchants, commodities, priests,
and the information that keeps the merchants apprised of the latest market condi-
tions and of news concerning their community residing in the center. Women also
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originate from the center. In this connection, it was not unusual for eighteenth-cen-
tury Julfan merchants to travel “home” to New Julfa often from India and Russia
and even possibly from the Philippines with the intention ofmarrying a bride from
their home community.

One of the aims of this book is to examine the trade networks of Armenianmer-
chants from New Julfa, using the model of circulation sketched above.47Soon after
its founding in 1605, the Armenian suburb of New Julfa, as we shall see, became a
“nodal center” of a far-flung network of commercial settlements stretching from
London and Amsterdam in theWest to China andManila in the East. Though not
all Armenian merchants trading and residing in these dispersed trade settlements
were from New Julfa, the overwhelming majority had important family and busi-
ness ties to this prosperousArmenian colony in the suburbs of Isfahan and regarded
it as their “home.” New Julfa was thus the principal center of this trade network; it
supplied the network with circulating merchants (most of whom were commenda
agents working for their masters or khwajas residing at home in Julfa) and with vi-
tal information in the form of commercial correspondence, as well as with a so-
phisticated system of transmitting commercial knowledge (knowledge of account-
ing,manualswith trading itineraries, prices of commodities in variousmarkets, etc.).
It also supplied a prized commodity (i.e., Iranian raw silk especially for the West-
ernmarkets) and,most importantly, capital/credit. As a leadingArmenian religious
center with its own diocese, New Julfa also provided the network with a retinue of
circulating clerics who helped maintain the identity of the communities dispersed
along the network. I refer to the community of Julfans, whether at home in Julfa or
across their settlements in the IndianOcean orMediterranean, as a “circulation so-
ciety” ruled by what Markovits calls the “logic of circulatory regimes.”48

Long-distancemercantile networks such as the Julfan one tend tomaintain their
cultural andmercantile integrity for long periods, thanks in largemeasure to the cir-
culatory flows emanating from their nodal centers. However, while circulation and
mobility are important for sustainingnetworks over time,we should be careful about
privilegingmobility andmovement over permanence and immobility. Long-distance
trade networks, to quote Khachig Tölölyan writing about contemporary diasporas,
“require not justmigratorymobility but also a quite different form of life, the seden-
tary.”49 In otherwords, long-distance tradenetworks and their nodes,much like elec-
trical circuits, also need “anchor points,” not only to “fasten” them in place and en-
dow them with permanence and stability but also to steer or route, facilitate, and
channel circulatory flows of men (mostly commenda agents in our case), informa-
tion, and capital emanating from their nodal centers, and to redirect their ownflows
back to their nodal centers in a reciprocal relationship to their centers. In order to
function effectively, trade networks need sedentary overseas nodes or settlements
to act as “routing stations.”50 As we will see in our account of the Julfan network of
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settlements below, not all the merchants circulating across the network from their
center in Julfa were constantly on the move. Some people, including commenda
agents, actually settled down and became “sedentary” in the nodes and resided there
for varyingperiods of time.Theywere crucial sources of support formore peripatetic
members of the network who happened to be passing through on their way else-
where; they also contributed to circulating local knowledge back to the center and
to other nodes through letter writing and played a crucial role in procuring local
commodities from their respective regions.There were also physical buildings such
as churches and printing presses that were “fixed” in some of Julfa’s overseas nodes.
These anchor points were important in shaping the mobility and circulation that
linked these nodes to the center, which was also fixed and sedentary.

While most long-distance merchant communities have trade networks whose
workings can be characterized through the “dynamic” model of circulation that is
absent in the trade diaspora paradigm of merchant communities, not all follow the
same “circulatory regime.” At the risk of simplification, we can assert that there are
at least two types of circulation societies.Thefirst belongs to the type outlined above
and consists of a “multinodal” but monocentric network where the overwhelming
majority of the objects circulating through the network have their origins in one
dominant “nodal center,” which defines and regulates the identity and economic
vitality of the network as a whole. The Julfan trade network examined in this book
can be seen as a paradigmatic case of such a trade network; the Shikarpuri andHy-
derabadi merchants of Sind in India examined by Markovits’s book, as well as the
Multani network discussed by Scott Levi and Stephen Dale and briefly analyzed in
chapter 9 of this book, also fall into this typology. Similarly, an argument can be
made that the Hadrami network expertly studied by Engseng Ho can also be clas-
sified as amultinodal andmonocentric network driven and shaped by a strongnodal
center in the town of Tarim in the Hadramaut in present-day Yemen.51

In contrast, the impressive Sephardic Jewish network of the earlymodern period
studied by Francesca Trivellato and Jonathan Israel can be characterized as a syn-
chronically “polycentric network.”Unlike the JulfanArmenians, the Sephardic Jews
did not have one nodal center that dominated most aspects of their lives as mer-
chants and members of the same community. After their displacement from the
Iberian Peninsula in the late fifteenth century, the Sephardic Jews operated from
numerous centers, including Livorno, Amsterdam, London, Venice, Salonika, and
Istanbul. One of the advantages of such a synchronically polycentric network was
its agility and survival power. Not being dependent on one nodal centermeant that
the merchant community in question could recover and reorganize its trading ac-
tivities in the event of an economic or political shock afflicting one of its centers of
operation. In the case of the Julfan network, the destruction of New Julfa as a nodal
center in 1747 led to the eventual collapse of the entire trade network.
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ORGANIZATION OF THIS WORK

This book is divided into twodistinct but complementary parts.Thefirst part (chap-
ters 2–4) is descriptive in nature and provides a broad overview of the origins of
the New Julfan community and the subsequent expansion of its trade network; the
second part (chapters 5–9) ismore analytical and discusses the social and economic
institutions underpinning Julfan economy and society.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the origins of the Julfan merchant commu-
nity and the establishment of its nodal center in the suburb of the Safavid capital
at Isfahan. Examining the scant documentation on the history ofOld Julfa, the chap-
ter discusses the role of Old Julfa in the international trade of Iranian raw silk in
the second half of the sixteenth century, and the Safavid-Ottoman wars of 1603–
1605, during which the town was razed to the ground and its mercantile and arti-
san population deported and resettled on the outskirts of Isfahan. Contrary tomost
of the literature on the deportation of the Julfans, this chapter argues that the de-
cision to deport the Julfans was most likely made in the course of the war and was
not necessarily part of a larger “conscious policy” or blueprint of economic and ur-
ban renewal by ‘Abbas I.

Chapters 3–4 provide a “nuts-and-bolts” discussion of the Julfan trade network,
synthesizing the available Armenian, English, Spanish, and Italian language liter-
ature on Julfan settlements in various parts of the world. Gaps in the literature are
supplemented by original archival research, which in some cases provides fresh ev-
idence from newly discovered archives for settlements that have not yet been prop-
erly studied.Thus chapter 3 examines the expansion of the Julfan trade network in
the Indian Ocean and provides a settlement-by-settlement discussion of the Julfan
presence inMughal India, Southeast Asia, and the little-studied Julfan community
in Spanish-controlledManila in the Philippines, which served as a gateway to spo-
radic Julfan relations with Acapulco and Mexico City in the New World. Chapter
4 examines the Julfan network from the IndianOcean to theMediterranean. It dis-
cusses Julfan settlements in Aleppo, Izmir, Venice, Livorno, Marseilles, and Cadiz
on the Atlantic rim. It also treats Julfan settlements in northwestern Europe, such
as in Amsterdam and London, as well as the important settlements across the Rus-
sian Empire to the north.

Chapter 5 addresses the glue that held these settlements and thenetwork together.
It examines the circulation of what was arguably the most important commodity
throughout the Julfan network: information. The chapter offers the first scholarly
treatment of the art of Julfan business correspondence by examining thousands of
business and family letterswrittenby Julfanmerchants in their uniquedialect ofmer-
cantile Armenian.The bulk of these letters originated from the nodal center at Julfa,
but a great many were written by merchants residing in Julfa’s overseas nodes and
as such carried a precious cargo of local knowledge back to the nodal center. In ad-
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dition to analyzing the stylistic properties of Julfan correspondence and assessing
the economic function of letter writing and information sharing, the chapter also
addresses the role of correspondence in helping create an “imagined community”
of merchants who were scattered in different parts of the world, much as print cap-
italism, according to Benedict Anderson, helped create modern nations as “imag-
ined political communities.”52 The chapter also discusses the crucial role of Julfan
courier networks, which acted as a private order postal system and delivered infor-
mation and news to Julfan merchants and their families, thus gluing merchants in
different settlements together and the settlements to their “nodal center” inNew Julfa.

Chapter 6 explores another important aspect of circulation in the Julfan network,
namely, the circulation of merchants and credit. It explores the legal and economic
institution of the commenda contract among the Julfan merchants and argues that
the commendawas theprincipalmechanismamong Julfans for the circulationofmen
and credit. As ameans of bringing together a principalmerchant, known as a khwaja
among the Julfans, whohad ready capital and credit to invest, and a juniormerchant,
who usually had no capital but possessed a good reputation and professional skills
in accounting and trade andwasprepared to travel forperiodsof up to several decades
to invest his master’s capital in exchange for usually one-third of the total profit, the
commenda was an economic institution of possibly Islamic origins and was widely
used in the Mediterranean in the medieval period. The chapter surveys the origins
and functions of theMediterranean commenda and through a rigorous examination
of Julfan commercial law and of surviving commenda contracts points out the cru-
cial differences of this legal-commercial institution among Julfan merchants.

Chapter 7 tackles an issue at the heart of most long-distance merchant com-
munities in the early modern period, the crucial issue of “trust” and cooperation.
“Trust,” or the ability of one individual to have confidence that another person “en-
trusted” with something (e.g., money or fulfilling an important task such as carry-
ing out the instructions in a power of attorney) would not act in a manner detri-
mental to the entrusting individual, is a fundamental component in any type of
economic transaction, especially in the context of early modern trade, where legal
institutions capable of enforcing contracts and effectively punishing offenders were
either absent or ineffective in the world of long-distance trade. The chapter argues
that the tendency to take “trust” in early modern merchant communities for
granted, despite its central role in the lives of such communities, is one of the hall-
marks of the trade diaspora paradigm, which assumes that trade diaspora com-
munities are naturally imbuedwith trustworthymembers because of kinship or fam-
ily ties. Rather than taking trust as a given, this chapter thus attempts to explain
trust as a commodity created bymerchants largely through rigorousmonitoring of
merchant behavior, rewarding individuals upholding high ethical standards, and
sanctioning those who break codes of honor and betray their fellowmerchants. To
explain the creation of “trust” and cooperation, this chapter relies on theoretical
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literature in economic sociology known as “social capital theory.” The theoretical
model I devise to study the creation and maintenance of “trust” in the Julfan net-
work differs from themodel of “multi-lateral reputationmechanism” associatedwith
the work of Avner Greif and the school of new economic institutionalism, which
largely relies on the informal policing of reputation by purely self-interested rational
actors. In contrast to Greif and his followers, my model places much more empha-
sis on a centralized and centralizing semiformal legal institution in Julfa known as
the Assembly of Merchants and to a lesser degree the church and its network of
priests. Unlike Greif and others who have attempted to explain trust in early mod-
ernmerchant communities, my account does not merely take the circulation of in-
formation as a given attribute of long-distance merchant communities but embeds
information flowswithin a detailed study ofmerchant correspondence and courier
networks, which were vital to the proper functioning of the Julfan network.

In chapter 8, I explore the decline and collapse of the Julfan network. Examining
a number of different interpretations of Julfan decline, I argue that the Julfan net-
work collapsed in thedecades following1747when the suburbwas extensively looted
and overtaxed by the predatory policies ofNadir ShahAfshar, who became the ruler
of Iran in 1736 after theAfghan occupation of Isfahan and the collapse of the Safavid
dynasty in 1722. Relying on fresh documentation of Nadir Shah’s destructive poli-
cies in Isfahan and New Julfa in the winter of 1746–1747, the chapter argues that
New Julfa as a nodal center of a vast network collapsed under excessive taxation and
looting, which ruinedmany of the township’s leadingmerchant families and caused
a massive exodus of its population to Russia, the Mediterranean, and especially In-
dia. With the collapse of the nodal center and the financial ruin of its remaining
wealthy families, the rest of the network gravitated to India, where it continued to
function in a debilitated fashion for a few more decades, eventually succumbing to
pressures from the rival imperializing network of the English East India Company.

The study concludeswith a comparative chapter that seeks to place the Julfan net-
work and its methods of policing trust within a larger comparative context by ex-
amining two other exemplary early modern long-distance trading networks, those
of theMultani Indians and the Sephardic Jews, and assesses the particularities of the
Julfan network through a larger comparative analysis. In doing so, it probes the Jul-
fan network for possible structural flaws and argues that one such flaw was the net-
work’s privilegingof the commenda contract overother formsofpartnerships, a choice
that severely limited the network’s ability to expand and diversify into newmarkets.

SOURCES AND INDIAN OCEAN HISTORIOGRAPHY

In his Trade and Civilisation in the Indian Ocean, K.N. Chaudhuri laments the
“severe lack of documentation” in the context of Indian Ocean trade and its his-
toriography:
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Merchants and business organizations rarely preserve their records for the benefit of
posterity. Once the practical reason for record-keeping is removed, commercial doc-
uments are either destroyed or depositedwith law courts or religious foundations, ac-
cording to the social usage of the time. To family inheritors, even when they were en-
gaged in trade, the business papers of another generation made little sense. The
surviving documents remain difficult to interpret to this day. Calculations of profits,
before the age of double-entry book-keeping, could be carried out with ease only by
contemporary participants perfectly familiar with running accounts. The obscurity
and special nomenclature may have been deliberately adopted in order to discourage
outside investigations.The result of the secretive attitude of merchants in the context of
the Indian Ocean trade is a severe lack of documentation on the content of commercial
dealings.53

Chaudhuri, of course, was not the only prominent Indian scholar to note the ab-
sence of “indigenous” documents with regard to the economic and social history
of the IndianOcean. In one of his early essays, AshinDasGupta, one of the founders
of the field of Indian Ocean studies, also noted the fact that “the papers of Indian
merchants are . . . almost totally lost.”54 With the exception of a famous diary writ-
ten byAnandaRangaPillai, covering the period from1736 to 1761, notmuch seems
to have survived in terms of private papers written in “indigenous” languages left
behind by Indian merchants operating in the Indian Ocean.

Theostensible absenceofAsiandocuments in indigenous languageshas prompted
most scholars of Indian Ocean trade to rely on the richmass of documentation cre-
ated by the European trading companies that were later to become colonialmasters.
Clearly, the problems and Eurocentrism inherent in excessive reliance on European
documents to write the history of Asian merchants have not been lost on scholars.
Nonetheless, given the putative absence of “indigenous” sources, Das Gupta and
others have argued that economic and social historians of India and the IndianOcean
could make judicious use of “the papers of the various European Companies and
someprivate papers of their officials in India.”55OmPrakashhas even suggested that
documents written by private Europeanmerchants in Indiamay be used as a sort of
“proxy” for understanding the commercial practices andmentalworldof Indianmer-
chants, who do not appear to have left behind much of an archival trail.56

Fortunately for us “the severe lack of documentation on the content of com-
mercial dealings” attributed to Indian and Asian merchants by Chaudhuri and
others does not apply to the Julfan Armenians. Indeed, one reason the Julfans may
be seen as an exemplary Indian Ocean community is precisely because over 10,000
separate documents (amounting to several 100,000 pages when fully transcribed)
written by them about their own trading practices have reached us, thus allowing
us to have a fairly accurate view of their customs and practices.The overwhelming
majority of these documents were written in a peculiar dialect of mercantile Ar-
menian (a dialect extinct since the late nineteenth century and understood by only
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a handful of scholars in the world) that was used by Julfan merchants and remains
largely incomprehensible to other Armenians. Since Julfan Armenian identity and
trading practices were profoundly shaped by the Islamicate world of the Indian
Ocean and Eurasia in general, and since the Julfans, like the “geniza Jews” before
them,were deeply “embedded” in the Islamic societies around themandhad a com-
monhistory and legal-commercial culture, their papers alsomirror the sharedworld
of common trading practices of other Asian merchants in the Indian Ocean and
beyond. To paraphrase Roxani Margariti’s recent thoughts on the use of Judeo-
Arabic geniza documents, one could indeed say that Julfa dialect documents are
not only useful to scholars of Armenian history but also to those studying other
Asian merchants of the early modern Indian Ocean, though their precise use re-
mains to be fully explored.57

The seventeenth-century English traveler JohnOvington best sums up the place
of the Julfans and their dialect in the IndianOceanworld of the earlymodern period:

. . . Armenians,who above any of the rest Travel the farthest, spread themselves in all
parts of Asia, as well as Europe, and are as universal Merchants as any in the World.
TheArmenians are Civil and Industrious, their Language is one of the most general in
all of Asia, and they have spread themselves in vast Colonies very far, inAnatolia, Per-
sia, theHoly Land, Egypt, Russia and Polonia, and range by private Persons and Fam-
ilies, like Jews into all parts, and like them are as subtle and diligent in their Traffick.58

Ovington describes “their [the Armenians’] Language” (read: the Julfa dialect) as
“one themost general in all of Asia.” Hewas right, of course, because one could find
speakers of this dialect in the caravansaries of Mughal India, Lhasa, Inner China,
Siam, and Manila, to name only a few places. A compelling case can be made for
considering the Julfa dialect an “indigenous” language to the entire Indian Ocean,
in the same sense that one considers Gujarati, Arabic, Persian, and even creolized
Portuguese as indigenous to the region.59Thismeans that there is little need for fu-
ture historians to rely excessively on “proxy” European companydocuments towrite
Asian economic and social history.

One reason Julfa dialect documents are valuable for scholars working on In-
dian Ocean maritime history and may therefore contribute to the larger study of
Asian trade and trading practices during this period has to do with the broad va-
riety of mercantile practices they cover, ranging from double-entry accounting to
commenda contracts and powers of attorney. Shushanik Khachikian and Edmund
Herzig have noted the importance of this corpus of documentation in their ground-
breaking investigations into Julfan history. Herzig, in particular, has pointed out
the potential use of Julfan documents for scholars of Indian Ocean maritime his-
tory whose work has been hampered by the absence of “indigenous” (as opposed
to European company) sources.
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This study thus aims to build on the work of Khachikian andHerzig by ground-
ing the analysis of the commercial and social world of Julfan merchants in a close
textual reading of original Julfan documents. These sources derive from the re-
markable archive of eighteenth-centurydocuments I discoveredwhile doing research
at the Public Records Office (PRO) in London. The archive consists of approxi-
mately 1,700 Julfanmercantile letters seized in the IndianOcean in 1748 on board
an Armenian-freighted ship called the Santa Catharina.Themajority of these let-
ters were carried by Armenian overland couriers across theMediterranean littoral
and Asia Minor to the Persian Gulf port city of Basra, where they were relayed to
other merchant-couriers traveling by ship to Bengal to be delivered to recipients
there and farther east in China.Whatmakes this collection valuable for the present
investigation is that their journey was unexpectedly cut short when the ship on
which they were traveling was captured as a wartime “prize” by a British naval
squadron patrolling thewaters off the southern coast of India.The letters were con-
fiscated along with the Santa Catharina’s other cargo and shipped to England to
be presented as “exhibits” in a high-stakes trial in London.60 This event not only
insured their survival but also transformed them into a kind of Julfan geniza.61 In
addition to this vast trove of documents, I shall use several other collections of
business and family correspondence and contracts and legal papers stored in the
Archivio di Stato di Venezia (ASV), the Archivio di Stato di Firenze (ASFi), and
the Archivio di Stato di Padua (ASP), as well as the papers of a prominent Julfan
family stored in private archives in Verona and in San Lazzaro in Venice. Most im-
portantly perhaps, this study is the first since the mid-nineteenth century to make
extensive use of the wealth of Julfan documentation stored at the All Savior’s Mon-
astery Archive (ASMA) in Julfa.62 All these collections are valuable because they
contain thousands of commercial letters and other documents sent from Europe
and India, the overwhelming majority of which are examined here for the first
time.With the exception of a handful of farmans (royal edicts) stored in the ASMA
in Julfa, Persian-language documents on merchants have not been used in this
study, since such documentation is virtually nonexistent; as most scholars work-
ing on Safavid history know, there is a dearth of Persian sources on the Safavid
period because the Safavid archives appear to have been destroyed in the after-
math of theAfghan conquest of Isfahan in 1722.63The onemajor collection of doc-
umentation relating to the Safavid period and written by Iranian-Armenians is
preserved in the Julfa dialect at the ASMA in New Julfa; it is used extensively for
this study.

Work on Julfan documents remains crucial to the future advancement of schol-
arship not only on Julfan commerce,64 but also on Asian commerce in general, as
the Julfans were among the very few communities to have left us a rich paper trail
of documents. It is my intent to present a study that is theoretically informed and
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multidisciplinary in its approach, and at the same time firmly grounded in archival
material. The archival material is derived from thirty-one collections in a dozen
countries and seven languages, including the Julfa dialect, making this study part
of a new wave of scholarship, one based on “indigenous” primary sources rather
than European “proxy” documents.
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2

Old Julfa, the Great Deportations,
and the Founding of New Julfa

In 1595, an Armenian merchant from Old Julfa named Mahdasi Aghaval wrote a
will bequeathing his house on the edge of the Aras River along with his patrimo-
nial gardens, which formed the southern perimeter of the town, to the children of
his brother, Selim.1 This will is the oldest preserved document in the All Savior’s
Monastery Archive in Julfa, Isfahan. It most likely would have been entirely in-
significant were it not for the fact that it is at this point the sole surviving textual
evidence from Old Julfa, apart from some surviving tombstone inscriptions and
colophons. This is paradoxical because, by the time Mahdasi Aghaval drafted his
will, themerchants ofOld Julfa had already acquired international renown for their
wealth and cosmopolitan connections in the Mediterranean as well as the Indian
Ocean. The lack of other textual evidence (except funerary inscriptions and colo-
phons) written by Old Julfans severely limits our knowledge of the commercial
activities of the Old Julfans before the Safavid monarch Shah ‘Abbas I destroyed
their town in the autumn of 1604 and carried off the population to the outskirts
of his capital at Isfahan, where he allowed them to build amercantile suburb named
New Julfa.2

This chapter explores the history of Old Julfa and focuses in particular on its de-
struction by Shah ‘Abbas I during the Safavid-Ottomanwar of 1603–1605, followed
a decade later by its resurrection and reincarnation as a wealthy mercantile suburb
of Isfahan named New Julfa.The first section discusses the history of Old Julfa, es-
pecially its rise to commercial fame and fortune in the second half of the sixteenth
century, when its merchants began to play a dominant role in the international ex-
port of Iranian silk. The second section examines, in detail, the Safavid-Ottoman
war of 1603–1605 during which the town was destroyed. The chapter concludes
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with a discussion of how the merchant population of Old Julfa was resettled on the
outskirts of Isfahan, where ‘Abbas I granted them crown lands south of the Zayan-
darud River to build an Armenian mercantile suburb.

Besides the limited primary source material relating to the history of Old Julfa,
there are only a handful of reliable secondary sources on the history of the town,
most of which rely on the epigraphic evidence provided by gravestones in Old
Julfa’s cemetery and scanty references to the town and its merchants by European
travelers who passed through the region before the fateful years of 1604–1605.
Neither of these sources is ideal, but they are somewhat useful. Compared to the
near-complete absence of documentation on the town’s history before the Safavid-
Ottoman wars at the turn of the seventeenth century, its destruction and the depor-
tation of its mercantile and artisan population in 1604–1605, as well as its resur-
rection in the form of New Julfa, is amply documented both by vital eyewitness
accounts written by Armenian scribes in numerous colophons and by a variety of
accounts by European travelers who observed the events from close quarters.

OLD JULFA: A SPECTRAL PRESENCE

At length our caravan ferried over the foresaid River, and sowe arrived atChi-
ulfal, a town situate in the frontiers between theArmenians andAtropatians,
and yet within Armenia, inhabited by Christians, partly Armenians, partly
Georgians: a people rather given to the traffique of Silkes, and other sorts of
wares, whereby it waxeth rich and full of money, then instructed in weapons
and matters of warre. This towne consisteth of two thousand houses and ten
thousand soules, being built at the foot of a great rockymountaine in so barren
a soile, that they are constrained to fetch most of their provision, only wine ex-
cepted, from the City ofNassuan, half a days journey off. . . . The buildings of
Chiulfal are very faire, all of hard quarry stone: and the inhabitants very cour-
teous and affable. . . . It is subject and tributary to the Scepter of Persia, and
contrariwise bothbynature andaffection great enemies of theTurke.ThisTowne
was indangered in the warres betwixtAmurat the greatTurke, andMahomet
Codibanda the Persian King, ready to be swallowed up by both.3

The town of Old Julfa was located in the Iranian-Ottoman frontier region on the
northern banks of the Aras River. Its ruins are still visible today in the Azerbaijani-
controlledNakhchivanAutonomous Republic, just north of the Iranian frontier. In
the sixteenth century, when the commerce of Old Julfa was in full bloom, the town
“stood on a narrow spit of land a little more than two kilometres long and four or
five hundred metres wide sandwitched between the River Aras to the South and a
steepmountain ridge to the north.”4The French traveler Jean Chardin, who passed
through the region in 1673, about seven decades after the town’s destruction, and
compared the surviving layout of Old Julfa to a “long amphiteater,” remarked “that
it is not possible to find another town situated in a place that is more dry andmore
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rocky.”5The fact that the soil around the town was barren, as both the English trav-
eler John Cartwright and, following him, Chardin note, made it difficult if not im-
possible for its residents to practice agriculture and thus must have encouraged
them, early on, to turn to commerce to meet their needs.6 The town seems to have
depended on the nearby region of Nakhjavan to meet its needs. Despite its inhos-
pitable location, Old Julfa had two important advantages. First, “it was readily de-
fensible, being protected by the high ridge and the river to the north and south,
while the entrances to the gorge fromEast andWestwere closedwith strongwalls.”7
Second andmost importantly, it was situated on an important river crossing astride
themajor overland routes connectingTranscaucasia and IranwithAsiaMinor, Syria,
and the Mediterranean.8

The first mention of the town is found in Movses of Khoren’s History of Arme-
nia (written sometime between the fifth and eighth centuries), where the founding
of Julfa is ascribed to the first-century b.c.e. Armenian king Tigranes the Great.
There is also a passing reference to Julfa in the late seventh-century History by
Ghevont, an Armenian historian under Arab rule in the region.Thereafter there is
a silence of several centuries until the next historical reference to the town at the
time of Tamerlane’s conquests in the region.9

Apart from these passing references, most of our knowledge of Old Julfa derives
from fragmentary information recorded by a small number of European travelers
who passed through the town in the last decades of the sixteenth century, shortly
before its destruction. According to the Londonmerchant JohnNewbery, who was
in Julfa in 1581, the townhad 7 churches and 3,000 houses.10 Cartwright, who stayed
in Julfa for eight days in the mid-1580s, reported 2,000 houses, or about 10,000 in-
habitants.11 SeferMuratowics, an Armenian representative to the Polish king Sigis-
mund III, recorded 15,000 houses or families in the townwhen he traveled through
the region in 1601 on his way to the Safavid court, but his figure is almost certainly
a scribal error.12 Finally, a Portuguesemissionarywriting fromGoa in India in 1607
estimated that the town had 40,000 inhabitants at the time of their deportation by
‘Abbas I, but this too is an exaggerated figure.13 Argam Aivazian’s more recent es-
timate of between 2,000 and 4,000 houses and a population of about 15,000 seems
to be themost reasonable account to date andmatches the figure given by Chardin,
who wrote in the seventeenth century.14

Our knowledge of Julfa’s economic history is shrouded in even more obscurity.
What we do know with certainty is that its merchants attracted international
renown as purveyors of raw Iranian silk to the markets of the Mediterranean only
in the second half of the sixteenth century, when they began tradingwith European
merchants in Aleppo and Venice. To the Europeans who came into contact with
them, the Julfans were known as “Chelfalynes,”15 or as Armenians hailing from
Djulfa,Giulfa, Iulfa, Zulfa, Sulfa,Diulfa, Tulfa, Iula, Chiulfa, Zugha,Usulfa, Soulpha,
Chinla, and even Gilgat.16
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As Edmund Herzig has noted, Julfa’s sudden rise during the second half of the
sixteenth century is puzzling for a number of reasons. First, it occurred in themidst
of intenseOttoman-Safavidwars, “whenmuchof the surrounding regions andmany
towns suffered serious social and economic disruption and in some cases complete
destruction.”17 Old Julfa was inmany ways in “the eye of the storm” during decades
of fighting between the Safavids and Ottomans, when both warring factions read-
ily resorted to “scorched-earth” strategies, destroying the land and population sur-
rounding Julfa. In the aftermath of the stunning Ottoman victory over the Safavids
at the battle of Chaldiran in 1514, the two “gunpowder empires” were chronically
at war over the geopolitically prized region of eastern Anatolia and the Caucasus.
After the signing of the treaty of Amasya in 1555, which left the Ottomans in con-
trol of Iraq (conquered earlier, in 1534) and parts of the Caucasus, war resumed in
the 1578 during the reign of Shah Mohammad Khodabanda.18

According to some sources, Julfa passed into Ottoman hands in the 1580s, and
its tribute to the empire appears to have gone directly to meet the expenses of the
queenmother (valide sultan), whichmight explainwhy the Julfans survived the tur-
bulent period of the late sixteenth century relatively unscathed. It is interesting to
note that after the destruction of the town and the founding of New Julfa at Isfa-
han in the seventeenth century, the new settlement paid its tribute to the shah’s
mother.19 While Safavid-Ottoman armies continued to clash in the borderland re-
gion until the treaty of Istanbul in 1590 left Julfa in Ottoman hands for over ten
years, each time the Julfans were spared through a combination of sheer luck, im-
portant political patrons, perceived neutrality as an all-Christian town, and hand-
some bribes paid to keep invaders at bay. The town not only survived throughout
the sixteenth century but even managed to prosper.

Geography played an important role in shaping Julfa’s economic prosperity.The
town’s location on the Aras River was a blessing for several reasons. The Aras, as
even classical writers like Strabo had noted, was notorious for its tumultuous twists
and turns and unruly waves, making it impossible to ford most parts of the river.20
Cartwright noted the “outrageous turnings and windings and [its] many rushing
downfalls.”21Though steep gorges characterizedmuch of the river, “at Julfa the river
bed and banks flatten out and become less rocky.”22

In 1340, Ziya al-Mulk Nakhjavani built a famous stone bridge across the Aras
in the vicinity of Julfa with gates and a caravansary on the northern end.23 It was
in all likelihood this bridge that Amir Timur crossed with his forces during one of
his campaigns in 1396.24The bridge seems to have been destroyed during one of the
Ottoman-Safavid wars of the 1570s or 1580s and was certainly not standing by the
time ‘Abbas I retreated from Julfa in 1604.25 Until the sixteenth century, the bridge
appears to have been the most significant feature of Julfa.26

According to Herzig, Julfa experienced a “meteoric” rise in the second half of
the sixteenth century in general, and the period after 1570 in particular. A number
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of developments are indicative of Julfa’s rise at this relatively late period in its his-
tory. First, therewas a remarkable upsurge inArmenianmanuscripts commissioned
by wealthy Julfan merchants known as khwajas.This suggests that the town’s mer-
chant class was affluent enough at this time to undertake patronage activities in-
volving the commissioning of lavish manuscripts. Interestingly, few if any of the
surviving manuscripts, written before the mid-sixteenth century, bear signs of Jul-
fan patronage. DickranKouymjian’s work on the revival of Armenian culture in the
early modern period also suggests a sudden increase in patronage activity of
churches associated with Julfa’s khwajamerchants.27

Another related development during this time was the “boom” in the construc-
tion of ornate tombstones known as khatchkars (stone crosses) in Julfa’s historic
cemetery.28 Of the more than 2,000 surviving khatchkars, only a handful are dated
earlier than 1500, the overwhelmingmajority belonging to khwajaswhopassed away
in the last three decades of the sixteenth century and shortly before the destruction
of the town.29The unusual decorative motifs of these gravestones distinguish them
from traditional Armenian patterns and probably show traces of Islamicate in-
fluences, hinting at the rich cosmopolitanworld of Julfa’s long-distancemerchants.30

Other evidence also suggests that the town’s economy experienced a sudden
boom during this period. For instance, the scant evidence of Julfan merchants vis-
iting foreign markets during the last four decades of the sixteenth century is a tell-
tale sign of intense economic prosperity. One of the firstmarkets frequented by Jul-
fan merchants was the bustling city of Ottoman Aleppo with its Venetian, English,
and laterDutchmerchants. Already in 1566, an agent of the EnglishMoscovyCom-
pany mentions that while he was in Aleppo he encountered many Armenians ac-
tively trading Iranian raw silk with Venetian merchants.31 Though this agent does
not refer to the Armenians as Julfans, we can safely assume that most if not all the
Armenian merchants he came across were from Old Julfa, since other English
traders in Aleppo around the same time do refer to them as “chelfalynes.”32 Dis-
cussing Aleppo’s international trade during that period, another English employee
for the Moscovy Company notes that “one village of Armenia named Gilgat doth
carie veerely fyve hundred, and sometime a thousande mules laden with sylke to
Halepo in Sorya of Turkye, being foure days of iorney of Tripoli, where Venetians
have their continuall abidying, and send from thence sylkes, which they returne for
English carses and other clothes, into all partes of Christendome.”33 Another report,
written in 1568, complains about the difficulty of “breaking the trade betwixt the
Venetians and the whole company of Armenians,” indicating that the Julfans were
already the principal suppliers of Iranian silk to European merchants in Aleppo.34
The timing of these reports coincides with the major influx of Old Julfans into
Aleppo’s preexisting Armenian community, making them the dominant element
in social and economic life of the community. AsArtavazd Surmeyan’s research has
confirmed, thirteen of the fourteen sixteenth-century tombstones in Aleppo’s Old
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Armenian cemetery belong to Julfanmerchants.35The identification of theOld Jul-
fans as important silk merchants as early as 1566 by English sources means that
Old Julfamust already have risen to prominence in Iran’s booming silk trade at this
early date.The evidence in these sources is corroborated by Halil Inalcik’s work on
the silk trade and the Ottoman city of Bursa. As Inalcik points out, Muslim Irani-
ans are recorded in the Bursa archives as the dominant merchants of Iranian silk
during the first half of the sixteenth century, with hardly any mention of Armeni-
ans in this trade. Inalcik suggests that by the second half of the century, the situa-
tion had drastically changed in favor of the Armenians.Though he does not proffer
any explanations for this dramatic change of fortune, one possible explanation could
be the intense Ottoman-Safavid rivalry and war in the second half of the sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries, which made it difficult for Shi’a Iranians to travel
and trade across Ottoman domains.36

Around the same time, Old Julfans had begun to travel directly to Venice to sell
their silk and other merchandise. According to Ghevont Alishan, the first appear-
ance of Julfans in the archives of Venice dates from 1571.37 Alishan notes that the
correspondence of the Venetian traveler and envoy to IranVincenzo degli Alessan-
dri indicates that a number of Julfan merchants kept their agents in Venice as early
as 1571 and even had money deposited in Venice’s Banco Dolfin.38 A fairly steady
stream of documents in the Archivio di Stato of Venice related to merchants from
Old Julfa in the closing decades of the century is an indication of frequent ties and
visits between the town and the Venetian republic. A Julfanmerchant namedNuri-
jan is also mentioned as residing in Rome around this time. His tombstone at the
ancient Armenian church in Rome is dated 1579. However, the most compelling
evidence for Julfa’s rise during this period is the town’s direct involvement in the
trade of raw Iranian silk that also began to spike at this time, a topic to which we
shall return shortly. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that this is also the period
when Julfa’s namefirst reacheswesternEurope via the encounters between the town’s
silkmerchants andEuropeanLevantmerchants inAleppo andVenice.Though there
is no direct evidence, it seems reasonable to speculate that some of the Armenian
merchants described as hailing from Aleppo and already trading and residing in
the Mughal capital of Agra during the second half of the sixteenth century may
also have been from Old Julfa (see chapter 3). Indeed, one scholar has even sug-
gested that the sudden increase in toll revenues in the late sixteenth century at the
Portuguese-controlled port of Hormuz, the gateway to India, might be associated
with “the contemporary development of Iran’s raw silk for bullion trade in which
the Julfamerchants played such a prominent role.”39 In sum, by the last few decades
of the sixteenth century, Old Julfa’s reputation had spread far beyond its borders.
In 1570, Old Julfa was literally placed on themap when it appeared in Ortelius’s fa-
mous world atlas, where it was referred to as Chinla.40

In his groundbreaking essay on the “rise of the Julfa merchants,” Herzig poses
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the crucial question of why this sudden rise to prosperity affected Julfa and not, for
instance, another town in the same region, and why prosperity came to Julfa only
in the last few decades of the 1500s. In trying to solve this puzzle, Herzig consid-
ers the “interplay” between anumber of geographic, political, and regional economic
factors, including: (1) Julfa’s strategic location on the main trade route connecting
the rich emporium of Tabriz in northern Iran to themarkets of AsiaMinor and the
Mediterranean; (2) Julfa’s ability to escape the brutal military campaigns of the
Safavids and Ottomans throughout the sixteenth century; and (3) its close prox-
imity to the regional silk-producing areas of Karabagh, Shirvan, Mazanderan, and
Gilan.Herzig astutely argues that none of these factors studied in isolation can yield
an explanation for Julfa’s sudden prosperity. While the town was fortunate enough
to be strategically located on one of the most important trade routes of the period
and happened to have the only bridge, equipped with a caravansary, over the Aras
River in the vicinity of the commercial center of Tabriz, a hub of European mer-
chant presence in the region, its location and strategic value alone cannot account
for Julfa’s unexpected growth during the second half of the sixteenth century. The
same argument holds for the town’s proximity to the silk-producing regions of Iran
and its near-miraculous survival from the ravages of war.

For Herzig, an explanation for Julfa’s commercial takeoff must be sought in the
coincidence or conjuncture of these factors with global economic developments.
AlthoughHerzig does notmention it, it would seem that his explanation hinges on
the notionof “global conjuncture” deployed byworld historians likeKennethPomer-
anz, John Darwin, and, on a more popular level, Robert Marks.41 Darwin, for in-
stance, describes the idea of “conjuncture” as “periods of time when certain gen-
eral conditions in different parts of the world coincided to encourage (or check)
the enlargement of trade, the expansion of empires, the exchange of ideas or the
movement of people.” In this scheme, an explanation of Old Julfa’s sudden rise in
the second half of the sixteenth century would have to account for the interaction
or momentary overlapping of “several otherwise independent developments,” si-
multaneously on a global and local scale, “creating a unique historical moment.”42
Themost important development in this respect was the impact of the “Columbian
exchange” on the global economy and the resulting inflow of American silver into
theMediterranean port cities (especially on the Italian peninsula) beginning in the
1580s.43 As Fernand Braudel and, following him, Andre Gunder Frank and others
have argued, American silver, discovered by Spanish conquistadores in the world’s
largest silvermine at Potosí (in present-day Bolivia) in 1545 and shipped to Europe
shortly afterward, allowed Mediterranean merchants to purchase large quantities
of Eastern goods, including Iranian raw silk, from the markets of the Levant, thus
stimulating Iran’s silk trade. Coupled with this, the Portuguese crown’s “over-
whelmingly dominant share” in the trade of Asian spices, and especially pepper, di-
verted from the overland routes to the Levant through the Cape route directly to
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Lisbon and Antwerp, compelled Mediterranean traders and especially the English
and the Venetians to turn to Iranian raw silk as an alternative commodity to spices
beginning as early as the 1550s.44 Parallel to this, theremight have been an increase
in the demand for raw silk in the Mediterranean. “These developments were obvi-
ously advantageous for anyone with raw silk to sell in Bursa or Aleppo, and par-
ticularly advantageous for the Armenians, who as Middle Eastern Christians
formed natural intermediaries between ChristianWest andMuslim East and were
generally the preferred trading partners and agents of European Levant mer-
chants.”45 Moreover, the fact that Julfan trade depended on European demand for
silk and Iranian supply of raw silk, both of which were largely independent of the
military conditions on the ground, allowed Julfa to prosper at a time whenmost of
the region around it was devastated by the ravages of war.46

WAR, DESTRUCTION, AND DEPORTATION

Iran’s silk trade in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries and the role of
the Julfan Armenians merchants in this trade were intimately tied to centralizing
policies geared toward state formation pursued by the Safavid monarch Shah ‘Ab-
bas I (r.1587–1629). The examination of the Julfan role in Safavid Iran’s silk policy
must, therefore, be conducted within the larger context of ‘Abbas’s policies.

Soon after coming to power in 1587, ‘Abbas undertook a number of adminis-
trative reforms aimed at strengthening his realm. Faced with the prospect of fight-
ing the Ozbegs on the eastern front of his empire and continuing threats from the
Ottomans in the northwest, the youngmonarch signed the humiliating treaty of Is-
tanbul in 1590, ceding much of the territory in the northern region of his empire
and especially the Caucasus to the Ottomans. With temporary respite from war,
‘Abbas focused his energies on combating the Ozbegs in the East, then threatening
the province of Khurasan, and in weakening the power of the qizilbash amirs at
home. Turcoman tribes from the Ottoman-Safavid borderlands in eastern Anato-
lia, the qizilbash had played a vital role in bringing the Safavid dynasty to power at
the outset of the sixteenth century.47The “military backbone of the Safavis,” the qizil-
bash formed the bulk of the new empire’s army and had been staffed in key ad-
ministrative and military positions for much of the first hundred years of Safavid
power.48 As a result of their prominent status in the emerging Safavid state and as
potential sharers of the Turco-Mongol concept of “corporate sovereignty,” which
defined early Safavid political life, they posed a threat to the dynasty’s grip on
power.49 Early in Safavid rule, Shah Tahmasp had taken steps to curb the indepen-
dence and power of the qizilbash by introducing a foreign, Caucasian element into
the state.50 Known as the ghulam, or royal slaves, this element consisted predomi-
nantly of Georgian andArmenian converts to Islamwho played a role roughly sim-
ilar to that of the Janissaries in the Ottoman Empire,51 and that of the Persian gov-
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ernorswhomAkbar theGreat promoted to neutralize the power of theCentralAsian
and Afghan nobility who had brought his father to power.52The policy of promot-
ing the ghulam into key positions of power was not systematically pursued until
the reign of ‘Abbas I.

One of the first steps ‘Abbas took after signing the treaty of Istanbul with the
Ottomans was to resume the ghulam policy of his predecessors and to weaken si-
multaneously the power of the qizilbash amirs. During the first years of his reign,
‘Abbas thus began to promote Armenian andGeorgian converts to Islam to key po-
sitions of power. He also deprived many qizilbash governors of their posts in the
silk-producing regions of Gilan andMazendaran on the shores of the Caspian and
replaced them with officials who were personally loyal to him. As part of his larger
policy of state centralization (ushering in what Kathryn Babayan refers to as the
“Isfahani era of Absolutism”)53 and enhancing “the infrastructural” and “adminis-
trative” powers of his state, in 1598 ‘Abbas also removed his capital fromQazvin in
the north to themore strategically located city of Isfahan at the center of his realm.54
In addition, he improved the transportation networks in Iran, established cara-
vansaries, and fixed road tolls and customs duties to facilitate commerce in his do-
mains.Most importantly, ‘Abbas deprived the qizilbash of their appanages, or tiyuls,
and converted the silk-producing regions near the Caspian into khassah, or crown
lands, thereby reserving for the crown the revenue generated from this economi-
cally lucrative area.55

Whether ‘Abbas had a self-conscious and overarching policy of economic re-
newal involving the silk trade, and the role of the Julfan Armenians in that trade,
have been topics for scholarly discussion. In The Politics of Trade in Safavid Iran:
Silk for Silver, Rudi Matthee deftly explores the issues at stake in this debate. To
Matthee, the temptation to seek a self-consciousmercantilist policy in ‘Abbas’smea-
sures runs the risk of falling into “procrustean interpretations” that fail to take into
account “the mutuality between principle and practice in European mercantilism
as much as [ . . . ] the embededness of Safavid economic practice in normative tra-
dition.”56 To avoid the pitfalls of this temptation,Matthee thus proposes the following
sensible approach:

Though the multifaceted and protracted nature of [Shah ‘Abbas’s] measures makes it
tempting to label the Shah’s involvement with silk part of a concerted economic pol-
icy, it might be more appropriate to view it as consonant with his overall approach to
economic issues and to analyze it as a series of interventions that reflect an acute aware-
ness of ways in which revenue might be enhanced and whose timing was in part deter-
mined by geopolitical considerations, in part by contingency and fortuitousness.57

One of the difficulties facing historians of the Safavid silk trade is the dearth of
primary source material concerning ‘Abbas’s economic policies and his intention-
ality or motives in such policies. Given the absence of evidence, historians must be
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cautious about their conclusions and particularly careful to avoid the temptation
of reading back motives into the past based on their understanding of subsequent
events.

The question of the Julfans’ role in ‘Abbas’s policies of promoting Iran’s silk trade
is fraught with similar problems. Some historians, such as Roger Savory, have ar-
gued that ‘Abbas had a conscious policy soon after coming to power of using the
Julfans to promote his realm’s economic development. According to this interpre-
tation, the deportation of the Julfans from their town on the Aras River and their
resettlement on the outskirts of Isfahan was part of a larger policy whose “purpose
was to enlist the industrious and thrifty nature of the Armenian merchants in the
service of the Safavid state.”58This interpretation has been uncritically endorsed by
most scholars working on the Julfans, including Ina Baghdiantz McCabe. Accord-
ing to her, for instance, when ‘Abbas deported the Julfans he was merely following
a “well-planned” or “conscious policy.”59 BaghdiantzMcCabe, in fact, gives the im-
pression that the shah had a “verbal treaty” with the Julfans to resettle them near
Isfahan with promises of great economic prosperity.60 However, in the absence of
evidence, it is impossible to substantiate or verify the claim of a verbal treaty. Her
argument that the Julfans “came of their own will” is a retrospective projection of
intentionality into ‘Abbas’s plans in light of the subsequent relationship between the
shah and Julfan merchants and is not supported by contemporary Armenian ac-
counts regarding the brutal circumstances of ‘Abbas’s deportation of the Julfans and
the destruction of their town, to which we now turn.61

By the spring of 1603, a number of developments in the Ottoman Empire per-
suaded ‘Abbas towagewar against his oldOttoman enemies with the aim of recoup-
ing territories ceded to them in the treaty of Istanbul.The deployment of Ottoman
forces on the European front, the Celali rebellions destabilizingmuch of the region
of eastern Anatolia, and the growing tide of discontent against Ottoman rule in the
Caucuses and the Safavid-Ottoman frontier region prompted ‘Abbas to move his
forces to the northwest of his realm.62 ‘Abbas took Tabriz by surprise in March of
1603 and marched north to Ottoman-controlled Nakhjavan, which surrendered
to him later that spring.63 On his way there, the shahmade a brief stop at Old Julfa,
where the town’s local Armenian population received him with much pomp and
ceremony. The Armenian chronicler Arakel of Tabriz describes how the Julfans
greeted the shah:

On the way, when they [the shah and his forces] reached the small town of Julfa, the
large and diverse population of the town, who had prepared themselves earlier, came
out to greet the shah as befitting a king. Old and young, dressed and equipped, robed
in magnificent garments of golden cloth, walked in a procession to greet the shah.
Young lads carried sweet and precious wine in golden cups. With lit candles, frank-
incense, and incense, and singing fine hymns, the [parish priests] walked in front and
sang with beautiful voices.The shah’s path was decorated: from the banks of the river
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to the mansion of Khwaja Khachik,64 the road was covered with carpets and expen-
sive andmagnificent brocades, upon which the shahmarched to the house of Khwaja
Khachik, In his house, Khwaja Khachik handed his son a golden tray full of golden
coins, which was presented to the king. All the notables of Julfa also brought gifts,
befitting a king. The shah remained there for three days, and the Julfans entertained
him with magnificent, refined victuals and fragrant wines.65

Georg Tectander, an Austrian envoy to ‘Abbas’s camp, also describes the shah’s
friendly welcome in the town and how the flat-roofed homes there “were covered
with more than fifty thousand oil lamps that burned all night long.”66 Khwaja
Khachik, described in the above passage by Arakel of Tabriz as hosting the shah,
was the mayor (k‘aghak‘apet) of Old Julfa. His son, who presented ‘Abbas with gold
coins, was most likely Khwaja Safar, who, as we shall see in chapter 7, later became
the first kalantar (mayor) of New Julfa.

After his departure from Old Julfa, the shah marched with his forces on Nakh-
javan, which quickly surrendered to him. The Ottoman garrison of Yerevan also
surrendered after a grueling siege of seven and a half months.67 Both the European
and the Armenian evidence suggests that until the summer of 1604, there were no
significant cases of population deportation involvingArmenians. Such deportations
(sürgün, the term employed at the time) did occur shortly afterward, but the deci-
sion to undertake them was made in response to rapidly unfolding events on the
ground. It appears that the catalyst for the deportation of many of the region’s Ar-
menians and other populations was the news of the advancing Ottoman army un-
der the command of Sinan Pasha or Cheghaloghlu from the West.68

The following account from an Armenian colophon written during the period
sheds light on the effect of Sinan Pasha’s advance to the East on ‘Abbas’s decision to
practice a scorched-earth policy and the forcedmigration of the region’s population:

But with the approach of autumn, the Turkish commander . . . mustered a large army
and launched a fierce attack on King Abas in the Ararat province (gavar). When he
(Abbas) saw that he could not face him (Cheghaloghlu) in battle, he fled from one
place to the next, and put the country to fire, so that there would be no shelter for
the Turkish forces nor food or nourishment for their beasts. Also he gave the order
for his wicked troops to drive the Armenian people into Persia, as of Old Nebuchad-
nezzar drove ancient Israel into Babylon. With savage blows and violent haste they
began to empty of inhabitants the whole area between Shirakuan [Shirakavan] and
Kars provinces andGoghtn province. In the days of winter they dragged vardapet and
bishop, priest and congregation, noble and commoner from their abodes and dwell-
ings in village, city, monastery and hermitage, and drove them off with all speed be-
fore their horses, brandishing their swords aloft to spur them into greater haste, for
the enemy, the Turkish army, was on their heels. Woe and alas for this calamity! Oh
the sufferings, the misery and bitterness! For when they drove the people out of their
homes they set fire to the houses with all their possessions in them, and the owners,
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looking back, saw the flames leaping up.Then they wept, uttering piercing cries, wail-
ing loudly and pouring dust on their heads. There was no help to be found, for the
King’s edict was unbending. Then on the road they (the soldiers) killed some and
maimed others, took babes from their mothers’ arms and dashed them on the stones,
so that [the women] would be lighter for the march.69

It was in this larger context of retreating from the advancing Ottoman army that
‘Abbas ordered one of his ghulam officers of Armenian origin, Tahmasp-qoli Beg,
to go to Julfa and deport its population. According to the account of the Armen-
ian chronicler Arakel, Tahmasp-qoli marched on the town and gave the local pop-
ulation three days to evacuate their homes and march with his forces into Iran.
Arakel notes that the Julfans were rushed to vacate their town.The evidence (both
from Arakel and other sources) suggests that the deportation of the town was any-
thing but orderly. The “shah’s order was immediately carried out and they [the Jul-
fans] went on their way.”70 Since the decision to deport must have come suddenly,
the population “could notmake advanced preparations [and] people could not find
beasts of burden.”71

The population of Julfa was ordered to cross the river hastily. Since there was no
bridge standing at the time,many could have drowned.AnArmenianCatholic priest
from Nakhjavan, Awgostinos Bajets‘i, who was probably among another group of
deportees, describes the perils of the river crossing:

We arrived at a river called Aras [arasdgh], too wide to be crossed without a boat;
they pushed themultitude [into the open current], without boats or cattle [aṙants‘ nawi
ew aṙants‘ tawari]. Some were able to cross [the river]; others were swept away by the
waves, some calling in great cries for their father, some their children, their mother,
brother, sister, priest.Manywere drowned in the river. As forme, a sinner, I toowould
have been swept away by the river had I not grabbed the tail of a buffalo and been
saved by the will of God.72

Shortly after the Julfans were forced to vacate their homes and had already been
driven into Iranian territory, the shah ordered Tahmasp-qoli Beg to return to the
town and raze it to the ground, so as to prevent the Julfans fromeventually returning
home. According to Arakel’s account, ‘Abbas also ordered the rounding up of any
stragglers and took measures to ensure that no one evaded the deportations.73

In light of the above sequence of events, it is difficult to give credence to the view
that the deportation of the region’s population was carried out in accordance with
a systematic and conscious policy pursued by ‘Abbas of resettling the Julfan Arme-
nians in Iran and making use of them to promote Iran’s silk trade. Rather, the de-
portations appear to be the outcome of improvised decisions taken in response to
a series of contingent events. As Herzig observes,

The picture that emerges is of a sudden decision to deport the entire civilian popula-
tion (Christian andMuslim), reached onlywhenAbbas realized that he could not face
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the superior Turkish forces in the field. The delay in initiating the evacuation meant
that it had to be carried out with extreme haste and violence, and little regard for the
lives, property or liberty of the evacuees. The fact that it took place in late autumn,
combined with the evacuees’ inability to make any preparations, increased the hard-
ship involved.74

Herzig’s interpretation of these events challenges the conventional wisdom, re-
peated in standard accounts such as those of Vazken Ghougassian and Baghdiantz
McCabe, that retrospectively projects a teleology for Shah ‘Abbas’s “motives” and
asserts that the Safavid monarch had a “conscious policy,” perhaps dating back to
the 1590s, of resettling the Julfans in Isfahan to make use of their skills in rebuild-
ing the political economyof his realm.75 AsHerzig notes, the existing evidence does
not support such a claim. On the contrary, the evidence suggests that the decision
to deport and resettle the Julfans was made on the spur of the moment and had
more to do with ‘Abbas’s reaction to the rapidly developing events on the ground
than any long-term “conscious policy.”

After the hasty crossing of the Aras River, most deportees were driven east while
the Julfans were given relatively privileged treatment and taken first to Tabriz before
being resettled on the outskirts of Isfahan.76 While most European and Armenian
historians give the impression that ‘Abbas I intended to settle the Armenians im-
mediately in Iran,Herzig remarks that “contemporary sources suggest that some time
elapsedbeforehe reached this decision.”77Citing anArmenian colophon,Herzig con-
tends that ‘Abbas in fact allowed some of the evacuees from Nakhjavan to return to
their homes, and even issued a decree while wintering in Tabriz in 1604–1605:

He who wishes to settle here, let him stay here, and he who does not wish to settle
here, let him go his ownway, each to his own place.Thenmany of the Armenians and
Muslims (tachik) set off on their way and travelled for two days, but the wicked Kur-
dish khans killed all themen andwomen, and took the youths captive. . . .Then com-
passionate and merciful God . . . instilled pity in the heart of the King, and he gave a
decree, that, “TheArmenians are free, but there is no order for them to leave, let them
remain here until the spring.” And then inMarch they all departed andwent to Shush
(Susa) which is called Aspahan (Isfahan).78

Based on this evidence, Herzig concludes: “ ‘Abbas only decided to resettle at least
part of the Armenians in Iran during the winter months of 1605, when it became
apparent that it would be impossible for them to return home because of the dan-
ger from Kurdish and celali marauders.”79 This seems plausible enough but over-
looks the fact that, in the Julfans’ case at least, ‘Abbas had their town deliberately
razed to the ground and ordered his men not to allow any Julfans to remain behind
or to return later to what was left of their homes. Given that this was the case, it
could very well be that ‘Abbas actually had plans to deport and resettle the Julfans
as early as 1604, when he gave the order for the deportation of the town and for its
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destruction, and not in the winter of 1605, as Herzig concludes. Of course, we have
no way of being certain because ‘Abbas’s “intentions” are not recorded in any of the
surviving documentation. However, it seems clear that ‘Abbas had no such plans
soon after coming to power in 1587, which is the impression one gets from read-
ing Arakel of Tabriz’s seventeenth-century chronicle and some of the recent Ar-
menian scholarship influenced by his account. It is more likely that Herzig’s argu-
ment for contingency is still themost persuasive account to date, but that his timing
for the decision may be challenged.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW JULFA

After a brief stay in Tabriz, the Julfans and other Armenians displaced from thewar
zone were relocated to the imperial capital of Isfahan. A colophon written in 1620
in New Julfa by an Armenian priest named Simeon provides the following account
of events that transpired once the Armenians had arrived in Isfahan in 1605:

And having been brought to the city of Shosh at Isfahan, upon the river Zayandarud,
they remained there for three months, and then an order came from the king to set-
tle them in the city and village and in the caravansary/hostel. And there they stayed
for two or threemonths, and as the prophet David declares, “Theymixedwith the pa-
gans and learned their ways.”They were mixed with the Muslims, and the Christians
were learning all the ways of theMuslims. And then they were given lands and places
to live along the river.And they laid down the foundations of this town andbuilt houses
and dwellings and established twelve churches.80

The information contained in this source is important because it indicates that the
Julfans were not immediately settled in the area south of the Zayandarud River that
later became associated with the suburb of New Julfa. Rather, as this document
demonstrates, the deportees were initially settled in the city of Isfahan for three
months, after which they were moved into the neighboring area and a caravansary
for another two or three months. Thus it was only after about five or six months,
when their settlement among Muslims proved too difficult to manage, that orders
were given by ‘Abbas to move the Julfans to the area south of the river, where they
were granted residence and land on which to build their houses. It was there that
in 1606 the Julfans began constructing their own houses, and between 1606, the
date of their resettlement in New Julfa, and 1620, when the above colophon was
written, they also built twelve churches.81

A farman issued by ‘Abbas in August/September of 1605 and stored in the All
Savior’s Monastery Archive in Julfa sheds light on why the decision was taken to
provide the Julfans with their separate quarters south of the Zayandarud. The far-
man suggests that the newly arrived Julfans were initially settled in the Marnanan
district of Isfahan alongside the Muslim population. This had resulted in discord
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and fighting between the immigrant Christians and the local Muslims, who must
have been resentful of the new arrivals. This development had clearly angered ‘Ab-
bas, who issued the following orders in his farman:

During this winter, lodging should be provided for them [i.e., the Julfans] in the Royal
estates of Arsabaf, Falashan and Marbanan. For some of them you should rent the
houses of peasants, who must evacuate their homes, until next year, when by God’s
will, they [the Armenians] will build their own houses. We order that the people of
Marnanan, who have fought against them be punished severely.82

The information from the 1620 colophon and the 1605 farman casts further doubt
on the planned and orderly relocation of the Julfans and their systematic incorpo-
ration into Safavid Iran’s developing silk trade. On the contrary, the evidence pro-
vides additional support for Herzig’s andMatthee’s hypothesis that whatever plans
‘Abbas had in mind regarding the use he would make of his commercially savvy
Julfan subjects, they were most likely not fully conceived or premeditated before
the original deportation in 1604, and possibly later. Improvisation seems to have
guided ‘Abbas’s policies with regard to the Julfans. The fact that the Julfans were
originally settled in Isfahan alongside theMuslim locals and were only later moved
to the area that became New Julfa indicates that ‘Abbas’s tactics were off-the-cuff
and shifted according to developments on the ground; they were not the outcome
of a conscious decision taken years before the deportations that brought the Jul-
fans to Isfahan.That the land south of the river Zayandarud was not earmarked for
the Julfans but was chosen as their place of residence only after their settlement in
Isfahan caused discord with the local Muslim population gives further support to
the ad hoc nature of the Julfans’ integration into the political economy of Iran.

The informal and improvised nature of ‘Abbas’s integration of the Julfans into
the political economy of his realm also applies to other aspects of the Julfans’ sta-
tus in their newly built home on the outskirts of the Safavid capital. After their re-
location south of the river, the Julfans were initially accorded the same rights as
dhimmis in otherMuslim-ruled lands.They were obliged to pay a poll tax in return
for protection from the state and, most importantly, did not have the right to own
land.This situation, too, was changed in the course of developments related to ‘Ab-
bas’s changing policies with regard to his realm’s silk trade, to which we shall re-
turn below.Themost important development in the social status of the Julfans oc-
curred in the fall of 1619, when ‘Abbas issued another decree, this time granting
the land south of the Zayandarud, where the Julfans had been residing since 1606,
as a gift from the crown to the Julfans.The farman in ‘Abbas’s name, dated Septem-
ber 11–October 9 of the same year, states:

At this time, due to our endless Royal benevolence and mercy towards the Armeni-
ans of Julfa, and for the betterment of their life, We decided to grant them, free of
charge, the land at the bank of the river Zayandarud, in the Capital City of Isfahan,
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which is part of our royal property and where they have already built houses. Hon-
orable and great treasurer of the Chancery, delete the abovementioned land from the
list of royal properties and register it in the books as a gift to the Armenians. Vazir,
Kalantar and public officials of Isfahan, obey the present order and consider the said
land as accorded property to the Armenians.83

This decision too must be understood in the context of arguably the most im-
portant decision ‘Abbas took regarding Iran’s silk trade. Having attracted a number
of European clients eager to have a share of Iran’s growing silk trade, including the
English East India Company (EIC), which had sent its representatives to the shah’s
court in 1615, ‘Abbas decided to transform the export of Iranian silk into a state
monopoly whereby all purchases of silk for export would have to be made directly
from the court.84 In 1619, ‘Abbas held a public auction offering the purchase of his
silk to the highest bidder. Present at the auction were EIC officials, a representative
of the Carmelite Order, who had no authorization from the Spanish crown tomake
business-related decisions, and JulfanArmenians anxious to prevent their privileges
from being taken by the newly arrived Europeans.85 According to the Italian trav-
eler Pietro della Valle, who has left us one of the few accounts of this event, the Jul-
fans were able to outbid the English and gain a near monopoly of the purchase of
Iranian silk for export.86 As a result of their successful bid, they were able to carry
the lion’s share of Iran’s silk exports during the entire period of the silk monopoly.
Even after themonopolywas abolished in the 1630s by ‘Abbas’s successor, Shah Safi,
the Julfans still managed to retain their privileged position as exporters of Iranian
silk, largely through their connections with powerful ghulam officials of Armen-
ian origin who were in positions of power in the silk-cultivating regions near the
Caspian.87 In light of ‘Abbas’s promotion of the Julfans as privileged merchants for
the crown, it should not come as a surprise that his decision to grant the land of
New Julfa as a gift to his subjects coincided with the silk auction.

That the Julfans were seen by ‘Abbas as important “service gentry,” to borrow
Matthee’s phrase, or “service nomads,” to use the more recent formulation by Yuri
Slezkine, is evident even from the first years of their forced resettlement in Isfa-
han.88 Indeed, within two years of Old Julfa’s destruction and only as the newmer-
cantile suburb was being built, Shah ‘Abbas sent a Julfan as his personal represen-
tative and envoy to the Venetian Republic to negotiate an agreement with the
Venetians against his Ottoman foes.The person he chose for thismission was a Jul-
fan merchant by the name of Khwaja Shiosh, who left Isfahan for Venice in 1606–
1607 as an agent and ambassador of the shah.89 A few years later, ‘Abbas sent a sec-
ond Julfan envoy by the name of Khwaja Sefer son of Edigar (not to be confused
withNew Julfa’s first kalantar/mayor or ruler, Khwaja Safar), who arrived in Venice
in 1610 as part of his larger mission to Rome, Florence, and Madrid.90 A number
of other Julfans came and went around the same period according to Alishan, thus
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demonstrating that it did not take too long for the newly deported and resettled
Julfans to be up on their feet and to revisit their old haunt in Venice.91

THE GROWTH OF NEW JULFA AND
ITS ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

The township of New Julfa initially started on a narrow sliver of land immediately
south of the Zayandarud River, facing the central part of Isfahan; here the wealth-
iest merchants were given land to build their homes and gardens. This core region
came to be called Hin Jugha (Old Julfa), not in reference to the original home of the
merchants near the Aras River but to distinguish it from neighboring regions that
were incorporated into the Armenian colony in the 1650s when Shah ‘Abbas II
(r. 1642–1666) resettled a number of Armenians originally from Yerevan, Tabriz,
Nakhjavan, and Dasht or Agulis who were still residing in Isfahan after their de-
portation at the turn of the century.Their resettlement across the river and in areas
annexed to the oldest part of New Julfa helped expand the suburb’s territory and
population.92

There are few reliable population figures for the township of New Julfa, and the
few estimatesmade by European visitors to Isfahan are far from consistent.TheEn-
glish travelerThomas Herbert, who visited Isfahan in 1626, put the figure of Julfa’s
population at 10,000 individuals. Father SebastianManrique, writing about his trip
to the Safavid capital in 1642, gave a conservative estimate of Julfa’s population at
6,000 people, while the French traveler Boulaye le Gouz gave an inflated figure of
the township’s population as 6,000 families in the 1640s, amounting to about 30,000
people.93 Chardin, referring to the period in the 1660s, estimated around 3,500
houses or roughly 17,000 people;94 around the same period the Catholic mission-
aryGabriel deChinon estimated that therewere “at least 4,000 houses” in the town-
ship, while another missionary, Father Giovanni Battista da S. Aignan, writing in
1673, provides the inflated figure ofmore than 50,000 inhabitants for the township.95
In 1677, the English traveler John Fryer put the figure at “more than six thousand
families” or around 30,000 people, a figuremaintained by Englebert Kaempfer, who
visited Isfahan in 1685 and published his account in 1712.96

Assessing the available data on Julfa’s demographic situation, Herzig concludes
that the township probably had between 5,000 and 10,000 residents after its initial
foundation, and about 10,000 to 15,000 during the second quarter of the century,
rising to about 20,000 after the expansion of the suburb under ‘Abbas II in the 1650s,
and finally peeking at around 30,000 toward the end of the seventeenth century.97

As confusing as these figures may seem, they all indicate a natural growth in the
suburb’s population in the second half of the seventeenth century, a trend com-
mensurate with the growing prosperity of its merchants and the parallel growth of
its urban landscape. During the second half of the seventeenth century, the town-
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ship had experienced so much growth that Chardin referred to it as “the greatest
suburb in theworld,”98 and JeanBaptiste Tavernier, writing roughly around the same
time, compared it to a real city:

Zulpha . . . is so much encreas’d for some years since, that it may now pass for a large
City, being almost a League and a half long and near upon half as much broad.There
are two principal Streets which contain near upon the whole length, one whereof has
on each side a row of Tchinars, the roots whereof are refresh’d by a small Channel of
Water, which by a particular order the Armenians bring to the City to water their
gardens. The most part of the other Streets have also a row of trees, and a Channel.
And for their Houses, they are generally better built, and more cheerful than those
of Isfahan.99

That the new township was an exclusively Armenian colony is attested by all the
available sources. The only non-Armenians mentioned as residents of New Julfa
were the few Catholic missionaries who had their churches there, some Calvinist
Frenchmen who were for the most part jewelers (like Tavernier), gunsmiths, or
watchmakers, and a handful ofMuslim Iranianswho, according to Fryer, were there
“as Spies rather than Inmates [i.e., residents].”100

Between 1606 and 1620, twelve Armenian churches were built inNew Julfa, and
by themiddle of the century New Julfa had acquired its own diocese, initially over-
seeing Iran’s Armenian Christian population but, with the growth of Julfan settle-
ments in the Indian Ocean at the end of the century, extending its diocesan juris-
diction to Armenian churches and communities in India and Southeast Asia. At
the center of the diocesan hierarchy in New Julfa and overseeing the churches
in the East was All Savior’s Monastery, the construction of which was completed in
the early 1660s.101

The township also became an important Armenian cultural center during the
seventeenth century and had its own printing press as early as 1638, when one of
the township’s primates, Bishop Khachatur Kesarats‘i (Khachatur of Caesaria)
learned the art of printing and cast his own fonts and printed several books.102 Not
satisfied with the results, Khachatur dispatched one of his own priests, Hovhannes
Jughayets‘i, to Europe in 1639 to perfect his study of the art of printing and to bring
this valuable knowledge back to Julfa. Hovhannes traveled to Venice, Rome, and
finally to Livorno, where he lived and worked for three and a half years and pro-
duced the first printed book in the city (1644) before returning to Julfa in 1646with
a press and resuming his work in his hometown.103

URBAN LAYOUT AND ADMINISTRATIVE AUTONOMY

At the heart of New Julfa’s urban layout was an avenue running east to west and
parallel to the river. Known as Khiaban-i Nazar, or Nazar Avenue (still the main
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street in Julfa today), this thoroughfare was named after New Julfa’s second kalan-
tar, or mayor, Khwaja Nazar. Running north to south from the riverbank to Nazar
Avenue were ten perpendicular streets that divided the oldest section of the sub-
urb into ten districts known inArmenian as tasnaks (one-tenths), thus dividing the
initial area of the township into ten neighborhoods, similarly to the division of Eu-
ropean urban centers into “quarters.”After the territory of the suburbwas expanded
in the 1650s to include lands farther south and west of the core area of “Old Julfa,”
extending from the riverbank to Nazar Avenue, the ten perpendicular streets were
also extended south of Nazar Avenue, thus creating twenty tasnaks, or districts, ten
each for the northern and southern parts of Nazar Avenue. Each tasnak appears to
have been named after the wealthiest andmost prominent family residing there.104
These families also appointed their eldest members to become kadkhudas, or dis-
trict heads, representing their neighborhoods and delegated with the responsibility
of maintaining order in their districts.

The kadkhudas were not only in charge of administering their respective dis-
tricts, but, more importantly, they were members of two special administrative
bodies tasked with running day-to-day affairs in Julfa. As Shushanik Khachikian
has pointed out, Julfa’s twenty kadkhudas were members of the suburb’s key ad-
ministrative body known as theVacharakanats Zhoghov, orAssembly ofMerchants,
whichwas composed of the kalantar and the twenty kadkhudas, and a second, larger
body that we may call the Municipal Assembly, both of which will be discussed at
length in chapter 7.105

The forcedmigration or deportation of the Julfan community of silkmerchants from
the town of Old Julfa on the Aras River in 1604, and their resettlement in a suburb
of Isfahan two years later, set the stage for the economic prosperity of not only this
community but also the Safavid Empire. The Julfans were an important commu-
nity of “service nomads” for the Safavid dynasty for several reasons. First, theywere
already skilledmerchants who had acquired considerable expertise in the long-dis-
tance trade of Iranian raw silk, then one of the most important commodities in the
global economy, secondonly to Eastern spices. From the secondhalf of the sixteenth
century, merchants from Old Julfa had branched out and established trading con-
nections with Aleppo, Venice, and possibly with Mughal India and other trading
centers in Europe and East Asia.The fact that they were Christians and had the rel-
evant cultural and language skills of Islamicate Eurasia made them ideal brokers
between the Christian West and the Muslim East. Moreover, their religious “neu-
trality” as a Christian community exempted them from Ottoman restrictions
against Iranian Shi’a merchants traveling over Ottoman territory to the markets on
theMediterranean. Second, andmore importantly, as an alien community with no
power interests in Iran and no national state of their own, the Julfans served as ideal
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“servants of power.”106They embodied many of the traits that the sociologist Lewis
Coser defines as “political eunuchism.”107 Like “court Jews” in the Habsburg Em-
pire, they came as “foreigners” to the land where they were resettled; as such they
did not have preexisting strong bonds with the local communities alongside whom
they were resettled, which, in theory at least, prevented them from developing a
power base in opposition to the centralizing monarch.Their resettlement in an ex-
clusive Christian Julfan suburb across the river from central Isfahan, in what
amounted to a privileged merchant ghetto, also ensured that they would not culti-
vate ties to potentially fractious interests in Safavid Iran. In sum, the rootless na-
ture of the Julfans and their segregation from the larger community in their new
“host society” made them ideally loyal servants to their chief patron, ‘Abbas I. The
latter, like his Austro-Hungarian centralizing counterparts in relation to their court
Jews, could thus bestow his trust upon them and grant them privileges in exchange
for their services as royal merchants responsible for generating much needed rev-
enue for his centralizing projects.

That Shah ‘Abbas I does not seem to have had a blueprint or “conscious policy”
in relocating the Julfans from their original home in Old Julfa, as I have argued in
this chapter, does not mean that he did not come to improvise a centralizing pol-
icy wherein his newly transplanted alien subjects would occupy a central role in his
policies regarding Iran’s booming silk trade. As Coser, echoing Émile Durkheim,
notes, “The origin of a phenomenon does not explain its persistence or transfor-
mation.”108 In other words, whether or not Shah ‘Abbas had a “planned policy” of
making the Julfans one of the pillars of his political economy, as some observers
have insisted, seems largely irrelevant to the discussion of what happened to the
Julfans after their relocation to Isfahan. On the basis of the evidence of Armenian
and European primary sources from the period, I have argued that there is little if
any support for the claim that ‘Abbas I had a “blueprint” in mind when he ordered
the destruction of Old Julfa and the resettlement of its merchant population in the
interior of Iran, far away from the war zone. On the contrary, the evidence suggests
that the decision to promote the Julfans as pillars of Iran’s developing silk trade was
improvised after the Julfans had already been displaced from their homes near the
Aras River.

The privileged treatment the Julfans received after their resettlement under the
watchful eyes of Shah ‘Abbas I in Isfahan allowed them to experience hitherto un-
paralleled heights of economic prosperity. Even after the revocation of the royal
silk monopoly under Shah Safi (r. 1629–1642), the Julfans maintained their priv-
ileged status as the principal exporters of Iranian raw silk, largely through their
ties to Armenian converts to Islam who served as prominent ghulam officials in
the silk-producing regions near the Caspian. As a result of their privileged posi-
tion in Safavid Iran’s booming silk trade, within decades of their resettlement in
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Iran the Julfans were able to expand from their new suburb of New Julfa and es-
tablish one of the greatest trade networks of the early modern period, when both
colonialism and capitalismwere beginning to coalesce as defining social formations
in world history. In the next two chapters, we shall explore the Julfan expansion to
the world of the IndianOcean and their foray into theMediterranean, Russian, and
northwestern European circuits of world trade.
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3

The Julfan Trade Network I
TheWorld of the Indian Ocean

This chapter and the next provide a broad overview of the Julfan trade network in
the early modern period to elucidate not only the trade settlements’ connection to
each other and to the nodal center in Julfa, Isfahan, but also the network’s circula-
tory nature —that is, its circulation of credit, merchants, and information—which
is the subject of chapters 5, 6, and 7. Thus our focus here and in chapter 4 is the
cluster of trade settlements that formed four general circuits around New Julfa: In-
dian Ocean, Russian, Mediterranean, and northwestern European. The Indian
Ocean circuit was arguably the most important of the Julfan network, extending
out from Julfa by way of the nearby ports on the Persian Gulf (Basra, Bandar Kung,
and Bandar ‘Abbas) and reaching out to Mughal India, then East Asia, and finally
all the way to Manila and Acapulco in the New World. This circuit of settlements
was the first to be extensively settled by Julfan merchants. It served as the hub of
Julfan trade activity and functioned as an important counterpart to the other pole
of the Julfan network, the Mediterranean.

In presenting a settlement-by-settlement account of the Julfan trade network, I
have aspired to devote as much attention to each settlement as possible in propor-
tion to its overall importance to the network as a whole, and in proportion to the
available data. Unfortunately, the data are not always readily and equally available.
Moreover, sometimes the available data on a given settlement are not necessarily
commensurate with that settlement’s relative importance in the overall framework
of the Julfan trade network, indicating instead the quality of the archival institu-
tions in the settlement.Thus, while the discussion belowwill provide asmuch cred-
ible information on each community as the sources permit, its ultimate aim is to
cast light on the overall structure of the Julfan network.
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The survey outlined here and in chapter 4 is thus meant to provide a historical
context for subsequent examination of the various types of circulatory flows char-
acterizing the Julfan economy and society. It should bemade clear at the outset that
some of the settlements described below originated in the seventeenth century. In
other words, their history can be directly traced to the founding of New Julfa in
1605. Others, however, were “relics” of the merchants of Old Julfa. Whenever pos-
sible I have endeavored to bring to light these older networks and to emphasize how
they “were often enlarged, complemented, or given new life” after the creation of
New Julfa in the seventeenth century.1 Inmost cases, I have also explainedwhy some
of the communities settled by Julfan merchants expanded at certain points in his-
tory, while others waned, declined, and eventually disappeared.

The sources I have used to reconstruct the Julfan network consistmostly of travel
literature from the period but also include, whenever possible, Julfan documents
that have survived in the archives of their respective communities. I have also relied
upon specialized community histories (mostly in Armenian, Italian, and Spanish),
such as those found inmonographs exploring the history of various Armenian “di-
aspora” communities.2 While individual studies of some of the communities dis-
cussed below are available, a comprehensive study synthesizing themunder the gen-
eral umbrella of the Julfan commercial network is more or less nonexistent. The
exception is a chapter in Edmund Herzig’s dissertation, which, while quite com-
prehensive, neglects to discuss some Julfan communities (omitting, for example,
Cadiz in Spain and the Manila-New World connection) and pays scant attention
to others (such as those in the Indian Ocean). It is my intent not only to fill in some
of the gaps inHerzig’s otherwise outstanding discussion, but also to present amore
detailed and accurate picture of some of the Julfan communities than has previ-
ously been provided by specialized monographs. To do so, I examine archival docu-
ments never before consulted, draw connections among communities and between
communities in the network and the Julfan center, and explore the cultural and
social dimensions of the Julfan commercial network, specifically, the building of
churches (and the circulation of priests in the case of the Indian Ocean) and the
establishment of printing presses and other community institutions where appli-
cable. These community institutions, or “anchor points,” as we shall see, were cru-
cial for the long-term survival and smooth operation of the network as a whole.

INDIA AND SETTLEMENTS

. . . the Armenians, who were still in possession of the richest branch of the
Indian commerce.Thesemerchants [theArmenians] had, for a long time, been
concerned with the linen trade.They had never been supplanted either by the
Portuguese, who were intent only on plunder, or by the Dutch, whose atten-
tion was totally confined to the spice trade.Theymight, nevertheless, be appre-
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hensive, that they should not be able to withstand the competition of a people
who were equally rich, industrious, active, and frugal. The Armenians acted
then as they have ever done since: they went to India, where they bought cot-
ton, which they sent to the spinners; the cloths weremanufactured under their
own inspection, and carried toGombroon, fromwhence theywere transported
to Ispahan. From thence were conveyed into the different provinces of the em-
pire, the dominions of the Grand Signior; and into Europe, where the custom
has prevailed of calling Persian manufactures, though they were never made
but on the coast of Coromandel.3

What would Madras be without the Armenians?4

The earliest extant source on Armenian relations with India is an interesting
twelfth-century Armenian itinerary of India and the neighboring islands of the
Malay Archipelago entitled Names of Cities in the Indies and on the Frontier of Per-
sia, published and scrupulously analyzed most recently by Kéram Kévonian.5 This
work, whose provenance can be traced to the first quarter of the twelfth century,
indicates that some Armenians were already familiar with the distant lands of In-
dia and the Indian Ocean at that early date. As Kévonian remarks, “If their [i.e., the
Armenians’] presence in Asian trade is known for the 16th–18th centuries, this text
demonstrates that the latter was probably only a continuation of an ancient tradi-
tion that had its ups and downs.”6 Nonetheless, it is necessary to note here that al-
though evidence suggests that individual Armenians such as the anonymous au-
thor of this geographical tract had visited India and Southeast Asia as early as the
twelfth century, if not earlier, there is little evidence to indicate the presence of Ar-
menian settlements in the Indian Subcontinent prior to the early modern era.7

By the early sixteenth century, Armenian merchants begin to crop up in Euro-
pean sources as using Hormuz on the mouth of the Persian Gulf for their transit
trade with India.8 The evidence indicates that a small number of Armenians were
residing in that remote kingdom when the Portuguese occupied the area in 1515.
In the 1580s, a Dutch official working for the Portuguese in Goa, Van Linschoten,
reported that theArmenianswere inHormuz alongwith Persians, Turks, andVene-
tians.9 Hormuz was important because of its strategic location as the passageway
to Cambay and Diu on the Gujaratee coast of northwestern India, where Armen-
ian maritime merchants were ensconced before and after the arrival of the Por-
tuguese. From there, someArmenians ventured to southern port cities such asGoa,
where Van Linschoten observed some of them in the closing decades of the six-
teenth century.10

The first reliable references to Armenian communities in India date from the
first quarter of the sixteenth century. When the Portuguese first appeared on the
western coast of India in 1498 and shortly afterward began to assess their trading
prospects in the southern region of the country, they foundArmenians already liv-
ing in those parts. The small town of Mylapur (later renamed San Thomé) on the
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outskirts of Madras had Armenian inhabitants in the first quarter of the sixteenth
century. According to Portuguese sources, it was Armenian merchants residing in
Pulikat (in the kingdom of Vijayanagar) who first led the Portuguese to the tomb
of the apostle SaintThomas inMylapurwhere a small church had been built.11 Later
in the seventeenth century, Francois Martin, the founder of the French colony of
Pondicherry, who retired in San Thomé to write his famous memoirs, noted the
following about Armenian relations with the town:

It is held that the commencement of the building of SanThoméwas the work ofmany
Armenianswhowere frequenting there on account both of trade and also of their pious
devotion to the saintwhose name the townbears.When the Portuguese secured them-
selves in India, the members of that nation settled in all parts of the country, and a
number of them in SanThomé, where they united with the Armenians who were al-
ready in residence there. They then built a town and residences by the help of their
trade with other parts of India. It is assured that in former times there were families
in this place whose opulence reached millions, and the trade in this place in the early
days was a gold mine.12

In the middle of the same century, Armenian merchants are said to have been
invited to settle in the Mughal capital of Agra by Emperor Akbar the Great (1556–
1605).13 SomeMughal accounts, such as theAin-i-Akbari (Institutes of Akbar) and
the Tuzzuk-Jahangiri (Memoirs of Emperor Jahangir), mention several prominent
Armenians in Akbar’s court, including a certain Abdul Hayy, described as Akbar’s
“minister of justice,” and an Armenian merchant from Aleppo (possibly of Old
Julfa origin) named Iskandar, one of whose sons, Mirza Zul Qarnain, was raised
in Akbar’s harem and later accorded a high rank as amansabdar (Mughal military
rank holder), governor of Bengal, and overseer ofMughal saltworks in Sambahar.14
According to Mesrovb Seth, who has written the only detailed history of Armen-
ian communities in India to date, an Armenian church was built in Agra in 1562.15
Many decades later (1640), Father Manrique passed through Agra and paid a visit
to the Armenian caravansary of the city.16The important commercial port of Surat
to the north, which had risen to commercial prominence after the decline of Cam-
bay in the mid-sixteenth century and was the first port of call in India for most vis-
itors traveling to the East from the Persian Gulf ports of Basra and Hormuz, had
also attracted Armenian merchants starting in the late sixteenth century, if we are
to believe Seth. According to Seth, the earliest tombstone in Surat’s old Armenian
cemetery dates from 1579 and belongs to the wife of an Armenian priest.17 Based
on this evidence, the veracity of whichmight be doubtful, Seth concludes that there
must have been a sizable community of Armenians in the city to warrant having a
priest andmost likely a church tomeet its religious needs.According to anArmenian
treatise on historical geography published in Venice in 1805, one of Surat’s Muslim
governors is said to have destroyed the Armenian church (if true, this event most
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probably occurred in the early part of the seventeeth century under Shah Jahan’s
rule, which was much less tolerant than that of Akbar and Jahangir) upon com-
plaints by Muslim merchants returning from the pilgrimage to Mecca.18 No phys-
ical or documentary remains of this early church, if it did exist, seem to have sur-
vived, though another church appears to have been built later in the seventeenth
century to serve the needs of the city’s growing Julfan community.19 Several dozen
tombstones from this church and other Armenian cemeteries in Surat have been
preserved, the oldest of which dates from the 1690s.20 Lahori Bandar in Sind also
seems to have had a small Armenian community in the first decade of the seven-
teenth century.21 At least two importantmanuscripts copied by Armenian priests in
that port city in 1635 and 1641 have survived.22 Both Surat in Gujarat and Lahori
Bandar in Sindh were important hubs for Julfanmerchants in the seventeenth cen-
tury because of their proximity to textile-producing regions in northern India.23

Two events helped accelerate Armenianmigration and settlement in India dur-
ing the seventeenth century.The first andmost important was the founding of New
Julfa in 1605 through Shah ‘Abbas’s forced deportations of Armenians from Old
Julfa, followed in 1622 by the transfer of Hormuz from Portuguese to Safavid con-
trol and the consequent opening of the Indian Ocean to Julfan merchants. In less
than fifty years, merchants fromNew Julfa were already visiting themarkets of Hy-
derabad, Golconda, andMasulipatam in southern India andHugli, Patna, andCal-
cutta in the north. Like other merchants traveling to India from the West, Julfan
Armenians must have traveled there on ships from the Persian Gulf. Since it was
difficult to make a return trip to India from the Persian Gulf during the same year
due to the monsoon regime regulating maritime travel across the Indian Ocean,
merchants traveling to India usually allowed themselves up to two years to dispose
of their goods and return home. This long layover probably encouraged the for-
mation of new settlements in places not settled by Armenians before the almost
sudden arrival of New Julfans in India. By the end of the seventeenth century, Jul-
fans had crossed theHimalayas fromPatna to establish a small community in Lhasa,
the capital of Tibet (1680s–1717); around the same time they had settled in Spanish-
ruled Manila on the outer limits of the Indian Ocean. They had also settled in the
Dutch colony of Batavia by the middle of the eighteenth century.

The second event that spurred Armenian settlement in India was a trade agree-
ment between the “English East India Company and the ArmenianNation,” signed
in London on June 22, 1688. For the company, themain objective of the agreement
was to encourage theArmenians “to alter and invert the ancient course of their Trade
to and from Europe,”24 that is, to have the Armenians transport their silk to Europe
on English company ships around the Cape of GoodHope, as opposed to the over-
land route across Ottoman territory. To this end, the company accorded the Ar-
menians special privileges, such as “liberty at all times hereafter to pass and repass
to and from India on any of the Company’s Ships on as advantageous terms as any
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Freeman whatsoever,” as well as low customs fares.25Themost important clause in
the agreement, at least as far as Armenian migration and settlement in India are
concerned,was the following: “That they shall have liberty to live in any of theCom-
pany’s Cities, Garrisons, or Towns in India, and to buy, sell, and purchase Land or
Houses, and be capable of all Civil Offices and preferments in the same manner as
if they were Englishmen born, and shall always have the free and undisturbed lib-
erty of the exercise of their Religion.”26

In an addendum to the agreement, the company further agreed that

whenever forty or more of the Armenian Nation shall become Inhabitants in any of
the Garrisons, Cities or Towns belonging to the Company in the East Indies, the said
Armenians shall not only have and enjoy the free use and exercise of their Religion,
but there shall be also allotted to them a parcel of Ground to erect a Church thereon
for the worship and service of God in their own way and that we will also at our own
Charge, cause a convenient Church to be built with stone or other Solid Materials to
their own good liking and the saidGovernor andCompanywill also allowfiftyPounds
per annum during the space of Seven Years for the maintenance of such Priest or
Minister as they shall choose to officiate therein.27

Low taxes, promises of integration within the English settlements of India, and es-
pecially religious tolerance enticed greater numbers of Julfanmerchants to the shores
of India in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and stimulated the establish-
ment of new settlements alongside older ones.

Julfan merchants had settled in Bengal (the richest province of Mughal India)
during the first half of the seventeenth century.They appear to have already estab-
lished themselves in the area of Calcutta at least half a century before the English
East India Company leased, through the mediation of the Armenian merchant
Khwaja Sarhat di Israel, the villages of Sutanati, Govindapur, and Kalikata in 1698
and later established in Kalikata their factory (fortified trading outpost) of Fort
William.This factory and the villages surrounding it became the nucleus of present-
day Calcutta. It is interesting to note that the Armenian Church of Holy Nazareth
in Calcutta (built in 1724 on the grounds that served as an old Armenian ceme-
tery) has a tombstone purporting to date from 1630. Until the discovery of this
tombstone in 1894, it was assumed that the English were the first foreign settlers
of Calcutta.28

The most notable place in Bengal where Julfan Armenians settled in the seven-
teenth century was Chinsura (known to Julfans as Chichra from the local Chu-
chura),29 a small town about twenty-eight miles north of Calcutta near the thriv-
ing port town of Hugli. According to Seth, their presence there dates from 1645.30
Armenian merchants were attracted to Chinsura because of its access to Bengali
raw silk and silk textiles, which they used for their “country trade” in the Indian
Ocean, and because the nearby settlement of Hugli was the leading port in Bengal
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at the time and the area acted as the commercial headquarters in Bengal of first the
Portuguese, followed by the Dutch and English East India Companies in 1645 and
1651, respectively.31 Despite the importance of this community, our sources con-
cerning its early history are quite meager until the last decade of the seventeenth
century. In November of 1692, a Julfanmerchant namedHovhannes of Julfa (Hov-
hannes Joughayetsi) visited Chinsura after his return from Tibet and noted in his
commercial diary that he donated funds to an Armenian priest there for the cele-
bration of church services.32 Since the town’s Armenian church was not built until
three years after Hovhannes’s visit, we may conclude that the Chinsura Armenians
were probably using a private house for their religious services.33 In 1695, a wealthy
Armenian merchant originally from New Julfa named Khwaja Hovsep Marcarian
(known as Joseph Demarcora, De Mark, or Demercora in European sources),34
whose relatives were most likely among the first Armenian settlers of Chinsura in
the middle of the seventeenth century,35 provided 20,000 rupees for the construc-
tion of theArmenianChurch of Saint John the Baptist, where he buried his brother
Hovhannes Marcarian (known to Europeans as John Demarcora36 or Khwaja
Abnus37 in Persianate circles).38

Chinsura’s decline as a Julfan settlement began considerably earlier than themid-
nineteenth century date proposed by some scholars.39 A letter written in 1727 by
the parish priest of the Armenian Church of Chinsura indicates that the once pros-
perous Julfan merchant community of the town had been reduced to only three
well-to-do merchants, the rest relying on the church for their sustenance. Accord-
ing to the letter, the town’s wealthiest merchants had resettled in the neighboring
English settlement at Calcutta, where the Armenian Church of Holy Nazareth was
built in 1724.40 Elsewhere in Bengal, in 1665 Julfan Armenians were apparently in-
vited to settle in Saidabad, a suburb of the provincial capital of Bengal at Murshi-
dabad.41 In a manner reminiscent of their settlement in New Julfa, they were re-
portedly granted land on the outskirts of the city (through a royal farman from the
Mughal emperorAurangzeb) to build a predominantlyArmenian commercial sub-
urb.42 The Armenian Church of the Virgin Mary was built in Saidabad in 1758.

Armenians were also present in other parts of India, including Portuguese Goa
(where some were residing as early as the sixteenth century and in greater num-
bers after Julfans started arriving in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) and
the French settlements of Pondicherry near Madras and Chandernagor near Cal-
cutta.43 Before its absorption into theMughal Empire in 1687, the southern Indian
city ofHyderabad/Bhagnagar in the kingdomofGolcondawas home to a small Jul-
fan Armenian community whose members appear to have been well integrated as
“portfolio capitalists” into the higher echelons of power, along with other Iranians.
The region’s famed diamond mines and its gem markets as well as the fact that the
ruling dynasty of the kingdomwas originally from Iran and thus shared a Persianate
cultural background with the Julfans were key factors that account for the Julfan
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presence there.44 Bombay/Mumbai also had a Julfan community after the English
East India Company acquired the area in 1668 and invited Julfan merchants from
Surat to settle there.45 Bombay had its ownArmenian Church of Saint Peter’s in the
late eighteenth century. But arguably the most important Armenian settlement in
India was located at Madras, where Julfan merchants had settled as early as 1666.
Known to the Julfans by its old local name of Chini p‘atan (from chinapatinam),
Madras attracted a greater number of Julfans after the 1688 Agreement between
the East India Company and the Armenian Nation promised favorable terms and
granted them religious freedoms.Anumber of letters fromChini p‘atandating from
the 1690s and stored in the All Savior’s Archive in Julfa suggest that the town was
already boasting a significant community of Julfans. That the English East India
Company placed a great deal of importance on luring the Julfan Armenians to set-
tle inMadras canbe seen in the following project, formulated in a dispatch toMadras
by the company’s headquarters in London in 1691/92, of designating a special quar-
ter of Madras as a Julfan settlement with its own Armenian church, and going so
far as to suggest that this new area be called “Julpha”:

We have discoursed Sir John Goldsborough about enlarging our Christian town to
a quadrangle so as it may be done without detriment to the Company with hand-
some stonebridges over the river in which designed newmoyety of the city one quar-
ter of that moyety may be set apart for the Armenian Christians to build their new
church . . . and convenient dwelling houses for their merchants . . . that quarter so
set apart youmay call Julpha, that being the town fromwhence Shah ‘Abbas theGreat
brought them when he conqueared Armenia.46

The first Armenian church in Madras dates from 1712 and was later replaced
by another church in 1772. By the first half of the eighteenth century, the Julfan
community was well integrated into the local colonial administrative institutions.
A number of wealthy Julfans served as aldermen of the town, and an increasing
number of merchants were making liberal use of the town’s Mayor’s Court for liti-
gation purposes.47 Julfans were attracted to Madras in the eighteenth century be-
cause, as Abbé Raynal’s passage quoted at the outset of this section indicates, the
Coromandel Coast (where Madras was located) had become an important center
for cotton textiles. Madras was also an important regional hub for the markets in
the eastern segment of the Indian Ocean and also happened to be in close prox-
imity to the diamond-producing region of Golconda.

Madras was also the birthplace in India of Armenian printing; the first Ar-
menian printing press was established in the city in 1771 and the first Armenian
periodical/newspaper in the world, Azdarar, was published there, as was the first
legal treatise containing a republican (proto-) constitution for a future Armenian
state.48 For much of the eighteenth century, Madras played the role of a “regional
center” for the rest of Julfan trade network in the Indian Ocean. Most Julfans trad-
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ing in Southeast Asia, as far away as Manila, and beyond there to Acapulco used
Madras as their node and way station. Madras’s status as a regional center is also
attested by its prominent position within the complex network of diocesan juris-
diction that the Armenian Church in New Julfa was beginning to develop in the
East. Despite Madras’s importance as a trade settlement, its Armenian population
seems to have been rather small, as was the case in most other settlements in the
Julfan network, and does not appear to have exceeded 200 to 240 merchants (most
of whom were originally from Julfa) at its peak in the 1770s.49

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Armenian communities in In-
dia came under the religious jurisdiction of All Savior’s Monastery in Julfa. In order
to maintain the ethno-religious identity of these communities and more effectively
to collect taxes and donations from wealthy merchants, the religious hierarchy of
All Savior’sMonastery, led by the primate, periodically staffed the churches in India
with Armenian priests sent from their mother colony in New Julfa.50 Not much is
known about the early history of New Julfa’s network of diocesan sees in the East.51
What is known is that by 1793 the followinghierarchical systemofdiocesan authority
had emerged.The senior priest of the church in Surat had authority over Armenian
priests inBombay, Shahjahanabad,Aurangabad, andHyderabad; that ofMadras had
authority over thepriests inMuchlibandar,Nagapatan, Pegu, andBatavia;while, after
its establishment in 1724, the Church of Holy Nazareth in Calcutta had jurisdiction
over the churches of Chinsura, Saidabad, and Dhaka.52 The evidence suggests that
throughout the eighteenth century, Armenian churches in India had two or three
priests posted there at any given time. These priests maintained regular communi-
cation with their primate in New Julfa, using the same commercial mail system de-
vised andused byArmenianmerchants acrossNew Julfa’s vast commercial network.
The church’s ownnetwork of diocesan sees in India and Southeast Asiamirrored the
commercial network of Julfan merchants in much of the Indian Ocean and, in fact,
helped reinforce the commercial network by acting as a parallel conduit of infor-
mation and intelligence sharing, as we shall see in chapter 5.

TIBET AND CHINA

Virtually nothing was known about the tiny community of Julfan merchants in Ti-
bet until 1968, when a valuable accounting ledger belonging to a Julfan merchant
named Hovhannes of Julfa, who had resided in Tibet for six years in the 1690s, was
discovered in the National Library in Lisbon and studied by the renowned Armen-
ian scholars Levon Khachikian and Hakob Papazian.53 The publication ofThe Ac-
counting Ledger of theMerchantHovhannes Tēr Davt‘yan of Julfa in 1984was amile-
stone in the study of Julfan history, not only because the document shed light on
numerous aspects of Julfan commercial practice, but also because it brought to light
the existence of an Armenian community in the Tibetan capital of Lhasa during the
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last three decades of the seventeenth century. Since little documentationon this com-
munity has come down to us, it is difficult to say when it was established. What we
knowwith certainty is that Julfanmerchants had been conducting commerce in Ti-
bet at least since the early 1660s. It must have been sometime afterward that a small
community of resident Julfan merchants settled in the remote Himalayan country.

For Julfan Armenians, Tibet seems to have been an extension of their trade net-
works in Bengal and northern India, as mostmerchants who eventually traded and
resided in Lhasa traveled there by way of the region around Calcutta, Chinsura
(Chichra/Hugli), and especially Patna and north across the Himalayas through
Nepal (known as Bhutand in Julfan sources). This, at any rate, was the route fol-
lowed byHovhannes, as is evident fromhis journal.Musk, precious stones, andChi-
nese gold were exchanged in Tibet for Indian textiles, amber, and pearls.54

According to the correspondence of Italian missionaries in Tibet, there were
about five wealthy Julfan mercantile families residing in Lhasa in the 1680s and
1690s.55Manywere therewith their “Christian slaves” (i.e., their agents or servants).
One merchant whose name crops up on numerous occasions inMissionari Italiani
nel Tibet e nel Nepal, a seven-volume collection of missionary reports sent to the
Propaganda Fide headquarters in the Vatican, was a certain Khwaja Dawith or
Davuth (David), who is said to have hosted and provided housing expenses for the
first Capuchin missionaries in Lhasa, when they arrived there from India in 1706–
1707.56This samemerchant later purchased a house for themissionaries and finan-
cially supported them by building a small chapel for their use. Since the Armenian
community did not have its own house of prayer in Tibet, it is probable that they
relied upon theCapuchinmissionaries for their religious needs and thus generously
supported their mission there.57

The Julfan community seems to have been well integrated in its remote colony.
When the firstmissionaries arrived in 1707, someArmenians, such asKhwajaDaw-
ith, had already been residing in Tibet for over twenty years andwere naturally well
versed in the customs and languages of their host society. Their ability to straddle
both local Tibetan customs and those of the Europeanmissionariesmade them ideal
“go-betweens” for the work of the missionaries. Indeed, Khwaja Dawith is said to
have translated a book of catechism into Tibetan at the request of his missionary
friends.58 Moreover, the resident Julfans had connections with some of the elite
members of Tibetan society, including the Dalai Lama of the period, and were
granted special privileges, as can be seen from a “Tibetan passport from 1688”
granted to anArmenianmerchant traveling back to Julfa byway of northern India.59

One of the principal attractions of Tibet for Julfan merchants was its strategic
location near the Chinese heartland. Most Julfan trading firms had agents residing
in the Chinese city of Sining (Slink according to Julfan sources),60 where silver was
more prized than gold, as elsewhere in China. Interestingly, Julfan merchants were
so familiar with the route to China that they were the main informants to the Eu-
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ropean missionaries who were then eager to gain access to those areas. One such
missionary, Giambattista di Sarravalle, notes in his report to his superiors in Rome
that Armenian merchants in Julfa and India informed him of the routes to China.
He further attests that Armenian merchants were present in some of the cara-
vansaries of China, especially in Sining.61

The Julfan community of Tibet did not have a long history. It seems to have come
to an abrupt end in 1717, following the invasion of Tibet by the Mongolian Dsun-
gars (Juun Ghar) and the Chinese occupation of the country in 1720, after which
Tibet remained closed to foreigners until the early years of the last century.62

BURMA

The history of the Burmo-Armenian community before the nineteenth century is
scarcely studied, and only a single document in Armenian pertaining to this com-
munity before the nineteenth century seems to have survived.63 There are two
schools of thought on the history of Armenian settlements in Burma. One school
maintains that the Armenian communities of Burma were extensions of the larger
communities in India and, therefore, were established at a later period than the Ar-
menian communities in India. Another school, however, claims that the Burmese
Armenian communitywas actually founded around the same time if not earlier than
its counterparts in India.

As sketchy as the available evidence on Armenians in Burma is, it suggests that
Armenianmerchants had traveled and settled there decades before the destruction
of Old Julfa in 1604 by Shah ‘Abbas. This places the Burmese Armenian commu-
nity on the same footing as the communities in Aleppo and Venice, as we shall see
in chapter 4. According toG.E.Harvey, when the southernMonport city ofMarta-
ban fell to the forces of the Burmese Toungoa dynasty in 1541 and suffered three
days of looting, an immense booty was taken from the warehouses of merchants
of many “races,” including Iranians, Armenians, Abyssinians, and Jews.64 Another
source notes the presence of Armenians as mercenaries in the Burmese army in
1545.65 These two references are notable because of their relatively early date, in-
dicating the possible presence of Armenian merchants in Burma well before the
destruction ofOld Julfa.Themercenary connection is also intriguing because it sug-
gests that Armenian residentmerchants in Burmawere not simply “trade diaspora”
merchants devoid of political interests, but integrated into the military and politi-
cal establishment of their host society, a trait that seems to have been prominent in
the Julfan-Burmese community in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.66

In the seventeenth century, less than a decade after the founding of New Julfa,
Armenian merchants had settled in Syriam, the leading port of Burma in the sev-
enteenth and early eighteenth centuries. Harvey, apparently consulting documents
in the archives of the Armenian Church of Rangoon, claims that the Armenians
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first settled in Syriam in 1612.67TheEnglish traveler AlexanderHamilton, who vis-
ited the country in the early 1700s, noted: “There are someChristians in Syrian [read:
Syriam] of the Portuguese offspring and some Armenians.”68 He further remarks
that “the town [of Syriam] drives a good trade with Armenians, Portuguese, Moors,
andGentows [Hindu Indians] and some English . . . but theArmenians have got the
Monopoly of the Rubies, which turns to a good Account in their trade.”69

According toHamilton, by the late 1690s, theArmenians ofMadras hadwrested
control of the town’s maritime trade with Pegu from the English.70 Given the ex-
tensive nature of Armenian trade relationswith Burma, it should not come as a sur-
prise that Pegu had a resident Armenian community, with a solid Julfan majority,
beginning in the second half of the seventeenth century. We know from a letter
stored in the Archivio di Stato of Venice that the Sceriman (Shahrimanian) family
of Armenian Catholics who had left Julfa in the seventeenth century to settle in
Livorno and Venice (see chapter 6) also had a family member or factor residing in
Pegu in 1676, which is when the above-noted letter was sent to them in Livorno.71
We learn that about a decade later a wealthy Armenian merchant residing in Hy-
derabad in the kingdom of Golconda in southern India had moved to Pegu with
his wife and children.72

The Julfan community in Burma seems to have been connected to the nodal cen-
ter of the Julfan network inNew Julfa not only through the circulation ofmerchants,
but also through that of priests. According to the scant sources on the Armenian
communities in Burma, there were Armenian churches in the following cities in
the kingdom: Ava (built sometime in the seventeenth century); Syriam73 (pre-1743
and 1756);74 Mandalay (1863); Rangoon (1769, renovated in 1844?).75 The com-
munities in Burma were under the religious jurisdiction of All Savior’s Monastery
in Julfa, which periodically used to dispatch priests to Julfan settlements in the East
to meet their religious and cultural needs. This circulation of priests from Julfa to
Burmamust have existed as early as the last decades of the seventeenth century, but
at some point in the early part of the next century ties appear to have broken down,
for we read the following reminder concerning the need for new priests in the East
in a 1711 letter sent by an Armenian priest inMadras to the primate of Julfa: “I beg
your eminence to send us three fine priests during the next monsoon, two of them
forMadras, and one for Pegu; our community in Pegu has been beggingme of late,
saying that they have been left without a priest for some time.”76

Julfans had also settled in Rangoon in the eighteenth century, where they played
an important role both as merchants and as diplomatic go-betweens (political ad-
visers and ministers) to various Burmese kings, thus embodying what Sanjay Sub-
rahmanyam and C.A. Bayly have called “portfolio capitalists.”77 As Victor Lieber-
man puts it, at “various times between 1685 and 1737, Armenian traders are said
to have enjoyed considerable influence in official circles at both Ava and Syriam.”78
Their go-between role as translators and as a crucial source of information to the
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British (with whom they had an ambivalent relationship) continued into the nine-
teenth century, as is attested by Bayly.79 A legal document written in the Julfa di-
alect by several Julfanmerchants residing in Rangoon in 1757 and preserved in the
private papers of Dutch merchant Baron Van Heck suggests that a small commu-
nity of Julfans was settled in Rangoon in the mid-eighteenth century and was ac-
tive in the maritime trade of the region.80

MARITIME SOUTHEAST ASIA

In his famousmanual of trade written as a textbook for the education of young Jul-
fan merchants in the 1680s, Constant Jughayetsi provides the following itinerary
of emporia and towns in the world of the Indian Ocean where Julfan merchants
were plying their trade in the second half of the seventeenth century:

In moving from the East to the West, we come first to Multan; 2) Lahor; 3) Sehrend;
4) Janapat [Shahjahanabad?]; 5) Akparapad [Akbarabad], which is Egra; 6) Khurja
and Hntvan; 7) Bangala; 8) Bihar Patana; 9) Benares; 10) Movn; 11) Ghazipur; 12)
Jaralpur [??]; 13) Shahzadapur; 14) Kherapat [Heirabad?]; 15) Gariyapat [?]; 16)
Dovlatapat; 17) Srhenjn [Sironj?], from which one enters Purupna [??]; 18) Beran-
pur; 19) Surat; 20) Gujarat; 21)Avrankapat; 22) Shakar [?], fromwhich one enters Pu-
rupna [vor esdonkdakhil i purupna ???!!]; 23)Heytarapat; 24)Muchlibandar; 25) Pegu
and Ava, which is under the dominion of the king of Pegu [or e Pegva takavorin Payi
takht’n]; 26) Butand; 27)Khata andKhuta; 28) Zirpat; 29) Cochin; 30) Selan [Ceylon];
31) Malaka; 32) Jakatra [sic], which some call Batavia; 33) T’rnati; 34) Ambun [Am-
boin]; 35) Mukasar (Maccasar); 36) Timur [Timor]; 37) S’lhor [solor]; 38) Manila;
39) Sharinov [Siam]; 40) Jabal’sdan [Japan??].81

Most of the emporia listed under numbers 25 to 40 are situated in Southeast Asia
or “insular Asia” and, as Constant Jughayetsi’s list indicates, were seen by Julfans as
natural extensions of Julfan settlements inMughal India.82Though Julfanmerchants
visitedmost of the places listed by Constant, not all of them had Julfan settlements.

The earliest reference to Armenian merchants in Southeast Asia predates the
founding ofNew Julfa.Writing in the early 1510s, the Portuguesewriter TomePires
noted the involvement of “ChristianArmenians” alongside otherAsians in themon-
soon trade ofMalacca, which had just comeunder Portuguese dominance.He com-
ments: “These Armenians come and take up their companies for their cargo in Gu-
jarat, and from there they embark inMarch and sail direct forMalacca; and on their
return journey they call at the Maldive Islands.”83

As in Mughal India, the founding of New Julfa in 1605 stimulated a larger Ar-
menian presence in Southeast Asia. Most of the Armenian settlements there were
established by Julfan merchants as offshoots of their mercantile communities in
India. Julfan presence in Malacca and Penang (present-day Malaysia) is dated in
the first half of the eighteenth century, though a Julfan merchant named Khwaja
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Map 1. The Julfan Armenian trade network and settlements in the early modern Indian
Ocean world.
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Solima[n] is recorded as a resident in Macassar as early as 1654.84 By the following
century, a small Julfan community had taken root under Dutch colonial rule. In
Penang, the community had its own church (built in 1822) and local constitution.
In Java and Batavia in particular, the Julfans had their own school in the nineteenth
century as well as a local community constitution. Julfan communities also existed
in Surabaya,Macassar/Moluccas, andpossiblyBali. In the sameperiod, a Julfan com-
munityhad sprungup inBritish-controlled Singapore, alsowith its ownchurch (Saint
Gregory’s Church), built in 1834, and even a short-lived community newspaper.85

On the South China coast, Canton had attracted a small number of Julfan mer-
chants soon after theChinese began towelcomemore foreign traders to their shores
in the 1680s and 1690s. The Frenchman François Froger, who arrived in Canton
on the ship L’Amphitrite in 1698, discovered Julfan merchants in the city already
trading with Macao and Manila.86 Julfans traded with Canton from India (mostly
from Madras) and were involved with the tea trade. A 1783 census referred to by
Hosea BalouMorse lists oneDanish and one English resident inCanton and “about
thirtyArmenians.”87One of theseArmenians,Mateos ordiOhanessi (known in Eu-



ropean sources as Matheus Joannes), who died in Canton in 1794, was a natural-
ized Portuguese subject and appears to have emerged in the 1780s and 1790s as “a
prominent player in both theMacao andCanton trade” and “one of themost promi-
nent private merchants in China.”88 His estimated net worth was said to have been
several times the annual budget of Macao. Portuguese Macao also had a small but
thriving Julfan community in the eighteenth century.

Similarly, a small number of Julfans appear to have settled in Siam (present-day
Thailand) as early as the 1670s.Theareawas known to Julfans as Sharinov (<P: Shah’r
i Nau, “New City,” or Shah’r i Nav, “City of Boats”—the name ascribed to the me-
dieval city of Ayuthaya), where a sizable Iranian community had settled in the sev-
enteenth century.89 At the funeral of the French bishop de Bérythe in 1679 enough
Armenians (probablymostly Julfans) were present in theThai city to bementioned
by nationality as attending his obsequies.90 A document preserved in the All Sav-
ior’s Archive in Julfa/Isfahan records the death of a Julfan commenda agent trading
and residing in Sharinov in the 1680s.91 These Southeast Asian settlements served
to link the network of Julfan settlements from the Persian Gulf to India with the
most distant node of the network situated on the rim of the Pacific Ocean.

MANILA (THE PHILIPPINES)

There has been increasing evidence of voyages between the IndianOcean ports
andManila financed chiefly byArmenianmerchants in India.Thewhole sub-
ject of Armenian activities in India, especially in Bengal, needs more atten-
tion, preferably by a scholar with an Armenian background.92

The paucity of archival evidence does not permit us at present to date the first set-
tlement of Julfanmerchants inManila.93The available evidence, from both the En-
glish East India Company records and the Spanish documents in the Archivo de
Indias in Seville (Spain), indicates that Julfan merchants were already conducting
trade with the Philippines as early as the middle of the seventeenth century, that is
only fifty years or so after the founding ofNew Julfa.Most Julfans trading inManila
seem to have done so by way of Surat and especially Madras, relying on the profi-
tablemaritime route from India toManila.94TheSpanish ban onEnglish andFrench
commerce with the Philippines, aimed at protecting Spanish merchants from their
more powerful European rivals by making it officially illegal for ships flying the
colors of those nations to trade in the Philippines, was a great boon not only for lo-
cal Asian shipping (both Chinese and Mughal), but especially for Armenian mer-
chants.95 Taking advantage of this window of opportunity, Armenian merchants
(predominantly if not exclusively from Julfa) began sailing their ships directly from
their outposts in India to Manila. Most Armenian-owned (or -leased) ships flew
their own “Armenian colors”—red, yellow, and red, with the Lamb of God in the
middle yellow stripe.96 Contemporary records testify that this flag was respected
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not only in the Philippines, but also in some Portuguese ports in the Indian Ocean,
such as Cochin on the Malabar Coast of India.97

Julfanmerchants seem to have been pioneers in the IndianOceanmaritime trade
with the Philippines (known in English records as the “Manilha Trade”). Probably
one of the first privately owned vessels to sail from India to Manila was that of the
Julfan shipping tycoon Khwaja Minas of Surat, who sent his ship, the Hopewell, to
the Spanish outpost on its maiden voyage in 1668.98 By the late seventeenth cen-
tury, a significant number of the vessels sailing from India to Manila were either
Armenian-owned or sailed with Julfan Armenian captains. Some of the East India
Company’s vessels also flew “Armenian colors,” thereby avoiding the Spanish ban
on their commerce in the Philippines. Most operated in the maritime corridor be-
tween Madras and Manila. The “country trade,” that is, port-to-port trade within
the IndianOcean, with the Philippines was a lucrative one for Julfanmerchants op-
erating out of India.99

Theprincipal commodities circulating between India andManilawere silk (both
Iranian and local Indian varieties) aswell as Bengali textiles andChinese goods pur-
chased in Malacca and Canton, cinnamon from Ceylon purchased in Batavia for
the Manila market, all of which Julfan merchants traded inManila in exchange for
Spanish silver from Acapulco.100 So successful was the Julfan role in this “country
trade” that by the last quarter of the seventeenth century, English private traders as
well as East India Company officials were hiring Armenian captains (a practice re-
ferred to as using “dummies”) as well as flying Armenian colors on their own ves-
sels to gain access to the Manila market.The Spanish author José Montero y Vidal,
writing in the nineteenth century, referred to the drawbacks of Spanish commer-
cial policy and how the Spanish ban on trade with English and French merchants
was so frequently circumvented by means of Armenian go-betweens:

And the merchants of Manila, not being able to frequent the ports of India held by
the English, the Dutch, [and] the Portuguese, when European commerce acquired
its natural development in those said countries, other nations benefited from the
grants of monopoly so foolishly conceded to the Chinese;moreover, those among the
English and French who were in the know regarding our absurd system began to ap-
pear in the port of Manila in ships flying flags of Asian nations and with goods coming
from those places, carrying aboard them an Armenian or Moorish front man as the
owner of the expedition, at times acting as though they were the real captains or super-
cargoes [of the vessels]. And thus it happened that the foreigners succeeded in carry-
ing out their contracts in the business houses and even bargaining in the offices of
the governor despite the presence of those who were charged with enforcing such
strict laws.101

It should occasion no surprise, therefore, that Charles Lockyer, an English traveler
and former servant to the East India Company, counseled his enterprising read-
ers eager to learn about business opportunities in India to invest in Armenian-
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sponsored shipping ventures to the Philippines: “Manila under Armenian colours
is a profitable voyage.”102

Though tolerated formany years by careless Spanish officials inManila, this prac-
tice did not go unnoticed for long. Indeed, the Spanish crown seems to have intro-
duced some draconianmeasures to crack down on this illicit trade, somuch so that
at least one Julfan merchant was prosecuted by the Real Audiencia of Manila (the
highest legal body in the Spanish colony)103 in the 1660s and 1680s.The records of
these autos (or court minutes) against Julfan merchants are stored in the Archivo
de Indias in Seville and have a great deal to reveal about this aspect of Julfan trade,
which overlapped with the coexisting and rival network of the English East India
Company in the Indian Ocean.104

Julfan merchants were not only maritime traders occasionally visiting Manila
for the monsoonal trade. Some Julfans had also settled in the Spanish colony, thus
setting up a communal infrastructure for their peripatetic compatriots who circu-
lated between the ports of the Indian Ocean and Manila. Unfortunately, little light
has been cast on the history and composition of this resident merchant commu-
nity, sincewe possess fewpertinent documents from the period.However, we know
from the fragmentary evidence of travelers that has reached us that a Spanish de-
cree of 1713 forced “all Moros, Armenians, Malabars, Chinese, and other enemies
of the Holy Faith” to reside in Manila’s Parián ghetto; subsequently, it seems that
the Armenians moved out and settled in a residential area known as Santa Cruz,
on the outskirts of Manila.105Their numbers must have been very small at the time
(Inquisition depositions given by Julfans converting to Catholicism in the 1730s
indicate that there were, not counting those already converted to Catholicism,
around ten “schismatic” Julfan merchants residing in Manila at the time),106 and
they did not have a church of their own.

Despite the lure of NewWorld silver, trading and especially residing in Manila
posed a number of difficulties for Julfan merchants. First and foremost, there were
the great distances to be overcome. Most Julfans traveling to the Spanish outpost
would have to travel by way of Basra to either Surat or Madras and use the sub-
continent as a way station to the Philippines.We have a number of remarkable itin-
eraries from the first part of the eighteenth century left in the Inquisition office in
Manila by Julfanmerchants (most of whomwere commenda agents trading and re-
siding for long stretches of time in Manila) that shed important light on this ques-
tion. Most arrived in India from Julfa at a young age and briefly resided in places
likeMadras, where they could rely on the local Julfan community, before boarding
a Julfan Armenian ship to Manila. The case of the merchant Zafar di Xavier is an
interesting one because it demonstrates the uses Julfan merchants traveling over
enormous distances made of fellow Julfans with whom they resided while en route
to faraway destinations. Zafar, it seems, had left Julfa at the tender age of sixteen in
search of his father who had probably left home without leaving any information
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about his safety or whereabouts. By the time Zafar had caught up with his father in
Madras and traveledwith him toManila he haddecided, likemany Julfans inManila,
to convert to Catholicism. During a brief visit to the Inquisition in 1734 to profess
his faith, Zafar left an interesting record of his misadventures across Basra, Pondi-
cherry, and Madras, and all the way to Manila. The Inquisition officer responsible
for hearing Zafar’s “confession” recorded the following response to the Inquisition’s
formulaic question as to “where he was born, who his parents were, what sect or
religion he adhered to and in which provinces and places he has lived until the
present moment and how long he has resided in each place and what sciences or
arts he has studied”:

He said that he was born in the neighborhood of Julfa of Isfahan, the court of Persia,
and there he was raised and lived until he was a little over fifteen years of age and that
his parents belonged to the sect of the same Armenian heresy, and that at the age of
fifteen, he got married in the same neighborhood, to a damsel named Mamakhatun,
daughter also of schismatics, and after completing his sixteenth year, he left Julfa for
Basra, the port city of the Great Turk, in search of his father, Nazar Agamal, where he
was for about onemonth.Andnot running into his father there, he left for Pondicherry,
a port on the coast of Coromandel, where he resided for about eleven months, living
at the house of one of his countrymen named Elias Isaac,107 and from there he left, in
search of his father, for the coast ofMadras, where he lived for the said elevenmonths,
and there [i.e., in Madras] he lived for only fifteen days, and from the said Madras he
traveled, in the company of his father, to this city of Manila, where it has been seven
months since he has arrived, and he is staying with his father. [He also said that] he
has not studied any science or the arts but only reading and writing in the script of
the Armenian language and that here in Manila he has started to learn the Christian
doctrine in the Spanish language, and his design [in life] has been to apply himself to
the vocation of trade.108

Zafar’s case is broadly representative of the dozens of such itineraries left by Julfans
at the Inquisition office in the Philippines. Inmost cases, the evidence suggests that
the voyage toManilawas punctuated by brief layovers in SoutheastAsian ports such
as Batavia, Bantam, orCanton,where the travelingmerchantswould purchase goods
to sell inManila.The distances covered by these voyages were enormous, and some
trips lasted for several years and up to a decade or two. In one case, at least, a com-
menda agent named Santiago di Barrachiel has left us a mind-boggling itinerary
including his movements not only in the Indian Ocean but also across Russia to
Amsterdam with a number of stopovers in northern Europe (Amsterdam, Anvers,
etc.) and theMediterranean (including stints in Venice, Livorno, andMalta) before
resuming his travels byway of India and Southeast Asia toManila, where he resided
for several years.109 For some Julfans, Manila was not the terminal point of their
travels. The records indicate that several Julfan merchants used the Spanish colo-
nial outpost as a point of departure to theNewWorld. In response to the same ques-
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tion posed earlier to Zafar, another Julfanmerchant namedNazar di Aghamal pro-
vided the following impressive response in 1735:

He said that he was born in the neighborhood of Julfa at the court of Isfahan, and he
remained there until the age of seventeen and that his parents wereAghamal di Tsatur
and Valide, raised in the sect of the Armenian heresy. And that at the age of seven-
teen, he left Julfa at Isfahan for Moscow to conduct commerce, and fromMoscow he
went to Holland; from Holland to Moscow and from Moscow to Isfahan, where he
resided for about three years, and from there he again departed forMoscow and from
Moscow for Holland and fromHolland to Koln [Colonia, i.e., in Germany] and from
Koln to Venice and from Venice to Livorno and from Livorno to Smyrna [Csmirna],
and from Smyrna he returned to Isfahan, where he resided for the second time for
about three years, and from where he departed for the port of Madras, on the Coro-
mandel coast, where he reached at the age of twenty-two, and from there he made a
trip to Batavia and trips to this city of Manila, where at the age of twenty-six he at-
tempted to go to Acapulco, and in fact he embarked on the ship of Santa [?], which
was moored at the port straits. He has studied to read and write in the language of his
country [i.e., in JulfanArmenian], that he has not undertakenmore studies other than
to read the Bible in Armenian a few times, and that his training and vocation for his
entire life have been in commerce.110

Where Nazar failed, others succeeded.Thus a Julfan merchant named Gregorio
de Xavier successfully traveled to Acapulco in the 1730s on theManila galleon and
spent about fivemonths in that distant port before returning toManila on the same
ship.111 In another case, we have documentation from a Julfan named Don Pedro
di Zarate (Agha Petros di Sarhat?), possibly a member of the famous Catholic Ar-
menian family known as the Scerimans/Shahrimanians,112 whowas a residentmer-
chant inMexico City in the 1720s and fortunately, for us at least, was hauled before
theMexican Inquisition on charges of heresy.113DonPedro had also traveled toNew
Spain fromManila and had arrived in Acapulco sometime in 1722 before moving
toMexico City to take up his residence there. He was still residing there until 1731,
when hewas compelled to appear before the Inquisition for a second time. Accord-
ing to his deposition, he had arrived in Mexico with the objective of traveling to
Spain, Rome, and finally England, where he had a brother.114 His trial proceedings
indicate that there were at least three other Armenians in Mexico, including a
Catholic missionary named Domingo Giraganian who was stationed at the Do-
minican mission in Yucatan. Yet a few others traveled further, such as the Julfan
Juan Bautista Jacome, who had arrived inMexico fromCadiz in the 1690s and had
later settled in Peru.115

Religionwas the seconddifficultywith trading inManila that Julfans had to over-
come.The Spanish authorities appear to have been tolerant enough to allow Julfan
merchants to settle there despite the fact that, in the eyes of the Vatican, the Ar-
menianGregorianChurch, towhichmost Julfans nominally belonged,was regarded
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as a heretical and schismatic entity. Conversion to Catholicism, however, brought
with it many advantages, especially to merchants who desired to conduct trade in
Manila for longer periods. It thus comes as no surprise that several dozen Julfans
are recorded throughout the eighteenth century as having visited the Inquisition
office in Manila to undergo the process of “secret conversion.” Many of these con-
versos converted mainly for strategic and practical reasons, often reverting to their
Armenian Gregorian faith upon returning to Julfa.116 This is not to say that all Jul-
fan converts to Catholicism were “trickster travelers.” Some like Khwaja Petros di
Woscan, the famous Julfanmerchant ofMadraswho had also converted toCatholi-
cism in Manila, appear to have been “sincere” converts.117 On the whole, however,
most Julfan merchants had a rational and practical attitude when it came to mat-
ters of identity, including religious identity, and this applied to Catholicism as well
as Islam. In this respect, the Julfans were similar to Sephardic Jewish conversos or
“crypto-Jews” in theMediterranean.118 It is in fact thanks to these conversions that
we have a valuable trail of documentation about the activities of various Julfans in
the Philippines.119

Numerically small though their presence in Manila may have been, the Julfans
appear to have left a lasting impression on Spanish officials interested in reviving the
trade of their realm. In this connection, it is interesting to note that as late as 1792,
Dom Josef di Perreira Viana, a consultant to the board of directors or junta of the
Real Compania de Filipinas, founded in 1785, recommended that the upstart com-
pany sign a treaty with the Julfan Armenians and invite them to officially settle in
Manila.120 In his report, entitled “TheMethod I Propose toMakeManila the [Prin-
cipal] Emporium in the Gulf of China,”121 submitted to the junta, Viana had rather
glowing things to say about the reputation of the Julfan Armenian merchants:

The Armenians, among whom are a number of Catholics, are the most capable and
astute businessmen in all of Asia; they know the trading centers and deal with all the
manufacturers both in the coastal areas as well as the interior of those countries. It
is they who have taught the English the commerce of that part of the world, and they
who have made with them [i.e., the English] on 22 June 1688 a treaty bringing their
skills to their [i.e., English] establishments. However, the English having reneged on
their promises, the Armenians now find themselves disappointed with this nation
and feel oppressed by the impediments that have been imposed upon them. Experi-
ence demonstrates that whatever country where the Armenians have settled, they
have not only enriched it with the great wealth they have brought with them, but
have also made industrious through their skill and through their relations with that
country.122

Imitating the earlier Julfan treaty with the English East India Company, Viana
then proposed that the newly created Royal Philippine Company “invite the Ar-
menians to the Philippine Islands and bring through them themanufactures of the
Coromandel Coast and Bengal.”123 He argued that this could be achieved by sign-
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ing a treaty with the Armenians containing the following cardinal points: (1) that
the Armenians “enjoy the same privileges as the Spaniards”; (2) that they “be able
to live in any ports of those islands and to have trading settlements”; (3) “that they
be eligible to hold any office”; (4) “that they be exempt from paying more customs
fees than the Spaniards”; and (5) that “they be allowed to navigate with full free-
dom to any of the ports of Asia.”124 For Viana, the settlement of the Armenians in
the Philippines would result in “attracting all the manufactures and fruits of all of
Asia by means of the extension they would give to the port-to-port trade [i.e., the
“country trade”] in the Indian Ocean.”125 This to him could only benefit the Royal
Philippine Company and the economy of Manila as the Armenians had done, in
Viana’s mind, for the English East India Company and its settlements in India. It is
important to note here that while Viana’s proposal was self-consciously modeled
on the 1688 treaty between the Armenians and the English East India Company,
themain points of which are reproduced in his document, Viana did not and prob-
ably could not offer the Armenians the freedom to build their own churches and
tend to their religious needs by following their own church.126 This was not an op-
tion for Viana probably because of the powerful influence the Inquisition still had
on Spanish colonial life.That is why Viana went to great lengths and exaggerations
persuading the company’s junta that there were a great number of Armenians who
followed the Catholic rite and were loyal to the Church of Rome.127 What Viana
did not realize was that Catholics represented a negligible minority among Julfan
merchants and Armenians in general. He also failed to note that by the time he
drafted his proposal in 1792, Julfa had collapsed as a nodal center of a global trade
network, and Julfans, for themost part, had ceased being “themost capable and as-
tute businessmen in all of Asia,” as Viana had thought they were.

The surviving documentation does not permit us to say anything about how
Viana’s proposal was received by the junta of theRoyal PhilippineCompany orwhat
became of this interesting but ill-conceived plan once again to attract the Julfans to
relocate the center of their commerce. At any rate, the evidence suggests that Jul-
fanmigration peaked for a short period following the opening of the port ofManila
to foreigners in 1790 but declined sharply afterward;128 a small number of Julfans
continued visiting and trading inManila in the early nineteenth century,129 and then
maintained a shadowy presence there until the early 1820s, when they “flocked out
of Manila.”130 One factor in bringing the Julfan presence in Manila to an end was
the cessation of silver shipments to the Philippines after the independence of Mex-
ico and Peru.

The Armenian presence in the world of the Indian Ocean overlapped with the ex-
pansion of European maritime networks in the region. The Portuguese, followed
in quick succession by the English, the Dutch, and the French, extended their net-
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work into the space where the Armenians had already settled. How did the Ar-
menian network resemble or differ from the other European networks? The Jul-
fans, as we have seen, had come to establish a far-flung network by the late seven-
teenth century, which, like those of their European counterparts, was also anchored
in one nodal center (New Julfa for the JulfanArmenians, and Lisbon, London, Am-
sterdam, or Paris for the Europeans). Furthermore, both Julfan and European com-
pany networks functioned on the basis of a nodular structure overseas in which the
nodes (community settlements for the Julfans, and the “factory” system of trade
settlements for the European companies) were connected to each other as well as
to the nodal center through various types of circulatory flows.However, while there
are some similarities between the Julfan Armenian expansion into India and the
Indian Ocean and the parallel European proliferation, crucial differences separate
the two. Like other Asian trading networks, the Julfan Armenian engagement with
the Indian Ocean was not accompanied and supported by a European-style armed
and mobile state that did not shirk from resorting to violence to defend its state-
chartered East India Companies and their monopolies of trade. The Julfans estab-
lished trade settlements across vast stretches of the Indian Ocean, but they did not
create a militarized trading-post empire with fortified trading settlements, as the
Europeans did; also, unlike the European-chartered companies, the Julfans did not
have a private armynor did theirmercantile vessels routinely travel with armed can-
nononboard. “Rather than elbow theirway in,” the Julfans, like theirHadrami coun-
terparts fromYemen, “comported themselves to local arrangements wherever they
went.They settled and sojourned in towns big and small and entered into relations
with locals thatweremore intimate, sticky, and prolonged than the Europeans could
countenance.”131

As we have seen, the Julfan presence in the world of the Indian Ocean and ex-
tending to the rim of the Pacific and beyond was indeed impressive and far-flung.
This presence, however, was only one part of a much larger network. In the next
chapter, we shall explore the expansion of the Julfan network from the IndianOcean
toward the Mediterranean and Europe in the west and the Russian Empire in the
north.
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The Julfan Trade Network II
TheMediterranean, Northwestern European,

and Russian Networks

The extension of the Julfan network into the “West”—the Mediterranean, north-
western European, and Russian circuits—was one of its distinctive features and an
important reason for its continuous growth and prosperity in the seventeenth and
first half of the eighteenth century. Western expansion made the Julfan merchant
community an important bridge in the early modern period for economic and cul-
tural encounters between the two great zones of the world economy, the Mediter-
ranean and the IndianOcean, as well as the Eurasian landmass, whichwas a link be-
tween these zones. Julfan merchants who circulated and made a living in this
network did not limit themselves to one or two of its settlements but often were res-
idents inmultiple states, empires, and regions simultaneously.Many Julfanmerchants
spoke half a dozen languages and felt as at home in the largely Islamicate world of
the IndianOcean as theydid in theChristianworldofEurope and theMediterranean.
One could argue that the Julfans were among the leading “trans-imperial subjects,”
borrowing Natalie Rothman’s term for “men and women who straddled and bro-
kered political, linguistic, and religious boundaries between the Venetian and Ot-
toman empires in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,”1 or, in my own termi-
nology, “transimperial cosmopolitans” of the early modern period, and one of the
few mercantile communities whose network spanned the Mughal, Ottoman, and
Safavid empires, Muscovite Russia, Qing China, and the rising seaborne empires of
the British and the Dutch and the residual empire of the Portuguese Estado da In-
dia. Because of the vast nature of their network, Julfan Armenians were able to live
in a culturalworldwhose ethos embodied “transimperial cosmopolitanism,” aworld
that was to vanish for the most part after the erection of cultural, linguistic, and na-
tional boundaries beginning in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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This chapter explores the cosmopolitanworld of Julfanmerchants in theMediter-
ranean, western European, and Russian zones through its component parts . It be-
gins with a discussion of Julfan settlements in the Levant, explores their links with
other settlements in the Mediterranean and northwestern Europe, and concludes
with a brief assessment of Julfan settlements across the Eurasian landmass in the
Russian Empire.

ALEPPO

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, an Armenian scribe from Poland
named Simeon Lehatsi passed through Aleppo on his way to Jerusalem.2 He noted
the presence of twoArmenian churches and a community boasting about three hun-
dred households (or roughly 1,500 individuals) withmanywealthyArmenianmer-
chants.3 The most prominent, according to him, were originally from Old Julfa.

Armenians began to settle in Aleppo in the second half of the sixteenth century.
Theyweremostly fromMarash andZeytun in the nearby region of Cilicia.4 Toward
the end of the sixteenth century, another wave of Armenians, predominantly from
the town of Old Julfa, arrived in Aleppo. Although the city’s Armenian population
was mixed, representing Armenians from both the Ottoman and the Safavid em-
pires, the dominant group among the Armenian merchants of Aleppo were from
(Old) Julfa. The latter were attracted to Aleppo principally for two reasons: first,
the politically and militarily unstable situation of their town astride the Ottoman
and Safavid frontiers, which drove them to seek safer havens elsewhere; and, sec-
ond, Aleppo’s rapid economic rise as one of the leading centers for European mer-
chants in the Levant. As a result of treaties between the Ottomans and various Eu-
ropean powers in the first half of the sixteenth century,Aleppohad become themost
important entrepôt for Iranian raw silk exports to Europe during the sixteenth and
part of the seventeenth century.5 By the middle of the sixteenth century, the city’s
fame as a distribution center for Iranian silk and spices from the East had attracted
Venetian, English, French, and Dutch merchants.6

The first mention of Julfan merchants at Aleppo dates from the last quarter of
the fifteenth century, according toArtavazd Surmeyan.7 “By the 1550s the local Ar-
menian community counted in its ranks a large number of prominent merchants
from Julfa, who as enterprising and wealthy magnates occupied an important po-
sition inAleppo’s international trade.”8ThePortuguese traveler PedroTeixeira noted
the Julfans’ palatial residences, “fit to harbour princes,” when he passed through the
city during the 1590s.9 The wealth of the resident Julfan merchants brought about
many changes inAleppo’sArmenian community.AsBruceMasters notes, “Thepres-
ence of these Iranian Armenian merchants in Aleppo triggered a cultural flourish-
ing of the city’s Armenian community as a whole. Supported by the silkmerchants,
new churcheswere constructed and illuminatedmanuscriptswere commissioned.”10
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Even the seat of the Catholicosate of Cilicia with its catholicos Azaria (1581–1601),
himself from Old Julfa and elected to the seat of the catholicosate with Julfan sup-
port, moved from Sis to Aleppo during this period, thus indicating the stature and
importance of the Aleppine Armenian community and its Julfan merchants.11

Themost notable Julfan merchant in Aleppo during the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth century was Khwaja Petik (originally fromOld Julfa), who, along with
his brother Sanos, seems to have monopolized the silk trade in the city. Petik
(diminutive for Petros) is said to have operated a vast commercial network extending
toAmsterdamand India. In addition to being the richestmerchant inAleppo, Petik
was also the customs director of all of Ottoman Syria, fromAlexandretta to Tripoli,
and the superintendent of all the khans, baths, and other institutions of Aleppo. He
also had contacts with the sultan’s palace in Constantinople.12 He is said to have
been the representative of Holland in Aleppo. Likemany wealthy Julfans, Petik was
an important patron of the Armenian community. He and his brother donated the
funds for the construction of Aleppo’s second Armenian church in 1616.13 Simeon
Lehatsi comments on Petik’s legendary fame, noting in particular how he used to
travel around the city with his personal retinue of forty guards, very much in the
fashion of a local pasha.14 From about 1590 to 1632, Venetian, French, English,
Dutch, and Spanishmerchants inAleppo conducted their silk trademostly through
the business network of this rich Julfan.15

Julfans began losing their predominant role inAleppo toward the end of the sev-
enteenth century with the arrival of Armenian merchants from Akin and Arapkir
in Anatolia, who gradually replaced them as the leading Armenian merchants of
the place.16However, already by the secondhalf of the seventeenth century, Aleppo’s
Julfan merchants had begun taking their silk to Izmir/Smyrna to sell, as taxes and
customs duties were lower there.

IZMIR

Armenians settled in Izmir in three general waves: (1) in the eleventh to twelfth
century, after the Seljuk conquest of the Bagradit kingdom; (2) in the period after
1380, following the collapse of the Kingdom of Cilician Armenia; and (3) in the af-
termath of the Safavid-Ottoman war of 1604 when a segment of the eastern Ar-
menian population that had not been forcibly relocated to Iran by Shah ‘Abbas I
had migrated and settled in Izmir.17 When Simeon Lehatsi passed through Izmir
in 1604, he noted the presence of a hundred Armenian households (about 500 to
600 individuals) and two churches.18 In 1631, the French traveler JeanBaptiste Tav-
ernier provided the figure of 8,000 Armenians residing in Izmir, constituting
slightly less than 10 percent of the city’s total population.19This suggests that either
the number ofArmeniansmust have dramatically expanded in the fewdecades after
Lehatsi’s visit or that Tavernier’s figure, which has been uncritically accepted by a
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number of scholars, is exaggerated.20The celebrated FrenchOrientalistAntoineGal-
land, visiting the port city in the 1670s, noted only 130 families of Armenians, a
figure that seems to corroborate Lehatsi’s earlier observation and cast doubt onTav-
ernier’s exaggerated claim.21

Izmir “first emerged as an outlet for Iranian silk exports in the early seventeenth
century.”22 In 1621 the French traveler Louis Deshayes, baron de Courmenin, ar-
rived in Izmir from Constantinople on his way to Jerusalem and noted the con-
nection between Iranian silk andArmenianmerchants: “At present Izmir has a great
traffick in wool, beeswax, cotton and silk, which the Armenians bring there instead
of going to Aleppo. It is more advantageous for them to go there because they do
not pay as many dues.”23

What is noteworthy in Deshayes’s testimony is not only the association between
silk andArmenianmerchants but also theArmenianmerchants’ preference of Izmir
over Aleppo as a distribution center of their silk to European merchants.This shift
from Aleppo to Izmir, as the quoted passage suggests, was made because the cus-
toms dues that Julfan merchants were required to pay on Iranian silk were lower in
Izmir. Moreover, as V.H. P‘ap‘azyan’s excellent study of trade routes and the road
taxes merchants had to pay on them demonstrates, Izmir was preferred over
Aleppo because the route fromTabriz to Izmir had only eleven separate stopswhere
taxes were collected as opposed to seventeen on the Tabriz-Aleppo route.Thus the
lower transport expenses on the road to Izmir made it the preferred route for Jul-
fan merchants despite the fact that it was longer.24

When Julfan merchants first settled in Izmir in the first or second decade of the
seventeenth century, they must have found a well-established Armenian commu-
nity where they could easily adjust. The principal “pull” factors attracting them to
Izmir were, in addition to the low custom fees on silk, the excellent port facilities
of the city as well as its ideal geographic position near all the important ports of the
Mediterraneanwhere the Julfans conducted trade in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.25 Iranian raw silk was the principal commodity of trade for Julfan mer-
chants.This silk was transported overland by caravan to Izmir where it was initially
sold to European buyers in the city. By the middle of the seventeenth century, Jul-
fans had worked out an arrangement with the Dutch Republic, which maintained
a “consul” in Izmir, to load their goods on Dutch vessels and take them to Venice,
Livorno, Marseilles, and especially Amsterdam.26 Some Armenian merchants also
owned their own ships, as the names of several Armenian-owned ships mentioned
in Dutch records testify.27 Izmir’s geographic position between the Mediterranean
markets and settlements and the nodal center of Julfa/Isfahan made it a particu-
larly important way station and regional center for Julfan merchants operating out
of Venice. Most Julfan merchants traveled to Venice and beyond into Europe by
way of Izmir or Istanbul to the Dalmatian coast (Ragusa or Dubrovnik as well as
Split or Spalato further north), which was then under Venetian control, and finally
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to Venice. During his visit to Split or Spalato in the early 1610s, Lehatsi noted the
presence of Armenian merchants, including those from Julfa.28

As in the case of several other settlements in which Julfan merchants resided in
the seventeenth century, Izmir was not only a commercial base for the Armenians
but also an important cultural center. Apart fromhavingArmenian churches in the
seventeenth century, the city also had an important printing press, founded in 1676.
A number of seventeenth-century letters and contracts from Izmir stored in theAll
Savior’sMonasteryArchive in Julfa indicate that the Julfan community in Izmir kept
in touch with the nodal center of its commercial network in Isfahan.29

VENICE

In the time of the dominion of Uzun Hassan, king of Iran and Armenia, the
Armenians came to Venice, and it was from the year 1497 that they took back
from the most Excellent Procurators of San Marco their house there in virtue
of the testament of Zianni.30

The “house” mentioned in this document from the Archivio di Stato of Venice was
a hospice built for Armenian merchants in the middle of the thirteenth century by
a Venetian nobleman named Marco Zianni, who was later elected doge.31 Armen-
ian merchants used the building, located in the parish of San Zulian, as a fondaco
(fromArabic funduq,meaning “inn”) from the thirteenth through the fifteenth cen-
tury.32 When their numbers increased in the last decades of the 1500s, especially
after the arrival of merchants from Old Julfa, the Armenians appealed to the Ve-
netian authorities to turn over their fondaco to destituteArmenians, because by that
time the wealthy merchants had moved into rented apartments in various parts of
the city, especially in the parish of SantaMaria Formosa, where there is still a street
bearing the name Ruga Giuffa (Julfa Street). An altar and chapel were erected on
the premises of the Armenian fondaco in 1434 (and renovated in 1496, 1510–1520,
and finally 1689) to serve the spiritual needs of the growing community of mer-
chants.33 In 1688, a wealthy Julfan merchant named Khwaja Gregorio di Guerak
Mirman (GuerakMirmanian) appealed to theVenetian prelate to expand the chapel
into a full-fledged church.34 Permission was granted shortly afterward, and the
church, known as Santa Croce degli Armeni (Surb Khatch, in Armenian) became an
important institution and gathering place for Venice’s Julfan community of mer-
chants. A manuscript of gospels donated in 1608 to Venice’s Santa Croce Church
by an Armenian merchant named Khwaja Shirin, who had the manuscript sent to
Venice from Anatolia by way of Aleppo, is evidence of the transregional ties that
connected Julfans in the Levant to their important settlement in Venice.35

Of all the cities in Europe, Venice seems to have served as a bridgehead for Ar-
menian merchants from very early on. Beginning in the middle of the twelfth cen-
tury, as we have already noted, there was an Armenian hospice in Venice to shel-
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ter itinerant Armenian merchants visiting the city. The republic also carried on a
very active trade with the medieval kingdom of Cilician Armenia (also known as
“Little Armenia”) on the shores of theMediterranean.Venicewas an important cul-
tural center for theArmenians; the firstArmenian bookwas published there in 1512,
andnumerousArmenian bookswere printed in the Serenissima during the late sev-
enteenth and especially eighteenth century when a band of erudite Armenian
Catholic priests known as theMkhitarist Congregationwere given the island of San
Lazzaro in the Venetian lagoon (1717) and set to work on forming themodern Ar-
menian literary canon, a process referred to as theArmenian “revivalmovement.”36

Thefirst recordednotice of Julfans inVenice, according toGhevontAlishan, dates
from 1572, when merchants fromOld Julfa began to frequent Venice carrying bales
of Iranian silk.37 Venice was one of themost important markets of Iranian silk in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In the 1590s, Armenian merchants formed the
most numerous group after “Turkish” [i.e., OttomanMuslim] merchants, according
toGiorgioVercellin’s investigations in theArchiviodi StatodiVenezia.Vercellinnotes
that at least twenty-fourArmenianmerchantswere registered aspermanent residents
inVenice in the1590s,whilemanyotherswereprobably comingandgoing.Vercellin’s
research does not indicate the provenance or regional identity of these merchants,
but it would not be far-fetched to presume that many were originally fromOld Julfa.
This possibility is, in fact, suggested by the Julfan dialectal traits found in some of the
signatures recorded byVercellin in his transcription of somedocuments.38Thenum-
ber of Julfans in Venice increased dramatically after the foundation of New Julfa in
part because of a 1614 decree passed by theVenetian senate providing tax exemption
on the import of Iranian raw silk.39 When Simeon Lehatsi spent two months in the
city on his way to Rome in the early years of the 1600s, he noted a stone-built Ar-
menian church (i.e., Santa Croce degli Armeni) along with a hospice for Armenians,
as well as ten Armenian resident families belonging to the Armenian Gregorian
Church andmany others who were converts to Catholicism. He also noted the pres-
ence of “numerous merchants [bazirgan].”40 According to Claudia Bonardi, a docu-
ment in the Venetian archives dating from 1653 has the names of seventy-three Ar-
menians residing in Venice, almost all of whom were from the suburb of Isfahan.41
Half a century later, the Armenian community in Venice was still dominated by Jul-
fans, some of whom, such as the city’s most notable Armenian family, the Scerimans
orShahrimanians,wereCatholics.Though thenumberofArmenians and Julfans con-
tinued to increase into the eighteenth century, we should keep inmind that the com-
munity always remained relatively small; a census report from 1750 on the Armen-
ian community of the city contains a list of seventy Armenian merchants associated
with the SantaCroce church and seventeen religious people,making a total of eighty-
seven registered Armenians.42 Many of the Julfans listed in these reports no doubt
used the city of the doges as a base to conduct trade with Amsterdam in the north as
well as Smyrna/Izmir, Marseilles, and especially Livorno to the west.43
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LIVORNO

The earliest evidence of Armenians residing in Livorno dates from the middle of
the sixteenth century;44 a group of about fifteen Armenian merchants settled there
around the year 1553.45 The first specific mention of a Julfan merchant in Livorno
is from 1582, when a merchant named Khwaja Gregorio di Guerak Mirman, orig-
inally from Old Julfa, is believed to have resided there as the “agent of the shah of
Iran.”46 If true, this would suggest that Gregorio di Guerak Mirman was an agent
for Shah Mohammad Khodabanda (r. 1578–1587) and that some merchants from
Old Julfa were being used as royal merchants by the Safavids even before the reign
of Shah ‘Abbas I (r. 1587–1629).

In 1591 and 1593, when Ferdinand I Grand Duke of Tuscany wrote his Livorn-
ina, or letter of invitation, to foreign merchants to settle in Pisa and the tax-free
port of Livorno, among the communities he singled out were the Armenians.47The
Armenian community of Livornomust have been very small at the turn of the sev-
enteenth century. In 1600, according to one source, there were close to 200 Arme-
nians there and about 110 businesses belonging presumably to Julfans.48This figure
has been contested by Lucia Frattarelli Fischer, who rightly points out that though
there were numerous itinerant Armenian merchants in Livorno at the turn of the
century, the actual number of resident merchants was very minimal. Relying on
archival documents from the Archivio di Stato of Florence, Fischer points out that
in 1609 a ship sailing fromTunis to Livornowas carrying fourArmenianmerchants
whowere residents of Livorno.49 Two years earlier, when a galleon belonging to the
GrandDuke ofTuscany seized anEnglish vessel near Livorno as a prize, ninetyTurks
(sixty men and thirty women), forty Indians (thirty-five Muslims and five Chris-
tians), seven Jews, thirty-five Englishmen, and thirty to fortyArmenianswere found
on board; all of themwere apparently trading out of Livorno already at such an early
date.50 According to Fischer, this indicates the first substantial influx of Easterners
flocking to the markets of Livorno.51 It was not until the 1630s that Julfans began
to arrive in greater numbers. Favorable tax breaks, low customs duties on Iranian
silk, and promises of religious tolerance (all outlined in Ferdinand’s petition) were
the principal “pull” factors attracting Julfan merchants.

The Julfan community must have reached its height in the 1650s. A commenda
contract signed in Livorno in 1659 and preserved in the All Savior’s Monastery
Archive inNew Julfa lists some fourteenmerchants aswitnesses to the agreement.52
The majority of these signatories were Julfans. As we shall see below, one possible
reason Livorno seems to have experienced a surge in the arrival and settlement of
Julfan merchants during this period might be the stringent tax policies and pro-
tectionist measures aimed at pushing Julfans out of neighboring Marseilles in the
1640s and especially 1650s (see below).53 Since Marseilles and Livorno were both
favored by Julfans because of their strategic position and their proximity to themar-
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kets of Amsterdam in the north, the protectionist policies of Marseilles promoted
Livorno as a leading Julfan commercial center in the Mediterranean.

By the 1660s, Livorno’s merchant population seems to have increased substan-
tially. A report sent to the Propaganda Fide by a Roman nuncio there in 1669men-
tions that the city had some three hundred resident Armenianmerchants, subjects
of both the Safavids and the Ottomans (i.e., “Western” Armenians from Ottoman
cities such as Izmir, Constantinople, Ani, Van, Akn and Angora/Ankara).54 The
reliability of this source has been criticized by Fischer and Francesca Trivellato,
the latter providing a low figure of forty-seven Armenians residing in the city
at the peak of their presence there.55 The overwhelming majority of the Iranian-
Armenian merchants were from New Julfa, though some were also from trading
towns such as Agulis in the region of Goghtan in Nakhichevan. Several wealthy
Armenian merchant families, such as the Chelebies, were originally from Bursa
and Izmir and were very active members in the community.56 While residing and
operating out of Livorno, some of these merchants also circulated from one settle-
ment in the Armenian trade network to another. For instance, when the French
traveler Abbé Carré made a brief stop in Livorno in the 1660s on his second voy-
age to India, he remarked: “I was surprised tomeet several Armenian, Persian, and
Indianmerchantswhom I had known in the East duringmyfirst Travels.”57Though
Carré does not give any names, it is apparent from the context of his discussion that
most likely he had met these Julfan Armenian merchants during his first visit to
Surat a few years before his chance encounter with them in Livorno.

Like Venice, Amsterdam, and to a lesser extent Marseilles, Livorno also served
the Armenians as a center for cultural production, and particularly for printing.
The first book printed in the city was an Armenian psalter, printed in 1643 by a
priest from Julfa named Hovannes, who was sent to Europe in 1639 by the arch-
bishop/primate of Julfa, Khachatur of Caesarea, to perfect his knowledge of the Eu-
ropean craft of printing before returning home to help in improving the Armen-
ian printing press in New Julfa set up by Khachiatur around the same period.58

Livorno also had an importantArmenian church from the early years of the eigh-
teenth century. Before the establishment of that church, Armenians of the city fre-
quented the city’s Catholic churches, where a number of them were buried. While
writing his history in the 1880s, Mesrop Vardapet Ughurlian noted that the Fran-
ciscan Church of Santa Maria had six tombstones belonging to Julfa merchants
dating from the 1660s.59 As we shall see later, the parallels with the Armenianmer-
chant community ofCadiz are quite striking, with the difference that the larger pres-
ence ofArmenians in Livorno and the city’s relativelymore tolerant policies allowed
them to eventually erect a church of their own, unlike their counterparts in Cadiz,
who settled for a small chapel in one of the city’s Catholic churches, where theywere
allotted space to worship in their own fashion.

The initiative of establishing a church in Livorno to serve the needs of the local
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Armenian community was taken by the community’s leadingmerchants as early as
the 1680s. In 1691, the Armenian community there drafted its first “national con-
stitution” and appealed to Rome to have its own church where the liturgy would be
in Armenian and in accordance with the Armenian Gregorian Church. After ini-
tial reluctance by theVatican, which looked upon theArmenianChurch as a hereti-
cal and schismatic entity and, therefore, was careful about granting permission for
a church thatwould operate outside its spiritual jurisdiction, permissionwas finally
granted in the early years of the 1700s, after the Armenians agreed to the Vatican’s
demands and acceptedRomanCatholic supervisionwith the condition thatRoman
liturgy would be performed in Armenian.60 The mediation efforts by the Grand
Duke,whowas eager to cultivate good relationswith the city’sArmenianmerchants,
played an important role in gaining Rome’s permission. The Church of Saint Gre-
gory the Illuminator finally opened its doors in 1714.61

Next only to Venice, the Livorno community was arguably the most vital Ar-
menian trade settlement in theMediterranean. It was an integral part of the vast Jul-
fan-Armenian network because it connected the western (Mediterranean) end of
the circuit to its eastern (Indian Ocean and Iranian) heartland.Though silk was the
most prominent commodity circulating from the nodal center at Julfa to the mar-
kets in Europe, other commodities also circulated in this network, including Indian
textiles and the skills ofmanufacturing calico printing.62 In this connection, the trade
in precious gems and diamonds, for which Livorno was a vital center in the seven-
teenth century,was an important aspect of Julfan commerce.Thediamond tradewas
particularly important, as it integrated the twopoles of the Julfan network: Surat and
Livorno. A contract for diamonds and precious stones preserved in the archives of
the Museo Correr in Venice gives us a good idea of the extent of this trade.63 The
document in question is a leather-bound book with sixteen folded pages contain-
ing what Julfans called a tomar (roll) that provides a succinct summary of detailed
commercial transactions recorded by a commenda agent for his master in Julfa in a
roozlama,or account ledger (Julfandialect for the original Persian term, ruznameh).64
This document provides a catalogue of a number of complex transactions between
the commenda agent, oneAghadiMatus ofTabriz,65 andhis “master” in Julfa, named
Khwaja Minas.66 According to the contract, Agha di Matus received a consignment
of diamonds of various grades in Surat in 1673 and was ordered to take it to Izmir,
Constantinople, and thence to “Frank‘stan” (i.e., Europe and in particular theMedi-
terranean) where he was to sell his merchandise. Agha di Matus’s tomar contains
an inventory of his travels from Julfa to Izmir, Venice, and finally Livorno, where
he must have settled in the 1680s, already a rich merchant. He appears again in the
documents of the Propaganda Fide Archives in the Vatican: his name crops up in
papers from the 1690s as a delegate chosen by the “Armenian Assembly” in Livorno
to represent the community in Rome, whereMatus had traveled and presented his
credentials as the principal merchant financially bankrolling the city’s proposed
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Armenian church. Matus’s case is an illustration of the great distances covered by
Julfanmerchants (from Julfa to Surat to Izmir, Venice, and finally Livorno). One can
only assume that fellow Julfan merchants residing in the various settlements in the
network assisted him in each stage of his journey. Matus’s career also highlights the
symbiotic relationship between Julfanmerchants and the Armenian Church, which
in the absence of a state played a vital role in maintaining the identity and smooth
functioning of the Julfan trade network. Finally, his case demonstrates the forma-
tion of a merchant who began as a lowly factor or commenda agent and became
wealthy and powerful. Hewas not only the leading figure in his community but was
on close terms with the Grand Duke of Tuscany (Cosimo II), was granted full citi-
zenship in Rome (1698), and received various titles from the Vatican, including
Prince of the Order of the Cross and Count of the Laterans.67

MARSEILLES

In July 1623, the consuls of Marseilles wrote a letter to the king complaining of the
invasion of Armenians with their bales of silk and warning the king of the “grave
and dangerous consequences” posed to the welfare and prosperity of his subjects
by the arrival of Armenian merchants.68 “There is no nation in the world,” they
wrote, “as greedy [as this]; although they have plenty of opportunity to sell these
silks in great markets like Aleppo or Smyrna and other markets and make an hon-
est profit, nevertheless to make even more money, they come running to the other
end of the world [i.e., Marseilles].”69 It appears that Julfan merchants selling silk to
merchant companies fromMarseilles, Lyon, and Tours (the two last cities were im-
portant hubs for France’s silk industry) inAleppohad traveled directly toMarseilles,
and to Toulon a year before the complaints by the consuls of Marseille, to reclaim
debts owed to them in the Levant.70 As EdmundHerzig observes, “Armenian trade
must already have been strongly established by this time for it to have been per-
ceived as such a serious threat to local interests.”71 During the 1620s, the chamber
of commerce inMarseilles passed a series of stringent protectionistmeasures aimed
at banning Armenian silk merchants from trading in the city. Measures were also
taken to prohibit the shipment ofArmenian goods (especially silk) on French ships.
These restrictions did not succeed in entirely excludingArmenian traders fromMar-
seilles, because, in 1629, Louis XIII granted a letter patent allowing Iranians and
Armenians to trade in France through the agency of Louis Frejus, a notable French
merchant with business connections in the Levant, and an Armenian named An-
toine Armenis, who had been a resident of Marseilles since 1612 and was natural-
ized as a French subject in 1625. Several Julfan merchants, such as “Alexandre, fils
de Mussegen” (Alexandre di Mnatsakan or Musheghian?) and “Jouan” (Hovan?),
are known to have usedMarseilles as a springboard tomake “business trips” to Paris
and Fontainebleau as early as 1625, as notarial documents discovered by Olivier
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Raveux in Paris indicate.72 In 1635, Cardinal Richelieu allowed free trade to “Ar-
menians, Julfans, and Persians,” but protectionist measures were reintroduced fol-
lowing his death in 1642. After 1650, stricter measures were put in place to shut
Julfans and other Armenians out of the French market. These included a dracon-
ian tax on foreign imported Iranian silk, passed in 1658.73Themeasures forced Jul-
fans to abandon Marseilles in favor of the tax-free port of neighboring Livorno,
where they were welcomed by Duke Ferdinand’s policy of attracting foreign mer-
chants.74Things changed under theministry of Jean Baptiste Colbert (1619–1683),
who adopted policies in the 1660s to once again make Marseilles attractive to Ar-
menian merchants. By that time, the city’s Armenian population, as in Livorno
around the same period, consisted of Ottoman subjects as well as Iranian-Arme-
nians from Julfa (referred to in the sources as “Choffelines”). Julfa merchants were
themost prominentmembers of the tinyArmenian population ofMarseilles. Some,
like the merchant Safraz de Avedit (Shafraz di Avedik?), are known to have resided
inMarseilles aswell as Paris and London in the 1680s.75Otherswere likeHarut‘iwn
(better known by his French name, Pascal), who, originally from Aleppo, first
opened a coffee establishment inMarseilles and thenmoved in 1672 to Paris, where
he opened the city’s first café; hewas followed by anotherArmenian café owner and
resident of Paris, this time a Julfan Armenian named Grigor.76

The importance of Marseilles as a base for the Julfans in the Mediterranean can
be gauged by the fact that in the early 1680s Julfan merchants in Isfahan and Surat
(India) made overtures to the French East India Company to ship their merchan-
dise on French vessels from the PersianGulf and Surat directly toMarseilles—apro-
posal that failed due to disagreements between the parties.77 In the last quarter of
the seventeenth century, Julfans inMarseilleswere favoredby the anti-Ottomanpoli-
cies of Paris and by close relations between Paris and Isfahan. As in other Mediter-
ranean settlements, their numbers were fairly small, with only about twenty to
twenty-five permanent Julfan residents living at the same time in the city between
1669 and 1695, and a total of thirty-eight Julfanmerchants for the same period.78 In
addition to trading in silk, Julfans inMarseilleswere engaged in the textile trade sup-
plying themarket inMarseilles withmuch needed fine South Asian textiles and cal-
icoes, the bulk of which was transported by caravan routes to the Levant ports of
Aleppo and especially Smyrna, and thence to Marseilles and other Mediterranean
ports, such as Livorno andGenoa. According to Raveux, in 1687 the Julfans are said
to have transported most of the 25,000 units of cotton goods across the overland
routes toMarseilles, compared to the 33,000units transportedby theEast IndiaCom-
pany across theCape route.79TheArmenians alreadyhad a reputation for being “piv-
otal in the technological transfer of cotton printing from India to Persia and vari-
ous parts of the Ottoman Empire.”80 After their settlement in Marseilles, they also
played a crucial role in introducing the art of calico printing “in the Oriental man-
ner” to theMediterranean region.81 It seems that some Julfans inMarseilleswhohad
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arrived there as silkmerchants in the 1660s “soon took advantage of investing in cal-
ico printing.” For instance, a certain Arapie[t] d’Arachel and Dominique Ellia were
owners of a calico workshop in Marseilles from 1672 to the early 1680s, as was an-
other Julfan, Paul de Serquis, as well as others.82 In collaboration with Armenian ar-
tisans from Istanbul, Diyarbakir, and Izmir in the Ottoman Empire, the Julfans of
Marseilles set up local calico workshops “to produce items that suited the changing
tastes and expectations of local customers.”83 In 1720, the Julfans in Marseilles had
even succeeded in electing one of their own as the Iranian consul there.84

Marseilles was also an important center of Armenian printing in the 1660s, sec-
ond only to Amsterdam. Armenian printers in Marseilles were financed largely by
the patronage of Julfanmerchants. Someof the books printed inMarseilles reflected
the needs of their patrons, both in their contents and in their language or dialect.
Thus at least one book printed in the city was devoted to commercial arithmetic,
one was a manual comparing the different calendrical systems (Gregorian, Julian,
Greater Armenian, Azaria, and so on), and another a language manual for learn-
ing Italian. All these works were written not in the literary language of Classical Ar-
menian (grabar), which was largely confined to a small clerical circle, but in the
Julfa dialect, the language of the merchants.85

CADIZ

One of the least studied and least known of Julfa settlements on the fringes of the
Mediterranean world is that of Cadiz, Spain.86 There is no conclusive evidence as
to when Armenian merchants first settled in this Spanish city at the gateway to the
Americas. Somenineteenth-century Spanish authors had initially placed the arrival
of the Armenians in Cadiz in the early years of the sixteenth century. Others, such
as Antonio Domingues Ortiz, claimed that this settlement must have taken place
a century later.87 However, in his article “Los Armenios en Cádiz,” the Spanish
scholar Hipólito Sancho de Sopranis, who has themost persuasive account to date,
puts the date somewhere in the early 1660s,when theArmenians first began tomake
an appearance in the archives of the city. Sopranis’s claims are borne out by the no-
tarial records in the Archivo Histórico Provincial de Cádiz, where the earliest evi-
dence of resident Armenians in Cadiz dates to 1664.

The composition of this tiny community was quite heterogeneous. Not all its
members were from Julfa, though a significant number, including the community’s
wealthiest and most distinguished merchants, hailed from the famous suburb of
Isfahan. If the testaments and notarial records in the Cadiz archives are reliable
demographic indicators, then about 60 percent of the Armenian merchant pop-
ulation of this city consisted of Iranian-Armenians; less than 20 percent were from
cities or towns in the Ottoman Empire.88 In the fifty-four extant wills of Armenian
merchants in the Cadiz archives, nine had registered their place of origin as Julfa
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or Isfahan, whereas seven were registered as natives of Agulis andDasht, and seven
from the region ofVanant, all Armenian-inhabited places under Safavid dominion.

There is no conclusive evidenceon thepopulationnumbers of theArmenian com-
munity of Cadiz during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Sopranis
claims that earlier authors had exaggerated these numbers, arguing that the com-
munity boasted several hundred individuals.89 In contrast to these authors, Sopranis
maintains a minimalist position, placing the population figure somewhere above a
dozen or so merchants. This view, however, has been challenged by Manuel Ravina
Martin, who, based on his detailed work in the notarial documents in the Cadiz
archives, claims that Sopranis’s figures must be increased tenfold to arrive at a closer
estimate of the actual numbers.90 At any rate, the city’s Armenian population must
have consistedofmostlymalemerchants, themajorityofwhomwere engaged in com-
merce onbehalf of theirmasters residing elsewhere. Somewere clearly itinerant com-
menda agents from Julfa whowere passing through the city, such as the ill-fated Edi-
gar son of Shekhik whose death in Cadiz became known in Julfa, compelling his
commendamaster (Hovhannes son ofGharaMelik) aswell as hismother (Ghadum),
wife (Manishak), anddaughter (TankKhatun) to appoint apowerof attorney to travel
to Cadiz to collect their dues.91 There were, however, a few families recorded as be-
ing longtime residents of Cadiz, such as the wealthy Shakarian family from Julfa, led
byDavidShakarian92 (known in theSpanish recordsunder thenameofDavidZukar),
whose family was in Cadiz from the 1660s until the 1720s. Some of these merchants
were circulatingbetweenCadiz, Livorno,Lisbon,Venice,Amsterdam, andevenTang-
ier in North Africa,93 but most seemed to have returned periodically to their base in
Cadiz. In any case, theremust have been a significant population core that resided in
Cadiz for the Armenian community to have its own private chapel inside the city’s
Catholic Church of SantaMaria in the old district near the port.94 In fact, the Arme-
nians of Cadiz were great patrons and followers of the local religious confraternity
known as the Brotherhood of Jesus the Nazarene, which was centered in the Church
of SantaMaria,where theArmenianswere granted their ownchapel ofworship.They
were among the most generous patrons of this order, and at least one family among
them,namely, theShakarian/Zukar familyof Julfa, headedbyDavidShakarian/Zukar,
is listed as one of the founding members of this religious group. David Shakar-
ian/Zukar not only paid handsome sums for themaintenance and growth of this or-
der but also had special ceramic tiles, many of themwithArmenian inscriptions, de-
signedand imported fromAmsterdam in the1660s for thedecorationof the church.95
More interestingly, he was most likely also the founder of Amsterdam’s first Armen-
ian church, built in 1664.96These details about David Shakarian/Zukar demonstrate
how Julfanmerchants circulated fromone settlement in thenetwork to another, often
serving as important actors in the community life of more than one settlement.

The Julfans’ devotion to the Church of SantaMaria and their acts of public piety
to the Brotherhood of Jesus of Nazarene seem to have saved the Armenian com-
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munity from being exiled from Cadiz. Apparently, complaints against the Armen-
ianmerchants had begun to circulate in 1684, reminiscent of the inquisition against
Jews andMuslims, albeit on amuch smaller scale, andmore particularly of the anti-
Armenian protectionist policies in Marseilles only decades earlier that led to their
banishment from the French port. These “popular grievances” found support
among the councillors to the king and the chamber of commerce in Madrid,97 and
then “were brought to the attention of themonarch with a proposal to expel within
six months, all the members of the nation who conducted commerce in the cities
of the peninsula.”98 On February 26, 1684, notices were placed in various locales in
Madrid frequented by merchants, and in Cadiz, announcing the royal edict:

Ordered by the King our Lord that all Armenians who are found in our court [i.e.,
Madrid] and in any other cities, towns, and places of our kingdommust leave within
sixmonths of the publication of this proclamation, and thatwithin the said sixmonths
they can freely sell all the merchandise that they possess.99

Taking advantage of their public generosity in the past and their continued pa-
tronage of the Church of Santa Maria, the Armenians appealed to the governor of
Cadiz as well as to the local prelate, Don Antonio de Ibarra, who in turn petitioned
the king, imploring him to exempt the Armenians of Cadiz from his proclamation
on the grounds that they had been important to the public welfare of their host so-
ciety. The order was rescinded in January of the following year.100

TheCadizArmenian community seems to have dwindled anddisappeared in the
second quarter of the eighteenth century. At any rate, their presence in the archives
also trails off after the 1720s, with only one notarial document dating from 1786.101

AMSTERDAM

Amsterdamwas inmanyways an exceptional settlement for the Julfamerchants.102
As we have seen, most Julfan settlements in Europe were positioned on the shores
of the Mediterranean with relatively easy transport access to and from the nodal
center of the trade network in New Julfa, Isfahan. Amsterdam and London, how-
ever, were on the westernmost edge of the Julfan network in what we have called
the northwestern European circuit, far from the nodal center to which they were
nonetheless connected.

Julfans were attracted to Amsterdam because of the “strength of Dutch capital”
that made it “possible for [them] to receive prompt payment in cash and to place
orders for their return cargos of cloth as soon as they arrived.”103Moreover, the city
had the advantage of being the seat of the Dutch East India Company (VOC) and
was famous for hosting dissident minorities, such as French Huguenots and
Sephardic Jews fromPortugal.Thefirstmention ofArmenians inAmsterdamdates
from the 1560s, when several Armenian jewel merchants are said to have visited
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the city.104 It was not until the 1620s (around the same time as the arrival of Ar-
menians in Marseilles), however, that Armenians from Izmir and Constantinople
began to settle in Amsterdam.105 By 1627, at least two Julfan merchants, Khwaja
Sarhat (Godge Sarhatd) and Hovannes Zak‘aria (Jan Sacharis), were permanently
settled in Amsterdam.106 As elsewhere, New Julfa’s dramatic expansion in the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries led to the growth ofAmsterdam’sArmenian com-
munity, making it by far the most significant New Julfan outpost in western Eu-
rope. Like other Armenian communities in Europe at the time, the population of
Amsterdam’s Armenian community probably did not exceed a hundred members
at its height.107 By the 1690s, the most eminent members of Amsterdam’s Armen-
ian community were from New Julfa. Several Julfan families had set up business
branches in the Dutch capital.108 As was the case with many other Armenian trade
settlements, it did not take very long for the Armenian community of Amsterdam
to establish important community institutions designed to maintain its own iden-
tity and generate communal solidarity. The first Armenian church in Amsterdam
was founded in 1663–1664.109 A new church was erected in 1714 (and renovated
in 1748). Interestingly, Julfan merchants endowed both churches. Moreover, a se-
ries of Armenian printing presses operated there from 1660 to 1718, supported by
the financial patronage of Julfamerchants, thusmakingAmsterdamone of the lead-
ing centers of Armenian printing in the world and the city where the first Armen-
ian Bible was printed in 1666.110 Armenian printers in Amsterdam produced some
of the most important works in modern Armenian literature, including the first
printed edition of the classicwork of the “father ofArmenian historiography,”Moses
of Khoren (fl. between the sixth and eighth century). His History of Armenia was
printed in 1695. In addition, Armenian printers published several important works
that were of practical use for Armenianmerchants, including amanual of trade en-
titled A Treasure of Measures, Weights, Numbers, and Currencies Used throughout
the World (1699) as well as the first modern Armenian world atlas (1695), which
was accompanied by a treatise on world geography and a universal atlas (1698). All
were commissioned by Julfan merchants and published with the express intention
of aiding fellow Armenian merchants in their global trading ventures.111

Geographically and in terms of trade routes used by Julfan merchants, Amster-
dam was connected to the nodal center in New Julfa via the long overland route
across the Baltic region toMoscow or Archangel and thence via Astrakhan to New
Julfa. It was also an important peripheral node for the smaller Julfan community
of London to the west.

LONDON

There was no resident Armenian community in London until the late seventeenth
century.Though Julfa merchants had visited London as early as 1645, it was only in
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the 1680s and 1690s that London becamehome to some fortyArmenianmerchants,
mostly from India and Julfa. At least one prominent Julfa family, the Ghalandarians
(known in English records as the Calander family), had a resident representative in
the city. Indeed it was a member of this family, Khwaja Panos Calendar, who signed
the famous 1688 “Treaty of East India Company with the Armenian Nation.”112 We
have also noted above that another Julfan, Shafraz di Avedik, lived in London in the
1680s. Avedik served as an agent forMarseilles’ most prominent Julfan,Melchon de
Nazar.113 A handful of New Julfa Armenians resided in London in the first half of
the eighteenth century; however, their numbers had declined to two or three indi-
viduals in the 1750s.114 Whatever ties Julfa merchants had with the English capital
were not institutional in nature, but based on individual initiative, with Armenian
merchants from the community of Amsterdamperiodicallymoving back and forth
between the two commercial centers, using Amsterdam as a “regional node” in
northwesternEurope.That the LondonArmenian communitywas a “satellite” com-
munity of the Dutch capital is indicated by half a dozen letters stored at the British
Library relating to the Armenian community in London. Most are written by Ar-



menians in Amsterdam.115The first Armenian church in England was consecrated
in Manchester only in the late nineteenth century.116

THE RUSSIAN NETWORK

The Levantine and Mediterranean nodes in the Julfan network were not the sole
means of access to the markets located farther northwest in Amsterdam and Lon-
don. Another important avenue of Julfan expansion toward Europe was through
the overland trade route running north across the Russian Empire before turning
southwest over the Baltic Sea into northern Europe.

Julfan merchants began exploring the possibility of using the Russian route to
transport their silk to Europe in themiddle of the seventeenth century.The chronic
insecurity ofOttoman routes and the fact that the northern route was shortermade
Russia attractive to the Julfans. The first steps in this direction were taken in 1659
when a prominent Julfanmerchant namedZaccaria di Sarat, the eldest of five broth-
ers belonging to Julfa’s wealthy Sceriman/Shahrimanian family (see chapter 6), trav-
eled toMoscow in the capacity of a royal merchant for the itimad al dawle, or chief
minister, of Shah Suleiman, bearing with him a golden throne studded with hun-
dreds of diamonds and innumerable precious stones as a gift from his family and
the Julfan community forCzarAlexeiMikhaylovich.This generous gift, which later
served as the throne for the coronation ceremonies of many czars, seems to have
paid off, because in 1667, Julfa’s most prominent merchant families signed a trade
agreement (reaffirmed in 1673) with the Russian state obtaining a favor that had
eluded the English and the Dutch: the right to transport their merchandise over-
land from Iran across Russia to northwestern Europe by way of the Russian port of
Narva or Archangel, and to do so by paying low customs fees.117 In 1692, a Julfan
adventurer and “trickster traveler,” known variously as Khwaja Phillip’os, Compte
de Siry, Husayn Beg Talish, and finally Philip de Zagly, acting on behalf of other
Julfans, signed two other agreements, onewith theDutchy of Kurland (present-day
Latvia), allowing them access to the port of Libau, and another with the Kingdom
of Sweden, receiving permission to use the region to gain access, across the Baltic
Sea, to Germany and Holland.118

The opening of the Russian circuit to Julfan commerce paved the way for the
founding of a series of settlements in the northern Russian zone. One of the most
important of these was in Astrakhan, on the northern shores of the Caspian Sea and
in close proximity to Iran. Astrakhan had a small Armenian community even be-
fore the official opening of the northern route. In 1616, eleven Armenian families
were recorded as residing there.119 Though the sources do not indicate the back-
ground of these Armenians, it would not be far-fetched to speculate that they were
mostly Iranian and possibly merchants from the newly settledmercantile suburb of
New Julfa. By 1630, the number of Armenians in Astrakhan was significant enough
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for the construction of awooden church.120 After the opening of the northern route,
moreArmenians flowed into the city. Passing throughAstrakhan in 1703, theDutch
traveler Cornelius De Bruyn noted the presence of forty Armenian families in As-
trakhan, or about two hundred to three hundred individuals. De Bruyn lodgedwith
them on his way to Iran. He also noted the presence of an equal number of Indian
merchants but was quick to point out that unlike the Armenians the Indians did
not have their women with them.121 According to the Russian census of 1747, the
Armenianpopulationhad risen to 1,512 individuals, themajority ofwhomwere Ira-
nian Armenians and a significant number from New Julfa.122 Less than thirty years
later, their numbers had more than doubled to 3,500 individuals, according to the
census of 1781, with a significant portion directly involved in commerce.123

As with the English settlements in India, the granting of special privileges, such
as the low customs duties outlined in the 1667 and 1673 treaties, and most impor-
tantly the right to build their own churches, attracted Julfans to settle in Astrakhan.
In 1706, after an edict issued by Peter the Great, the Armenian community in As-
trakhan erected a new stone church. A second church followed in 1737, when the
community’s numbers grew, possibly frommoremigration fromNew Julfa.124 Along
with othermercantile communities, such as Indians (many ofwhomappear to have
beenMultanis) andCatholic Europeans, theArmenians ofAstrakhanwere allowed
to have their own community court in 1744 and in 1763 were given the right to
have a separate courthouse (rathaus).125 The leaders of the community compiled a
private legal code (known as the Code of Laws of the Armenians of Astrakhan; see
chapter 6), the bulk of which was devoted to the customary commercial law prac-
ticed by Julfanmerchants in Julfa and abroad in the network settlements, but which
was not codified until its incorporation into the Astrakhan Code of Laws.

OtherArmeniancommunities inRussia includedKazan,where anArmenianpres-
ence can be traced to the 1640s; St. Petersburg, whereArmenianmerchants,mostly
from New Julfa, had settled in 1710 (only seven years after the city’s foundation);
and Moscow, again with an important New Julfan mercantile community and a
church dating to the 1660s.126 Someprominent Julfan families, such as the Lazarians
(known as the Lazareffs inRussia, of LazarianCollege fame), permanentlymigrated
and settled inMoscow and St. Petersburg in the 1740s after the rapid decline in the
social and economic conditions in Iran.127 A number of Julfan mercantile families
played a vital role in the Russian economy. Julfans, including Ignatius Shahrimanian
(the son of Zaccaria di Sarat, who gave the diamond-studded throne toCzarAlexei),
established Russia’s first silk-manufacturing workshop in Moscow.128

In concluding this and the preceding chapter,we can agreewithEdmundHerzig’s
views concerning the expansion and importance of the Julfan commercial network:

The Julfans started up as a small community fortuitously located on the way to and
from Persia’s silk-growing regions to the Mediterranean. Within only a few decades
they were able to turn this slender advantage into a virtual monopoly of the Iranian
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silk export trade to Europe, and in a not much longer period of time to diversify and
expand their activities from the Atlantic coast of Europe to the edge of the Pacific.
The underlying economic dynamic for this expansion was the bullion price differen-
tial betweenWestern Europe, the Middle East and India; this provided the commer-
cial opportunity that Julfans seized with both hands.129

In addition to these observations, the overview of Armenian settlements in the
Mediterranean and Indian Ocean worlds provided in this and the preceding chap-
ter enables us to reach the following conclusions concerning the logic of circu-
lation inherent in the Julfan commercial network as a whole. In the first place, the lo-
cation of settlements was primarily determined by economic motives, such as the
host society’s geographic location along an important trade route with open access
to other markets where Julfan merchants could profitably exchange their com-
modities. Transportation and communication access (through the courier network
explored in the next chapter) to the nodal center of the trade network in New Julfa,
Isfahan, must also have been an important factor in the establishment of some set-
tlements.Thiswould explain the predominant role of the settlements in theMediter-
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ranean basin, which, as we have seen, were all located in important port townswith
access to other settlements andmarkets nearer to the network’s nodal center atNew
Julfa and, therefore, in locations that made it relatively easy for couriers to deliver
news and information crucial for Julfan commercial success. In this scheme, the
settlements in Tibet and Manila proved to be exceptions. In both cases, however,
other factors, such as,most notably, access toChinese gold andMexican silver seem
to have taken precedence.

Second, where there was a sufficient number of Julfanmerchants and where the
host society’s polity was tolerant, Julfan merchants established their own churches
as well as printing presses. This was the case with settlements in Venice, Livorno,
andmost notablyAmsterdam, but notCadiz andMarseilles. Such institutions could
be crucial to the maintenance of the network’s overall ethno-religious identity,
which, as we shall see in chapter 7, was in turn important to the commercial suc-
cess and integrity of the network as a whole. In this connection, it is important
to remember that the Julfan commercial elite financially patronized Armenian
churches and printing establishments set up in the settlements in the network. One
could say that a great part of the capital surplus accumulated by Julfan merchants
was pumped back into the network in the form of patronage and benevolence to-
ward maintaining and supporting the cultural, educational, and religious work of
themostly clerical elite. In theMediterranean and northwestern European circuits,
Armenian churches andprinting presseswere not always directly linked to the nodal
center in New Julfa; rather, since many of these settlements were initially settled by
Armenian merchants who were not from Julfa, or had a significant non-Julfan Ar-
menian population, their churches and printing establishments were linked to the
Catholicosate at Etchmiatzin or Cilicia.Thus, as we shall see in the following chap-
ters, while credit, merchants, and information circulated from one settlement to
another in the Mediterranean circuit of the network and between it and the nodal
center at New Julfa, this was not the case with priests, whose circulation was lim-
ited to the settlements in the Indian Ocean world, where most settlements were di-
rect offshoots ofNew Julfa, populated by its greatmerchant families and their agents.
Consequently, they were connected to and through that great suburb of Isfahan.
However, the same cannot be said for all the colonies in the Mediterranean and
northwestern Europe. In the latter case, other settlements of the Armenian “trade
diaspora,” such as those in the Crimea, Constantinople, and Izmir, acted as “sub-
sidiary centers,” as Fernand Braudel has called them, or as “regional centers,” as I
refer to them.130 The next chapters will demonstrate how this immense network
was glued together by the constant circulation of information, credit, merchants,
and priests from the nodal center in New Julfa.



5

“The salt in a merchant’s letter”
Business Correspondence and the Courier System

It is now widely acknowledged that “information was the most precious good” in
the lives of early modern merchant communities.1 Claude Markovits explains:

It is the capacity of the merchants to maintain a constant flow of information within
the network that ensures its success.This means two things: first, that “leaks” have to
be avoided as much as possible to the outside world, secondly, that information must
circulate smoothly within the network, both spatially and temporally, as it gets trans-
mitted from one generation to another . . . , in the long run, the most successful mer-
chant networks have been thosemost able to process information into a body of knowl-
edge susceptible of continuous refinement. This body of knowledge, of a pragmatic
nature, which is mostly about markets, is more or less congruent with what is often
called the “secrets of the trade.”2

Information flows were particularly important for Armenian merchants from
New Julfa who by the eighteenth century had branched out from their small mer-
cantile suburb on the outskirts of Isfahan across a global trading network stretch-
ing from Amsterdam and Cadiz in the West to Canton and Manila on the rim of
the PacificOcean in the East. Information sharing was important not only former-
chants in managing their daily commercial affairs, but also for maintaining the in-
tegrity of the Julfan network as awhole. Letterwriting connected distant commenda
agents to their masters in New Julfa and also unified the trade settlements on the
periphery of the network to its nodal center in New Julfa.

Given that this was the case, the question arises, howwas information circulated
in the Julfan network? Did merchants use a courier system to deliver news to each
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other? What role did commercial correspondence play in Julfan society and the
long-distance trade of its merchants?

This chapter will explore these questions through an examination of Julfan com-
mercial correspondence from archives in London, Venice, and New Julfa, and will
demonstrate that the Julfan trade network was built on and unified through a cul-
ture of long-distance commercial correspondence. Moreover, as a close examina-
tion of thousands of business letters reveals, Julfan merchants had a sophisticated
system of circulating information. Following Rene Barendse, I call this system the
“intelligence network.”3Most ofmydiscussionwill focus on the presence of this net-
work in the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean, because the data almost exclu-
sively pertain to these spheres of Julfan activity. First, I examine the culture of com-
mercial correspondence in Julfan society by analyzing the style and content of Julfan
business letters, illustrating the discussion with examples drawn from a broad sam-
ple of commercial correspondence.Then, I consider the uses of the courier network
in Julfan society. Relying on data found in Julfan business letters, I provide statisti-
cal information on the average “speed” of the delivery of news between theMediter-
ranean settlements (especiallyVenice, Livorno, Izmir, andAleppo), on the onehand,
and those in the Indian Ocean, on the other, to the network’s nodal center in New
Julfa, Isfahan. Tables featuring data on mail delivery between these spheres of Jul-
fan commerce are provided. These data are important in helping us to understand
both the confines in which communication in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies circulated and theway inwhich the circulationof informationwas able to over-
come what Fernand Braudel famously called “distance: the first enemy.”4

THE CULTURE OF COMMERCIAL
CORRESPONDENCE IN JULFAN SOCIETY

. . . a Factor is created by Merchants Letters.5

When the first Armenian newspaper, Azdarar (Intelligencer), was launched in
Madras in the fall of 1794, it contained special features that struck its eighteenth-
century readers as quite novel. In the first place, the new newspaper devoted a num-
ber of pages in its serialized issues tomaking commercial informationpublicly avail-
able for the benefit ofMadras’sArmenianmerchant community. It includeddetailed
timetables of commercial shipping traffic at the port of Madras, a price list of vari-
ous commodities traded in the local markets, and brief “notices” by merchants ad-
vertising goods for sale, along with their prices. Each issue ofAzdarar also included
social and political news regarding the various Armenian communities in India, as
well as a quick recap of world news (mostly concerning affairs in Europe) excerpted
and translated fromEnglish-languagenewspapers in India andEurope.Manyof these
innovative featureswere creative adaptations fromEnglish-languagenewspapers that
had just begun to appear in India, including the idea of presenting information per-
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tinent to the business community in a public forum. Clearly, the aim of Azdarar’s
editor, as he himself noted in his first “editorial,” was to provide useful news to
Madras’s then fledglingArmenian community and especially to its business leaders.

Inhis Structural Transformation of thePublic Sphere, JurgenHabermas argues that
the emergence of commercial newspapers in Europe in the late seventeenth century
markeda radical break frommedieval practices of business correspondence.6 Inplace
of the secretive and private conveyance of economic information, characteristic of
medieval business correspondence, the modern newspaper and gazette, for Haber-
mas, made possible the public dissemination of economic news, which Habermas
identified as crucial for the development ofmodern capitalism.7More recently work
in earlymodern economichistory, especially byFrancescaTrivellato, has pointedout
that the importance Habermas and others ascribed to the influence of print tech-
nology in Europe in fueling the growth of modern capitalism has obscured the vital
role of business correspondence in the lives of early modern merchants.8 As Trivel-
lato notes,many of the functions attributed to newspapers (such as intelligence gath-
ering and reporting of business and other news) were long the preserve of business
correspondence. She also points out that merchant correspondence in Europe con-
tinued to play a crucial role in the lives of merchant communities long after the rise
of print technology and newspapers. Moreover, Trivellato demonstrates that busi-
ness correspondencewas farmore efficient in conveying information to a largenum-
ber of merchants than were most newspapers of the period. These conclusions are
also applicable to thehistory of earlymodernArmenian, and specifically Julfan,mer-
chants in the Indian Ocean and Mediterranean. In fact, one could argue that many
features first appearing in Azdarar as novel innovations in Armenian history were
actually continuations, albeit in the novel form of print technology, of practices in-
herent in Julfan business correspondence, which had flourished in the seventeenth
century and continued to play a vital role in Julfan commercial life well into the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries. Business correspondence and the mode of circu-
lating it across the vast spaces covered by Julfan merchants and their overseas set-
tlements was such a fundamental aspect of Julfan economy and society that it is
impossible to exaggerate its importance. Indeed, the long-distance network of trade
settlements created by Julfanmerchants in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
was built on the dual bases of the culture of letter writing and the infrastructure of a
courier service that enabled merchants to circulate and share their correspondence.

Before we look at the courier service and its uses in Julfan society, it is essential
to examine the elements of business correspondence among Julfan merchants. An
analysis of the stylistic and other properties of Julfan correspondencewill demon-
strate that such correspondence was to Julfan communities what print technology
or “print capitalism” is to modern nations. Letter writing was the principal means
of unifying the dispersed Julfan merchants and constituting them into an “imag-
ined” merchant community.9
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Elements of Business Letter Writing
A typical Julfan business letter consisted of ordinary sheets of paper (normally pur-
chased from a paper supplier in the letter’s place of origin) ranging from a single
sheet for a brief letter to several sheets of paper for more detailed correspondence.
Some letters could be up to twenty pages in length when fully transcribed. Writers
usually made every effort to fill all the available blank space on a page to convey
their information, which meant that they often resorted to writing in the left mar-
gin. The sheets were then folded and sealed with red wax to produce the effect of
an envelope (see fig. 1). A short instruction on delivering the mail to the addressee
was written on the outside, most often only in Armenian. The name of the mer-
chant to whom the letter was to be delivered and the merchant’s presumed place of
residence followed. Since most Julfan merchants were constantly on the move and
changed their place of residence frequently according to the demands of the mar-
ket, it is not uncommon to find two or three place-nameswritten on the “envelope.”
This was mostly the case with letters written in Julfa in the 1740s and addressed to
merchants in India, where the addressee’s place of residence is given as “Basra,
Madras, or Pondicherry or wherever he [i.e., the addressee] may be.”Thatmost let-
ters have the addressee’s information only in Armenian suggests that the couriers
to whom they were entrusted were mostly fellow Armenians/Julfans (either mer-
chants themselves or often family members of merchants, or professional couriers
who worked within the network and were thus able to read Armenian). However,
this was not always the case, for on some letters the addressee’s entry is also writ-
ten in languages other than Armenian (see fig. 2).Thus letters sent to the Sceriman
family in Venice and Livorno are addressed in Italian, often giving the Italianized
version of the addressee’s name (for instance, “Signor Pietro di Sceriman,” as op-
posed to Paron Petros Shahrimanian; see fig. 3).10 Similarly, letters to Madras or
Calcutta use English and seldom French.11 Surprisingly, one does not come across
many instances of Persian (the official language of not only Safavid Iran but also
Mughal India) orArabic on Julfanmerchant letters, which suggests thatmost couri-
ers used by Julfan merchants could understand instructions written in Armenian
script.12 The following, from a letter from an Armenian priest in Tokat (Ottoman
Empire) to an Armenian merchant in China, is an example of the typical content
of an “envelope” (fig. 4):

Deliver this letter to the hands of Padre Savera [i.e., Padre Severini]13 in the good city
of Canton in China, so that he may safely deliver it to Khwaja Shükür Agha of Bursa,
whatever city he may be in. [Padre Severini] must absolutely deliver this letter to him
and receive his recompense from the Lord. Amen.
In the year of the Lord, March 12, 1747
In Tokhat14



Figure 1. Envelope; HCA 32/1833, PRO, letter no. 195. Courtesy of the National
Archives.



Figure 2.(top) Envelope with part of “addressee entry” in Arabic; HCA 30/682, PRO,
letter no. 1180. Courtesy of the National Archives.
Figure 3. (bottom) Envelope addressed to Signior Conte Pietro e Gio. Battista Scheriman;
Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2. Courtesy of the Archivio di Stato di Venezia.



Figure 4. Envelope for letter to Canton, 1747; HCA 30/682, PRO, letter no. 1172.
Courtesy of the National Archives.

In general, most correspondents maintained high levels of penmanship, a skill
most likely acquired in a commercial school operating in Julfa in the 1680s.15 In
addition to a solid reputation and competence inmathematics and commercial ac-
counting, literacy and good penmanship were also attributes merchants sought in
a factor. Nonetheless, occasional letters exhibit rather poor levels of penmanship,
although fortunately for the historian these are rare exceptions.The language of Jul-
fan correspondence is the defunct, peculiar dialect of Julfan Armenian that flour-
ished between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries throughout the commer-
cial settlements where Julfans resided, especially in India and the Far East.16 This
dialect is so distinct from other dialects of Armenian and from modern standard
Armenian that it was and still is nearly incomprehensible to most Armenians. It
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Figure 5. Sceriman family firm letter, 1693; Sceriman Family Papers, Don Mazza, busta 1.
Courtesy of the Don Mazza Archives.
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was, therefore, an ideal medium for confidential communication in an age when
information sharing was regarded as the lifeline of merchant communities, and
when a merchant could never be certain that his letters would not be intercepted
and read by rivals in commerce or politics. Julfan letters, like most writing before
the nineteenth century, do not display standard punctuation or spelling and con-
tain no paragraph breaks except those indicated by theword dardzeal (again). Some
letters also had important bills of exchange or notarized powers of attorney enclosed
in them; in one case at least, we have a letter that had a lock of a woman’s hair en-
sconced inside the envelope and probably used in place of a seal or signature as an
identificationmechanismby the author, whowas illiterate and did not ownher own
seal (fig. 5).17

Most Julfan business letters follow a certain formulaic structure and have sty-
listic elements in common.There are relatively few known samples of business cor-
respondence fromotherAsian communities dating from the sameperiod, and these
samples suggest that, despite certain cultural, religious, and script differences,most
“mercantile groups of eighteenth-century Islamic Eurasia, no matter how they are
defined, approached correspondence in a similar fashion.”18 Analogous epistolary
conventions in Julfanmercantile correspondencewritten inArmenian (as opposed
to Arabic) script, and in Arabic script correspondence written by Iranian, Gujarati,
and other merchants in Islamic Eurasia, include the custom of beginning a letter
by invoking God’s presence, incorporating a long preamble with an ornate intro-
duction, and concluding with a self-deprecating phrase.19 These shared epistolary
practices should not come as a surprise, given the larger Persianate and or Islami-
cate conventions, including a literary, commercial, and legal culture shared between
Christian Armenians writing in their own script and Muslim and possibly Hindu
merchants writing in Arabic script.20 Julfan business letters and other commercial
documents almost invariably begin by invoking the presence of God, using the sev-
enth letter of the Armenian alphabet “”21 placed at the top of the letter much as
Arabic script letters written by other Asian merchants begin by using the letter alif
or the word huwa to invoke the name of God.22 Most letters then follow with one
of two formulaic introductory phrases. The most common of these is the follow-
ing: “Arz b[a]nd[a]yki h[a]sts‘ē veroy greal [sahap]anun ghulughn i barin. T[ē]r
a[stua]tsn s[a]hapanunherk[a]r umpr ivelumdōvl[a]tmisht bari achoghumpargevi
minchi khorhin tserut‘iwn amēn.” (Let this be submitted or petitioned to the above-
mentioned masters. May the Lord God grant [my] masters long lives and more
wealth and continuous good success until [their] ripe old age.) The other formula
is “I kaminay23 kamtar24 tsarayēt aṙz25 lini veṙōy greal paronin or . . . ”26 (From your
small and menial servant, let it be submitted to the above-mentioned Sir, that . . . )
Common courtesy and expressions of obeisance and subordination are the usual
fare in Julfan letters, especially when the writer happens to be a mere factor to a
rich and powerful khwaja residing in his comfortable abode in Julfa/Isfahan. Self-
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deprecating phrases, such as kamin kamptor (menial servant) and odits hogh yev
mokhir (the dust and ashes of your feet), roughly similar to the terms ah. kar (con-
temptible) and bandah (servant), which appear inArabic script letters from the same
period,27 are also used between individuals who appear to be social and economic
equals.28 After “petitioning” the addressee, the correspondent almost always asks
about the recipient’s health and well-being, often expressing his prayers to God to
grant the recipient a thousand years for each year in his life.

Subsequent to the opening wishes of prolonged good health and fortune con-
tained in a letter’s long preamble, the writer usually adopts the following segue to
the task at hand: “ew etē duk ĕzmermeghavorats‘h. s harts‘aneloy arzhan aṙnuk paṙk
a[stutso]y saghemk’.”29 (And if youwere to deem it appropriate to ask about thewell-
being of us sinners, glory be to God, for we are healthy.) Another phrase used quite
frequently is the following: “ew ayl erkris afaln30 khatir berēk‘ . . . ” (And if it pleases
you [to know about] the condition of this country . . . ) These phrases allow the
writer to make a smooth transition to the narration of his news.

A typical business letter from family members in India or Italy to their brothers
inNew Julfa (or vice versa) contains news about the family’s well-being. Sometimes
a letter begins with a long preamble preparing the recipient for some tragic news
about the death or murder of a relative. Even in the midst of tragedy, however, the
writer never shirks from addressing the business at hand, namely, reporting infor-
mation deemed important for commerce. Consider the case of themerchantHaru-
tiun di Emniaz, amember of one of Julfa’s wealthiest merchant families, the khwaja
Minasians. Harutiun’s father, Khwaja Emniaz Minasian, was one of two Armeni-
ans, along with twomerchants each from the Jewish, Zoroastrian, andHindu com-
munities, burned alive at the stake by Nadir Shah on January 14, 1747, in Isfahan’s
central square (Meydan-i Shah) before a large crowd of spectators.The foreignmis-
sionaries who witnessed this horrific event were unanimous in attributing the final
collapse of Julfa as a mercantile center and the mass exodus of its leading Armen-
ian families to Russia, the Mediterranean, and most notably to India to this event.
Harutiun di Emniaz probably witnessed his father’s auto-da-fé;31 he was clearly so
traumatized by the event that he fled from his hometown to Basra. In a postscript
to a letter dated 16 November 1747 (1 Hamira 132), Harutiun di Emniaz wrote to
his correspondents in Bengal, alluding to the murder of his father:

You will have surely heard about the incurable grief of this inconsolable servant [i.e.,
the writer of the letter]. It remains to be added that during these [last] six months,
having been bereft of hope in every possible way, I had withdrawn from everything
including commerce, until the compassionate God took revenge upon that most evil,
pagan, and lawlessNadir Shah for the just blood ofmydeceased father, that SalihKhan,
the officer of the shah’s permanent corps of bodyguards, entered his tent at night and
killed the shah like a dog. They have nominated the son of Nadir’s brother, Ali Quli
Khan, as the king and put to the sword all the grandsons of that pharaoh [i.e., Nadir],
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about thirty-five souls in all, and extirpated his name from this world. I swear upon
God that you won’t believe me if I tell you that during these last eight or nine months
I have not known whether I am alive or dead. For me it is the end of this world on ac-
count of the passing away of my father, who was my pride in Isfahan as well as the
ruin of our families there.32

After apologizing for his failure to send regular correspondence to India on account
of his grief, he quickly regains his composure and, despite the gravity of the situa-
tion, goes on to narrate a very lengthy letter in which he addresses, among other
things, the market situation in Basra and other business news. Lest one think that
this letter is an exception, it should be noted that most of the Julfa correspondence
dating from the late 1740s, and especially from1745–1747, duringNadir Shah’s bru-
tal policies against the population of Julfa, are filled with tragic news.Thewretched
tenor of these letters, however, did not prevent their authors from switching from
lamentation to business reportage. All this calls to mind Tadeus Krusinski’s pithy,
stereotyping remark “TheArmenians ofZulfa are traders, and have nothing in their
heads but Trade.”33

Conveying Political or Social News
Julfan commercial correspondence conveyed three categories of news or informa-
tion also found in European business letters. The first category was political or so-
cial news. Julfan business letters often included interesting bits of political or social
news, particularly about Julfa itself, that had a direct bearing on business. Julfa’s wel-
fare as a nodal centerwas crucial for Julfamerchants trading in India and Italy.Thus
it is no surprise that letters mailed from Julfa to India in the late 1740s, and espe-
cially in 1747 (the bleakest year in Julfa’s history), contain many pages of detailed
information on the ravages Julfa endured as a result ofNadir Shah’s extortionist poli-
cies. As already noted above, Nadir Shah’s assassination in July 1747 and the sub-
sequent ascent to the throne of Ali Quli Khan, who adopted the name Adil Shah,
were conveyed inHarutiun di Emniaz’s letter. Almost all the correspondents in this
periodwere euphoric aboutNadir’s assassination andAdil Shah’s rise to power.Many
Julfans believed that Adil Shah would usher in a period of security and economic
renewal because of his pledge not to collect taxes from Julfan merchants for sev-
eral years.34 Political and military news was also reported at length when it posed
a direct risk to trade routes. Thus at the height of the War of Austrian Succession
(1740–1748), when Anglo-French hostilities spilled into the waters of the Indian
Ocean, and numerous Asian (including Armenian) ships were seized as “wartime
prizes” on the pretext that they belonged to “the enemy,” we find the factors of the
KhwajaMinasian family firm telling their correspondents in Julfa how they learned
of the presence of English men-of-war on the seas. An illustrative case is Khwaja
Minas di Elias’s letter from Calcutta in 1745 to his associates in Basra in which he
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explains how, through some Armenian passengers on a ship that had lately arrived
in Calcutta by way of Mahé on the southwestern coast of India, he “received the
News and Intelligence that the English men of War are in those Seas.”35 Likewise,
a letter sent by a Julfan merchant from the French settlement of Chandernagor to
a Julfanmerchant in Calcutta tells of the French occupation ofMadras by La Bour-
donnais on September 6, 1746;36 similar news regarding the Afghan occupation of
Isfahan in 172237 and the impending battle of Plassey in India in 175738 are also
found in Julfan correspondence. At times, the news was purely personal, as when
a general company letter of theMinasian firm in Julfa informed its junior member,
Minas di Elias, who was tending company affairs in Bengal that “[On the] 26 of
Nadar [September 12] the Lord has been pleased to bless you Mr. Minas, for your
wife was brought to bed on that Day of a Daughter.” The letter then wishes that all
the members of the Minasian family firm away on business in India “may come
home and have each a son.” It also comforts the new father by telling him not to
worry, for the wife of a rival merchant had had a daughter.39

The second category of information conveyed by Julfan business letters relates
to themerchants themselves. In a societywhere long-distance tradewas carried out
almost exclusively through agents, who were given large sums of capital to trade
overseas on behalf of their masters at home, and where formal institutions such as
courts were ineffective at enforcing contracts, trust and reputation were critical. To
avoid being cheated by their agents, merchants therefore “conditioned future em-
ployment on past conduct.”40 Commercial correspondence played a crucial role in
conveying information about the reputation and trustworthiness of fellow mer-
chants and potential agents. As we shall see in chapter 7, merchants, in turn, gen-
erally conducted themselves with remarkable probity because they knew that ac-
quiring a bad reputation was disastrous for their future, as they, and their relatives,
would be shunned by members of the Julfan “coalition.”41

But all other news paled in comparison with news about commerce—the third
category of information conveyed by Julfan business correspondence. These were
after all merchants’ letters, andmerchants who sent letters to each other in the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries wrotewith the express intention of sharing com-
mercial news. Most prominent in such news were lists of current prices for various
commodities covered in the correspondents’ business transactions. Sometimes this
information was presented in the form of tables. European business letters, espe-
cially those of Italianmerchants, contained information on weights and currencies
in lands where the corresponding factor was based.42 But this type of information
does not seem to have been very important in Julfan business letters, most likely
because Julfans already had access to special trade manuals (in both manuscript
and printed form) compiled for the use of “merchants belonging to the Armenian
nation” and providing detailed information on trade routes, weights,measures, and
currencies used in many parts of the world.43 We know, for instance, that the most
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important trademanual of this type, the trading “Compendium”ofConstant of Julfa,
written in manuscript form in the 1680s, was not only used as a textbook to train
young merchant apprentices attending a special trade school in Julfa, but was also
carried by merchants to places such as Surat and Izmir, presumably during their
business trips there at the behest of their masters in Julfa.44 But fresh information,
the kind not available inConstant’smanual, such as current exchange rates between
European currencies like the silver zolota andPersian toman and theirMughal coun-
terparts, customs duties, and road protection fares, was frequently communicated.

The communication of accurate and up-to-date price lists of various commodi-
ties helped Julfan merchants manipulate the market and use the “asymmetric in-
formation” at their disposal to competewithmerchants belonging to rival networks.
Consider the following excerpt from a long letter posted from Basra to India in the
1740s, in which the writer gives a detailed breakdown of the “prices of goods that
have been sold by the English” and adds the following note:

And at present the people offer higher prices to the Goods that those of our Nation
have in this place and theywill not sell, andwe do really think togetherwith the People
of our Nation that we shall be able to sell our Goods at an Extraordinary [sic] good
price. And we have not received any Advice from you about the Number of Goods
that are on Board of the said ships, Notice has been given to us that on Board of them
there is an account of the Europeans on freight Four hundred and fifty bales ofGoods;
And this is the reason why the merchants here refused to sell any Goods then. And
for the future we must beg of you to be pleased to advise us in a most distinct man-
ner, when any ship shall sail from that Place to this of the number of Goods and Fruits
that she brings, for as often one Ship arrives after the other if we know what they bring
then we could take our measures in and about selling of what we have.45

The importance of receiving accurate information or “intelligence” regarding
market conditions in distant places cannot be underestimated. Such information,
conveyed in business correspondence, alerted a merchant about the potential dan-
gers or benefits of selling hismerchandise in a particularmarket. An illustrative ex-
ample of sensitivemarket information relayed between India and Julfa is contained
in a company letter sent to India byKhwaja EmniazMinasian onMay 24, 1745 (not
long before he was burned alive at the stake on the orders of Nadir Shah). In the
letter he informs his junior associates in Basra andCalcutta that the pearls the com-
pany has purchased at a considerable value of seven hundred tomans cannot be sold
in Surat (an important venue for the gem trade), as his associates had presumably
expected, because of the intelligence he had received from India that “all the Mer-
chants and Dealers in such sorts of Goods have disappeared from that place.”46

Correspondents also wanted to be kept fully abreast of all the business trans-
actions carried out by their overseas factors. The most senior members of a fam-
ily firm in Julfa, for instance, needed to be fully informed of their firm’s invest-
ments in different parts of theworld in order to keep their account books up-to-date
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and to evaluate their commercial solvency. This function of business correspon-
dence is revealed in the following exchange between a member of the Sceriman/
Shahrimanian family who was based at the family’s traditional headquarters in
Julfa and the family’s junior members who were newly resettled in Livorno and
Venice. In his letter of 1711, one of the Scerimans in Julfa informs his cousin Paron
Petros in Livorno that though he is delighted to hear about his cousin’s personal
well-being, he ismost interested in news concerning the family’s investments in Italy.
It seems that Paron Petros had failed to fulfill his responsibility to convey accurate
details regarding the family’s business affairs:

ParonPetros, your letter fromLivorno datedAtam22 [May 11] reached us onHamira
8 [November 23], and we became acquainted with your situation. [However,] your
letter was without flavor or salt [bi namak<P: literally, “without salt”] because it con-
tained no news about purchases and expenditures. The salt in a merchant’s letter is
[the news about] purchases and expenditures.When you send us your next letter, be
sure to write about the state of purchases and expenditures both in Livorno and in
Venice, so we too can be more satisfied.47

The evidence from Julfan merchant correspondence suggests that commercial
intelligence in the form of detailed updates on market conditions in faraway cen-
ters was one of the most significant functions of letter writing, as it also was in the
case of Venetian and Genoese merchants in the sixteenth century.48 In light of this
evidence, we can further question the controversial, and by now largely discred-
ited, view of Asian trade as a “peddler economy.” According to this view, first ad-
vanced by Jacob Cornelius van Leur in the 1930s but popularized by Niels Steens-
gaard in the early 1970s, the Asian peddler did not possess the “rationality”
introduced into the trading world of the IndianOcean by the European joint-stock
companies in the course of the seventeenth century. Steensgaard suggests that this
was in part the result of “imperfect communication” about the volatility of distant
markets that remained “non-transparent” to the peddler.49 K.N. Chaudhuri’s em-
pirically grounded work on the English East India Company suggests that “the ef-
fective functioning of the Company’s trading system depended critically on the
proper functioning of the communication structure.”50 According to Chaudhuri,
information sent in packets to and from the company’s court of directors in Lon-
don and its employees in India enabled its directors to make rational decisions and
minimize risks: “[The Company’s] information system was an aid to management,
an indispensable condition of decision-making. It was also an instrument of power
and authority. The hierarchy of information channels was just as important to the
process of control as the formal structure ofmanagement responsibilities.”51 In short,
as Chaudhuri points out, the company’s bureaucratic and administrative appara-
tus at its headquarters in London, which received, catalogued, and summarized let-
ters from agents in India, enabled the directors of the company to use letters and
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the commercial intelligence they contained as rational “guides to policy.”52 Philip
Lawson and Willem Kuiters have also written in the same vein regarding the role
of correspondence in the decision-making process of the English East India Com-
pany.53TheDutch East India Company, or VOC, had a similar bureaucratic system
ofmonitoring correspondence between the company headquarters,mostly situated
in Amsterdam, and its factories or trading outposts in the Indian Ocean.54 Other
joint-stock companies of the period, such as the Royal African Company and the
Hudson’s Bay Company, following the model of the English East India Company,
had their own “Committees for Correspondence,” which efficiently coordinated
vital correspondence with factors overseas.55

To be sure, the Julfan Armenian merchants, like other Asian mercantile com-
munities, did not operate on the basis of joint-stock companies, and their firms do
not appear to have had the complex administrative structures of the English East
India Company, with ten separate subcommittees, including a “committee of cor-
respondence,” each tasked with monitoring a specific aspect of their corporation’s
interest.56 Rather, as we shall see in chapter 6, the Julfans relied on the patriarchal
structure of the extended family as the basis of their family firms, each with its own
director (usually the eldest male patriarch of the family), junior members of the
family, and numerous commenda agents and other firm employees dispersed in all
the important markets of the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean. But this did
notmean that Julfan trading practices were any less “rational” than those of the Eu-
ropean companies or thatmarkets were any less “transparent” to thembecause they
lacked “comprehensive coordinated organizations” to help them operate in long-
distance markets, as Steensgaard suggests.57 In fact, the business correspondence
from several Julfan family firms exhibits certain similarities to the methods Euro-
pean companies used to manage information. Such similarities included the coor-
dinated and centralized system of remitting mail from the director of the family
firmand senior familymembers usually headquartered inNew Julfa to juniormem-
bers living in various parts of India. Some Julfan family firms remitted two types
of business correspondence: the first was in the form of circulars sent by the direc-
tor of the firm to important juniormembers (usually younger brothers or cousins);
the secondwas directed individually to commenda agents.58 In either case, business
intelligence on market conditions was a vital part of the news shared between firm
members and the director of the firm in Julfa, and arguably one of the factors con-
tributing to Julfan success in long-distance IndianOcean trade. AsGeorges Roques,
an official in the French East India Company working in India in the 1670s, notes
in his trade manual, the enterprising Armenians he encountered “did not ignore
the price of any merchandise, either from Europe or Asia or any other place, be-
cause they had correspondents everywherewho informed themabout current prices
on the spot. Therefore, they cannot be cheated in their purchases.”59

A final aspect of Julfan business correspondence needs to be discussed before



Figure 6. Letter with lock of hair, written by Anna Khatun, wife of Davit Sultan Sha-
hamirian, 1747; HCA 30/682, PRO, letter no. 1534. Courtesy of the National Archives.

we consider the “courier system” that enabled merchants to send and receive let-
ters across vast distances. We know from the personal papers of a few merchants
that have been preserved in various archives that Julfan merchants were extremely
diligent in their business correspondence. Like other merchants in Islamicate Eur-
asia as well as in Europe, many Julfan merchants in fact kept special “letter books”
or ledgers where they scribbled the originals of their letters and only then made
copies of them to send to their correspondents.60 One such letter book, bound in
leather and containing neatly numbered pages, belonged to Khwaja Minas di Elias
and is currently stored in the Public Records Office; another, stored in the Archivio
di Stato di Venezia, belonged to Hakob di Murat Shahrimanian.61The voluminous
correspondence of Amirbek di Vardan, from 1694–1704, has also been preserved in
multiple notebooks in the Venetian archives.62

Julfan merchants also meticulously classified the correspondence they received
in separate folders according to the correspondents’ names and the dates covered
by the letters. YeghiaKarnetsi, amerchantwith close ties to Julfa, for example, seems
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to have exchanged tens of thousands of letters between the years 1715 and 1722.
His personal papers were confiscated from him by Russian authorities in 1724 and
are now stored in a Moscow archive. They contain no less than twenty-three spe-
cial folders of thousands of letters he received from diverse correspondents.63

According to Trivellato, European merchants preserved copies of their corre-
spondence because, among other things, by the late medieval period such corre-
spondence was considered valid evidence in court.64This might also have been the
case with Julfa merchants and might account for the presence of thousands of let-
ters, alongside contracts and other legal documents, in the All Savior’s Monastery
Archive in Julfa; we cannot be certain of this, however, since so little is known about
Julfan legal history. Certainly the hundreds, if not thousands, of letters exchanged
between theArmenianmerchantHierapet diMartin (Hayrapet ordiMartirosi) and
his factors in Italy, Amirbek di Vardan and Martiros di Sargis, were stored in the
Archivio di Stato di Venezia because they were presented as evidence in various
lawsuits.65 But Julfans also preserved copies of mail (both sent and received) for
the purpose of retroactively adjusting their account books based on the detailed
price lists and records of purchased and sold commodities, as well as other market-
oriented information contained in commercial correspondence. This practice was
also common amongVenetianmerchants trading betweenVenice, Alexandria, and
Aleppo during the sixteenth century, as Fredric Lane’s work on the Barbarigo fam-
ily firmdemonstrates.66That business letters were preserved and storedwith a view
to later use is evidenced by the notes inscribed on the verso side of the correspon-
dence received by the Sceriman family in Venice and Livorno. In addition to notes
recording the reception and date of dispatch of a letter, each letter received by the
Sceriman family also contains a summary of its contents for easy reference later.
This custom of preserving correspondence for future reference is one of the rea-
sons the Sceriman correspondence from the late seventeenth to themid-eighteenth
century seems to have survived relatively intact in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia,
as well as in a private archive inVerona. It also appears that the Scerimans inVenice
deposited their business letters in individually numbered bags, presumably for easy
access later. Thus, on the verso side of a letter from Isfahan, we read the following
note in Italian: Dal Sachetto No. dieci. (From bag number ten).67

MONSOONS, THE COURIER NETWORK,
AND JULFA MERCHANTS IN THE INDIAN OCEAN

Julfan commercial correspondence in the IndianOceanwas delivered fromoneAr-
menian settlement in India to another and eventually to the nodal center of the net-
work in New Julfa itself through an elaborate courier system that provided Julfans
with an “intelligencenetwork” spanning their commercial settlements (see table 1).68
Sometimes letters were delivered by professional couriers (known in Persian,
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Turkish, and Arabic as chapars,69 shatirs,70 or most commonly qasids), but more
frequently they were carried by traveling merchants. Most mail from India to Julfa
traveled on European company vessels (usually those of the English, French, and
Dutch East India Companies) and ships freighted or owned by Armenian mer-
chants. Armenian merchants also used Mughal-owned ships, such as those in the
formidable commercial fleet belonging to the famous Surat-based maritime mer-
chant family known as the Chalabies.71 When professional couriers were not used,
mail would be handed over (taslim) to an Armenian merchant traveling to Isfahan
or the Persian Gulf.

Mail traveling fromBengal toNew Julfawould followoneof two routes.Themost
traveledwas themaritime route,which relied on ships embarking at the port ofHugli
or the busier harbor of Calcutta. From there mail was likely to travel in stages down
the eastern coast of India making calls at Madras and Surat from where it would be
shipped to the Persian Gulf port of Basra. In Basra, it would be transferred to Ar-
menian merchants traveling overland to Isfahan. Sometimes, professional couriers
working for Julfan family firms would be waiting at busy ports such as Basra to de-
liver important mail to their masters in Julfa.72 In some cases, mail would be un-
loaded at the port of Bandar Rig in the Persian Gulf, where it would be handed over
to couriers to be delivered overland north to Julfa. Reading the bundles of letters
among theSantaCatharinadocuments at thePRO,onegets the impression thatmany
Julfan merchants were feverishly writing their letters at one of the Persian Gulf em-
poria, getting prepared to hand their dispatches to the next arriving ship. The evi-
dence suggests that correspondents stationed in those ports had a remarkably de-
tailed knowledge of the schedule of arriving and departing ships. They often relied
on hearsay from othermerchants that, for instance, such and such a ship was sched-
uled to depart from Surat two days after their own ship. Using this kind of infor-
mation, the correspondents could calculate that the next ship would arrive in a few
days’ time. Often, a correspondent mentions that the ship arrived while he was still
writing his letter and notes that so-and-so (usually a prominent Julfan merchant in
Madras) has sent a letter by this or that ship and the letter has been dispatched to
Isfahan by special courier. We are dealing here with a very sophisticated network, a
complex systemof receiving and remitting information.One reason Julfanmerchants
paid attention to the schedule of ships arriving in the Persian Gulf from India was
because theywere conscious of the fact that the next incoming shipmight bringwith
it important mail, including contracts and letters of credit, not to mention goods. It
is not unusual to find in one letter references to several ships (mostly English, but
also French and Mughal ships, as was the case of “Chalaby’s ships,” plying the busy
waterwaybetweenBasra,Gombroon [i.e., Bandar ‘Abbas], andSurat).KhojaEmniaz,
in his long company letter of 24May 1745, informs his business associates in India:
“We have also received Advice that an English ship called the Tenny [read: the
Fenny] has sailed from thence for Gomeron [read: Gombroon, i.e., Bandar ‘Abbas],
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by which we expect likewise to receive some letters and the contracts that have been
on Bottomree upon her;73 it is probable that this ship will sail also for your place,
but we have not received any advice thereupon.”74

Mail was also sent through a messenger (pattamar75 or dak,76 to use terms in
currency in Mughal India) on an overland route from Bengal across the Indo-
Gangetic Plain to Surat and from there by ship to the PersianGulf. Julfanmerchants’
reliance on this service is attested in a letter sent from Surat to Calcutta by Tsadur
di Elias to his brother Minas di Elias, in which the writer states that he is dispatch-
ing his letter through an “express courier” namedMr.Mainchim,who seems to have
been a dak or pattamar of Indian (most likely Hindu) origin.The letter reached its
destination in forty-seven days.77This combination of overland andmaritime trans-
portation could shave off a few weeks of travel time.

Generally speaking, Julfan merchants in the Indian Ocean relied on a peculiar
logic of information relays to circulate news and mail between their home base in
Julfa and various parts of India.The picture that emerges from the available corpus
of letters is the following:merchants stationed in Surat, whowere closer on the com-
munication circuit to the nodal center of Julfa, relayed sensitive news about the so-
cioeconomic situation in Julfa to their associates in Bengal or elsewhere in India.
Information about the home base was remitted in stages, with those residing in set-
tlements closest to the center passing information to others on the margins of the
network.This seems to be the systemof information flows that glued the nodal cen-
ter of the Julfan trade network at Julfa/Isfahan to its satellite communities in the
IndianOcean.Unfortunately, there is no evidence of surviving correspondence from
Julfans in Manila or Tibet, so we can only conjecture that whatever communica-
tion there was between these outposts in the larger world of the Indian Ocean and
their center at Julfa must have obeyed the same logic of information relays that ap-
plied to the settlements in India, with the difference that the distances were far
greater and the time it took to remit information far longer than that for most set-
tlements in India.78

The mail service between India and Julfa was predicated on many contingent
factors, the most important of which was the monsoon system (known in Julfa di-
alect as mowsum, from the Arabic mawsim,79 or trading season, from which the
Indian and Englishmonsoon also derives), which dominated the lives of everyone
living along the shores of the Great Ocean. There were two general monsoon sea-
sons in the IndianOcean.80Thefirst, or the northeast,monsoon extended fromOc-
tober toMarch,marking the beginning of the season for the departure of ships from
India to the Persian Gulf. Ships wishing to travel to the Persian Gulf had usually to
depart India in January in order to catch the winds blowing west. Failure to do so,
and thus missing the monsoon, meant a delay of up to one year. The other mon-
soon season lasted from April to September, with easterly winds blowing from the
African coast toward the western shores of India. This meant that ships heading
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from the Persian Gulf (or the Red Sea) to India had to depart early in the summer
to make landfall in India by late autumn.81 The voyage in either direction usually
lasted from four to sixmonths.This peculiar ecostructure of the IndianOcean “im-
posed limits upon man’s achievement,”82 to borrow Fernand Braudel’s famous ex-
pression. AsChaudhuri,Michael Pearson,83 and others have demonstrated, it is vir-
tually impossible to understand commercial and social life in the Indian Ocean
without first taking into account the impositions of the ocean’s geography and
ecology.This was particularly the case for communities of merchants like the Julfa
Armenians whose settlements in India and beyond needed to be constantly re-
plenished with the regular circulation of merchants, credit, priests, and above all
information from their nodal center in Julfa. The circulation of all these men and
things was dependent on the monsoon system. This was especially the case with
the delivery of commercial correspondence.

There are no available printed data on the speed with which mail traveled be-
tween India and Julfa; however, it is possible to calculate the time it took for letters
to travel from Julfa to Bengal, because, as noted above, merchants receiving im-
portant correspondence (whether in Madras or Venice) had the habit of recording
the date a letter reached their hands.84 An examination of many such letters from
the All Savior’sMonastery Archive, as well as from archives in Venice, Verona, Flo-
rence, and London, suggests that the average time of courier delivery between Is-
fahan and Calcutta in the mid-eighteenth century ranged from three months (the
fastest speed found in the documents in our collection) to sevenmonths (the slow-
est delivery) for urgent business letters; up to twoweeks betweenChinsura andCal-
cutta; and only one day between Chandernagor and Calcutta. As noted above, we
have one recorded case of a letter sent from Surat to Calcutta that reached its des-
tination in forty-seven days. This letter was sent not by ship but by an Indian dak
or pattamarprobably across the great Indo-Gangetic Plain. In 1747mail fromBasra
to Isfahan was delivered by overland courier in sixteen days, from Bushire to Isfa-
han in two months. These are the times for business letters that contained vital in-
formation for the conduct of trade. Since time was of the essence in sharing infor-
mation, we would expect to discover that business letters were delivered with the
greatest speed. This was not the case with letters sent by the clergy. Thus we dis-
cover from a letter sent from Chinsura to Julfa in 1727 by an Armenian priest that
a letter of blessing from the primate in Julfa for the Armenian Church of Chinsura
(Bengal) was dated 18 June 1725 and arrived in Chinsura on 23 September of the
following year by way of the senior priest in Madras, who must have received the
letter first.Thismeans that it took about one year and threemonths to reach its des-
tination in Bengal.85

Needless to say, themail system in the eighteenth-century IndianOceanwas very
slow and inefficient by modern standards. Mail often got lost; ships fell prey to pi-
rates, were lost at sea, or were captured as prizes during one of the many wars in
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the Indian Ocean fought by European powers; from time to time, messengers also
were robbed en route.86 This is why if a letter was important enough, as was often
the case, the writer made sure to send as many as four or five copies via different
couriers. The practice of sending several copies of the same letter to increase the
chances of it being received by the recipient was also common in the European East
India Companies and other Asian communities.87

A common complaint in Julfan correspondence between Persia and India was
the failure of one of the parties to send news to his family in either Julfa or India.
Thus, in a letter written from Pegu (Burma) by a Julfan merchant to a family mem-
ber in 1676, thewriter bitterly complains: “Youhave been gonenow for sixteen years,
andwhat do you have to say? Is there no pity in your heart? Your father passed away
a year ago from the pain of longing to see your face, your mother’s eyes have gone
blind from crying, and your wife has withered away.”88 He ends hismelancholic let-
ter by chiding his brother for not responding to a single one of his letters. Similar
complaints appear in another letter, posted from Tokhat (a town in the eastern
provinces of theOttomanEmpire) and addressed to anArmenianmerchant residing
in Canton (China): “My dear one, it has been five letters, including this one, that I
have written and sent by way of sea and land, and I have not received a single re-
sponse to any of my letters. I don’t know whether they have arrived, and you have
ignored them, or if they haven’t arrived.Only you know that.”89 Certainly, thesewere
rare cases, since most family members or friends managed to keep in touch with
each other at least once every two years and often more regularly even when they
traveled fast and far. In the case of merchants, the turnaround rate between letters
was much faster. Nonetheless, frequent complaints about delays in receiving mail
are found in most of the correspondence that has reached us, thus indicating the
difficulties of communicating across the IndianOcean in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries.

Despite these drawbacks, the commercialmail systemwas indispensable for Jul-
fan society. In fact, almost every aspect of Julfan life was dependent on the func-
tioning of the courier network. Merchants needed it to circulate vital information
from their headquarters in Julfa to their agents and business associates in India.
Often, their ability to expedite information in a timely fashion meant the differ-
ence between making a favorable investment in a volatile market and being stuck
with merchandise when the market was down. Commenda agents in faraway In-
dia needed to receive orders (barovagir90 or, more specifically, ordnagir: from the
Italian ordine for “order” and the Armenian gir for “letter”91) and advice on what
to dowith their consignment of goods frommasters back in Julfa; when they needed
to make money transfers, they had to do so by mailing their letters of credit. Fam-
ilies needed to hear from their members residing overseas from time to time. Most
importantly, merchants residing in India needed to be apprised of the latest devel-
opments and news (including political news) concerning the welfare of their
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mother community in Julfa; in this connection, it is interesting to note that almost
every business letter sent to India in themid-eighteenth century beginswith a rapid
summary of the political and social news in Julfa that transpired during the last
monsoon season.

Aswe have already noted, however,merchants were not the only ones to depend
on the intelligence network connecting the communities in India and the East with
the nodal center in Julfa. The church also depended on this system to send infor-
mation to its diocesan sees in India. General encyclicals, pontifical bulls fromEtch-
miatzin, letters of blessing, alms donations, payment of church taxes, correspon-
dence between priests overseeing a parish in India and the primate in New Julfa,
and, in rare cases, letters of excommunication all circulated between the diocesan
center of the All Savior’s Monastery in Julfa and its daughter churches in India and
farther east bymeans of the same courier system.92The ability of this system to cir-
culate information from one end of the Julfan network to another was thus just as
crucial for merchants as it was for the clergy, one of whose functions was to main-
tain the integrity of the commercial network by ensuring that its members stayed
firm in their ethno-religious identity and, therefore, also continuedmaking gener-
ous donations to the church.

THE OVERLAND COURIER SYSTEM
FROM JULFA TO THE MEDITERRANEAN

Unlike mail in the Indian Ocean zone, mail from Julfa to various settlements in
theMediterranean was not subject to the constraints of nature such as those of the
monsoon seasons. It was also not predominantly dependent on maritime routes,
but on a combination of overland and maritime transport.The bulk of our data on
the Julfa-Mediterranean mail service comes from letters stored in the Archivio di
Stato di Venezia, the Alishan archives in San Lazzaro, and a private archive in Ve-
rona, all of which contain the correspondence of one Julfan family: the Sceriman/
Shahrimanian family of Catholic Armenians, many of whom had fled Iran and
permanently settled inVenice and Livorno in 1698. Since themembers of this fam-
ily were simultaneously based in Julfa, Livorno, Venice, and various cities in India,
their correspondence contains important data on the delivery of mail between all
these places.

Most of the business and family letters the Scerimans received in Venice were
sent from Julfa along three general directions.Mail traveled byway of overland car-
avan routes to Tabriz or Hamadan in the northwest, whence it would be sent to
Aleppo, and from there by ship (from the port of Iskenderun/Alexandretta) to
Venice or Livorno.93 It could also be sent south to Basra and transported from there
by caravan to Aleppo. Mail could also be sent to Tokhat (farther northwest in the
Ottoman Empire), whence it would travel to Izmir or to Istanbul, where it would
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be placed on a ship heading to Venice or Livorno. At times, up to three copies of a
letter were made, the first sent to Basra and then Aleppo, the second to Izmir, and
the last to Istanbul, as we learn from a Sceriman letter sent to Venice in 1725: “We
sent three letters last year. One was to Basra to Paron Martiros, and two copies of
another letter we gave to Hakobjan, a coworker of the Tsarakatar family, in the en-
tourage of the Ottoman embassy to Iran,94 whowas going to Basra, so that one [let-
ter] would be sent from Tokhat to Izmir or Aleppo, the other by way of Istanbul.
We hope to God that they have reached our masters.”95

Usually suchmail was entrusted to a private shatir or qasid (messenger/runner)
belonging to a Julfan business firm. Once the letter was received by a Sceriman as-
sociate in Izmir, Aleppo, or Istanbul, it was shipped either directly to Venice to be
remitted to Livorno, or directly to Livorno whence it was relayed to Venice by a
courier.The journey from Julfa to Venice could last anywhere from five to thirteen
months (see table 2). The overland journey from Isfahan to Izmir could last as lit-
tle as three months. From Izmir to Venice, there is evidence from a letter mailed to
a Julfanmerchant inVenice by his correspondents in Izmir that a letter fromVenice
was received in Izmir in forty-three days.96Thismust have been rather fast, for there
is another instance where a ship sailing from Izmir took two months and six days
to reach Venice—that is, sixty-six days.97

It appears thatmost Armenianmerchants in Izmir who had associates inVenice
sent their mail to Venice via Livorno. The evidence does not indicate whether this
was because their associates in Venice also had merchants working for them in
Livorno or because there were more ships sailing from Izmir for Livorno than to
Venice, and therefore it made sense for merchants to mail their parcels to Livorno
and have them delivered from there to Venice by a special courier. Data gathered
from the correspondence of the Venice-based merchant Hierapet di Martin, who
had an agent named Amirbek di Vardan conducting business for him in Naples,
Florence, and Livorno, suggest that the Livorno-Venice leg could take as little as six
days in the 1690s. All things considered, there was very little if any difference be-
tween Aleppo, Izmir, or Istanbul as transit venues on the overland courier network
to Venice or Livorno. Each of these transit stations producedmore or less the same
delivery time for mail from Julfa to Venice and Livorno, namely, five to thirteen
months (quite a considerable variation in time). Given this parity in delivery time,
the choice between these three locationsmust have depended on other factors, such
as the availability of a courier heading in that direction, the safety of the routes in
question, or, more likely, the shipping schedules in those ports.

Though professional couriers or runners working for the family firm of a friend
or even for the Capuchin monks in Aleppo were known to have delivered mail for
the Sceriman family, this was not always the case.98 In some instances, mail was
carried by family members who happened to be heading in the desired direction.
Thus, in 1725, members of the Sceriman family residing in Julfa/Isfahan sent some



Table 2 Mail delivery between Julfa, the Mediterranean, Russia, and northwestern Europe

Sender(s) Recipient(s) Origin Destination

Shahriman brothers Nazar, Family members Mr. Petros, Isfahan Livorno
Sarhat, Simon, Mr. Johanes
Astuatsatura

Venice

Shahriman brothers Nazar,
Sarhat, Simon, Family members Mr. Petros, Isfahan Venice
Astuatsatur Mr. Johanes

Shahriman brothers Sarhat, Mr. Ohannes,Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Astuatsatur, Simon,
Bartolomeus, Jacob

Shahriman brothers Sarhat, Mr. Ohannes,Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Astuatsatur, Simon,Tadeos,
Bartolomeus, Jacob

Shahriman brothers Sarhat, Mr. Ohannes,Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Astuatsatur, Simon, Tadeos,
Bartolomeus, Jacob

Shahriman brothers Sarhat, Mr. Ohannes,Mr. Petros Isfahan Izmir
Astuatsatur, Shahriman,
Tadeos Bartolomeus, Jacob Venice

Shahriman brothers Sarhad, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Astuatsatur, Shahriman,
Tadeos Bartolomeus, Jacob

Shahriman brothers Sarhat, Mr. Ohannes,Mr. Petros, Isfahan Livorno
Astuatsatur, Shahriman, Hakob
Tadeos Bartolomeus, Jacob

Shahriman brothers Sarhat, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Astuatsatur, Shahriman,
Murat, Tadeos Bartolomeus,
Jacob

Shahriman brothers Sarhat, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Astuatsatur, Shahriman,
Murat, Tadeos Bartolomeus,
Jacob

Mr. Manuel, Astuatsatur, Mukel, Mr. Stepan, Velijan, Sarhat Isfahan Venice
Hakobjan, Harutiun, Petros,
Joseph, Murat



Date sent Date received Travel time Transportation mode

7 Aram 98 June 12 (13 Shabat?) 98 5 months, 10 days Unknown
(1 June) in Livorno 8 days from Livorno

to Venice
20 June 98 in Venice 5 months, 18 days
(22 Dec. 1713) from Isfahan to

Venice via Livorno
10 Ghamar 96 25 Ovdan 96 7 months, 5 days Via Istanbul

(28 July 1711) (8 Feb. 1712)
22 Nakha 96 2 Nirhan 96 (15 Feb. 6 months, 25 days Unknown

(10 July 1711) 1712) Feb.? 1712

28 Nakha 96 10 Aram 96 5 months, 9 days Via Istanbul
(16 July 1711) (25 Dec. 1711)

23 Hamira 97 14? July 14? Nakha 98 6 months, 24 days Unknown
(8 Dec. 1713) (2 July 1714)

14 Shams 97 16 Nakha 97 3 months Arrived in Izmir
(3 April 1713) (4 July 1713) 10 Sept. 97 5 months, 7 days “brought by the

reached Venice, 1712 to Venice shatir of Paron
2 months, 6 days from Maler”
Izmir to Venice Arrived in Venice on
by ship the shipMadonna

del [Rey?]
1 Shabat (?) 98 22 Dec. 26? Hamira 98 6 months, 20 days Arrived via Livorno

(20 May 1713) (11 Dec. 1713)

15 Nakha 99 (1714) 4 Hamira 99 (30 Nov. 1714) 4 months, 27 days Unknown

6 Atam (25 April) 2 Nov. 96 6? Dama 1711 5 months, 27 days Reached Venice via
(22 Oct. 1711) Aleppo

13 Nirhan 95 24 July 25? Nakha 1712 4 months, 17 days Via Gregory di (?)
(26 Feb. 1711) (13 July 1711)

18 Ghamar (5 Aug.) 23 Aram (Jan. 7) 5 months, 2 days Unknown



Table 2 (continued)

Sender(s) Recipient(s) Origin Destination

Mr. Nazar, Astuatsatur, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Livorno
Shahriman, Hakob, Venice
Bartolomeus, Tadeos

Shahriman brothers Sarhat, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Astuatsatur, Shahriman,
Jacob

Mr. Nazar, Astuatsatur, Shahriman, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Livorno
Hakob, Bartolomeus Tadeos

Mr. Nazar, Astuatsatur, Shahriman Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Hakob, Bartolomeus, Tadeos

Mr. Nazar, Astuatsatur, Shahriman, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Hakob, Murat, Bartolomeus,
Tadeos

4 Mr. Nazar, Astuatsatur, Shahriman, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Hakob, Murat, Bartolomeus,
Tadeos

Mr. Nazar, Astuatsatur, Shahriman, Mr. Ohannes, Mr. Petros Isfahan Venice
Hakob, Murat, Bartolomeus,
Tadeos

Parons Markar, Manuel, Astuadsatur, Gaspar, Stepan, Velijan, Sarhat Isfahan Venice
Mukel, Hakobjan, Haroutyun,
Leon, Petros, Housep, Manuel,
Grigor, Murat, Shariman, Petros,
and Servant Hakob

Parons Stepan and Barseghc Parons Nazar, Shariman, Isfahan Livorno
Poghos, Khachatur, Housep,
Safar, Vatan, Petros,
Hovakim, Grigor, and
others

Serafin (Serapion) di Murat Oscan di Nubar Venice Izmir
and Paron Ohand

Paron Barseghe Sceriman brothers Mr. Nazar, Izmir Isfahan
Astuatsatur, Shahriman,
Hakob, Murat, Bartolomeus
Tadeos

Sceriman brothers Mr. Nazar, Parons Stepan and Barsegh Venice Isfahan
Astuatsatur, Shahriman,
Hakob, Murat, Bartolomeus
Tadeos

Paron Petros Mr. Nazar, Astuatsatur, Livorno Isfahan
Shahriman, Hakob, Murat,
Bartolomeus Tadeos

Paron Petrosf Sceriman brothers Mr. Nazar, Livorno Isfahan
Astuatsatur, Shahriman,
Hakob, Murat, Bartolomeus
Tadeos



Date sent Date received Travel time Transportation mode

13 Hamira 96 15 June (16? Shabat) 97 6 months, 6 days Unknown
(28 Nov.) (4 June 1712)

15 Atam 98 26 Oct. 1713 (29 Tira 98) 5 months, 19 days Via Aleppo
(4 May 1713) (15 Oct. 1713)

22 Nadar 98 30 July 1 Ghamar 1714 10 months, 25 days Unknown
(19 July 1714) (14 Sept. 1713)

15 Ghamar 98 2 June (4? Shabat) 1714 9 months, 21 days Via Izmir
(2 Aug. 1713) (23 May 1714)

4 Tira 98 4 May 1714 6 months, 28 days Unknown
(20 Sept. 1713) (23 April 1714)b

7 Aram 98 4 June (4? Shabat) 1714 5 months, 1 day Unknown
(22 Dec. 1713) (23 May 1714)

1 Aram 98 20 Nov. (20? Dama) 1714 9 months, 19 days Unknown
(16 Dec. 1713) (5 Nov.)

18 Ghamar 85 23 Ayram (23 Aram) 85 Unknown
(1700) (1700)

30 Nakha 82 4 Shams 83 (1688) Unknown
(1687)

5 Oct. 1720 18 Nov. 1720 43 days By the shipMadonna
Marina

30 Hamira 97 4 Haveleats 97 (1712) Unknown
(1712)

15 Shabat 80 Unknown
(1695)

22 Atam 96 9 Hamira 96 (1711) Unknown
(1711)

22 Ghamar 4 Haveleats Unknown
97 (1712)



Table 2 (continued)

Sender(s) Recipient(s) Origin Destination

Mateo di Minasg Daniele di Israel Izmir Livorno
Amirbek di Vardanh Hierapet di Martin Naples Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin Naples Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin ?Naples Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin Naples Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin Livorno Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin Livorno Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin Livorno Venice
Martiros di Sargis Herapet di Martin Livorno Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin Naples Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin Naples Venice
Martiros di Sargis Herapet di Martin Livorno Venice
Amirbek di Vardan Herapet di Martin Florence Venice
Ter Astuatsatsuri Dateo di Nazar Sceriman/ Moscow Venice

Shahrimanian
Petros di Ibrahimj Dateo di Nazar Sceriman/ Istanbul Venice

Shahrimanian
Petros di Ibrahim (Saidian)k Dateo di Nazar Sceriman/ Baghdad Venice

Shahrimanian, Agha
Nazar Sceriman/
Shahrimanian

Stepan di Sceriman/ Shahrimanianl Hakop di Scheriman/ Venice Amsterdam
Shahrimanian

Harutiun di Petrosm Dateo di Nazar Sceriman/ Amsterdam Venice
Shahrimanian

a All Sheriman correspondence, unless otherwise noted, is from Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2. The letters in
this box are not classified in any particular fashion but can be identified by their dates.
b Adjusted to the Julian calendar by subtracting 11 days. The date provided in the letter is Gregorian with no corresponding
Azaria date. Thus the arrival date has been adjusted here to make it consistent with the rest of the dates in this table.
c It should be noted that this letter was sent to Livorno and Venice before the Sceriman family’s official resettlement in
Venice, which according to most authorities took place in 1698. Note also that the handwriting in this letter is rather poor,
and the page containing the information about when the letter was received is partially torn, revealing only the date when
the letter arrived in Livorno.
d Uscan di Nubar in Izmir to Serafin (Serapion) di Murat in Venice, 1 December 1720, Avogaria di Comun, ASV. The
delivery time for the letter from Venice to Izmir is mentioned by the author: �@� 
D (��0D( �[�],� 
$�[0]@: $0D,�0D$, [sic]
0@ �(�,�: (��0,�* (�@�,� ,�<0D(: H0*  @[�]([�],0B, �@�� .�<�$����մե, 
��D 43 J@0D(մե�  �:�D ,0*
,/4@�
18 �, ��@��B�(H �(�, � <��, �(�B�,H. (Let it be submitted and known to my brother that the letter you had written
reached us in 43 days on November 18 by the shipMadonna Marina.We read it and became apprised of all your news.)
e Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2, “Sceriman Family Letters.” Paron Barsegh was an agent or factor for the
Sceriman family based in Izmir. The data concerning the delivery time of his letter is extracted from a letter sent from
Isfahan/Julfa to Venice on 14 Shams 97 (3 April 1712). It seems that Barsegh had also forwarded family correspondence



Date sent Date received Travel time Transportation mode

5 July 1665 9 Nov. 1665 4 months, 4 days By the ship Europa
8 Jan. 28 Jan. 20 days Overland courier?
15 Feb. 1149 (1700) 24 Feb.1149 (1700) 9 days Unknown
20 Dec. 1139 (1690) 27 Dec. 1139 (1690) 7 days Overland courier
31 Jan. 1142(1693) 10 Feb. 1142 (1693) 11 days Overland courier
12 April 1144 (1695) 18 April 1144(1695) 6 days Overland courier
5 Feb. 1141 (1692) 13 Feb. 1141 (1692) 12 days Overland courier
28 Dec. 1143 (1694) 6 Jan. 1143 (1694) 9 days
3 May 1144 (1695) 9 May 1144 (1695) 6 days Overland courier
9 Jan. 1154 (1705) 30 Feb. 1154 (1705) 9 days Overland courier
4 Oct. 1147 (1699) 13 Oct. 1147 (1699) 9 days Overland courier
30 Nov. 1141 (1692) 9 Dec. 1141(1692) 9 days Overland courier
20 May 1140 (1691) 26 May 1140 (1691) 6 days Overland courier
11 July 1755 10 Jan. 1756 6 months Unknown

31 Aug. 1757 12 Nov. 1757 42 days Via Mkhitarist monk
visiting Istanbul

10 March 1760 1 July 1760 50 days Unknown

14 Nov. 1732 13 Dec. 1732 29 days Unknown

7 Nov. 1753 23 Nov. 1753 16 days Unknown

from Venice to Isfahan along with his letter. This suggests that the Sceriman family was using its factors in Izmir and
Istanbul and most likely in Aleppo to remit its letters to the home base in Isfahan.
f Data extracted from a letter from Isfahan dated 14 Shams 97 (3 April 1712) inDocumenti Armeni Mercantile,
ASV, busta 2, “Sceriman Family Letters.” This letter was most likely sent from Livorno to the family agent Paron
Barsegh in Izmir and relayed to Isfahan along with Barsegh’s letter of 30 Hamira 97 (18 November 1713) (see three
rows above).
g Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 286 (C12).
h Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 17, “Di Martino Hierapit—Lettere in Armeno.” All of the following letters to
Hierapet di Martin are from the same folder.
i Sceriman documents, Don Mazza Archives, Verona, busta 1.
j Ibid.
k Ibid., busta 2.
l Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 17, “Letter book of Hakop di Murat.”
m Sceriman documents, Don Mazza, busta 3.
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letters to their relatives inVenice andLivornobyway of one of their brothers,Manuel
Sceriman, who was appointed as the secretary to the embassy of Shah Ashraf to Is-
tanbul. Manuel took the letters with him to the Ottoman capital whence he most
likely had themmailed to Venice by ship: “They also sent an ambassador from here
toHamadan so hemay proceed from there to Istanbul.They ordered ParonManuel
to go with the ambassador. He went, and we gave our letters to him.”99Similarly, we
learn from another letter that in 1711, when Parons Sarhat and Manuel returned
to Julfa/Isfahan from Italy, they brought several letters with them.100

As we have seen, the Julfan “courier system” played an important role in circu-
lating information through the medium of commercial correspondence in the In-
dianOcean and theMediterranean Sea, where Julfan commercial settlements were
clustered. These two zones were each governed by a different “circulatory regime”
with distinct laws and patterns. In the IndianOcean zone,monsoons and ship travel
determined how information was circulated, whereas theMediterranean zone was
governed by the exigencies of caravan transport across West Asia. In both zones,
however, the intelligence networks and their underlying structure of courier com-
munication fulfilled the same vital function: to connect the scattered communities
of merchants to the nodal center of the network in Julfa. Some questions, however,
still remain. What kinds of links existed between the two extreme poles of the Jul-
fan commercial network? Was the intelligence network able to bridge the distance
between India and the Mediterranean? Did merchants residing and trading in the
Mediterranean world maintain an active and open channel of communication and
information sharingwith their associates in India?Did commercial correspondence
travel between India and Europe?

The Sceriman family business letters provide a good illustration of information
sharing between these two poles of the Julfan commercial network. In fact, the Sce-
riman correspondence gives the impression that the “intelligence network” of this
family was essentially similar to that used by Julfans operating almost exclusively
between India and Isfahan,with the significant difference that the distances the fam-
ily network covered were far greater and the range of issues therein more diverse.
A typical business letter received by the Scerimans in Venice contains data regard-
ing business transactions with Amsterdam, Krakow, Moscow, Cadiz, Istanbul,
Izmir, and Basra, but more importantly with India (all the typical places: Madras/
“Chinipatan,” Surat, Calcutta, Hugli, i.e., Chinsura/Chichra, Patna), the Arabian
Peninsula (Jedda), and Southeast Asia (Macao, Burma, andMalaysia).101The Sceri-
man had agents or familymembers in the principal emporia of these regions.There
is even evidence that the familywas possibly engaged in tradewithPortuguese Brazil
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.102 In general, the Sceriman
agents in India (a certain Paron Abraham based in Surat and elsewhere, and Paron
Khachik in Bengal) would regularly remit information to Julfa relying on the mail
service in the IndianOcean, and themembers of the Sceriman family based in Julfa
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would then forward all the relevant information bymail to Izmir where their agent,
a certain Paron Serapion (known as “Signor Serafin” in the Venetian archives) or
someone else, would in turn forward the information to Venice or Livorno.103 In
this fashion, the Scerimans were able to share complex and sensitive information
about the markets inMughal India coming fromwell-placed and reliable agents in
the field halfway around the world with family members in Italy, where the firm’s
business headquarters seem to have been gradually relocated at the beginning of
the eighteenth century. Needless to say, Venice and Livorno were safer and more
stable places for the Scerimans to operate their family firm’s business than Isfahan
in the turbulent period following the Afghan invasion of Iran and the ensuing col-
lapse of the Safavid dynasty in 1722. Based on the information available to us from
the Indian Ocean zone of the mail service, we can arrive at a rough calculation of
how long it took the Scerimans to convey information and intelligence from one
end of their network in India to the other in Venice. Assuming that it took about
threemonths to sendmail from India to Isfahan (the fastest time) during themon-
soon season and about four months to relay it via Izmir, Aleppo, or Istanbul to
Livorno or Venice (again the fastest time), we can conclude that the entire voyage
could be undertaken in a record time of sevenmonths. To get some perspective on
these figures, let us consider that it took the East India Company about eight to ten
months to send their dispatches overland to Surat, and six months via the Cape
route.104 Needless to say, the drawback of relying on the Cape route was that ships
could sail to and from India only during a one-month period each year, due to the
monsoon regime in the Indian Ocean; missing this period thus meant that letters
would be stranded for an entire year.Thus sendingmail to India via the Cape route
and receiving a response to it would usually take two years or longer during the age
of sail andmonsoon travel; onlywith the coming of steamships and, later, telegraphs
in the 1850s would there be a significant reduction of time for communication be-
tween Europe and India.105 Given their well-honed “intelligence network,” the Sce-
riman family in Venice and Isfahan were thus well placed to make important busi-
ness decisions based on relatively “fresh” market information from India. One of
the ways the Scerimans turned information to their advantage was the network of
informants they maintained in Amsterdam, Moscow, Izmir, Istanbul, Isfahan,
Surat, Madras, Bengal, and most likely also in Canton/Macao (China).

Commercial correspondence and courier networks were an integral part of Julfan
economy and society in the earlymodern period. As this chapter has demonstrated,
they were the principal means through which Julfans circulated information
throughout their far-flung network. Business correspondence was a vital aspect of
Julfan long-distance trade because it helped merchants share sensitive market-re-
lated information and intelligence with their business partners and agents in far-
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away places. Thus the Julfans had a crucial edge over their business rivals. In this
connection, Rene Barendse comments on the importance of sharing information
in the long-term success of merchant communities in the Indian Ocean and Eura-
sia: “This was also a major reason why the trade of the Armenians, disposing of a
network of informers fromAmsterdam toMoscow and from Istanbul or Irkutsk to
Cochin, Calcutta or Gondar (in Abyssinia), thrived.”106

Commercial correspondencewas also important because it helpedmaintain high
levels of trust and, therefore, cooperation between Julfan merchants, who often
resided far from each other and, consequently, could not personally monitor each
other’s actions. As we shall see in chapter 7, letter writing was a crucial method of
sharing news about amerchant’s reputation and trustworthiness, which in turn dis-
couragedmerchants fromdefrauding their fellow Julfans. Finally and perhapsmost
importantly, letter writing acted as a conduit for information (strictly business as
well as personal or social) that connected Julfans residing in distant trade settle-
ments in the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean worlds with others in neighboring
settlements or in “regional centers” (e.g., as Smyrna was to Venice, Marseilles, or
Amsterdam in theMediterranean, orMadras to Calcutta, Pegu, Batavia, or Manila
in the Indian Ocean) and finally to the central node of the network in Julfa. In cir-
culating information throughout the network, commercial correspondence and the
courier network that handled Julfan mail thus preserved the ethno-religious in-
tegrity of the network as a whole and allowed its members to maintain their iden-
tity as participants in the same “coalition” of merchants who shared New Julfa as
their central node and ultimately as their common “homeland.”
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The Circulation of Men and Credit
The Commenda and the Family Firm

With blind eyes, they do not heed the Holy Gospels, and they abandon their
wives, sons, daughters, in a state of forlornness, in need and afflicted, and they
scatter themselves throughout the world like locusts or like snow until the
depths of the Indies, to Ethiopia and Egypt and throughout all the lands of
Europe [ashkhars Frankats‘] and in Constantinople and throughout the
Balkans and the region of Scandinavia [yerkirn gutats‘vots‘] and in Poland,
Russia, and Muscovy as well as throughout Hyrcania and Central Asia
[?vrkana], the lands of the Turks and Kurds as well as that of the Chaldeans
and throughout Persia and the East until China [Chinumachin] in Ton [?]
and Tonquin and in England and throughout all the lands of the Tatars and
the Abkhaz until the limits of the unknown world, scattered like dust on ac-
count of the vice of greed and in order to heap more wealth.1

This description of the peripatetic lifestyle of Julfanmerchants is froma seventeenth-
century Armenian chronicle written by a priest named Grigor of Daranagh. Un-
usual for a chronicler of his times, Grigor was not favorably inclined toward Jul-
fans and, in the course of his chronicle, categorically condemns their greed and their
“worship of Mammon” as opposed to God, which in his view led them to wander
and circulate for long years throughout theworld (including theNewWorld, as this
passage intimates) at the expense of abandoning their families in Julfa for many
years.The objects of Grigor’s contempt, it should be noted, are not the wealthy Jul-
fanmerchants known as khwajas, but the countless junior traders known as factors
or commenda agents, who traveled for theirwealthy khwajapatrons in order tomake
a living and with the dream of striking it rich one day.

This chapter explores the role of the commenda contract in Julfan trade during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by situating the commendawithin the con-
text of the “family firm,” the basic organizational unit of Julfan commerce. I argue
that in the Julfan context, as in the context of medieval European and Near East-
ern trade, the commenda provided the idealmeans for the circulation ofmerchants,
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goods, and credit across vast distances. Of all commercial institutions, the com-
menda was, in fact, the single most important cause of the dramatic expansion of
Julfan commerce in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The first section of this chapter discusses the uses of the commenda in Mediter-
ranean trade and provides a brief history of its possible origins in the Islamicate
world in which the Julfans lived.The second section explores various aspects of the
commenda contract among Julfans through a detailed examination of the treatment
of the commenda in Julfan commercial law. In addition to highlighting the legal sta-
tus of the commenda among Julfanmerchants, the chapter emphasizes the commen-
da’s role in facilitating the circulation of men (merchants and commenda agents),
goods (European bullion, Iranian raw silk, Indian diamonds, gems, cloth, and other
commodities), and capital (credit) throughout the Julfan network in the Indian
Ocean and Mediterranean zones. The third section examines the making of com-
menda agents by briefly looking at the educational activities of a trading school in
Julfa. In the fourth section I examine several travel itineraries of Julfan commenda
agents in the far reaches of the Indian Ocean. The fifth section looks at the role of
the patriarchal family in Julfan society and commerce and discusses how Julfans
easily accommodated the commenda into the patriarchal structure of the family firm
in Julfa.

The discussion of these issues is based almost entirely on archival documents,
such as actual surviving commenda contracts and business and family correspon-
dence. In addition, I rely heavily on the codification of Julfan commercial law found
in theDatastanagirk‘ AstrakhaniHayots‘, a code of lawswritten and used by theAr-
menian community of Astrakhan in the 1760s, in which the commenda and the
rules governing its use receive the lion’s share of the legal discussion pertaining to
commercial law.

THE HISTORY OF THE COMMENDA
AND ITS VARIETIES

In its simplest form, the commenda is a type of commercial contract that involves
at least two parties: a merchant with ready capital, credit, or merchandise and an
agent or factor with the required business skills, a good reputation, and a willing-
ness to travel great distances to put his master’s capital to work and sell the mer-
chandise entrusted to him (see fig. 7). Profits accruing from commenda transac-
tions are divided in accordance with the terms specified in the particular contract.
Inmost cases, the principal merchant, known as the stans in Genoese sources, who
provides the capital receives about three-fourths of the profit, while the agent, known
as the tractator or porocertans,2 who provides the labor, keeps the remaining one-
fourth. One of the most innovative features of the commenda was the stipulation
that any “loss resulting from the exigencies of travel or from an unsuccessful busi-
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ness venture is borne exclusively by the investor(s); the agent is in no way liable for
a loss of this nature, losing only his expended time and effort.”3

Scholars have already established the pivotal role of the commenda in the his-
tory of commercial capitalism.Many, in fact, trace the institutional “origins” of cap-
italism to the emergence and dissemination of this contract in the medieval
Mediterranean markets.4 As a clever means for “combining financial and human
resources for the purposes of trade,”5 the commendawas the dominant institutional
form of conducting long-distance trade from themedieval period, when its use be-
came widespread in the Mediterranean, until the early seventeenth century, when
it, alongwith other forms of partnerships, was gradually replaced by the rise of joint-
stock companies in Europe, such as the English and Dutch East India Companies,
themselves the forerunners of the modern multinational firm.6

The commenda as we know it today was known by different names in different
places. InVenice, where the earliest surviving commendadates from the secondhalf
of the eleventh century, it was known as an accomendatio or collegantia.7 However,
it was most commonly known in other Mediterranean ports as far as Barcelona as
a commenda. The unilateral commenda was the most basic form of this contract,
according towhich the sedentary investor (sometimes erroneously described as the
“sleeping partner”) advanced the capital and merchandise, while the agent was ex-
pected to provide only his labor. For most Mediterranean unilateral commendas,
the sedentary or principal investor received 75 percent of the profit, while the agent
kept only the remaining portion. It is this unilateral form that made the commenda
an ideal instrument for capitalist expansion. It is not difficult to understand why
this arrangement would be particularly suitable for societies where capital was not
evenly shared and where an individual with no capital of his own initially could
eventually become a “capitalist” in his own right.

In the bilateral form of the commenda, known as a societas maris in Genoa,8 the
agent also invests capital of his own in the joint venture, which amounts usually to
one-third of the total investment. In this case, the profits are divided according to
the relative investments. Inmost bilateral commendas, both parties shared the profit
equally. Many legal aspects of the Mediterranean commenda continue to be heat-
edly debated by historians, but, as Robert Lopez and Irving Raymond have pointed
out, no single aspect has caused as much controversy as the historical “origins” of
this contract.9

Many economic historians of Europe saw the commenda as a product of Greco-
Roman law, thus giving this important economic institution a purely Europeanpedi-
gree. In the 1960s, Abraham Udovitch began to propose an alternative history of
the commenda’s possible origins.10 Udovitch argued that though antecedents to the
Mediterranean commenda could be sought in Byzantium, Islam, Jewish law, and
even as far back as Mesopotamia, the best candidate for the original source was Is-
lam. According to Udovitch, the closest contract to the commenda that historically
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predated it was the Islamic partnership known as the qirad (according to the Ma-
liki school of Islamic law) or themudaraba (as defined by the Hanafi school). Like
the Mediterranean commenda, the qirad/mudaraba of Islam was a partnership
arrangement between a sedentary merchant and a traveling agent. Profit sharing
was also similar to that in the commenda, as was, most importantly, the clause that
limited the liability of the agent in case the venture failed. One of the few differ-
ences between theMediterranean and Islamic versions of this contract was that the
Islamic qirad/mudaraba was used for both overland and maritime long-distance
trade and was open-ended in the sense that it could last formany years, as opposed
to the European commenda,whichwas limited tomaritime ventures that lasted the
duration of a single voyage.

Udovitch points out that while the earliest appearance of the commenda on the
shores of theMediterranean dates from the late eleventh century, themudarabawas
known in the Arabian Peninsula possibly before the dawn of Islam. After all, the
Prophet Muhammad was a commenda agent for his first wife, Khadija.11 Udovitch
is careful to note that there is no conclusive proof that the qirad ormudaraba was
borrowed by Mediterranean traders; he suggests, however, that the evidence over-
whelmingly points toward the Islamic origins of this European contract, and indi-
cates that European traders might have adopted this Islamic practice (along with
many others) through their regular interactions in the Muslim port cities of the
Mediterranean.12

THE ENKERAGIR OR MUZARBA :
THE USAGES OF THE JULFAN COMMENDA

Thecentrality of a partnership arrangement among the Julfans resembling the com-
menda is seen in the Astrakhan Code of Laws (see fig. 8).13 In Chapter 14 of this
code, entitled “Concerning the Laws of Commerce,” the authors divide commer-
cial activity into four related fields, all of which have some form of partnership in
common. The first of these is described in terms that are uncannily similar to the
commenda. Accordingly, commerce is said to occur “when one person extends
money to someone else for the latter to put it to work, and return the [initial] cap-
ital along with two-thirds of the profits to him [the investor], and have one-third
go to the laborer, or otherwise as shall have been agreed upon among themselves.
For such individuals, in the vernacular language, the one who extends the money
is called agha, and he who receives it, enker.”14The agha in this passage is later also
described as ter (Armenian for “master” or “lord”) and is referred to by the Persian
honorific as khwaja when it is used as part of a merchant’s name, leaving no room
for doubt as to which party was the more powerful one. Both terms used in this
passage clearly have their counterparts in the Mediterranean commenda: the agha
or ter corresponds to theMediterranean stans,while enker (from theArmenianword
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for “associate”) is the Armenian designation for the tractator or commenda agent.
The authors of the Astrakhan Code go on to devote fifty-eight articles or almost a
third of the chapter dealing with commercial organization to the commenda con-
tract described as enkeragir.15

Thefirst scholar to note the parallels between the Julfan andMediterranean com-
mendas and to study them systematically was Shushanik Khachikian. In her chap-
ter devoted to the commenda,Khachikian notes the similarities between the Julfan
Armenian commenda and itsmedieval counterpart inVenice.16 Based on these sim-
ilarities, Khachikian suggests that the Armenians probably borrowed their com-
menda from the Venetians, with whom they had close commercial contacts during
the twelfth century, when the maritime kingdom of Cilician Armenia was one of
Venice’s most important trading partners in the Mediterranean.17

A few years after the publication ofKhachikian’s groundbreaking study, Edmund
Herzig questioned her hypothesis concerning the genealogy of the Julfan com-
menda.18While accepting the remarkable similarities between Julfan andVenetian
commendas, Herzig pointed out that there are evenmore striking parallels between
the Julfan Armenian commenda and the Islamic version of this contract. Follow-
ing the work of Udovitch, Herzig noted that the Mediterranean commenda itself
wasmost likely of Islamic origin.19Though no definitive proof exists for the Islamic
“origins” of either theMediterranean commenda or its Julfan counterpart, there are
compelling reasons, at least, to allow for the possibility that the Julfan Armenian
commenda originated from the Islamicmudaraba or one of its other variants. First,
Julfans lived in an Islamicate world not only geographically, but, their religious dif-
ferences notwithstanding, also culturally. As in other areas of cultural identity, where
cross-cultural borrowings from the Islamicate world are greater than Armenian
nationalist writers would have us believe, there would seem little reason to rule
out similar borrowings in commercial practice, especially since commercial life is
among the leading conduits for cross-cultural encounters and borrowings. Arme-
nians could have borrowed the commenda from the Islamicmudaraba fromanum-
ber of places, including perhaps directly from the Arabs, when parts of “historic
Armenia” were under the Umayyad dynasty, starting in the mid-seventh century,
and remained so until the Abbasid period, in the mid-ninth century.20 Unfortu-
nately, the surviving codes of law used by the Armenians, including the twelfth-
century lawbook of Mkhitar Kosh, do not shed light on this matter, and neither do
other Armenian sources from the medieval period. It could also be the case that
such borrowing, if it did occur, took placemuch later in time and was the direct re-
sult of Iranian influence.21

Structural and terminological similarities between the Julfan and Islamic com-
mendas might shed further light on this matter. Terminologically, Julfan usage
has several designations for the commenda, including, as we have seen, the wide-
spread enkeragir, which would seem to indicate affinities to the Byzantine societas
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Figure 7. First page of Petros di Murat’s double-entry accounting ledger (kata ruznama)
containing his transactions in Genoa and Livorno, 9 November 1715; “Journal of Petros
di Murat, 1714–1723,” Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 1. Courtesy of the
Archivio di Stato di Venezia.



Figure 8. Commenda contract, Chinipatan/Madras, 1741; Lansdowne MS 1047, BL,
folio 78. Courtesy of the British Library.
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(association, partnership), the Genoese societas maris, or the Venetian collegantia
(colleagueship), or the less common but nonetheless important designation mu-
zarbay,which would indicate an Islamicate etymology from the Persian pronunci-
ation of the Arabic mudaraba. Given the current state of our knowledge of Julfan
economic history, we can only speculate on possible origins and should resist the
temptation tomake definitive statements regarding thematter.22 Clearly,morework
needs to be done not only in Julfan economic history but also in the history of me-
dievalArmenian commercial lawbeforewe can reach amore definitive conclusion.23
The surviving Julfan documents from the earlymodern period do not appear to ad-
dress the prehistory of the Julfan commenda.

One area where the documentary record is sufficiently rich concerns the legal
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dimension to the Julfan commenda and the elaborate codes of conduct associated
with it. As in the medieval Mediterranean or the Islamicate societies in the Near
East and the Indian Ocean, keeping accurate accounts was one of the most impor-
tant responsibilities of the commenda agent toward his master, a fact that, as Max
Weber noted long ago, most likely played a significant role in the development of
sophisticated accountingmethods, including double-entry accounting.24 Article 11
of Chapter 14 of the Astrakhan Code of Laws indicates that maintaining an accu-
rate account ledger, known in the Julfa dialect as a kata ruznama (see fig. 9),25 is
among the chief obligations of a commenda agent to his master:

Every commenda agent is obliged to record each one of his transactions one after an-
other in a lawful account book to the best of his abilities. And upon hearing of such
lawful account books, let no one consider that it is something that is not possible to
keep, saying that not everyone knows how to write a lawful account book, or as they
say in the vernacular language, who is capable of writing a kata ruznama? For such
people it can be said, would that everyone knew how to write a kata ruznama, but
also be acquainted with all the philosophical arts, because knowledge is not some-
thing contemptible but is singularly commendable. But our problem is not about the
writing of the kata ruznama; it is the following: [commenda agents] shouldwrite truth-
fully as much about all their transactions as they are cognizant of, without putting
aside any time. For, is not an account that is written truthfully but is vulgar and lack-
ing in eloquencemore honorable and commendable than a kata ruznama that is writ-
ten dishonestly but might possess a profound composition and civility? If it so hap-
pens that one is not capable of writing [i.e., is illiterate], he may request someone else
to write for him. And if a commenda agent does not show his account book to his
master, he shall be imprisoned and fed only bread and water and periodically whip-
ped for up to one year. And if he is brought into line and reveals his accounts and
book of transactions, then it is good. If he does not reveal [his account book] upon
the conclusion of the year, the master shall terminate the accounts of his commenda
partnership in the following fashion. If the transactions have borne profits, they shall
settle their accounts in accordance with their commenda contract. But if the money
from the [initial] capital investment is missing, the commenda agent is obliged to pay
his master the missing portion.26

TheAstrakhan Codemakes it abundantly clear that relations between an agent and
amasterwere anything but equal.This inequality ismanifest in the ratio of the profits
that each party received. Most Julfan unilateral commendas, as Shushanik Khachi-
kian observed, allotted anywhere from 25 to 33.33 percent of the total profits to the
commenda agent who did all the work, while the “master” who invested the capi-
tal received the remaining share.27 According to Khachikian, the discrepancy be-
tween these figures can be accounted for by the experience of the agent. The more
experienced a commenda agent was the greater his share of the profits. Experience



Figure 9. Ghatilayagir/letter of severance, Madras, 1741; LansdowneMS 1047, BL, folio 79.
Courtesy of the British Library.



on the job meant that an agent could be trusted to make investments while over-
seas as he saw fit, without the master’s constant supervision in the form of letters
of instruction sent from Julfa.

Alongside the simple unilateral commenda, Julfans also employed its bilateral
version, known to themas the yerkkoghmani enkeragir.As in theMediterranean ver-
sion, the yerkkoghmani enkeragir implied at least two separate parties to the contract
consisting of the principal investor(s) or agha(s) and the agent (enker), who also in-
vested his own share (known in Julfa usage as the enalmal<A/P, ‘ayn al-mal, “capi-
tal, principal, stock-in-trade”) in the joint venture. In the Julfan bilateral commenda,
the profit ratio for the agent would usually be greater than the normal 25–33.33 per-
cent stipulated in the unilateral commenda and could be as high as 50 percent.

While in some cases agents were given considerable leeway to invest their mas-
ter’s money as they saw fit, the norm seems to have been for the masters to exer-
cise a direct say in the management of their funds (hence the inappropriateness of
the term “sleeping partner”). Exactly how they determined when to exercise con-
trol over their agents and when to allow them discretionary powers in investing
the funds entrusted to them are not codified in any account. It seems safe to as-
sume that direct intervention by a master or khwaja residing in New Julfa in the
management of capital given to one of his agents operating in a distant market in
the Indian Ocean or the Mediterranean was probably based on the experience of
the agent and his reputation as a shrewd custodian of hismaster’s investment.Those
agents who were not seasoned in trade, however, would receive regular advice or
instructions from Julfa in the form of letters of instruction known in Julfa dialect
as ordnagir (a compoundword possibly based on the Italian ordine, or “instruction/
order,” and the Armenian suffix -gir, or “letter”).28 These ordnagirs were sent to
agents through the courier system examined in chapter 5 and represented impor-
tant instruments through which khwajas or sedentary capitalists residing in New
Julfa could exercise leverage over the behavior of their agents. Article 10 of the As-
trakhan Code of Laws introduces the ordnagir and leaves no room for doubt about
the binding nature of its instructions: “If one appoints an agent to himself and gives
him a letter of instruction which in the vernacular is called an ordnagir it is nec-
essary for the agent to follow the instructions of his master and not to do anything
that goes against them.”29 If an agent disobeys instructions and loss results from
his actions, then only the agent and not the master is liable for such loss. The ord-
nagir was invested with such binding power that the agent was expected to follow
it even if his master wrote to him and ordered him to return home immediately
and terminate his contract.30 Most commenda contracts have the following spe-
cial clause making the binding nature of the ordnagir explicit: “If [the master] de-
mands his capital investment [sarmayea<P: sarmaya, “capital”] at whatever time
[vaght<P: vaqt, “time”] or whatever place, I shall return his capital as well as the
profit granted by God to him or to his representative [vakil <P: vakil, “agent or ap-
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pointed representative”] without any excuse [bi uz’r<P: bi ozr, “without pretense
or excuse”].”31

The patriarchal nature of the master’s power over the lives of his agents is evi-
dent not only in the term ter or “master” but also in one of the few responsibilities
that Julfan commercial law assigned to him, namely, to tend to the needs of his
agent’s family while the latter was away on his errands. Article 13 states that if a
commenda agent entrusts the care of his wife and sons to his master upon travel-
ing elsewhere, the master is obliged to provide sufficient and adequate money to
meet their needs, and he may demand the money he has given with a lawful inter-
est rate from his commenda agent at the time of concluding their accounts.32 As we
shall see in chapter 9, the Multani merchants from northwestern India had a sim-
ilar practice, and in both cases it is not unreasonable to conclude that the practice
amounted to a formof hostage takingwherebywealthymasters could hold the fam-
ilymembers of their agents as collateral for their agents’ honest conduct while away
on their travels. Patriarchal obedience and even subjugation are also written into
Julfan lawwhen it comes to the protocols that the agent has to followupon returning
home from his far-flung voyages in the service of his master.

These protocols are addressed in Article 15 as follows:

When a commenda agent returns to his master from another country or city, upon
arriving in the city [where his master resides] he is obliged to take to his master’s
house not only his goods along with all his account books and other papers, but also
all his belongings including his furniture regardless of their worth. And if a commenda
agent goes against what is written here and does not take his goods, account books,
and papers along with all his furniture to his master’s house, such a commenda agent
shall be treated, in matters of punishment and fines, as a common thief, without any
compassion.33

One of the most crucial passages in the Astrakhan Code of Laws concerns the
method of concluding a commenda contract. Article 16 states:

When the commenda agent returns to hismaster, themastermust become acquainted
with his accounts and without delay. If he [the master] finds his factor to be correct
in his work, he must conclude his [affairs with the agent with care]. And they shall
write a brief selection of all the accounts of the factor, which in the vernacular lan-
guage is called a tomar, and they should give [this tomar] to each other along with the
commenda contract. Moreover, theymust write on the commenda contract in the fol-
lowing fashion:The account of this commenda contract of the said partnership of such
and such a year and month has been concluded, as it is also written in the tomar, and
each of us has received his right due; henceforth if we make any claims on each other
concerning [this, our commenda contract], it shall be [considered] invalid [anhastat].
And under this writing the factor shall sign one [copy], themaster the other, and they
shall give each other [their copies]. And if the copy of the commenda contract is miss-
ing, the master shall sign one copy of the tomar and give it to the factor.34
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The tomar referred to in this passage is simply the shortened version of the double-
entry accounting ledger (kata ruznama) that the agent was obliged to update rou-
tinely during his travels overseas. In other words, the tomar contains an accurate
summary of the most essential transactions carried out by the agent. Most tomars
were written on rolls of paper (the word tomar being a borrowing from the Greek
word for “roll”), some of which can be up to four or five yards long when unfolded.
Tomars are exceedingly important for economic historians working on Julfan trade
for two reasons. First, they contain an accurate reflection of the transactions un-
dertaken by commenda agents and provide precious information on the prices of
commodities as well as the rate of profit earned by agents in the service of wealthy
masters in Julfa. Second, while very few accounting ledgers have survived from the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, probably because parties to a transactionwere
legally required tomaintain only one copy of such ledgers, as opposed to two copies
of tomars, a great number of tomars have been preserved in various archival collec-
tions in Europe and especially in Julfa. Given their nature as summary documents,
tomars also contain valuable information on the nature of the initial commenda con-
tract signed between master and agent (see figs. 11and 12).

A typical tomar begins with a summary of the terms of the commenda contract
that set in motion the long list of transactions carefully reproduced in the tomar.35
This is followed by an itemized list of the commodities handled by the commenda
agent, arranged in terms of double-entry accounting, listing debits and credits (see
above, figs. 11 and 12). A significant aspect of the tomar is the division of the com-
menda agent’s transactions in geographic terms.Thus a tomar stored in a Venetian
archive concerning the commercial affairs of a commenda agent trading in diamonds
and gemshas individual sections devoted to his activities in Isfahan (where his jour-
neys began), Surat (an important market for Indian diamonds and other precious
stones), Izmir (a way station en route to the European ports of theMediterranean),
andVenice andLivorno (both important centers for the diamond trade inEurope).36

With the successful completion of a commenda contract and drafting of the
tomar, the master and agent drafted another document referred to as ghatilayagir,
or letter of release, in which the master reaffirmed that he had received his share of
the profit along with the initial capital per the terms of the original contract. Thus
a contract between a Julfan commenda agent named Hovannes son of Grum and
Grigor son of the deceased Petros was successfully sealed in Madras in 1741 with
the following words: “I Grigor son of Petros have received the profit granted by
God upon the initial capital I had advanced toward this commenda contract, as is
also written in the tomar, in the year 126 [1741], fifteenth day of Adam [April 4] in
Madras” (fig. 9).37 The evidence suggests that the ghatilayagir was akin to a certifi-
cate of manumission. According to a court case between a Julfan commenda agent
and hismasters, brought before theMayor’s Court ofMadras in 1734, it was “the cus-
tom of the Armenians” to “disable [a commenda agent] from entering into trade,



Figure 10. Commenda contract, Livorno, 1659; “Namak—Aligorna, 1659” [Letter—
Livorno, 1659], ASMA, folder 6. Courtesy of the All Savior’s Monastery Archive.



Figure 11. Tomar, concluding summary of Yeavre di Gospar, Surat, 1710;
“Hashvetghteri kapots‘ner,” “Hashvetghter anhatakan, 1703–1729” [Individual
accounting papers, 1703–1729], ASMA, box no. 35/2. Courtesy of the All
Savior’s Monastery Archive.



Figure 12. Tomar, Yeavre di
Gospar, Surat, 1710; “Hashvet-
ghter anhatakan, 1703–1729”
[Individual accounting papers,
1703–1729], ASMA, box no. 35/2.
Courtesy of the All Savior’s
Monastery Archive.



either by himself or in conjunction with any other person, until he shall have set-
tled his accounts with his first employers and obtained a general release and dis-
charge from them.”38 As we shall see in chapter 9, this clause in Julfan commercial
law, which helped reduce cases of malfeasance and cheating by agents traveling
abroad,made the commenda contract highly appealing to Julfanmerchants but came
with a heavy cost.

THE MAKING OF COMMENDA AGENTS

The survivingmass of archival documents and theAstrakhanCodeof Laws go a long
way in clarifyinghow commenda contractsweredrafted,what legal ramifications they
had, and how they were eventually concluded. They do not, however, shed light on
how young Julfanmenwere trained as commenda agents.Themaking of commenda
agents is a topic that has yet to receive sufficient treatmentby scholars of Julfan trade.39
This lack of attention is in part the result of a lack of pertinent documentation.

Most Julfan commenda agents began their careers as agents through informal
training under the tutelage of senior male members of their families. A good ex-
ample of this is the case of Zak‘aria ofAgulis, anArmenianmerchant from the town
of Agulis (in present-day Azerbaijan) who entered the world of trade in 1647 as an
apprentice to his older and more experienced cousin Nikoghos.40 The pattern of
tutelage by oldermalemembers of an extended family exemplified inZak‘aria’s case
seems also to have been a common avenue into the world of trade for many young
Julfans, as it was for most Asian merchants. However, what makes the Julfan case
distinct among other Asian communities was the centralized and institutionalized
nature of training individuals in the arts of commerce. In this respect, themost im-
portant institutionalized avenue to commerce was a special trade school for the
training of young merchants. This institution, which functioned as a kind of fore-
runner tomodernMBA programs, wasmost likely located in the compound of the
All Savior’s Monastery in Julfa and was managed by a schoolmaster named Con-
stant. Scholars have been skeptical about the existence of such a school ever since
it was revealed in 1880 in the second volume of Harut‘iwn Ter Hovhaniants’s mon-
umentalHistory ofNew Julfa andwas later picked up in LevonKhachikian’sworks.41
While Ter Hovhaniants mentions this school and asserts that it had 250 students,
he does not provide archival references to substantiate his claims.42 Other scholars
have simply taken his assertion at face value. My own efforts to track down docu-
mentation on this school in the Julfa archives while on a visit to Isfahan in January
of 2005were also fruitless. Luckily, however, one of the textbooks used by Constant
to educate the sons of merchants has survived in several redactions, one of which,
stored in the Bodleian collection at Oxford University, dates from the late seven-
teenth century and explicitly refers to Constant’s trade school, stating that it had
“three hundred students” in the mid-1680s.43
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Entitled Compendium concerning Commercial Advice to the Adolescent and to
Young Merchants, Constant’s trade manual gives us a good idea of what the formal
education of a Julfan merchant entailed in the seventeenth century.The work is di-
vided into several sections beginning with an introductory discussion in the for-
mat of question and answer on the meaning and use of commerce in society and
containing tenets or maxims about honest behavior and about being cautious in
trusting strangers.Next comes a long discussion of trade routes stretching fromNew
Julfa all the way toManila in the East and to Cadiz andAmsterdam in theWest and
the East African Coast as far south as the Mwene mutapa kingdom or present-day
Zimbabwe. All the names of important markets are provided, along with detailed
information about the currencies andweights used in eachplace andpracticalmeans
of converting these units into more common ones familiar to Julfans. The domi-
nant commodities of eachmarket are also listed, as are their current prices, and ad-
vice is proffered on the goods in which to invest and those to avoid.

It becomes clear from even a cursory glance at this valuable trade manual that
while geography (in the form of trade routes), some ethnographic history (in the
form of general commentary on each regional state), and, more importantly, the
listing of commodities, exchange rates between various currencies, and weights
played a vital role in the curriculum for a business education, none were perhaps
as important as a solid education in arithmetic and accounting. The bulk of Con-
stant’s trademanual is devoted to solving very complexmathematical problems and
to maintaining orderly accounts in one’s kata ruznama, or daily financial ledger,
the keeping of which was mandatory for every commenda agent.The few copies of
the manual that have survived bear colophons or biographical notes scribbled on
the opening and closing pages, all of which indicate that their owners were Julfan
merchants and most probably commenda agents who had taken the manual with
them on their trips to the marketplaces of India or the Levant.44

Copies of Constant’s work must have been hard to come by especially for men
who were not enrolled in his classes. To overcome this shortage, Armenian print-
ers inAmsterdampublished a condensed version of this lengthy treatise in a slightly
altered form in 1699.45 The fact that the expenses for publishing such a work and
making it more widely available were paid for by a Julfan merchant with business
connections in Amsterdam indicates both the continued importance ascribed to
this do-it-yourselfmanual for enterprising commenda agents and the possibility that
manuscript copies of the original text had become rare by the closing years of the
seventeenth century.46

In addition to attending Constant’s trade school in Julfa or studying his trade
manual, it appears that, in the 1680s, young Julfans interested in becoming com-
menda agents also received training from Jesuit missionaries in Isfahan in foreign
languages, such as French, Portuguese, and Italian, and in geography and arith-
metic.47 As early as the 1660s, Jean Baptiste Tavernier reports that some Julfan fam-
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ilies were sending their sons to Capuchin missionaries in Julfa to study French in
the hopes of “establishing aTradewithFrance.”48The importance assigned to learn-
ing foreign languages as part of a commenda agent’s education is revealed in John
Fryer’s observation while visiting Isfahan in 1677 that the Julfans “were addicted
to learn[ing] languages.”49 As Olivier Raveux’s important work has suggested, Jul-
fanmerchants trading in theMediterranean ports studied lingua franca and French
through Italian, for which there were several printed grammars in the Julfa dialect
during the seventeenth century.50

THE COMMENDA AGENT ABROAD

Because the commendawas a contract between a sedentarymerchantwhopossessed
capital for commercial transactions and an agent with the labor power and will-
ingness to travel overseas to put his master’s capital to work, it acted as the central
institutional mechanism that made the circulation of men and capital in the Julfan
network not only possible but also a necessary feature of Julfan commerce. In
general, the wealthy aghas or khwajas rarely circulated in the Julfan global net-
work; commenda agents didmost of the circulation and travel.51 In his well-known
seventeenth-century travelogue, the English traveler John Fryer describes the Jul-
fan commenda agents while discussing the long-distance trade in Iran during the
third quarter of the seventeenth century:

On which account it is, the Armenians being skill’d in all the Intricacies and subtli-
ties of Trade at home, and traveling with these into the remotest kingdoms, become
by their own Industry, and by being Factors of their ownkindredsHonesty, theWealth-
iestMen, being expert of at bargainswherever they come, evading thereby brokeridge,
and studying all the Arts ofThrift, will Travel for Fifty shillings, where we cannot for
FiftyThomands; setting out with a stock of Hard Eggs and aMetarrah ofWine, which
will last them from Spahaun to the Port, riding on a mean Beast, which they sell or
ship off for Advance, their only expence being Horse-Meat; traveling with no Atten-
dance, theirMatrass serving at once for Horse-cloth and them to lye on; they are kind
of Privateers in Trade, no Purchase, no Pay; they enter the Theater of Commerce by
means of some Benefactor, whoseMoney they adventure upon, and onReturn, aQuarter
Part of the Gain is their own: From such Beginnings do they Raise sometimes great For-
tunes for themselves and Masters.52

The image of the thrifty Julfan commenda agents, often portrayed in European
sources, as in Grigor of Daranagh’s Chronicle with which this chapter began, as
greedy and monopolizing engrossers,53 can also be found in the following well-
knowndescription of them in JeanBaptiste Tavernier’s collection of travels through
Persia, in which the extreme frugality of Julfan commenda agents is singled out for
attention:
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And indeed the Armenians are so much the more fit for Trading, because they are a
people very Sparing, and very Sober, thoughwhether it be their virtue or their avarice
I know not. For when they are going a long Journey, they only make provision of
Brisket, Smoak’tBuffalo’s flesh,Onions, bak’t Butter, Flowr,Wine, and dry Fruits.They
never buy fresh Victuals, but when they meet with Lambs or Kids very cheap in the
Mountainous Countries; nor is there one of them that does not carry his own Angle
to fish withal, when they come to any Ponds or Rivers. All these provisions cost them
little the Carriage. And when they come to any Townwhere they are to stay, they club
five or six together and lye in an emptyChamberwhich they furnish themselves; every
one carrying his Matress his coverlet and his Kitchin-Instruments, which is a great
piece ofThrift.When they travel inChristendome, they carry alongwith themSaffron,
Pepper, Nutmegs, and other Spices; which they exchange in the Country-Towns for
Bread, Wine, Butter, Cheese, Milk-Meats and other Provisions which they buy of the
poorWomen. When they return out of Christendom, they bring along with them all
sorts of Mercery-ware, and Pedlery-ware of Norenberg, and Venice; as little Looking-
glasses, trifles of Tin enamel’d, false Pearls, and other things of that nature; which pays
for the Victuals they call for among the Country-people.54

Elsewhere in his account of Julfa, Fryermakes it clear that the “Masters,” or the rich
Julfan merchants known as khwajas, usually stayed at home, leaving the hard work
and the traveling to their factors, whom he compares to a swarm of bees. Referring
to thesewealthy khwajas, Fryerwrites: “Forwhilst they sit lazily atHome, their Fac-
tors abroad in all parts of the Earth return to their hives ladenwithHoney; towhich
Exercise, after they themselves have been brought up, they train their Children
under the safe Conduct of Experienced Tutors, who instruct them first to Labour
for a Livelihood, before they are permitted to Expend.”55

To get a good idea of how tireless some commenda agents were in their efforts
to travel great distances in order to find lucrative markets, we have to look at evi-
dence from the easternmost settlement on the outer edges of the Julfan trade net-
work. Situated on the periphery of the Indian Ocean and serving as a gateway to
Mexico or New Spain in the New World, the Spanish colonial city of Manila had
attracted a number of Julfanmerchants probably as early as the 1680s. By the 1730s,
the city had become an important port of destination for Julfan commenda agents,
who arrived from Isfahan using Julfan nodes or settlements in India and Southeast
Asia as routing stations. Once in Manila, many felt compelled to convert officially
to Catholicism to improve their trading prospects and reside inManila without ha-
rassment. To do this, they visited the local Inquisition office, where they were in-
terrogated at length about their biographical information, including information
onwhere they had traveled and how long they had resided in each place before their
arrival in Manila. Because of the detailed scrutiny to which Inquisition examiners
subjected potential converts, theManila Inquisition records contain a rich trove of
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documentation on the complex itineraries of Julfan commenda agents that has es-
caped the notice of previous scholars of Julfan history.Themost remarkable of these
records concerns a Julfan commenda agentwhose name appears in its Latinized ver-
sion as SantiagoBarrachiel (or TerOhannes ordi Barakiali, as hewas known to other
Julfans).56 Upon visiting the Inquisition office in Manila in 1735 to make a secret
conversion to Catholicism, Santiago was given the same questionnaire as other Jul-
fans who also visited the Inquisition office to make a “spontaneous reconciliation”
to the Church of Rome. Among the questions Santiago was posed by his Inquisi-
tion interrogator was the following: “What places have you visited until the present
moment and how long have you lived in each place and what have you studied?”57
Santiago’s response to this query is truly remarkable because of the global scale of
his travels. For this reason alone it is worth reproducing in full:

He said that at the age of thirteen, he left Julfa by land for Khanbao [?illegible], and
at the same Persian city he remained for fivemonths, and from there in a Russian ship
[en un navio de Moscobita] he crossed to Astrakhan, the port of Moscovi, where he
resided for three months, and by river he took passage crossing the kingdom ofMus-
covi to the city of Sanatoc [?], where he stayed for three months. From there he went
to the capital of Moscow and resided there for eight months, whence he went to St.
Petersburg, also in that kingdom, where he remained for two months; he took pas-
sage on a Russian ship to Libau, the port of the kingdom of Sweden, and lived there
for about fourmonths. And from there he traveled by land toRebla [Reval?NowTallin
inEstonia, then in Swedish control?] in the samekingdomof Sweden,where he resided
about six months. And from there he traveled to the Republic of Lubec in a [?] ship
and remained there for [?]months, whence by land he traveled to Amsterdam inHol-
land and remained there for two months. From there he took passage on a [?] ship to
Archangel, the port of Moscovy, and resided there for about three months, whence
he traveled by land to the capital ofMoscow and resided there for about sevenmonths.
He left there by land and traveled to the port of Astrakhan, where he resided for about
twomonths. From there he returned toXanbali [Enzeli?], a Persian city, and remained
there for [? unclear] months, whence he returned to his homeland [patria] of Julfa
and remained there for about eight days. From [? illegible] in a Moorish ship he took
passage to the port of Surat in the lands of Mughal India [Gran Mogor] and stayed
there for twomonths and took aMoorish ship and headed to the kingdom of Bengal,
where he was for about five months. From there he traveled to Tranquebar [Tran-
cambar ], a port and Danish factory on the Coromandel, and resided there for five
months, and by a Danish ship he crossed over to diverse places on the Coromandel
coast and that of Malabar for a period of about four months until he arrived in Or-
muz, the port of Persia, and from there he entered Isfahan, where he remained for a
year and a half. During this period he got married in Julfa with Isabel of the Armen-
ian nation and schismatic faith. And from there he traveled to the city of Tabrizwithin
the same kingdom and lived there for about two months and traveled from there by
land to the city of Yerevan [Araban] on the Turkish frontier and the place where the
Catholicos [Catholicon], as they call the patriarch of Armenia, is found, and he stayed
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there for about two months. And from there by land he traveled to Arzadam [?
Arzrum/Arzingan] in the kingdom of Turkey, where he resided for about one month
and a half, and traveled from there to C . . . [illegible broken word in inner margin:
Constantinople?], where he lived for a month and a half before going to the port of
Smyrna [i.e., Esmirna], where he stopped for about two months, and from there he
traveled to Malta on an English ship and stayed there for about [?] weeks and trav-
eled from there to Livorno; here he was for about one month before crossing from
there to Florence and Venice, where he resided for one year. From Venice he went to
Germany [Alemania] at Abstendan [?], where he lived for about eleven months, and
from there he traveled to the city ofAntwerp [Amberes], where he lived for onemonth,
whence he returned by Brussels [Brusela] to Amsterdam, where he lived for about
twenty days, and from there he took passage on a Dutch ship to the Russian port of
Archangel and lived there for three months and entered the capital city of Moscow
from there and lived in that city for about seven months. From there he traveled to
the city of Kazan [Casanca?] in the same kingdom and lived there for twomonths and
embarked for the port of Astrakhan and lived there for twomonths before taking pas-
sage on aMuscovite ship to Shamakhi? [Xambahi?], a Persian city, where he lived for
two months; from there he returned to Isfahan and lived there for four months, and
from there he traveled to the port of Surat in an English ship and stayed there for four
years. He took passage on an Armenian ship and traveled to Madras and lived there
for two months. And from there he traveled to Pondicherry [Policheri ?], where he
was for two weeks before taking a French ship to this city of Manila, where he lived
for fourmonths andwith the same ship returned toPondicherry and thence toMadras,
where he resided for four months before returning to this city of Manila on an Ar-
menian ship, where he lived for five years, and from here he traveled on a Spanish
ship to Batavia, where he lived for two months before returning on the same ship to
Manila, where he lived for sevenmonths, and from here hemade a voyage on a Span-
ish ship to Batavia and stayed there for about a month and a half before returning to
Manila on the same ship to live for about a year and a half. From here he traveled to
Madras on an Armenian ship and lived there for four months and returned to this
city on the same Armenian ship, where he has been living for about eighteen months
until the present moment. And [he said] he hasn’t studied any other art but reading
and accounting in the language of his homeland and speaks Dutch and a little Italian
and reads and writes in Spanish. He has also studied the art of commercial book-
keeping in Spanish here in Manila.58

Santiago was by all means not the only Julfan globe-trotter to visit the Inquisition.
Many others left similar accounts, though none rivaled his in terms of covering the
IndianOcean,Mediterranean, northwest European, andEurasian circuits of the Jul-
fan network. Some commenda agents gave more detailed testimonios about their
travels in the Indian Ocean and Mediterranean circuits of the Julfan network, by-
passing the Russian zone altogether. Thus, a year prior to Santiago’s visit to Inqui-
sition, another Julfan agent namedGregorio di Zaccarias left the following account
of his travels in response to the same question posed to Santiago:
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He said that he was born in the neighborhood of Isfahan [the capital of Persia] and his
parents were Zacharias and Maria, belonging to the same sect as the schismatic Ar-
menians, inwhichhe also believed.Andhe remained [in Julfa]until hewas fifteen years
of age, at which time, having learned how to read write and do accounting in the lan-
guage of this neighborhood and the kingdom of Persia, he left [Julfa] and made a voy-
age to Madras, where he resided for three months, and from there he traveled to the
kingdomofBengal [RegnodeVengala] in a [Armenian?word is broken] ship and stayed
there for two years and six months. And from there he returned on an English ship
toMadras, where he lived for ninemonths. Boarding an English ship he traveled [first]
to the port of Macao and from there to Batavia, where he resided for six months be-
fore returning in an English ship to Madras, where he stayed for one year and four
months before traveling on an English ship to the port of [? broken], the Dutch fac-
tory, where he resided for eleven months. From there he crossed to Batavia on an
English ship and lived there for five months before traveling on an English ship to
Tenesserim in the kingdom of Siam, where he lived for five months. He traveled from
there on an English ship to Madras, where he stayed about twenty months, and from
there on a Portuguese ship he traveled to Macao, where he lived for eighteen months,
and traveled to Batavia on a Portuguese ship, lived there for [?] months, and returned
to Macao, where he stayed for seven months and from there traveled to Madras on a
Portuguese ship to stay there for about twomonths. He returned from there toMacao
on a Portuguese ship and resided there for sixmonths, and from there on a Portuguese
ship he crossed over to Batavia and stayed there for one [month or year? word broken]
and returned from there to Madras on a Portuguese ship and resided there for two
months. From there, he traveled toCochinchina on aPortuguese ship and resided there
for four months at the port city of Puntramas [?illegible]. And from there on a Por-
tuguese ship he traveled toMacao and stayed there for ninemonths and traveled from
there on a Portuguese ship to Madras, where he stayed for three months. He traveled
from there on a Portuguese ship toMacao and resided there for sevenmonths and ar-
rived in this city of Manila on a Portuguese ship and resided here for nine months be-
fore traveling to Batavia, where he lived for twomonths before returning toManila on
the same ship, where he has resided for ninemonths until the presentmoment. He has
made all these voyages with the goal of earning a living in trade and commerce.59

In at least one case, we have a Julfan, Constantino di Lazzaro, who followed an itin-
erary similar to Gregorio di Zaccarias and other Julfans, except that at one point,
when Constantino reached Batavia, he suddenly decided to travel on a Dutch ship
all the way to Amsterdam and return to Batavia on the same vessel before heading
to Manila.60 We also have a few cases of Julfan commenda agents who were not
satisfied with reachingManila and pressed on to Acapulco in New Spain, traveling
on one of the Manila galleons and residing for brief periods in the NewWorld be-
fore returning to New Julfa by way of Manila and India.61

Most testimonios given by Julfan commenda agents inManila indicate that these
enterprisingmen received a basic education in “reading and accounting” in the Julfa
dialect at a remarkably young age (thirteen for Santiago and fifteen for Constan-
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tino) after which they left their homes in search of profitable investments overseas.
The young age of these agents indicates that they were already considered adults
before they left home on their travels. Indeed, this is supported by a testimony at a
notary public in Amsterdam given in the second half of the seventeenth century,
according to which “among the Armenians [of Julfa] one is considered to be able
to conduct business if he has only the age of 15 or 16 . . . [after which] all his acts
are considered as being valid like those of a mature person.”62 By the time some of
these men had reached Manila and had decided to convert to Catholicism, they
had already been away from their families for at least a decade. Some, like Santi-
ago, worked in a brief visit home in the course of their long travels for the purpose
of marrying a bride from their home community. Others probably married local
women in themarketplaces they visited, thus “creolizing” as they traveled, asGeorges
Roques suggests in his manual of trade in India.63 Most of the Julfans who crop up
in the Inquisition records in Manila were clearly seasoned agents in the employ of
wealthy aghas or khwajas residing in Julfa. Though the Inquisition records do not
provide us with the names of the masters for whom these forlorn agents toiled, we
can be certain that their employerswerewealthy Julfan family firmswith their head-
quarters in the nodal center in New Julfa.



As a number of economic historians have noted, the commenda as a legal in-
stitution in medieval European trade was only one among several forms of part-
nership that facilitated the combination of credit and labor. Other forms included
“commission agency,” inwhich onemerchant, usually residing abroad, wouldwork
for another for a set fee or commission for a limited number of transactions, in-
stead of a preset percentage for an undefined number of commercial ventures with
an open-ended contract that could last anywhere from a few years to several de-
cades, as in the commenda. As Edmund Herzig’s work demonstrates, commission
agencies were also present in Julfan commerce, though they did not play as im-
portant a role as commendas.64 Another early form of partnership in the trade of
themedievalMediterraneanwas what was known as the fraterna, or the later com-
pagnia.65 As their etymologies indicate, both were means of uniting family mem-
bers or kin into a partnership arrangement inwhich capital investments and profits
were shared by brothers in the fraterna or extended family in the compagnia (from
cumpanis, meaning “people who share or break bread together”).66 Both these
forms of family partnerships wereMediterranean counterparts to the family firm,
which was widespread in the Islamicate societies of Eurasia, including much of
the Indian Ocean.67 The commenda, however, was the more widespread form of
partnership in the Mediterranean and lasted until the late medieval period, when
it was superseded by commission agencies and later by themore economically effi-
cient form of the joint-stock company, which formed the organizational basis for
the European expansion and conquest of the IndianOcean.68 One reason the com-
mendawas sowidespreadwas its legal and organizational versatility; it could unite
an individual sedentary capitalist with an agent or agents, or a great number of
such capitalists with agent(s). The latter possibility was the case when fraternas or
compagnias hired agents to conduct their affairs in distant places. In such cases,
the commenda became a practical means of expanding the family firm beyond the
limits imposed by kinship.This affinity between the commenda and the family firm
was also the basis for the dramatic expansion of Julfan trade in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.

CLAN AND KINSHIP IN MERCANTILE NETWORKS

Inmost societies, atmost times, it has been the great familywhich by its wealth,
power, prestige, and presumption of permanence has been the outstanding in-
stitution for private economic enterprise.69

Most scholars are now in agreement that the extended family played a crucial role
in European trade from at least the early medieval period to the sixteenth century,
when it began to give way to a bureaucratic and sophisticated form of organization
known as the joint-stock company.The role of the familywas evenmore entrenched
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in the Indian Subcontinent, where it continued to serve as an important means of
capitalist enterprise long after the intrusion of European chartered, joint-stock com-
panies transformed the face of Asian trade.70

All the available documentation indicates that Julfan Armenians also organized
their commercial affairs around the patriarchal structure of the family and its tra-
ditional role in Julfan life. In doing so, they were conforming to a practice that was
widespread both in the Islamicate societies of Eurasia, where Julfans were for the
most part based, and in the earlymodernMediterranean societies, withwhom they
were in frequent contact. Despite the abundance of evidence regarding the central
role of the extended family in Julfan trade, some Soviet Armenian scholars in the
1940s and 1950s began popularizing a revisionist view that the Julfans actually had
a unified trading company along the lines of the European joint-stock-trading com-
panies of the period. Such a viewwas encouraged by amisinterpretation of vital as-
pects of an agreement between Julfan merchants and Czar Alexevich of Russia in
1667–1673. (See chapter 4 for a discussion of this agreement.) According to theRus-
sian translation of this treaty, whichwasmade at the timeby a court-appointed trans-
lator and subsequently deposited in the Russian archives and published in Yerevan
in 1953 in a collection of archival documents concerning Russian-Armenian rela-
tions, the agreement was signed by the “representatives of the Armenian Trading
Company” and the Russian monarch.71 On this basis, Soviet Armenian scholars,
such as Leo (Arakel Babakhanian) and laterAshotHovhannisyan, 72 began to prop-
agate the view that the Julfans had moved beyond the traditional confines of the
family firmandmanaged themselves around anorganizationallymore sophisticated
structure of a unified “Julfa Trading Company” whose board of directors were em-
powered to sign important treaties with foreign states and to coordinate the com-
mercial affairs of their community. This view, however, was based in large part on
a mistranslation of the 1673 agreement, the original of which was written in the
Julfa dialect. According to the Julfa dialect version of this treaty, the signatories of
the agreement between the Russian czar and the Armenian merchants were “rep-
resentatives of the Armenian trading companies [kupanek].”73 In other words, the
Julfans who had signed this important agreement with the Russian court were de-
scribed in the treaty as agents for Julfa’s leading family firms with the backing of
the township’sAssembly ofMerchants (see chapter 7 on theAssembly ofMerchants).
Thekey distinction between theRussian translation and the original text in the Julfa
dialect revolves around the word kupanek, in which the final suffix -k represents
the Classical Armenianmarker for the plural form, which the Russian translator at
the court had mistranslated in its singular form. In 1980 and 1988, Shushanik
Khachikian definitively debunked themyth of the Julfa Trading Company.74 In her
painstaking analysis of the famous 1673 agreement, Khachikian pointed out that
the signatories of the treaty were not members of the fictitious trading company
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but rather representatives of the administrative body in Julfa known as theAssembly
ofMerchantswhosemembers consisted of the township’s twenty district heads (who
were themselves representatives of Julfa’s wealthiest families, eachwith its own fam-
ily firm) as well as the kalantar, or mayor, of the Julfans (see chapter 7 for an ex-
tensive discussion). Khachikian also pointed out that the views regarding a unified
Julfan Trading Company stemmed from the mistranslation of the plural form of
“companies” (kupanek) into a singular “company.”

Despite these definitive findings, InaBaghdiantzMcCabe has attempted to rekin-
dle the idea of a Julfan Trading Company in The Shah’s Silk for Europe’s Silver. In
chapter 8 of this work, Baghdiantz McCabe takes issue with Khachikian’s inter-
pretation of the 1673 agreement. As she puts it, “There is a problem in Šušanik
Xachikyan’s assertion that there was not a large commercial company on the Eu-
ropean model in New Julfa: her identification of the signatories of the treaty as the
administrators ofNew Julfa does not negate the possibility of the existence of a com-
pany. In fact the opposite is easily argued.”75 Although she spends a great deal of
time in chapter 7 of her work discussing the role of the family in Julfan society and
giving it the importance it deserves in Julfan life, BaghdiantzMcCabe still contends
that the “municipal council of New Julfa and the directors of the Armenian Com-
mercial Association are one and the same.”76 In other words, for Baghdiantz Mc-
Cabe, the Assembly of Merchants, whose members were the real signatories of the
Russian-Julfan agreements, was in fact nothing other than a kind of “Court of Di-
rectors” of what she describes as the “TradingAssociation [read: Company] ofNew
Julfa.” This attempt to incorporate a unified trading company into the family firm
structure of Julfan trade is not supported by a single document known to have sur-
vived, as Baghdiantz McCabe herself states: “There is no mention of a large Ar-
menian Company in any of the European travel accounts, nor, seemingly, else-
where.”77 However, she continues to assert throughout her book and in subsequent
publications:78 “the fact remains that they [i.e., the Julfans] did have an organized
company.”79 At one point she even claims that the “Armenian Company was a gov-
ernment, though one subject to the Persian court.”80

The evidence, both Julfan and European, however, points to a picture very dif-
ferent from the one proposed by Baghdiantz McCabe andmuch closer to that sug-
gested byKhachikian. If the Julfans lacked a centralized trading company, how then
did they organize their trade? A pamphlet published in London at the conclusion
of a lengthy trial at the High Court of Admiralty involving some Julfan merchants
describes the organizational basis of Julfan trade in the following terms:

It further appears by these papers, that the custom among these People is to keep a
Capital in their Families to trade with, and that the Chiefs of the Family, in the Na-
ture of a patriarchalGovernment,manage theAffairs andTrade of the Family atHome,
at Julpha, and send the younger Branches to different parts to trade, with such and
such Sums as they advance to them, out of, and on Account of, the general Capital of
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the Family: Beside which Sums, each Person has a Stock to trade with, on his own
Separate Account.81

As the above passage suggests, the key to understanding the organizational basis of
Julfan Armenian trade lies not in the so-called Trading Company of New Julfa but
in the patriarchal institution of the family. Unfortunately, sociological research on
the social and economic role of the Armenian patriarchal family in the early mod-
ernperiod is practically nonexistent. Julfandocuments preserved in various archives
are also remarkably silent when it comes to information about how the patriarchal
family actually functioned in Julfan society. What we have to rely upon are a hand-
ful of observationsmade by European travelers and sections of the Astrakhan Code
of Laws that cover inheritance law. Other information must be gathered and care-
fully pieced together from contracts and business correspondence of particular Jul-
fan families.82

Our earliest glimpse into the social structure of the traditional Armenian family
in the early modern period comes from the pen of the English traveler John Cart-
wright, who traveled throughOld Julfa in the closing years of the sixteenth century:

Their families are very great; for, both Sonnes, Nephewes and Nieces doe dwell under
one roofe, having all their substance in common: and when the father dyeth, the eld-
est Sonnedoth governe the rest, all submitting themselves underhis regiment. Butwhen
the eldest Sonne dyeth, the government doth not passe to his sonnes, but to the eldest
brother. And if it chance to fall out, that all the brethren doe die, then the government
doth belong to the eldest Sonne of the eldest Brother, and so fromone to the another.83

Needless to say, the rigidly patriarchal nature of the family described in these lines
was not unique to Julfans, as manyMediterranean and Indian Ocean communities
during this period also shared this trait. Like its counterparts in theMediterranean
and IndianOcean, the Julfan patriarchal household tended to have a far larger num-
ber of members than the modern nuclear family. Some families had several dozen
members, as the Julfan family known as the Kars’nmankants (from the Armenian
compound for forty children) indicates. Jean Chardin suggests that some Julfan
households had as many as five hundred extendedmembers, a fact that sometimes
allowed them to survive as a corporate entity for several centuries.84

Whatwas perhapsmore unique to the JulfanArmenian patriarchal traditionwas
that it did not seem to pay much attention to the law of primogenitor, as patriar-
chal succession does not appear to have devolved automatically from the father to
his oldest son but to the oldest survivingmalemember of the extended family, such
as the deceased father’s brother or one of his sons.This is evident in two related as-
pects of Julfan commercial life. First, the eldest male was expected to be in charge
of the entire household and even have authority over the families of his younger
brothers or nephews. Most Julfan families lived in one great house in which the
brotherswith their familieswould share the same roof ruled by the eldestmalemem-
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ber of the extended family.Thus, after the death of the patriarch of the khwajaMi-
nasian family in Julfa in 1702, the five surviving sons continued to live under the
same roof for quite some time and were under the authority of the eldest brother.
Second, the rule of male seniority also applied to the running of the family busi-
ness, where the eldest surviving male after the death of the patriarch would be in
charge of managing or directing the collective affairs of the firm. Younger brothers
were expected to defer to their senior siblings.85

Julfans organized their businesses primarily by combining the archaic structure
of the patriarchal family outlined abovewith sophisticated techniques of capital in-
vestment in overseasmarkets, credit-sharingmechanisms, complex accounting, and
informationmonitoring. It is important to point out that pace BaghdiantzMcCabe
and others who continue to adhere to the unified “Julfan Trading Company” the-
sis, Julfan merchants did not have a modern joint-stock principle as the basis of
their trade.Thus, unlike the anonymous nature of the modernmultinational joint-
stock firm, whose origins go back to the East India Companies of the seventeenth
century, Julfan family firms were not able to raise their capital base from as wide a
pool of investors as the English East India Company and its Dutch counterpart, the
Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC), many of whose shareholders were
unrelated to one another and often did not even know each other. Moreover, un-
like the European East India Companies, whose large volume and high frequency
of long-distance transactions required them to develop a sophisticated bureaucracy
of management resulting in the employment of several hundred salaried employ-
ees to look after every aspect of the firm’s overseas trade, the typical Julfan family
firm did not feature a separation of ownership andmanagement, which was a hall-
mark of the modern firm.86

As we shall see in the course of the brief discussion of the administrative struc-
ture of Julfa in chapter 7, each of Julfa’s twenty districts had its own representative
official called the kadkhuda, or district head, who was in charge of the internal ad-
ministration of his district. The kadkhuda was chosen from the wealthiest family
residing in each district, and, in addition to representing his district, he played an
important role in the township’s twomajor autonomous administrative bodies: the
Assembly of Merchants and the more general Municipal Assembly. Now, some of
these twenty families from whose ranks New Julfa’s district heads were appointed
were in all likelihood also among thewealthiest families inOld Julfa, and somemay
even have had the genuine roots they claimed in the former landed aristocracy of
classical Armenia, before they were forcibly relocated to Isfahan in 1605.87 It would
not be an exaggeration to say that together these twenty or so elite families ran the
economy of Julfa.What is important for our discussion here is to note that the sons
of these families used their inheritance money as capital for investments overseas
by organizing their business ventures around the preexisting structure of the pa-
triarchal household. Below, I will briefly look at two of Julfa’s wealthiest families
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and use their life histories to demonstrate how the Julfan family firm functioned
and how it incorporated the institution of the commenda into its activities. The in-
corporation of the commenda into the operation of family firms allowed them to
expand the spheres of their economic activities far beyond the confines of kinship.
Family firms, as we shall see, consisted of more than family members or blood rel-
atives;most Julfan family firms also hired numerous employees, including low-level
servants and couriers as well as trusted commenda agents, many of whomwere not
blood relatives.

THE SCERIMAN/SHAHRIMAN/
SHAHRIMANIAN FAMILY FIRM

The Sirs Scerimans/Shahrimanians, the name to which our most vivid grati-
tude will forever render us infinitely more respectable, are today the only no-
blemen among those of the Armenian nation, a glorious title that the kings of
Persia have given them along with the privilege of having their own private
church where the Divine service is held in the Catholic fashion, albeit in the
Armenian language, and which is served by two bishops and three Armenian
priests united to the RomanChurch,maintained by the generosity of these sirs.
The kings of Persia have granted them all these favors as reward for the serv-
ices they have rendered to the State. They were five brothers, all united in the
same business, having large and flourishing families, factors, and correspon-
dents in all the major cities of Europe and Asia; and God having given them
somuch blessing to their affairs, whichmade them,without exception, the rich-
est andmost powerful of the nation; distinguished by their piety and their zeal
for the propagation of the faith even more so than by their nobility and their
wealth, they took pride in being the declared protectors of themissionaries and
above all the Jesuits in Julfa, where they built for them the beautiful church that
I mentioned earlier, and in their love for religion and in their attachment to
the company [of Jesus]. So many services rendered by these pious and illustri-
ous sirs have actually prompted [Pope]ClementXI to promote one of their chil-
dren, Monsignor Basilio Sceriman, to the illustrious post of Prelate of the Ro-
manChurch and to entrust himwith the governorship of themost considerable
cities of the Ecclesiastical State. A blessed augury of an even higher eminence
is that there are grounds to believe that the Sovereign Pontifs would crown this
enlightened and virtuous Prelate for his personal merits.88

The Sceriman/Shahrimanian family was the most influential and wealthiest family
of RomanCatholic Armenians in Julfa (see figs. 13 and 14).89 Likemost Julfan fam-
ilies, the Shahrimanians were originally from Old Julfa. The great patriarch of the
family, Agha Murat, was among those deported from Old Julfa by Shah ‘Abbas I
during the first years of the seventeenth century.90We know nothing aboutMurat’s
life in Old Julfa or about his career in Julfa after his resettlement there in 1605. Of
his two grandsons, Nazar and Shahriman, the first does not seem to have had any
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offspring, so the family continued through Shahriman’s line and bore his name.91
Shahriman’s son Sarhat was responsible for expanding the family’s wealth and in-
fluence in themid-seventeenth century.The evidence suggests that unlikemostAr-
menian merchants from Julfa, the Shahrimanians were from very early on primar-
ily diamond and gemmerchants. Sarhat’s eldest son, Zaccaria, was a royalmerchant
for Shah Suleyman (Shah Safi II, 1666–1694) and for the chief minister (i’timad al
dawla) of Iran.92 It was Zaccariawhopresented numerous gifts to theRussian court,
including a golden throne decorated with thousands of diamonds and precious
stones in 1659.93 This generous gesture paved the way to Czar Alexei’s granting of
special privileges to Julfan merchants to use the Russian route to export silk to Eu-
rope (see chapter 4). At the same time, the Shahrimanian family began exploring
other avenues for expansion.

Already in 1613, the family owned a house in Venice, which served as a tempo-
rary residence for use by their agents and family members who had business to at-
tend to in theMediterranean and elsewhere in Europe.94 Italy had become a favorite
business destination for various senior members of the Shahrimanian family from
very early on. In the 1650s and 1660s, Gaspar Shahriman, the fourth son of Khwaja
Sarhat, was spending long periods inVenice, Livorno, andRome. In the 1690s,Nazar
and Shahriman, the sons ofMurat di Sceriman, another son of Sarhat, had invested
close to 720,000 ducats in interest-bearing accounts in various Venetian banks and
offered other substantial loans to the republic to help finance its wars against the
Ottomans.95The family’s orientation toward the Italian city-states was reflected not
only in their financial concerns. It had a cultural component as well.

In 1646,Khwaja Sarhat is said to have converted toCatholicism.96 Several decades
later, in 1684, elevenmembers of the family formally abjured loyalty to theArmenian
Church and embraced Catholicism in Julfa in the presence of a Carmelite mis-
sionary.97 From then on, they became the pillars of Catholicism in Julfa and great
supporters of the Vatican. As a result of their generous financial support, they were
granted numerous privileges by a grateful Rome. As in Russia, numerous favors for
the Vatican, starting in the 1680s while the family was still in Julfa, resulted in a pa-
pal bull of 1696, granting the family trading privileges in Rome, Ancona, and Civ-
itavecchia, aswell as full citizenship inRome.98TheShahrimanian family’s patronage
of the Vatican was also crucial in gaining them an audience with Emperor Leopold
in the late 1690s.99 In 1699, the recommendation of the papacy and similar favors
by the family to the Austro-Hungarian Empire resulted in the granting of the titles
of counts in Hungary by Emperor Leopold II.100 Similarly, when the Shahrimani-
ans loanedVenice 720,000 ducats (an astronomical sumprobablyworth several bil-
lion U.S. dollars) to help finance its wars against the Ottomans in the early 1690s,
the family was accorded numerous privileges by the Venetian senate. Incidentally,
the family settled in Venice in 1698, shortly after extending these loans. Two years
earlier, in 1696, they had been enrolled “in the citizenship of Rome, and granted



Figure 13. Sceriman family tree stampa; Resultato del processo per la verificazione dei
requisiti alla N.V. nella famiglia de Co. Co: Fr[ate]lli Sceriman, ABMC, MS Cod. Cigogna
3428/9. Courtesy of the Archivio della Biblioteca di Museo Correr.
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the freedomof Civitavecchia andAncona: two ports throughwhich Pope Innocent
XII was hoping to improve the commerce of the Papal States.”101 They were also
made members of the nobility in a string of Italian city-states, including Orvieto
(1736), Spoleto (1740), Viterbo (1749), Perugia (1749), and Macerata (1751).102

Privileges abroad came at a heavy price at home and alienated the Shahrimani-
ans from the Armenian Church hierarchy in Julfa. In 1694, when tensions between
Catholic missionaries in Julfa and the Armenian Church came to a head, the Shah-
rimanians bore the brunt of anti-Catholic fervor in Isfahan, which was fueled un-
der increasing pressure by Shah Sultan Hussein.103 As life in Julfa became increas-
ingly difficult for the Shahrimanians, the family banked on its financial and cultural
investments in Italy. In 1698, Khwaja Gaspar, the son of Khwaja Sarhat, migrated
and settled in Venice, bringing his family with him. He was joined shortly after-
ward by his older brother KhwajaMarcara and his family.104 Perhaps in light of the
deteriorating situation in Iran andwith a strategic view to secure a hospitable haven
in the future, Marcara had earlier made a personal loan to the Venetian republic of
200,000 ducats,105 to help in their war with the Ottomans.106
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As a family firm, the Shahrimanians followed the principle of the eldest male
being the director of the company’s business and having patriarchal and manage-
rial authority over his siblings and their families. In the 1660s, themost seniormem-
ber of the Shahrimanian firm appears to have been Sarhat’s son Marcara, whose
signature is affixed to the 1667 trade agreement between Julfan merchants and the
Russian court, thus suggesting that he was also the kadkhuda, or district head, of
the neighborhood in Julfa (named after the family) where the family resided.107
After the relocation of a large segment of the Shahrimanian family to Venice and
Livorno, the firm’s headquarters also seem to have moved with them, though we
cannot know for certain how the firm’s organization was affected as a result of this
move. It could be that the branch in Venice and Livornowas subservient to the one
in Julfa, where all the important decisions regarding the business of the familywere
made and the account books regularly updated. It could also be that the head-
quarters of the Shahrimanian firm shifted to Venice in 1698 and relied on the Julfa
branch as a regional office in West Asia until the firm was somehow dissolved in
the late eighteenth century.The third possibility, raised by Claudia Bonardi, is that
the firm broke apart into separate and independent branches in 1717.108The avail-
able documents do not shed much light on this issue, and more work needs to be
done on the family papers stored in Venice, Padua, and Verona to arrive at a more
definitive conclusion.The secondhypothesis—namely, thatVenice or Livorno acted
as the headquarters of the firm—is supported by the fact that themost seniormem-
bers of the Shahrimanian family (i.e., the brothers Marcara, Murat, and Gasparo)
had permanently immigrated to Italy in the 1690s and considered Italy as their new
home. In any case, the surviving family and business letters stored in the Archivio
di Stato di Venezia, in the Alishan archives in San Lazzaro, and the Don Mazza
archives in Verona indicate that a lively correspondence was maintained between
the Venice/Livorno and Julfa branches of the family. If we allow for Bonardi’s un-
documented assertion that the firm was “liquidated” in 1717, resulting in several
independent branches defined by regional location, andmanaged by brothers who
had grown apart from each other due to their different lifestyles in their respective
host societies, then we must allow for the possibility that these independent fam-
ily units still cooperated with one another after the dissolution of the original fam-
ily firm. That this is a possibility is demonstrated by the letter book of Hakob di
Murat (Jacobo or Giacomo di Murat Sceriman), which contains business corre-
spondence in the Julfa dialect with family members dispersed in many directions
from 1731 to 1734.109

Like other Julfan family firms, the Shahrimanian family firmdid not employ only
immediate family members but recruited its commenda agents and servants from
the Julfan community at large. Whether these agents were recruited because they
were Catholics like the Shahrimanians is an interesting question but one that the
sources do not shed light on; we do know that in one case at least one of the fam-
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ily’s agents (a certain Grigor son of Kaluts/Galuts) also had a father (Kaluts/Galuts
son of Astuatsapov) who was a Shahriman agent, thus suggesting that some agents
were specifically recruited from well-tested and trusted families.110 A similar ten-
dency of hiring commenda agents from the same trusted families can also be seen
in the case of the KhwajaMinasian family, who hired at least two agents of the same
family, the brothersAgha diMatos ofVenice/Livorno andMelkumdiMatos.111The
evidence indicates that the overwhelming majority of the Shahrimanian com-
menda agents weremembers of the Julfan coalition; only a fewwere originally from
the Armenian town of Agulis, and possibly one was a Hindu agent named Chander-
bahan who seems to have handled the firm’s “corrals for diamonds” business in
Goa, India.The evidence does not indicatewhether thisHindu agentwas employed
under a commenda contract or, more likely, worked for the family in another ca-
pacity, as a commission agent, for instance.112 A 1699 report sent to the Propaganda
Fide in Rome indicates that in Isfahan alone, the Shahrimanians had “50 domes-
tics and 100 employees in their merchants’ business.”113 In other words, their fam-
ily firm branch in Julfa employed fifty servants (probably couriers and other low-
level laborers) and up to a hundred agents who were dispatched in all directions
under commenda contracts, with the purpose of putting the family’s capital towork.
BesidesVenice and Livorno, these factorsworked inMughal India (mostly in Surat,
Goa, Hugli, and Madras), the Ottoman Empire (in Izmir, Istanbul, and Aleppo,
among other places),114 Iran, Russia (Astrakhan,Moscow, and St. Petersburg), Hol-
land (Amsterdam where the family polished and sold its diamonds from India),
Spain (Cadiz), and the Austro-Hungarian Empire (Vienna). In addition, the older
males of the family periodically dispatched their younger brothers to various parts
of the Julfan network where the family saw the need to maintain permanent rep-
resentatives drawn from their ranks. Thus Sarhat Shahriman the son of Emanuel
was based in Calcutta during the first half of the eighteenth century, whileMarcara
Shahriman, a descendant of the Shahriman line in Livorno, shuttled back and forth
betweenLivorno andMadras before dying in Livorno in the 1780s.115 Another fam-
ily member, Ignatius Shahrimanian, was stationed in Moscow and St. Petersburg
in the first two decades of the eighteenth century. In 1717, Ignatius opened Russia’s
first silk-manufacturing workshop in Moscow.116 In the 1670s, the family had fac-
tors and cousins stationed in Pegu (Burma).117 Fifty years later, Hovhannes son of
Zaccaria Shahriman was residing in Dutch-controlled Malacca.118

The picture of the family that emerges from these details is one of a shrewd and
strategizing band of brothers and male cousins who seem always to have not only
the future of their family’s commercial interests in mind but also its survival and
staying power in new lands, and they made these new lands their home while still
being bound in one way or another, whether through trade, language, personal re-
lationships, food, or otherwise, to their original home in Iran.



THE KHWAJA MINASIAN FAMILY FIRM

Alongwith the Shahrimanians and contemporaneously, theKhwajaMinasianswere
among the leading merchant families of New Julfa. The patriarch of the family was
one Khwaja Minas, son of Panos. The available evidence regarding this merchant
paints a picture of an extremely affluent transimperial businessman with contacts
in Mughal India, his native Isfahan, and Russia. Very little is known of Khwaja Mi-
nas’s early commercial activities. It is likely that he became awealthy khwaja or agha
in the same manner as some of his fellow Julfan merchants, that is, by working as a
commenda agent for another wealthy merchant. That this might well be the case is
suggested by the “Book ofMemoirs” ofMonsignor Basilio Sceriman, written in Italy
in 1733, in which the author notes that “a certain Minas, who was Mister Sarat’s
factor [i.e., commenda agent], in the course of time had come to possess almost one
million Venetian ducats [in wealth] and was the richest [merchant] of almost all the
Julfans.”119 The same source mentions that Sarat Sceriman had married off one of
his offspring to the eldest daughter of thisMinas, whowas apparently trading on be-
half of hismaster in India, in themid-seventeenth century.120 In any case, in the 1660s,
KhwajaMinas seems to have settled in Surat, where he conducted business with lo-
cal merchants as well as the Portuguese and the English.121 An English East India
Company document from 1662 refers to one of Minas’s ships, the St. Michael, giv-
ing passage to two company officials traveling to Mocha.122 Other documents from
the Surat dispatchbooks indicate thatMinas owned afleet ofmerchant vessels,which
plied the waters of the South China Sea (Siam and Timor) and traded as far away as
Manila.123 In 1669, Khwaja Minas “ranked as one of the wealthiest merchants of
Surat.”124 An “able and well-reputed Armenian merchant,” Minas is already men-
tioned in 1665 as the “President of the Armenians” of Surat.125 In 1676, he seems to
have settled in Bombay, following the invitation of the English.126 An indication of
his stature back home in Julfa can be surmised from his presence as one of twenty-
three signatories to a letter sent by the Assembly of Merchants to the Russian czar in
March 1671.127 In his last will and testament (fig. 15), written in Julfa in 1700 shortly
before his death, Khwaja Minas left his fortune to his four sons.128

Like many wealthy Julfan families, the Minasians seem to have weathered the
political and economic storms caused by the collapse of the Safavid dynasty in 1722
and the sacking of Isfahan by Afghan troops. The real blow to their fortunes came
with the usurpation of the Safavid mantle by the Afshar tribal leader Tahmas Kuli
Khan (who adopted the name Nadir Shah upon assuming the Iranian throne in
1737). The political and economic instability resulting from Nadir’s despotic and
extortionist policies had a direct impact on the Minasians. In a well-known inci-
dent,Nadir had twoArmenians, four Jews, and two Indians burned alive at the stake
in Isfahan’s Central Square (Meydan-i Shah) in 1747 over an incident involving the
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Figure 15. Will of Khwaja Minas di Panos; “Zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—Ktakner
Nor Jugha,” ASMA, folder 28/13. Courtesy of the All Savior’s Monastery Archive.
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purchase of a valuable horse cloth. (See chapter 8 for details and references.) The
object was studded with precious jewels, exciting Nadir’s rapacity andmoving him
to torture its owners in order to extort money from their families. Nadir’s Armen-
ian victims were wealthy sexagenarianmerchants: Khwaja Emniaz, the last surviv-
ing son of Khwaja Minas di Panos and the most senior member of the Minasian
family firm, and Harut‘iwn (Aratoon) Shahrimanian, a scion of the Shahrimanian
family, who, unlike his brothers and sons residing in Venice, Livorno, andMadras,
had decided to stay behind in Julfa. This incident caused the mass exodus of Julfa’s
leading families. Some of these families, including the Minasians, fled by caravan
to the Ottoman-held cities of Baghdad and Basra as well as to the Persian Gulf port
of Bandar Rig, which they used as a springboard to India.

From Basra, the remnants of the Minasian family migrated to Surat, where the
patriarch of the family appears to have resided in the seventeenth century, and
thence to the rich commercial centers of Bengal, such as Saidabad (the Armenian
suburb of the provincial capital of Murshidabad), Hugli, Calcutta, and as far south
as Madras. Khwaja Minas di Elias, the grandson of the patriarch and an important
member of the Minasian family firm in the 1740s, was a resident of Murshidabad
and Calcutta in the 1750s; his descendants were still living in Chinsura and Cal-
cutta in the middle of the nineteenth century.129 There were also Minasians resid-
ing as far away as Tiflis/Tbilisi (in the Russian Empire) in the first half of the nine-
teenth century and the Dutch East Indies (present-day Indonesia and Malaysia/
Penang).130

Though theywere scattered in India and Iran, theMinasians arranged their busi-
ness affairs by working together as a family firm. After the death of the patriarch,
his eldest sons, beginning with Seth Agha and followed by Elias, were in charge of
both theMinasian family and the family firm (see fig. 16). By the early 1740s, Khwaja
Minas di Panos’s only surviving son, Khwaja Emniaz di Minas, was the firm’s di-
rector. Upon his murder in 1747, authority was passed not to one of his sons but
to Aghamal, the son of his brother Shafraz, who was the eldest male in the family.
While the oldest males took charge of the family firm, younger cousins worked for
the firm as business associates. Some younger members were entrusted with small
sums of the family’s capital to trade overseas, often under commenda arrangements,
for their older siblings.ThusMinas di Elias was sent to India in 1744 to invest a siz-
able part of the family’s capital in a business venture that ultimately fell victim to
the British navy.131 Much earlier, when Minas di Elias was in his early twenties, he
was sent toManila on a smaller mission.132 In principle, the brothers invested their
family firm’s capital in their business ventures, but outside investors alsomade joint
ventures, adding their own capital to a growing pool of investments.

It seems that the principal difference between the Minasian and Shahrimanian
family firms was in the geographic scope of their operations and in their organiza-
tional structure. The Shahrimanian family was the larger of the two; it had more
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members, especially sons, whowere able to take important positions as juniormem-
bers of the firm and act as direct representatives of their family’s interests in diverse
places.The structure of the Shahrimanian family firmalso differed significantly from
that of the Minasian family firm.TheMinasians were headquartered in Julfa from
the beginning of their firm in the 1660s.They seemed to have survived several up-
heavals in Julfa, including the Afghan invasion of 1722, and continued to maintain
a strictly centralized operation in the Armenian suburb. The senior heads of the
firmwere always in the nodal center of the network, where they had close ties with
the township’s Assembly of Merchants and were thus able to resolve disputes with
their employees. The Minasian head office remained in Julfa until 1747, when the
seniormembers of the familywere forced to abandon their homes afterNadir Shah’s
extortionist policies drove many of Julfa’s most wealthy members into exile. After
their dispersal from Julfa to India, theMinasian firm seems to have financially col-
lapsed, for we do not have any evidence of their activities, indicating that they were
not able to survive the losses they endured in 1747. The few Minasians who were
able to resettle in India do not seem to have been financially influential.

The Shahrimanians, on the other hand, do not appear to have been able tomain-
tain their firm’s headquarters firmly in place in Julfa for very long. As Catholic Ar-
menians, they would be subject to too many risks in Julfa. As we have seen, three
of the most important branches of the family, that of Markar, Gaspar, and Murat,
permanently resettled in Italy in the 1690s. Nevertheless, the family maintained a
continued presence in its ancestral suburb, where other branches continued to re-
side.Thus, from the 1690s, the firm’s headquarters appear to have shifted alongwith
somemembers of the family toVenice andLivorno,whence the Shahrimanians con-
tinued to operate for roughly another century, until late in the 1700s, when their
business fortunes declined. The evidence suggests that in the first half of the eigh-
teenth century, when the Shahrimanian firmwas still experiencing a rise in its finan-
cial fortune, the office in Venice (and to a lesser extent, Livorno) frequently com-
municated with the branch in Julfa to coordinate its overall activities. It seems
sensible to speculate that the Julfa branch, despite appearing to be subordinate to
the office in Venice, was integral to the smooth functioning of the firm and was,
therefore, maintained as long as possible for at least two reasons. First, the firm’s
traditional capital-generating markets were in India and Southeast Asia, which
meant that having a regional office in Julfawas important in coordinating the affairs
of the firm’s commenda agents.The Julfa office, in otherwords, was strategically use-
ful in linking the Mediterranean sphere of the family’s activities with the diamond
and gemmarkets in the IndianOcean. Second, despite their Catholicism and eager-
ness to integrate, assimilate, and succeed in their host society in Venice, the Shahri-
manians were still Julfan Armenians. Their trade was also confined to and shaped
by the Julfan “coalition.” For instance, there is no evidence that the Scerimans ever
hired more than a handful of noncoalition members to work for their firm; almost
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all of the Shahrimanian factors we know of were JulfanArmenians.Thismeant that
the Julfa office couldmore effectivelymonitor and sanction the behavior of the firm’s
commenda agents and other dependents. In all probability, the Shahrimanian
members in Julfa could and didmake use of the township’s Assembly ofMerchants.
In cases involving legal disputes, no petition of this sort to the assembly seems to
have survived in the archives; however, there are dozens of other legal papers indi-
cating that members of the Shahrimanian family, despite their Catholicism, made
liberal use of Julfa’s Municipal Assembly to ratify important documents, including
those related to business contracts and powers of attorney.133

Despite these differences, however, both family firmswere organized around the
patriarchal unit of the family, and,more importantly, bothmade liberal use of com-
menda agents fromoutside their immediate families as the bulk of their employees.

The commenda contract was arguably the most significant legal instrument for Jul-
fan long-distance trade. It was significant because it enabledwealthymerchantswith
capital to become even wealthier, while at the same time allowing young Julfans
with little or no capital of their own to enter the world of trade and eventually be-
come well-to-do merchants themselves. The legal responsibilities assigned to the
parties as well as the highly unequal ratios of profit and the patriarchal rituals in-
volving the unconditional obedience of agent to “master” seem harsh and exploi-
tative by modern standards, but they were ideally suited to life in the early modern
period, when capital was in short supply and men’s lives were not held in as high
esteem as they generally are today. The commenda was not only suitable for young
men with no capital of their own; it was also eminently suitable for the expansion
of the organizational building blocks of Julfan trade, namely, the family firms. As
a result of the commenda, Julfan merchants were able to broaden their firms be-
yond the limits imposed by kinship ties and thus hire a broad variety of employees
from within the Julfan network, based on the quality of their skills and their suc-
cess in the field. Moreover, as an economic institution, the Julfan commenda was
equipped with built-in features that significantly reduced acts of opportunism and
malfeasance by agents, who were entrusted with large sums of capital with which
to tradewhile away from theirmasters at home in Julfa.Thesemechanisms for polic-
ing long-distance trust relations between khwajas in Julfa and their agents overseas
included (1) the stipulation in Julfan commercial law that “masters” were obliged
to look after the needs of their agents’ familieswhile the agentswere traveling abroad,
which amounted to keeping agents’ familymembers in Julfa essentially as “hostages”
or collateral against themoney that was entrusted to the agents; (2)making the im-
proper keeping of accounts by agents punishable by flogging or bastinadoing; and
(3) making it legally difficult, if not impossible, for agents to continue working
inside the network without getting a letter of severance (ghatilayagir) from their
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original masters. Of course, for the commenda to function properly as a mecha-
nism for regulating long-distance trust, it helped for the agents to be from Julfa.
Thus it is clear that the commenda was the principal engine of Julfan expansion,
and the surviving contracts and other evidence indicate that all agents working for
Julfan masters had family relations in Julfa.

The commenda, however, had a dark side that scholars have neglected to study.
In the short term the commendawas ideal for enforcing “trust” between agents and
principals, but it limited the Julfan network’s ability to expand to new markets in
the long term. The next chapter will look at the role of “trust” in Julfan trade from
a broader perspective.



7

Trust, Social Capital, and Networks
Informal and Semiformal Institutions at Work

Trust consists of placing valued outcomes at risk to others’ malfeasance, mis-
takes, or failures. Trust relationships include those in which people regularly
take such risks. Although some trust relationships remain purely dyadic, for
the most part they operate within a network of similar relationships. Trust
networks, then, consist of ramified interpersonal connections, consisting
mainly of strong ties, within which people set valued, consequential, long-
term resources and enterprises at risk to the malfeasance, mistakes, or fail-
ures of others.1

A group within which there is extensive trustworthiness and extensive trust
is able to accomplishmuchmore than a comparable group without that trust-
worthiness and trust.2

Trustwas an essential component of earlymodern long-distance trade, as such trade
dependedupon amodicumofmutual confidence and expectation that neither party
would be defrauded by the other in a potentially profitable venture. Trust emerges
as an issue because economic transactions in earlymodern long-distance tradewere
rarely based on “simultaneous exchange.”3 Rather, the quidwas separated from the
quo over time and space in such transactions, to paraphrase Avner Greif.4 Risk and
potentialmalfeasance arise because of this separation.5 For instance, aswe have seen,
an eighteenth-century Armenian merchant from Julfa who wanted to sell his mer-
chandise or invest his capital in purchasing goods in a market situated at a great
distance from his base usually did not travel with his goods or capital to that dis-
tant market himself. Instead, he delegated a commenda agent or factor to carry out
this task on his behalf. In such a situation, the stationary merchant needed to have
some level of trust that his agent would not disappear with his capital once he had
left his sight. After all, what would prevent a factor from absconding with his mas-
ter’smoney once he had traveled from Isfahan to India or Italy andwas out of reach?
Given the potential risks inherent in such a venture, why would amerchant in Julfa
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wanting to do business in India or the Mediterranean entrust large sums of capital
and consign goods to a factor, knowing that the factor might cheat him? Trust was
also vital formerchants who needed to appoint representatives and give thempow-
ers of attorney to carry out important services, often in distant places where the
merchants themselves could not be present. It was equally important in caseswhere
large sums of money were loaned on credit to be repaid at some specified time or
place in the future. For these and other similar transactions to take place, some level
of trust between the interested parties was necessary. If such trust existed, the par-
ties to a transaction would cooperate more effectively. Thus trust was essential in
generating an atmosphere of cooperation and collective action among merchants
conducting long-distance trade. But how was trust itself generated?

Most scholars of earlymodernmerchant communities have either altogether ig-
nored the role of trust as an important factor in the lives of early modern long-dis-
tance merchants or, when they have realized its importance, have merely posited
trust as a given attribute of such communities, not as a factor requiring historical
explanation or analysis. As Francesca Trivellato has noted, the tendency of some
scholars to take trust for granted is a legacy of the school of “trade diaspora” schol-
arship, whose followers have worked under the influence of Philip Curtin and Ab-
ner Cohen.6 Trivellato suggests that such scholars have treated merchant commu-
nities under the label of “trade diasporas” as “communities of mercantile trust” (to
use Chris Bayly’s term), thus giving the false impression that trust is a natural by-
product of “closely knit communities.”7 Even scholarswhodonot use the term “trade
diaspora” but stick to the less problematic label of “merchant community” have in-
voked trust as a “self evident attribute of a merchant community.”8 For instance,
Frédéric Mauro, in an otherwise excellent account of Julfan merchants, remarks:
“One of the reasons for the success of the Armenians was the atmosphere that pre-
vailed at the heart of this merchant community: a great sense of solidarity based on
kinship ties or marriage and on contractual relations, especially relations of trust.”9
Mauro, however, does not explain what these “relations of trust” are, implying in-
stead that they somehowarise from“kinship ties ormarriage.”Another scholar,Vahe
Baladouni, also attempting to answer a question first posed by Fernand Braudel—
namely, what constituted “the key to [the Armenians’] fabulous success,”10 in com-
parison to themore advanced organizational formembodied by the European joint-
stock companies—posits “the ethos of trust” as his response.11 However, he fails to
provide a sustained discussion of how this ethos was created and what character-
ized its functioning in Julfan society. Similarly, Sushil Chaudhury, one of the latest
in a long line of scholars puzzled by the success of Julfan merchants, offers the fol-
lowing account for their success: “In all probability, the Armenians succeeded be-
cause they were able to create networks of trust, shared information and mutual
support based on the fact that they were a distinctive ethnic and religiousminority.”12
Chaudhury then goes on to assert that the “ethos of trust” among Julfan Armeni-
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ans stemmed from their business arrangements, which were based on “family kin-
ship and trusted fellow-countrymen.” The problem with this line of reasoning is
that it conflates the notion of “a distinctive ethnic and religious [minority] com-
munity” with trust. It also leads to the absurd conclusion that Armenians trusted
one another simply because they were Armenians. In other words, for Chaudhury
and others, kinship or ethno-religious ties appear to serve as self-evident explana-
tions for trust. This inability to explain trust in a historical and rigorously analyti-
cal manner seems to account for the strange absence of the topic in a recently com-
piled collection of essays devoted to the “diaspora entrepreneurial networks,” in
which one would have expected the discussion of trust to occupy an important
place.13

This chapter seeks to provide a historical explanation for the role of trust and
cooperation in the Julfan trade network of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Unlike other discussions of trust, it approaches the topic not through an examina-
tion of the now burgeoning and “abstract” literature on the varieties of trust and
their differentmeanings,14 but through an exploration of trust in the context ofwhat
political scientists and economic sociologists term “social capital theory.” By re-
moving trust and cooperation from the field of abstract philosophical discussions
and embedding themwithin the concrete context of social networks, their “norms”
for proper conduct, and the sanctions used to enforce these norms, the literature
on social capital has proved a fruitful tool for the analysis of a host of problems,
ranging from third world underdevelopment to societies and economies under-
going post-Soviet transition. Surprisingly, however, it has had little influence on
scholarsworking on earlymodernmerchant communities.15One of the aims of this
chapter is to import the concept of “social capital” from the literature of sociology,
economic sociology, and political science into the study of early modernmerchant
communities. In doing so, this chapter seeks to shed light not only on the “elusive
notion of trust” in the context of Julfan trade in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies,16 but also to suggest new ways of exploring trust and cooperation in early
modern merchant communities in general. The chapter argues that the Julfan net-
work and the community of merchants it supported was characterized by high
levels of social capital and that this social capital, inherent in the network’s peculiar
social structure, was the key factor that enabled Julfan merchants to generate and
maintain trust, trustworthiness, and uniformnorms necessary for cooperation and
collective action. My treatment of Julfan “trust relations” focuses mostly on intra-
Julfan relations and addresses the question of how Julfansmanaged trust in the con-
text of long-distance trade involving the commenda form of partnership examined
in detail in chapter 6. Unlike the important work of Trivellato on Sephardic mer-
chants,17 I do not examine cross-cultural trust relations between Julfans and out-
siders, for two reasons: (1) the evidence at our disposal suggests that the highest
levels of trust in Julfan long-distance trade involved commenda partnerships, and
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most if not all such partnerships were between members of the Julfan community
and did not involve outsiders; and (2) in cases involving money lending between
Julfans and Indian sarrafs in Isfahan, where trust would have been a vital concern,18
the evidence at hand does not allow us to discuss the matter extensively. This im-
portant element of Julfan trade remains to be examined sometime in the future.

TRUST AND SOCIAL CAPITAL

Most of the literature on trust during the last two decades of the twentieth century
has focused on what trust means rather than how it functions in society. This pre-
occupation with semantic concerns, and the rather abstract level of discussion it
has produced, are to a great extent a result of the inherent ambiguity in the term it-
self. Standard dictionary definitions usually list a spectrumofmeanings for theword
trust (including “confidence,” “reliance,” “faith,” and “dependence”),19 not all ofwhich
are consistent with one another.

For the purposes of our discussion here,DiegoGambetta’s andParthaDasgupta’s
definitions can serve as points of departure. For both scholars, trust is essentially a
matter connected with expectations and risk. According to Gambetta, “Trust . . . is
a particular level of subjective probability withwhich an agent assesses that another
agent or group of agents will perform a particular action, both before he can mon-
itor such action (or independent of his capacity ever to be able to monitor it) and
in a context in which it affects his own action.”20Thus, concludes Gambetta, “when
we say we trust someone or that someone is trustworthy, we implicitly mean that
the probability that he will perform an action that is beneficial or at least not detri-
mental to us is high enough for us to consider engaging in some form of coopera-
tion with him.”21 Dasgupta also develops his theory of trust around the key notion
of expectation but argues that one’s expectations of another’s course of action are
based on the other person’s reputation. Such “reputation” is the opinion that others
have formed about the person based on their observations of his past behavior.22

One of the most compelling attempts to incorporate theoretically the effect of
reputation in relations of trust has come from sociologists working in the field of
social capital theory. Although precursors to the concept of “social capital” can be
traced back to the works of Adam Smith, David Hume, and Alexis de Tocqueville,
it was not until the 1980s and 1990s that the concept entered the mainstream so-
cial sciences and became a buzzword for economists, political scientists, sociolo-
gists, and even policy makers at theWorld Bank and the United Nations.23The in-
tellectual father of the concept is generally recognized to be the influential French
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, who first discussed the term in its modern sense while
criticizing conventional economic thought for narrowly focusing on only one form
of capital in social relations—that is, capital as envisaged in neoclassical economic
theory24—at the expense of other varieties of capital, among which he listed social
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capital. Other thinkers who developed and popularized the concept, particularly
in North America, were James Coleman, who wrote a pathbreaking essay on the
concept in 1988, and political scientist Robert Putnam,who perhapsmore than any
thinker took the concept to new heights in his numerous works on civic culture.25

But what exactly is social capital, and how is it generated? Putnam defines it as
“features of social organizations such as networks, norms and social trust that fa-
cilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit.”26 Similarly, the World
Bank describes social capital as “the norms and social relations embedded in so-
cial structures that enable people to coordinate action to achieve desired goals.”27
Both definitions stress the importance of social networks, norms, and trust in gen-
erating efficient collective action.

In keeping with the definitions above, for purposes of this chapter I shall define
social capital as the value generated when individuals join together and invest re-
sources in the formation of ongoing and structured relationships with each other
(known as a “social network”) that generate collective and individual benefits.28
These benefits are diverse, but they all have one thing in common. They help the
social network of individuals to achieve their common goals, whether these goals
are collective action in pursuit of political objectives, as in the case of interest groups,
social movements, or civil society in democratic regimes, or economic objectives
and maintenance of a network’s social/communal cohesion, as in the case of the
trade networks of merchant communities in the early modern period. Fostering
trust and trustworthiness is one important way, albeit not the only one, in which
social capital helps promote collective action toward a common goal.

Theorists of social capital argue that collective action in the sense outlined above
results from the creation of four related components of social capital: (1) a social
network; (2) a set of norms, either formal, as in codified and written laws, or in-
formal, as in tacit and habitual norms of conduct internalized by individuals and
groups, in the form of what Bourdieu refers to as habitus,29 by which members of
a social network are expected to abide; (3) information flows within the social net-
work that disseminate knowledge about the norms and ensure that people are loyal
to themby sanctioning thosewhobreak a givennetwork’s norms or rewarding those
whouphold them; andfinally, (4) trust and trustworthiness betweennetworkmem-
bers, created as a result of the preceding three aspects of social capital. All four of
these attributes of social capital are important, because they enable individualmem-
bers of a social network (and the social network as a whole) to achieve goals and
objectives (economic objectives in the case of merchant communities) in a collec-
tive and coordinated manner. In the case of early modern merchant communities,
one of the principal benefits of social capital is to reduce what economic historians
call “transaction costs,” that is, “the costs of measuring and defining the attributes
of the goods and services being exchanged and the costs of enforcing agreements with
respect to contracts that aremade.”30 Transaction costs andproduction costs together
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make up the total costs of economic activity and determine whether such activity
takes place. In this connection, lack of trustworthiness, malfeasance, and resulting
expensive litigation in courts can significantly increase transaction costs, thereby
making economic activity less profitable. Social capital is thus an important aspect
of a network’s organization, because, among other things, it helps trim transaction
costs and generate more effective collective action.

The next logical question then is, what are the conditions for the creation of so-
cial capital? Do all networks automatically create social capital? According to Cole-
man, the presence of two factors is said to help generate social capital. The first is
for a social network to be characterized by “closure.”31 By this, Colemanmeans that
a network must have clearly defined borders and set rules limiting membership in
the network to certain individuals who share common values and beliefs. “Closure”
of a network is an important precondition for social capital because it helps main-
tain a clearly defined, thoughnot necessarily codified orwritten-down, set of norms
to which members of the closed network are expected to remain faithful. When
network membership is clearly defined, “members can be easily monitored, norm
violating behaviour effectively punished andnorm-compliant behaviour collectively
rewarded.”32 Closure helps maintain strict adherence to shared norms of behavior
because it enables what some economists call “reputation effects.”33 It does so be-
cause in networks where most individuals are connected to each other either di-
rectly or through friends, people prize their reputations and do their utmost to keep
them clean. Information flows are vital to themaintenance of social norms because
they spread news. Monitoring individuals’ reputations is easier, and information
normally flows more effectively and at less expense when networks are defined by
closure.

The second condition for the emergence of social capital is what Coleman, fol-
lowingMax Gluckman, calls “multiplex” relationships. By “multiplexity,” Coleman
means a network’s ability to connect its members to each other throughmore than
one role, position, or context.34Thus a network can be characterized as being mul-
tiplex or “dense,” to use Mark Granovetter’s term, if the individuals that comprise
it are socially related to each other not only through business ties but also through
membership in the same church, social club, or school system. The “denseness of
ties” is important because it establishes memberships that are crosscutting. In gen-
eral, “the denser the network of trading relationships, the greater the value of rep-
utation, and so—for purely self-interested reasons—the greater is the degree of
trust.”35 Like closure, multiplex ties are crucial for developing social capital because
the resulting “multi-stranded” ties between individuals in a network “endowmem-
berswithmultiplemeans of getting information about, punishing deviancies in and
urging collective action on one another.”36

When theorists of social capital discuss the concept, they often refer to the com-
munity of diamond merchants in New York City, whose network embodies many
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of the attributes of social capital outlined above.Thus a brief discussion of this com-
munity may help us arrive at a better understanding of social capital. Social capi-
tal theorists single out trust and trustworthiness as defining hallmarks of the com-
munity of New York diamond merchants.37 They point out, for instance, that it is
customary for these diamondmerchants to entrust bags of priceless gems to fellow
merchants for casual inspection at their own leisure. Contracts and paperwork are
not required in such transactions because cases of malfeasance are almost nonex-
istent in the community. Indeed, trust and trustworthiness are said to be so high
that merchants seal multimillion-dollar deals often with a “hand shake accompa-
niedwith thewordsmazel u’ broche” (Hebrew for “luck” and “benediction”).38These
are considered sufficient for binding complex deals and do not incur high transac-
tion costs, thus giving these merchants a competitive edge over others. Social cap-
ital theorists also refer to the diamond industry to illustrate their theory because of
another feature of economic organization that seems unique to this industry. As
Lisa Bernstein points out in a landmark study, diamond merchants do not resort
to the public legal system to resolve problems arising from disputes among mem-
bers. Instead, they resolve disputes through a private-order arbitration board that
pronounces its binding decisions on the disputing partieswithout resorting to costly
and often inefficient court appeals.39

What accounts for the high levels of trust and cooperation among these mer-
chants? About 95 percent of the diamond industry in New York City is controlled
by ultra-Orthodox Jewswho aremembers of a social network exemplifying the kind
of “closure” noted by Coleman and others as essential for social capital.40 The so-
cial network is closed because the number of merchants in the network is relatively
small (about a thousand active members who are overwhelmingly ultra-Orthodox
Jews residing in the same community neighborhoods in Brooklyn). This “closure”
enables the network to impose uniform norms of conduct that are binding on all
members and creates an effective means of monitoring and enforcing these norms.
In general, members are motivated by their self-interest not to cheat their fellow
members because of fear of jeopardizing their reputations and incurring sanctions
fromothermembers. Cheating, and thus breaking the network’s norms of conduct,
are punishable by collective ostracism in the form of being permanently banished
from the network, therefore making it very difficult, if not impossible, for dishon-
est merchants to conduct their trade. In addition to informal punishments in the
form of sanctions imposed by members of the social network on individuals who
break the norms of conduct shared by the network as a whole, punishment in the
NewYorkdiamond industry is alsometed out by theDiamondDealersClub (DDC),
which has its own private board of arbitrators who review cases of irregularities
among DDC members. As Bernstein notes, the decisions of the DDC arbitration
board are binding on its members and must be observed within ten working days.
In the event that they are not fulfilled by the guilty party, the board’s verdict along
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with a picture of the noncomplying member are “posted in a conspicuous place in
the Club rooms [and this] information is communicated to all bourses in the world
federation.”41 The World Federation of Diamond Dealers, of which the New York
branch is a member, compels its member bourses to enforce judgments made by
another bourse. Given the fact thatmost diamond dealers frequently transact busi-
ness in foreign bourses, “this reciprocity of enforcement greatly increases the
penalty for failing to voluntarily comply with an arbitration judgment.”42TheDDC
also has the power of suspending or expelling a member for failing to pay a judg-
ment or for breaching the code of conduct among its merchants. Conversely, hon-
est members in the diamond industry are rewarded for their probity with the im-
provement of their reputation in the network and thus receive future gains in the
form of more business dealings with other members. The reputation mechanism
employed in the diamond industry is based on the principle that individual behavior
is motivated by the pursuit of rational self-interest. Thus any future benefits that
accrue fromconsistently honest behavior far outweigh any short-termbenefits from
cheating.The closure of the network of diamondmerchants in New York is crucial
inmaintaining high levels of trust and trustworthiness among itsmembers, because
most members know of each other and can thus assess their expectations of others’
behavior bymonitoring their reputations before trusting them in business dealings.
Closure also helps generate trust and cooperation, because it implies thatmembers
of the network share the same norms of conduct and have a rational stake in en-
suring that all others maintain these norms.

Themultiplex nature of social tieswithin the diamond traders’ network also helps
foster high levels of trust and cooperation among its members. As Coleman noted
in his pioneering essay on social capital, the overwhelming majority of Orthodox
Jews involved in New York City’s diamond trade live in the same cluster of neigh-
borhoods in Brooklyn.43 They attend the same synagogues, send their children to
the same schools, belong to the same social clubs, and are related to each other
throughmarriage. In other words, these merchants have crosscutting relationships;
they are not related to each other solely as merchants working on 47th Street, but
as members who share a variety of ties (synagogues, schools, social clubs, and fam-
ilies). These multiplex ties or the density of the social network facilitates the effi-
cient flow of information among members, which can either improve a merchant’s
reputation or kill it. Few people dare to cheat, because if an incident of cheating oc-
curs, news spreads rapidly and members of the network exercise collective sanc-
tions on the guilty party, thus making it impossible for the guilty to continue do-
ing future business. What is more, the guilty party is also ostracized from the
network’s other spheres and endangers his family’s continued welfare in the com-
munity, including diminishing if not ending his children’s chances ofmarrying into
the community.44

Aswe shall see below, the Julfan trade network of the seventeenth and eighteenth
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centuries exhibitsmany of the social capital traits present in the diamondmerchants
network briefly touched upon above. Before I turn to an examination of the net-
work of Julfan merchants using the analytical framework of social capital theory, it
is first necessary to discuss briefly the nature of the Julfan network’s social norms.
These norms consisted of codes of proper conduct for merchants and were em-
bodied in the principles of Julfan commercial law.

A CODE OF CONDUCT FOR JULFAN MERCHANTS

Very little is known about the origins and development of Julfan commercial law.
We know that Julfan merchants had their own body of commercial law at least by
the seventeenth century. This law was not codified in writing and was most likely
customary in nature. The most direct evidence we have of its existence and its
statutes comes from the Datastanagirk Astrakhani Hayots, a code of laws used
by the Armenian community in Astrakhan, Russia. This code was written down
for use by theArmenian community court (rathaus) of theRussian city in the 1760s,
after the community was granted wide administrative and legal autonomy by Rus-
sian officials.45 In the 1760s, members of the Armenian rathaus of Astrakhan felt
compelled to codify laws with which to administer the internal affairs of their com-
munity. The greater part of these laws is devoted to commercial affairs. In compil-
ing them, the authors of this interesting work make it abundantly clear that they
relied on the commercial law of Julfan merchants, which perhaps is not surprising
given the fact that Julfans made up a significant portion of the Armenian commu-
nity of Astrakhan:46

Those customs and laws of commerce that we have written down in this manuscript
are especially found among the Armenians who are under the rule of the Persians,
and not among those Armenians who are under the dominion of the Turks. And the
reason for this is that, by residing in every Turkish and Persian province, the Arme-
nians follow their civil laws, values, and conditions. And everyone already knows that
Turkishmerchants conduct their commerce quite artlessly andwithout laws and codes.
And [those of] our nation who dwell in the lands of the Turks, following their man-
ners and conditions, are artless and bereft of rules and canons, whereas those who
live in the lands of the Persians have commercial rules and canons, which we have
followed.47

The authors also make it clear that, though the Julfa Armenians had wide admin-
istrative autonomy to conduct themselves in accordance with their own laws, ex-
cept in cases of “capital punishment,” “they did not conduct themselves in accor-
dance with codified laws.”48 The authors explain that this was because the Julfa
Armenians followed the customs of the Iranians, who also did not keep law books
but practiced law by custom or “by word.”49
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These passages indicate that Julfan commercial lawwas largely based on the pre-
vailing laws of Safavid Iran. The reliance of Christian Armenian merchants on
Safavid shari’a law in commercial matters should come as no surprise. After all, Jul-
fanmerchants had been living under Iranian andMuslim influence long before they
were resettled in Iran. They were, in a sense, ideal typical bearers of a culture that
Marshal Hodgson famously described as “Islamicate,” that is, possessing cultural
markers and practices that referred “not directly to the religion, Islam, itself, but to
the social and cultural complex historically associated with Islam and theMuslims,
both among Muslims themselves and even found among non-Muslims.”50 Islami-
cate elements of Julfan culture include their sartorial customs (their dress code,
including the use of turbans, was remarkably similar to those of fellow Muslims
throughout Islamicate Eurasia, even if therewere particular sartorial variations that
set the Julfans apart), architecture (in their exterior use of domes and arches at least,
the All Savior’s Monastery and other church complexes in Julfa architecturally re-
semblemosques), dialect (the Julfa dialect had a significant vocabulary base of loan-
words fromArabic, Persian, Turkish, andHindustani, amongother languages), culi-
nary practices, and especially commercial law. In this context, it should be noted
that most Julfan legal and mercantile terminology was directly borrowed from Is-
lamic law. The overlap of Julfan and Persian and Islamic commercial terminology
is evidenced by the following key commercial terms:muzarba (Julfa dialect for com-
menda, deriving from the Arabic mudaraba), vekil (“representative,” used in con-
nection with powers of attorney and derived fromArabic/Persian wakil/vakil), ru-
zlama (Julfa dialect for “accounting ledger,” derived from Persian ruzname), sanad
(Arabic loanword in Persian and Turkish meaning “bill”), barat (Julfa dialect for
“certificate” derived fromPersian/Turkish berat), amanat (Persian for “consignment
of goods entrusted to an agent”), enalmal (the money or credit an agent added to
a commenda contract, from the Persian/Arabic ‘ayn al mal ). Edmund Herzig has
also demonstrated how Julfan Armenians were operating in an Islamic commer-
cial ecumene that stretched from the shores of the Mediterranean to Mughal India
and farther east into the eastern recesses of the IndianOcean, wheremany precepts
of Islamic commercial law were widely known and shared by peoples of diverse
backgrounds.51 The passage from the Astrakhan Code of Laws quoted above also
indicates that Julfans, like Muslim Iranians, had not codified their commercial law
but nonetheless practiced its principles in their commercial affairs.

Whatever the ultimate origins of Julfan commercial law, we can be certain that
most of the legal precepts codified in the Astrakhan Code of Laws were also prac-
ticed in Julfa in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. We know this because
the archival documents (contracts, legal petitions, bills of exchange, and so on)
demonstrate a homology between seventeenth- and eighteenth-century practices
and the legal precepts codified in the Astrakhan Code of Laws. Thus, according to
the section in theAstrakhanCode of Laws discussing the rules for drafting and con-
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cluding commenda contracts, we are told that in such a contract the party (described
as the agha/ter, or master) that forwards the capital or goods to the agent gets to
keep anywhere from 70 to 80 percent of the profits accrued from the venture, while
the remaining profits go to the agent (known as the enker, or associate). That this
arrangement was part of Julfan commercial law in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries is evident in the commenda contracts that have reached us through the
archives (see chapter 6 for a full discussion). Similarly, the AstrakhanCode of Laws
tells us that a commenda agent was legally bound to follow the advice or orders that
his master sent him in a “letter of advice” called the ordnagir,52 and, furthermore,
that he was obliged to submit a detailed account book of all his transactions to his
master soon after returning to Julfa. “Every commenda agent [enker] is bound to
enter each transaction in a lawful account book, truthfully and in time,” states ar-
ticle 11 of chapter 14 (devoted mostly to commenda law) of the Astrakhan Code of
Laws. “And if a commenda agent fails to show the accounting book to his master,
he will be jailed, barely fed on bread and water alone, and periodically whipped for
a period of up to one year.”53 As we shall see below, Julfan officials did not have a
jail at their disposal, nor, it seems, could they administer corporal punishment by
themselves. However, it is likely that those who broke Julfan commercial law were
considered criminals, and if their crimes were serious enough, they were punished
by Safavid officials (most likely by the darugha who was responsible for policing
Julfa in collaboration with Julfan officials). That Julfans in the seventeenth century
regarded it as a serious crime for a wayward commenda agent to return home and
not render an exact account of his business transactions to his master is attested by
Jean Baptiste Tavernier, the famous French traveler who spent many years residing
in Isfahan and knew the Julfan Armenians intimately. In his travel narrative, Tav-
ernier alludes to the seriousness of this crime in the following passage, in which he
discusses the long travels and hardwork of Julfan agents: “If they do not thrive, they
never return, as being a place where they must give an exact Account, or else suffer
the quick and severe Justice of Drubbing, which never fails those factors that are ill
husbands for their Masters.”54

The above examples provide evidence that many of the legal precepts outlined
in the Astrakhan Code of Laws formed the basis upon which, as we shall see be-
low, a private order legal system known as the Assembly of Merchants adjudicated
commercial disputes betweenmembers of the Julfannetwork.Moreover, Julfanmer-
chants relied upon these legal precepts and treated them as the bases for their code
of conduct in their relations with one another.

COALITIONS, REPUTATION, AND TRUST

We have seen above how trust and social capital arise from “social networks” char-
acterized by “closure” and “multiplex” relations.Thenetwork ofNew Julfamerchants
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embodied both characteristics. To understand the “closure” aspect of the Julfan net-
work, we must examine the network of relations among Julfan merchants in terms
of what Greif, in the context of Maghribi Jewish merchants of the twelfth century,
refers to as a “coalition.”55 Greif ’s coalition is a kind of private club with restrictive
membership requirements and mandatory rules of conduct for all members. Re-
strictive membership rules insure that the network is closed and bounded, mean-
ing that not everyone can be a member of a coalition. To become a coalition mem-
ber, one has to meet specific membership requirements. In the case of Julfan
merchants, this meant that one had to be a merchant, either a wealthy khwajawho
employed his capital abroad through a trusted agent or an agent who had the re-
quired training, expertise, and reputation as a trustworthy custodian of a khwaja’s
capital. The second membership requirement was more social and culturally dis-
criminatory in nature: a member had to be a bona fide member of Julfan society,
that is, Armenian-bornwith lineage inNew Julfa and possibly even ancestry inOld
Julfa itself. Being anArmenianmerchant did not automatically entitle one tomem-
bership in the Julfan coalition. Evidence of this bounded or exclusionary nature of
the coalition’s identity can be seen in the Julfan documents that have survived.The
evidence suggests that Julfan merchants overwhelmingly cooperated more fre-
quently with fellow Julfans than with Armenians from other regions. References in
Julfan correspondence and contracts to “one of our own,” “our people” (mer jumiat),
and “our nation of Julfa” are all indications that the sense of community invoked is
place- and culture-specific. They refer to individuals with firm family ties to Julfa.
It bears remembering here that Julfan Armenians were, to use Jonathan Israel’s de-
scription of Sephardic Jews, a “diaspora within a diaspora.”56 They were distin-
guished fromotherArmenians by their shared history and collective traumaofmass
exile from Old Julfa, their unique dialect of Armenian (not spoken or easily un-
derstood by other Armenians), their own peculiar calendar, and, above all, their
shared experience of being citizens of the trading colony of New Julfa. Moreover,
as citizens of the Isfahani suburb, members of the Julfan coalition overwhelmingly
belonged to the same Armenian Gregorian church, with its diocesan headquarters
in Julfa; Catholic Julfanmerchants, someofwhomappear to have hired Julfan agents
who were Gregorians or who worked themselves as agents for non-Catholic Jul-
fans, were a statistically insignificant minority of the Julfan population, constitut-
ing about 300 persons in Julfa in the second half of the seventeenth century out of
a population of around 30,000.57 Commenting on the peculiar nature of the
Sephardic Jewish community in the early modern period, Isaac de Pinto observed:
“They are very particular and do not mingle . . . with the Jews of other nations.”58
What de Pinto says about the Sephardic Jews is also true of the Julfan Armenians.
In both cases, the evidence suggests that these communities distinguished them-
selves from other communities of the larger “diaspora” on the basis of their cul-
tural, social, and, above all, economic traits. As far as the Julfans are concerned, the
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closed nature of their coalition made them aloof from other communities, includ-
ing those of other Armenians. This does not mean, however, that members of the
Julfan coalition did not have any commercial interactions with “outsiders.” Julfans
residing in overseas settlements for long periods did, in some specific cases, engage
in economic relations with individuals who would otherwise not be considered
coalition members. For instance, Julfans in Venice had ongoing relations with Ar-
menian merchants originally from Agulis, a town near Old Julfa, while those who
had settled in Marseilles for long periods had credit relations with local French-
men,Maronites, Turks, andArmenians from theOttomanEmpire.These cases, how-
ever, are the exceptions and not the norm, and none of them involve long-distance
partnerships based on the commenda contract. In the case ofMarseilles, Julfan inter-
action with others, and notably with Armenians from the Ottoman Empire, as we
saw in chapter 4, involved local partnerships in setting up calico workshops and a
coffeehouse. Similar partnerships between Julfans andOttomanArmenians existed
in Tuscany in the eighteenth century in coral manufacturing.59 These examples—
and all we can find in India—raise the question of the involvement of the Julfans
in production activities that served their trade, and only highlight distinctions be-
tween long-distance and local trade and between business with contracts and di-
rect exchanges. In Julfa or Isfahan, Julfans also had prolonged credit relations with
Indian moneylenders (see chapter 9). In all these cases, the mechanisms used to
create and secure relations of trust need to be further investigated but lie outside
the scope of the present study. The few scattered cases of Julfan commercial inter-
action with “outsiders” mentioned above do not appear to have been significant
enough to alter the overall bounded nature of the Julfan coalition characterized by
what social capital theorists would call “closure.”

As we shall see later, the closure element of the Julfan network helped facilitate
the flow of information between its members and made it easier for members to
monitor and sanction individuals who were caught breaking the network’s norms
or to reward those who upheld them. Coalition members would be able to distin-
guish opportunistic members or “cheaters” from honest, reliable ones on the basis
of their understanding of Julfan commercial law and its norms of proper business
behavior.Those coalitionmembers who did not follow Julfan commercial law (i.e.,
who did not “play by the rules of the game”) were regarded as cheaters. Trust and
cooperation were thus firmly based on the tacit understanding among coalition
members that members who cheated had reduced chances of profiting from future
transactionswith othermembers, because breaking the network’s norms and cheat-
ingmade others cautious about engaging in relationswith them.Being caught cheat-
ing would severely compromise one’s reputation as a trustworthy merchant and
would probably raise the “opportunity cost” and reduce future transactions for the
opportunistic party.60 A bad reputation meant loss of trust. In some cases, it also
meant loss of coalition membership, which was tantamount to losing all trading
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privileges. This brings us to the vital question of how coalition members were in-
formed of other coalition members’ reputations.

It should be noted that, however small, the Julfan coalition was never a “face-
to-face” type of community.Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
the population ofNew Julfa ranged from10,000 to 30,000 people, and even assuming
that only a tiny portion of the Julfan communitywas engaged in some formof trade,
thiswould still bring the potentialmembership of the trade coalition to around1,000
individuals.61 It would be highly unlikely (if not impossible) for all coalition mem-
bers to know each other on a personal basis. Given the anonymous or “imagined”
nature of their community, coalition members would thus have to base their repu-
tation mechanism on the effective and affordable circulation of information inside
their network. As we saw in chapter 5, this circulation of information was predi-
cated on the existence of a courier or information network, which circulated busi-
ness correspondence and commercial intelligence among coalition members.
Suffice it to say here that one of the functions of the courier or information net-
work was to circulate information about the business activities and reputations of
fellow coalition members.

Because long-distance trade was carried out almost exclusively through agents
who were given large sums of capital to trade overseas on behalf of their masters at
home, and formal institutions such as international courts were either nonexistent
or ineffective at enforcing contracts, these overseas agents could, in theory, have
embezzled the money entrusted to them. Thus trust and reputation were crucial
factors in organizing long-distance trade. The costly and time-consuming nature
of “suits at law” to resolve commercial conflicts was amajor concern formerchants,
as Khwaja Minas di Elias notes in one of his letters to members of the Minasian
family firm in the 1740s.62 To avoid going to court or being cheated by agents or
other business associates, merchants therefore “conditioned future employment on
past conduct.”63 If an agent or business associate had a checkered past and was
known to be dishonest, he would lose future prospects of being hired or trusted by
other merchants in the coalition. Consider Minas di Elias’s letter to junior mem-
bers of the family firm and commenda agents concerning the need to avoid doing
business in the future with a group of other merchants associated with a certain
merchant named Agazar, whose previous dealings with the Minasian family had
apparently been irregular. In his letter, Minas di Elias reproaches one of his corre-
spondents for doing business with Agazar and informs him that the latter and his
associates had behaved in a less than honorable way with theMinasian family firm.
He then urges his correspondents to shun business with Agazar and associates in
the future, “for last year I did not know so much of these people as I do at present,
and it is better for us to deal with them as little as we can.”64

How were Julfan merchants able to judge whether an agent had a good reputa-
tion and was therefore trustworthy? Commercial correspondence played a signifi-
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cant role in circulating information about merchants’ reputations. Such informa-
tion (mostly based on community hearsay, gossip, and “talk”) enabled merchant-
correspondents to ascertain whether a particular agent was worthy of their trust
and therefore whether they should conduct business with him. In his impressive
account of the Portuguese trans-Atlantic diaspora of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, Daviken Studnicki-Gizbert has demonstrated that this far-flung com-
munity of merchants also relied on commercial correspondence to spread infor-
mation and gossip on merchants’ reputations and honor in an attempt to establish
trust and trustworthiness in their community. He states: “A good reputation was a
merchant’s most precious asset. . . . It established his standing within the commu-
nity, helped him secure long-standing commercial relations, and provided a col-
lective confirmation of his self-worth.”65 Studnicki-Gizbert notes that reputations
“were continually being fashioned and refashioned” through the spread of news and
gossip in “page after page of correspondence that circulated throughout the wider
Atlantic network of houses,” which he likens to a “neighborhood abuzz with gos-
sip.”66 Similarly, SørenMentz, in his analysis of the private trade of English East In-
dia Company officials, notes that the “gentlemanly capitalism” of these traders was
predicated on “personal integrity, a good reputation, good manners and keeping
one’s word.”67 At stake for the commercial success of Portuguese merchants in the
Atlantic, English private merchants in the Indian Ocean, and Julfan Armenians in
both the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean were the reputations and trustwor-
thiness of merchants—intangible attributes that were nonetheless powerful factors
in long-distance trade.

In this regard, it is interesting to note that the Julfa dialect does not have a specific
term for “reputation.”Theword thatmost closely approximates reputation and seems
to be used as a synonym for it is akhtibar, a loanword from the Persian i’tibar,mean-
ing “honor, reverence, veneration, respect; credit, authority, credibility; weight, im-
portance.”68 Other words used by Julfans to indicate reputation revolve around the
concept of honor,69 such as the Classical Armenian pativ or the Persian namus
(defined as “reputation, fame, renown, esteem, honor”) and themore common ver-
sion of the latter: binamus (without honor, dishonorable).70 To say that someone
was binamus meant that he was not worthy of association, especially in commer-
cial affairs. Someonewith akhtibar, on the other hand, was a personwhohad a good
reputation for honesty and probity in business and, therefore, could be trusted to
carry out an agreement or contract.

That reputationwas deeply connected to the circulation of information andnews
in Julfan commercial history is evident not only conceptually but also semantically.
ThemodernArmenianword for “reputation,” hambav, is aClassicalArmenianword
that did not acquire its current near-exclusive meaning of “reputation” until late
in the nineteenth century, when the modern Armenian lexicon was standardized.
In the eighteenth century, hambav meant a combination of things, ranging from
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“news,” “information,” “rumor,” and “gossip” to “tidings.”71 Some letters in the Julfa
dialect also indicate that hambav meant “reputation” as early as in the eighteenth
century.72 Indeed, the confluence of reputation and gossip in one word, hambav, is
not confined only to Armenian but also exists in other languages. In Latin, for in-
stance, theword for “reputation” during themedieval period andup to the sixteenth
century, fama, was intimately related to what today would be identified as gossip,
rumor, and hearsay/information. Fama, as a number of scholars have noted, had a
broad semantic range: “It meant public opinion, idle talk, rumor, reputation as well
as fame . . . andwhile fama denoted information or news, at the same time itmeant
the image formed of a person by that information.”73 Fama was one of the princi-
pal means by which people’s reputations were made or broken before the modern
era.Famawas an important genre of sharing information. For the Julfans, too, fama/
hambav/akhtibar played a vital role in commercial life. Indeed, it seems to have
been a central genre of information sharing in Julfan correspondence and busi-
ness letters.Merchants were very careful about recording hearsay about othermer-
chants’ conduct and, in doing so, transmitting information about other people’s
reputations. For instance, in a letter written by a Julfan merchant in Basra to his
correspondent in Pondicherry, we read the following: “It suffices to say that I al-
ways hear of your lordship’s welfare [S’lamat] from the letters of others [aylots‘
grerots‘en] or they say it to Hovanjan and later it becomes known in Isfahan. May
God grant that I always hear and see your lordship’s good reputation [bari am-
bavn].”74 Similarly, the rapid andwide circulation of information onmerchants’ rep-
utations can be seen in the following excerpt from a letter by an Armenian priest
in Jerusalem to a wealthy Julfan merchant in Livorno dating from the second half
of the seventeenth century. Writing to the Livorno-based merchant Agha di Ma-
tus, a priest named Mesrob Vardapet remarks: “And though I have not seen your
eminence’s face, I know you by name, since your name shines brightly like a torch
among the Armenian nation, and your good reputation [bari hambavd] and great-
ness are spread everywhere.”75

Julfans excelled in circulating fama/hambav, which acquired a legal status when
it was conveyed through petitions and correspondence through the Assembly of
Merchants.The “closed” nature of the Julfan coalition or network promoted the cir-
culation of information, including fama/hambav, across vast distances and to the
vast majority of network members. The network’s multiplex nature also had a sig-
nificant effect on the flow of information and the maintenance of norms through
sanctions. Multiplexity in a network is produced by the existence of what we may
call “structural connectivity nodes,” which connect individuals with memberships
in different fields of activity to one another through a shared structural connectiv-
ity node. For the Julfan network, multiplexity was produced through two central-
ized structural connectivity nodes: theArmenianChurch, towhichmostmerchants
in the coalition belonged, and the legal/administrative body in Julfa known as the
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Assembly of Merchants, which had branches throughout the broad spectrum of
trade settlements comprising the Julfan trade network (see below). Connectivity
nodes play a vital role not only in connecting individuals with different role rela-
tions, but also in receiving and disseminating information. As we shall see below
in our analysis of the Assembly ofMerchants, its function in the Julfan network can
be compared to that of a “bandwidth” in a transistor radio: it can receive signals
frommultiple places and in turn disseminate them in different directions.76 Before
we turn to the Assembly of Merchants, let us first examine the church’s role in cre-
ating Julfan multiplexity.

By the late seventeenth century, as Julfan merchants branched out into the In-
dian Ocean, the Armenian Church centered in New Julfa also expanded through
its elaborate network of diocesan sees in the communities where Julfan merchants
had settled, especially in India. Eventually, the trade network and itsmerchants came
to overlap and absorb the parallel network of the Armenian Church. This overlap
of church and merchant networks gave the Julfan network its distinctive multiplex
structure, which helped generate social capital, thus allowing the members of the
network to achieve high degrees of solidarity and carry out coordinated collective
action as amerchant community.The presence of the church, with whichmost Jul-
fanmerchants had ongoing relations, both as faithful and piousmembers of a flock
and more importantly as generous benefactors, meant that members of the Julfan
network were connected to each other not only through their roles as merchants
but also through their church membership; some Julfan mercantile families also
hadmembers who were clerics in the church.77Thus their channels of information
becamemore diversified, so that instead of receiving news about fellowmerchants’
activities in India through business correspondence alone they would also have ac-
cess to the grapevine controlled by the church itself. Most letters sent from Julfan
parish priests in India to their ecclesiastical headquarters at the All Savior’sMonas-
tery in Julfa contain a significant volume of information on the activities of vari-
ous merchants in the East who were connected to the church through their role as
patrons and believers. Some of this information concerned the reputations of mer-
chants.TheAll Savior’sMonastery in Julfa received regular letters from itsmissions
and in turn spread vital information (most likely throughhearsay andpersonal com-
munication within the small community in Julfa) concerning various merchants
in distant settlements to themerchant families in Julfa, who subsequently included
such hearsay in their correspondence with fellow merchants and business agents
in other settlements. This increased the likelihood that if an individual member of
the network broke the network’s norms, news of his behavior would reach Julfa and
from there would spread to other places.78 As a result of these multistranded ties,
facilitated in large measure by the church’s own network of informants, members
of the Julfan networkwere better equipped tomonitormerchants’ behavior and im-
pose sanctions on violators of their common norms. Fear of sanctions and of ac-
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quiring a bad reputation or becoming known as someonewith no akhtibar or char-
acterized as binamus motivated members of the Julfan network to remain honest
in their behavior, which in turn fostered trust and trustworthiness among network
members, thereby, increasing cooperation within the network.

The importance of reputation, or akhtibar, in Julfan life is revealed in the fol-
lowing passage from a trade manual used as a textbook for training young Julfan
merchants in the 1680s:

Do not give money or a consignment [of goods] to an inexperienced man. Even if
you know for certain that he is a man of good reputation [akhtibar], ascertain the truth
by interrogating or questioning several people.Only then give himmoney or credit with
a bill [tamasuk] and with witnesses. But [make sure] to write down all your trans-
actions several times. Do not leave for tomorrow what should be done today.79

As the above passage suggests, reputation, or what other people said about a man
and his trustworthiness, was a very important asset for Julfan merchants. It was a
precondition of earning trust and receiving “money or a consignment of goods”
with which to trade. As we saw in chapter 6, this was particularly the case for com-
menda agents, who, in addition to possessing excellent skills in accounting and trade,
needed to have impeccable reputations to earn the trust of their masters, at least
initially, before being hired. Having a bad reputation or even being closely associ-
ated with individuals known to be disreputable could jeopardize one’s chances of
success in the world of trade. Thus in one documented case a commenda agent
named Zak‘aria of Agulis (a mercantile town in northern Iran) was refused a po-
tentially lucrative partnership contract because of the tarnished reputation of his
brother, who had once lost money entrusted to him because he was drunk.80

Given the centrality of reputation in Julfan society, merchants in turn generally
conducted themselves with remarkable probity because they knew that acquiring
a bad reputation was disastrous for their future, as they and their relatives would
be sanctioned by members of the Julfan coalition. As Greif ’s studies of Maghribi
Jewish merchants have demonstrated, maintaining honesty and, therefore, re-
maining faithful to the network norms of pre-modern merchants had more to do
with rationality than any religious fear or generalized morality.81 In other words,
merchants were motivated to conduct themselves with honesty in relation to fel-
low merchants of the same network not necessarily because they were inherently
moral individuals driven to honesty through religious fear (though this was cer-
tainly a possibility) but principally because honesty and respect for a givennetwork’s
normswere in their rational self-interest as profit-maximizing individuals. Formost
merchants, the long-term benefits of being honest far outweighed any short-term
gains from cheating. It appears that what merchants feared most was having their
names “blotted out” of the list of honest and reliable men. That is, they feared be-
ing what we might call “blacklisted.” As a Julfa merchant writing to his brother in
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India observed, “I would rather chuse to dye, than for them to [blot my] name out
of the List.”82 The same writer reminds his brother that having one’s name “blotted
out” of the list in Julfa was “the same as if you was a dead man.” Perhaps this ex-
plains why cases of cheating and dishonesty are rarely mentioned in Julfan corre-
spondence. Reputationwas everything in the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
world of Julfans, because news traveled fast and far. In his illuminating study of En-
glish private tradeMentzmakes a similar observation,whenhewrites that if “amer-
chant was exposed as a fraud, it would immediately affect his reputation, as this
kind of information would spread fast.” The upshot would be that “nobody would
trust a dishonest person in commercial transactions and the perpetrator was
shunned, thereby ending his career.”83 Mentz’s observations indicate that Julfans’
use of reputation to regulate their relationswith others was not unique to any group
(including gentlemanly Englishmerchants) but part of a larger, sharedEurasianmer-
cantile ecumene.

Because the social network or coalitionwithinwhichmost Julfanmerchants op-
erated was closed and was characterized by multiplex relations in which individu-
als were connected to each other through crosscutting ties, the likelihood of the
circulation of rumors and information regarding dishonest behaviorwas very high.
If such rumors regarding the dishonesty of a given merchant spread throughout
the network, the merchant in question would be forced to repair his damaged rep-
utation in order not to risk being permanently banned from the network as awhole.
In this regard, no “reputation-regulating mechanism” was better suited to Julfan
merchants than frequent business correspondence.AsTrivellato has perspicaciously
noted, “merchant letters remained uniquely valuable for circulating information
about the aptitude and trustworthiness of distant agents.”84

Given our discussion above, we can conclude that the ability of members of the
Julfan coalition to trust fellow coalition members—that is to say, to have rational
expectations that the actions of other coalition members would not be harmful to
their own self-interest—was predicated upon their ability to base their decision to
cooperate with other coalition merchants on the record of their past performance,
or, simply put, on their “reputation.” By supplying information on merchants’ rep-
utations and bymotivating coalitionmembers to boycott cheaters among them, the
informal reputation-based mechanism of Julfan merchants was an effective way of
generating an atmosphere of honesty, trust, and cooperation.Thekey to the smooth
functioning of this informal institution was the credible threat of punishment for
individuals whowould otherwise be prone to embezzle their associates’money. But
was this informal method of policing merchants’ behavior sufficient to create trust
and trustworthiness among Julfans?Was the circulation of information in business
correspondence effective in providing a signal to coalition members to avoid deal-
ing with a merchant of questionable reputation? A few cases of cheating that I have
come across in Julfan documents dealing with the India trade have led me to ques-
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tion how effective information sharing about reputation reallywas. Aswe have seen,
there were probably close to a thousand active members in the Julfan coalition at
any given time, thus making it difficult to share information with everyone about
every merchant. Letter writing was certainly an effective means of sharing infor-
mation, but it did not create full transparency.

The ultimate weakness of the reputation-based informal model of trust, associ-
ated with the work of Avner Greif, is its inability to be exhaustive. For there to be
higher levels of trust and by extension cooperation between coalition members, a
centralizedmerchant juridical institution with some formal attributes is necessary.
The latter would not only demonstrate a credible threat of retaliation in case of
malfeasance but would also be endowed with the institutional means of rendering
financial restitution to parties suffering from embezzlement. Such a juridical insti-
tution did exist in the coalition’s nodal center in Julfa. To understand its nature, its
mode of operation, and its vital role in creating institutional trust amongmerchants,
we need to look at the autonomous administrative structure of New Julfa as an Ar-
menian trading colony.

NEW JULFA’S ADMINISTRATIVE AUTONOMY

Soon after its foundation in 1605, the Armenian community in New Julfa was
granted administrative and legal autonomy under Safavid rule.This autonomywas
personified in the office of the kalantar of the trading colony. Kalantar is a Safavid
administrative term that can be traced to post-Il-Khanid times andwas used to des-
ignate an urban official who served as an intermediary between the government
and the population.85 The kalantar’s responsibilities included collecting taxes, act-
ing as a judge in local affairs, andmaintaining public order.86Though this office ex-
isted throughout Safavid Iran, its place in Julfan life was unique. In the Julfan case,
the kalantar was always chosen from the local Armenian community, and his ap-
pointment seems to have resulted from a combination of royal favor, popular elec-
tion, and a strong hereditary tendency associated with wealth and family prestige.
The first kalantar of new Julfa was Khwaja Safar (1605–1618), who was appointed
by Shah ‘Abbas I in recognition of the post of community leader, or “melik,” of Old
Julfa held by his father, Khwaja Khachik, who gave the shah a memorable recep-
tion in 1603.87 The next three kalantars also came from the same family. Khwaja
Nazar (1618–1636), the most famous of Julfa’s kalantars, was Safar’s brother and
was succeeded by his son Khwaja Safraz (1636–1656).The last kalantarwho hailed
from this family was Safraz’s brother Khwaja Haikaz (1656–1660), who, like his
predecessors, died in office.88 During this time, the policy of royal appointment of
the kalantar from the same wealthy family seems to have been the norm. After
Haikaz’s death, a number of kalantars came and went in rapid succession.89 It ap-
pears that beginning at this time, the office was filled through popular election fol-
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lowed by royal ratification. A document from 1751, preserved in the Julfa archives,
clearly indicates that the new incumbent to the office of the kalantar, Hovhannes
son of Babum, was popularly elected by the entire community of Julfa.90 The doc-
ument also suggests that after the community had elected its official, a petition was
sent to the ruling sovereign, KarimKhan Zand, asking for royal ratification and in-
vestiture.The rapid turnover rate and political jockeying in support of different can-
didates associatedwith this prestigious office suggest that the sameprocesswasmost
likely also in place at least beginning in the last quarter of the seventeenth century.
Seventeenth-century European travel accounts, such as those of Chardin and Tav-
ernier, compare the office of the kalantar to that of amayor or provost ofmerchants
in Europe. Some accounts also describe the holder of the office as a kind of “gov-
ernor” or even a “prince”91 or “lord.”92 Julfans also used the term ishkhan (“prince,”
inArmenian) to refer to him; the term kalantar appears to have becomemorewide-
spread in Julfan usage only in the second half of the seventeenth century. Tavernier,
writing at a timewhen royal appointment seems to have been themainway of filling
this office, comments: “The king names whom he pleases among the Armenians to
be their Chief; whom they call kelonter [sic], who judges all their differences, and
taxes them tomake up the Sumwhich they are to pay to the King every year.”93The
kalantar was the most important official in the administration of New Julfa.
VladimirMinorsky, commenting onTadhkirat al-Muluk, the famous Safavidman-
ual of administration, notes: “The Kalantar appointed the kadkhudas, contributed
to the repartition of taxes among guilds, formulated the desiderata of the latter, pro-
tected the ra’iyyat (peasants, or lower classes etc.).”94

In the context of New Julfa, the Persian term kadkhuda referred to individuals
who were representatives and heads of the township’s twenty districts or neighbor-
hoods, which were formed around the ten perpendicular streets running north to
south that cut across the township’s central thoroughfare, known asNazar Khiavan
or Nazar Avenue, named after Julfa’s famous kalantar.95 According to Shushanik
Khachikian, these streets became the administrative boundaries of Julfa’s twenty
districts (ten each for the northern and southern segments ofNazarAvenue), which
were known by the Armenian term tasnak, meaning “one-tenth.”96 Each of these
districts was named after themost prominent family residing there. HenceMirma-
nents tasnakwas where the wealthyMirman family resided. According to Khachi-
kian, each of these districts was also invested with administrative autonomy and
was represented by the most senior merchant belonging to the wealthiest family
of the district. Although Khachikian and, following her, Ina Baghdiantz McCabe
refer to these representatives by their Armenian title tasnakavak (district elder),
their official nomenclature in Persian was kadkhuda, a word signifying “district
head or judge.”97

The kadkhudas were not only in charge of administering their respective dis-
tricts, but, more importantly, they were members of a special administrative body
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taskedwith running day-to-day affairs in Julfa. AsKhachikianhas pointed out, Julfa’s
twenty kadkhudas were members of the suburb’s key administrative body, known
as theVacharakanats zhoghov, or the Assembly ofMerchants,98 which, in addition to
the kadkhudas, included the kalantar.99The existence of this special administrative
and legal bodyhas been known sinceHarut‘iwnTerHovhaniants’s two-volumework
on the history of Julfa was published in 1880.100 Building on the latter work, Levon
Khachikian elaborated on this body in his classic 1966 essay.101 Shushanik Khachi-
kian, in turn, devoted a number of illuminating pages in her work to further clar-
ifying the workings of this body. Baghdiantz McCabe’s discussion is essentially a
repetition of Khachikian’s findings. Edmund Herzig, in an excellent contribution
on Julfan commercial law, raises doubts about the existence of this assembly as a
formal institution.102Herzig’s skepticismhere is certainly understandable.As he cor-
rectly points out, all discussions of this legal/administrative body are derivative of
Ter Hovaniants’s work and rely on it for documentary evidence. In the absence of
further research in the Julfa archives, Herzig concludes, we cannot be certain that
this institution actually existed and arbitrated legal and other affairs. Herzig also
notes that “preliminary researches in the JulfaCathedralArchive . . . have not turned
up any surviving examples of the kinds of document cited by Ter Hovhaniants”; he
is skeptical about whether the petitions to this body (referred to in TerHovaniants’s
work but not consulted by other scholarswith the exception of the presentwriter)103
have indeed survived, because the only catalogue for the Julfa archives does not list
such documents separately.104 Aswe shall see, the Julfa archives containsmany doc-
uments of this sort, many of which are specifically addressed to the kadkhudas and
the kalantar of Julfa, and some do in fact contain verdicts handed down by this in-
stitution. Given the surfeit of archival evidence concerning this institution, we can-
not but be certain that this institution actually existed and played a vital role in the
administration of Julfa.This evidence corroborates the contemporary observations
about this body by the Dutch traveler Cornelius De Bruyn, who visited Julfa in the
second half of the seventeenth century and remarked regarding the administration
of justice in the suburb: “They [the Julfans] have their own kalantar or burgo-mas-
ter, and their Betgoedaes [read: kadkhudas] or chiefs of districts, who are judges to
decide in all common cases, but those of importance are reserved for the King or
the council of state, and afterward put into execution by the burgo-master and chiefs
of districts.”105

However, what we cannot be certain about at this early stage of our knowledge
is whether this body conducted its affairs in a structured and formalized manner
or operated informally according to the tasks at hand. In otherwords,whilewe know
with great certainty that the assembly consisted of the kalantar and the kadkhudas
of New Julfa, we do not know whether all twenty kadkhudas met to deliberate on
each case referred to the assembly. Examination of seals and signatures found on the
petitions to this body suggest that the kalantar’s signature and seal (placed on the
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top right margin) were always present on the petitions, accompanied at the bottom
by seals and signatures of some of Julfa’s leading merchants. In a few cases, how-
ever, a petition examined by the assembly has all twenty seals of Julfa’s kadkhudas.
A comparison of several petitions dating from the same period (1727 and 1731)
reveals that around ten names and seals were consistently present across differ-
ent petitions, thus suggesting that not all twenty representatives of the kadkhudas
needed to be present to ratify a decision of this body.106 This seems to make sense,
since some of the township’s kadkhuda families would be expected to be away from
Julfa on some occasions. The evidence suggests that a minimum of ten to fifteen
seals and sometimesmorewere required officially to ratify a legal decision endorsed
by this body.We also do not knowhow often this body convened or whether it con-
vened at a specific place (there is nomention of a special building for such a court)107
at specific times or whether its meetings were decided on an ad hoc basis depend-
ing on thematter that needed to be addressed. Herzig points out that if such a body
did in fact exist, its work was not as structured as Khachikian and, following her,
Baghdiantz McCabe suggest. Rather, Herzig argues that it must have been an “in-
formal” institution.108 One argument in favor of this view is that the assembly, as
we have already noted above, did not have a codified body of rules but rather ad-
ministered law byword, aswas the custom in Safavid Iran. It is too early at this stage
of our limited knowledge of the administrative protocols of Julfan society to arrive
at definitive conclusions on the particularities concerning the assembly’s mode of
operation.Muchmore researchneeds to be carried out on the documents connected
to the assembly, and we need to knowmore about Safavid administrative and legal
history than is available in the Tadhkirat al-Muluk (the manual of Safavid admin-
istration) or other similar sources before we can make sound judgments on the as-
sembly’smodus operandi.109The evidence suggests that the assembly’smode of op-
eration was characterized both by informality (lack of written or codified rules or
laws as well as ad hoc meetings) and by some elements of formality (such as being
tied to and legitimated by the Safavid state and being legally authorized to impose
punishments and to sanction offenders of Julfan commercial law). Given the state
of our knowledge, it seems safe to conclude provisionally that the assembly as an
institution occupied a gray zone between “formal” and “informal.”

THE ASSEMBLY OF MERCHANTS AT WORK

An examination of the petitions stored in the Julfa archives indicates that therewere
at least two classes of petitions. The first class dealt with strictly commercial mat-
ters, such as those arising from certain irregularities in the conduct of commerce
both in the suburb and especially in Julfa’s overseas colonies. Most of the petitions
belonging to this category involve disputes between parties to a commenda con-
tract. Such petitions are formulaically addressed to the “SahapK‘alantarin, Kheran-
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dish kadkhutek‘onts‘, yev barebashd vacharakanats‘” (To the Master Kalantar, the
benevolent district heads, andpiousmerchants).110These are the petitions addressed
to the Assembly of Merchants proper.

A petition of such a nature begins with a summary of the dispute in question
(which usually involves a commenda agent who has not abided by the customary
laws concerning commerce, such as remaining overseas despite orders to return
home or absconding with his master’s share of the profit, a crime warranting a dra-
conian punishment) and concludes by beseeching the honorable body to hand
down its swift judgment. A number of such petitions preserved in the archives of
All Savior’sMonastery also contain the body’s decision, usually handeddownwithin
a few months of the petition. These judgments are recorded on the original peti-
tion, in the followingmanner.The kalantar governing at the time records the body’s
decision on the left margin (horizontal inscription) followed by about twenty seals
and signatures affirming the kalantar’s will at the foot of the document. An analy-
sis of the several petitions that have the assembly’s verdict affixed to them suggests
that this body consisted of about twenty to twenty-five individuals, comprising at
least ten or fifteenof the twenty kadkhudas,or district heads, representing the twenty
tasnaks, or districts, of the suburb, headed by the kalantar. It is noteworthy that
church officials are absent from the commercial petitions that have reached us
through the archives.111 Only merchants seem to have been involved in deliberat-
ing on secular issues. The kalantar’s verdict also appears to have been recorded
in accordance with a formulaic convention. It usually begins with the following
line: “KalantarOhaness Jumiatov ēspes tastegh tesing or tujari dasturn ēs ay vor nerkoy
grets’i piti amal goy.”112 ([I] Kalantar Ohaness along with the community of mer-
chants saw it fit that the following is the verdict of themerchants, which I havewrit-
ten below and which must be implemented.)

A second group of petitions relates to legal documents that needed official ratifi-
cation and legal endorsement. Such documents included powers of attorney, wills
and testaments, and legal papers concerning property deeds involving various in-
dividuals or institutions. One of the most distinctive features of such documents is
their mode of addressing the assembly. Unlike the strictly commercial documents
mentioned above, documents belonging to this class are addressed both to the reign-
ing kalantar and the archbishop/primate of the time. In other words, they appealed
simultaneously to the spiritual and to the secular authorities of Julfa. This is man-
ifested in the opening lines of the petition, in which the petitioner declares that at
such and such a time he or she appeared before the court (atean) and “made a con-
fession of an oath before the spiritual and secular fathers of the community.” Apart
from the kalantar and the senior religious authorities, the kadkhudas are also ad-
dressed. The kadkhudas are referred to invariably as “our strong fortresses of the
Armenian community.” The petitioner then presents his or her case and ends the
petition by stating that he/she is prepared to make an appearance before the hon-
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orable body to answer any questions in person. The petition also ends with a for-
mulaic line in which the petitioner affirms that he/she has made an oath or pro-
nounced the legal formula (segha<sigheh P: “legal formula or oath”) regarding the
truth ofwhat he/she has sworn inArabic, Persian, and in accordancewith the Lord’s
Prayer of the Armenian Church. It is unclear why such an oath had to be made in
Arabic and Persian (presumably invoking the shari’a) in addition to Armenian. It
could be that the invocation of the Qur’an in Arabic was a move to ensure the ad-
missibility of the oath in a shari’a court. We can only conjecture at this point, until
more research is conducted in Safavid legal and social history. However, it is telling
that those petitions involving clergy of the Armenian Church do not contain the
line about an oath in Arabic and Persian.113

This second class of petitions, concerned with issues relating to legal ratification
and addressed to the kalantar and kadkhudas in addition to the spiritual hierarchy of
the suburb, suggests that there were two closely related but distinct administrative/
judicial bodies in Julfa. Scholars such as Levon Khachikian and Shushanik Kha-
chikian and, following their lead, BaghdiantzMcCabe, who have sought to address
the administrative aspect of Julfan life, have discussed only the Assembly of Mer-
chants, thus giving the impression that this was the only administrative body
present in Julfa. Our examination of the petitions stored in the Julfa archives re-
veals, for the first time, the existence of two separate but interconnected bodies.The
first set of petitions (smaller in number) is clearly addressed to the Assembly of
Merchants, a body that did not include members of the church. The second set,
however, indicates that a larger municipal body was also in existence and seems
to have had essentially the samemembership as the Assembly of Merchants but, in
addition to the kalantar and kadkhudas, included members of the church hierar-
chy.This body seems to have taken charge ofmore administrative tasks in Julfa than
the more specialized Assembly of Merchants if the sheer number of surviving pe-
titions addressed to it is any indication. The principal distinction between the two
related bodies appears to be that the Municipal Assembly did not hear merchant
disputes and did not deliberate on commercial matters but mainly limited itself to
ratifying important documents.

A significant number of such documents are powers of attorney and, more im-
portantly, transfer of title deeds (including quite a few by women). Ratification of
such documents by the municipal body was not only deemed important (perhaps
even mandatory) for conducting affairs in Julfa; the evidence suggests that mer-
chants traveling to or residing in Julfa’s overseas settlements also followed the prac-
tice of ratifying legal papers through the Municipal Assembly in Julfa. In this con-
nection, numerous powers of attorney stored in theArchivio di Stato inVenice have
the seals and ratification of the same municipal body in Julfa. Perhaps even more
interesting is the fact that almost all such papers preserved in Venice belong to the
famous Sceriman family of Armenian Catholics.This indicates that, despite the in-
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tense religious and confessional factionalism in Julfa, Catholic Julfans such as the
Scerimans also resorted to theMunicipalAssembly to have their legal papers ratified
and thus respected bymembers of the jumiat (i.e., community of Julfanmerchants)
in places such as Venice.114 The assembly’s ratification also seems to have carried
quite a bit of clout before the legal institutions of foreign states where Julfans were
involved in trade. In this connection, it is worth remembering the case of Marcara
Avachintz, one of the regional directors of the French East India Company, who
was originally from Julfa. Avachintz was involved in a legal action against the com-
pany in Paris in which the French court had tried to undermine his case and have
it thrown out of the courts on the grounds that he was not a nobleman but a mere
commoner.115 One of his sons traveled all the way to Iran and appealed to the Mu-
nicipal Assembly of Julfa to send a ratified certificate, bearing the seals of the kalan-
tar, the senior clergy, and the some twenty kadkhudas, testifying to Avachintz’s no-
ble origins.116 The French court recognized the validity of this certificate.

Institutions similar to theMunicipal Assembly of Julfamost likely also existed in
other Armenian communities in Safavid Iran. We know from several archival doc-
uments that the towns of Agulis and Dasht in northern Iran, which had a high con-
centration of Armenian merchants with global connections, also had such a body.
In this connection, an Armenian power of attorney dating from the closing years of
the seventeenth century, discovered by the present author in the archives of Cadiz
(Spain), contains the signature and seal of the local kalantar followed by those of
the kadkhudas of Agulis (a small town in northern Iran—now in the Azerbaijani
enclave of Nakhichevan—inhabited predominantly by Armenian merchants in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries).117This power of attorney was written in
Agulis in 1699 and sent to Europe, where it arrived the following year in Cadiz and
was presented before the local court and anotary public alongwith its Spanish trans-
lation. Like the case of Marcara Avachintz in Paris, this power of attorney was also
accepted by a European court, testifying again that documents ratified bymerchant-
dominated Armenian municipal bodies in Iran (whether in Julfa or Agulis) were
normally invested with legitimacy in the eyes of some European courts.

PORTABLE COURTS OF MERCHANTS

According to Levon Khachikian, many of Julfa’s overseas commercial settlements
where sufficient number of Julfans resided also had their own version of the As-
sembly of Merchants. Based on his scrupulous analysis of the travel ledger main-
tained by a Julfan commenda agent, Hovhannes Ter Davtian, who conducted com-
merce in India, Nepal, and Tibet in the years 1682–1693, Khachikian points out
that even in remote places such as Lhasa (the Tibetan capital) or Patna, whenever
disputes among Julfan merchants arose, the conflicting parties appealed to the lo-
cal Julfan community of merchants (jumiat) to resolve their differences. In the ab-
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sence of a sufficient number of Julfan merchants, the jumiat invited foreign mer-
chants to sit on the board.118 Thus in Lhasa, Kashmiris were invited to deliberate
on the local assembly board. Similar procedures were followed in other Armenian
settlements in India, aswell as in Europe.As to how informal these “portable courts”
were can be seen from a notarial document in the Dutch archives that describes
how a dispute between some Julfa merchants and an Armenian printer in Amster-
damwas resolved in 1695 at the homeof a prominent Julfanmerchant namedChar-
rimandiMurat (ScerimandiMurat or ShahrimanordiMurati).119 Adispute inMar-
seilles between a Julfan and another Armenian merchant from Shorot (in the
Ottoman Empire) was similarly resolved byMelchon de Nazar, “consul de la nation
arménienne,” in 1682.120 Another document in the Julfa dialect preserved in the
Archivio di Stato di Venezia and also dating from the 1690s similarly indicates that
a dispute among some of Venice’s Julfan merchants was resolved through the con-
vening of the local jumiat. In this case the disputing parties, Marut di Miaysar and
Yavre di Hovaness, appealed through a notary to four Julfan merchants residing
in Venice to go over their commercial papers and reach a consensus regarding
their dispute.121 That the four Venice-based Julfa merchants adjudicating this dis-
pute viewed themselves as community judges for Venice’s Julfan merchant com-
munity is evident in their description of themselves as giudizzi arbitri” (written in
Armenian characters), or arbitrating judges. In this case as well, it seems that the
disputing parties met with the four arbitrating judges at the home of a prominent
Julfanmerchant (most likelyGaspar di Sceriman or Shahriman) residing inVenice.

These portable courts providedmembers of the Julfan coalition residing or trad-
ing in Julfa’s overseas settlements with a relatively cheap and effective means of re-
solving disputes and thus enabled them to adjudicate community disputes in ac-
cordance with Julfan commercial law, thereby doing away with the unnecessarily
long, costly, and, in some cases, unreliable use of foreign courts. (For instance, in
the case of the JulfanmerchantHovhannes TerDavtian, who had traveled to Lhasa,
the decision to appeal to Tibetan adjudicators in a dispute with a fellow Julfanmer-
chant resulted in the casting of dice—the local custom in Lhasa—at which Hov-
hannes lost.)122 Thus if a Julfan merchant in Madras was not paid his loan by a fel-
low Julfan merchant to whom he had advanced credit, he would first and foremost
appeal to the Julfan jumiat (or community of merchants) in Madras and present
his case for their arbitrage. If the portable court of the jumiat ruled in favor of the
plaintiff, the members of the portable court would try to have the defendant pay
his loan along with the accumulated interest, or, if the defendant had already left
town or otherwise refused to pay his debt, the portable court would then draft a
special notarized document called amanzara in Julfan dialect (<Pmahzar: any doc-
ument attested bywitnesses, attestation, testimony)123 and send this document along
with supporting evidence (for instance, the plaintiff ’s petition to the jumiat’s
portable court as well as original correspondence between the plaintiff and defen-
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dant, all sealed and attested by the jumiat’smembers) to theAssembly ofMerchants
in Julfa.124 The assembly would then review the case and, if they too ruled on the
plaintiff ’s behalf, they would pressure the defendant (if the latter happened to be
in Julfa at the time) or his familymembers, including relatives, to restitute the owed
money along with the interest.This relationship between the portable courts in the
settlements and the Assembly of Merchants in Julfa is what I shall refer to as the
“AMPC complex.”The AMPC (Assembly ofMerchants and Portable Courts) com-
plex was the single most important institutional feature in Julfan society when it
came to monitoring and sanctioning opportunistic behavior, be it in Julfa itself or
in its settlements in India or theMediterranean.The dozens ofmanzaras and other
notarized documents sent to the Assembly of Merchants from portable courts in
Julfan settlements in such places as Paris, Livorno, Venice,Madras, andHyderabad
indicate that the link between the Assembly of Merchants in Julfa and its offshoot
courts in the settlements was an active and important one.The documents indicate
that the assemblywas the ultimate court of appeal for intra-Julfan disputes that could
not be resolved in situ overseas. They also indicate that the assembly imposed ef-
fective sanctions on merchants who were deemed to have broken the coalition’s
norms. However, just how the assembly imposed such sanctions is not clearly in-
dicated in the surviving documents. We know that often the assembly compelled
the guilty party’s family or relatives to right a wrong and probably also used boy-
cotting and “shaming” as a tactic to bring the guilty party in line.125 “Drubbing,”
flogging, or bastinadoing commenda agents who had defrauded their masters is
known to have existed, as the Astrakhan Code of Laws and Tavernier’s testimony
suggest. However, the assembly does not seem to have had the authority to ad-
minister corporal punishment to guilty individuals in Julfa; as far as we know, there
does not seem to have been a jail in Julfa under the authority of Julfan Armenian
officials. Since cases involving corporal punishment in Julfa were usually referred
to the darugha or to the Safavid Orfi courts (i.e., secular, non-shari’a courts),126 it
is quite possible that in extreme cases the assembly referred some cases involving
egregious instances of malfeasance to the Safavid court system. Further research
into Safavid legal history is needed before we can begin to speculate about how the
assembly actually administered punishment to dishonest merchants and how it
compelled them to restitute the wronged party in a dispute.

It seems that in addition to its juridical and arbitration activities, the Assembly
of Merchants in Julfa was what one could call a centralized “information clearing-
house.” As we have noted above, coalition members working in Julfa’s overseas
settlements would often send information in the formof notarized contracts (man-
zaras), powers of attorneys, petitions, and correspondence between litigants to the
assembly. Once this information reached Julfa, news in the form of “gossip” about
various merchants overseas and their business activities, including their reputa-
tions, would then be leaked tomembers of Julfa’s residentmerchant families, either
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through the kalantar or through one of the kadkhuda members of the assembly,
and disseminated by members of Julfa’s merchant families through business corre-
spondence to their agents or associates overseas. An example of how this happened
is found in a 1746 letter by a Julfan merchant named Raffael di Hagalar in Julfa to
his associate Khwaja Minas di Elias in Calcutta. In his letter, Raffael refers to a Jul-
fan merchant in Madras named Sultanum who had been having problems paying
debts to creditors back in Julfa. “I do observe,” writes Raffael in his business letter,
“thatMr. Sultanum has not paid the Bill of Exchange. I know this because the same
has been sent back. And thoughMr. Hagamal is [of the] opinion that the money is
as safe as if the samewas in the Bank, formy part I look on the saidMoney aswholly
lost.”127The bill of exchange that had been “sent back,” alluded to in Raffael’s letter,
was probably a manzara or notarized document accompanied by the original bill
of exchange sent by the jumiat’s portable court in Madras to the Assembly of Mer-
chants in Julfa. What is interesting to note here is that Raffael had probably heard
about Sultanum’s “bounced check” through the members of the assembly and was
conveying this hearsay along with other gossip about Sultanum’s ordeals in India
and Julfa to his associate in Calcutta in order to alert him to Sultanum’s declining
reputation.This and other evidence suggests that, along with the church hierarchy
at All Savior’s Monastery in Julfa, the Assembly of Merchants was another connec-
tivity node that imbued the Julfan networkwith the kind ofmultiplex structure that
made information flow faster andmore extensively throughout the network. In this
respect, the assembly’s role in the flow of information throughout the network can
be compared to a “bandwidth” in a transistor radio: it had multiple frequencies of
receiving signals from different parts and broadcasting information to coalition
members who were not necessarily directly connected to the source of the infor-
mation and would probably not have heard it had it not been for the “connectivity
node” of the assembly.The link between theAssembly ofMerchants and the portable
courts in the settlements (i.e., the assembly’s participation in the AMPC complex)
enabled the assembly to accumulate information in the form of legal petitions, no-
tarized papers, or just correspondence containing business gossip or fama. One
example of this commercial hearsay is found in an interesting document written
by the Assembly of Merchants dated 22 March 1680 and signed and sealed by the
kalantar andmore than twenty prominent Julfanmerchants in Julfa, Isfahan.128This
document contains instructions by the assembly tomembers of the Julfanmerchant
community, the jumiat, in Surat concerningwhat to dowith the effects of a deceased
Julfanmerchant named Zachariah son of Edigar who had passed away in Sharinov
(Siam) the previous year.129The immediate impetus for drafting the document (the
first of its kind discovered thus far) seems to have been a conflict between another
Julfan, namedMirzajan diMargar, who had taken possession of the deceasedmer-
chant’s goods and traveledwith them to Surat, and a representative of a wealthy Jul-
fan merchant named Khwaja Minas di Panos for whom the deceased was a com-
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menda agent in Siam. According to the document, Khwaja Minas’s agent had trav-
eled to Siam with a full power of attorney to settle the deceased’s accounts with his
master, Khwaja Minas, and, after settling the accounts between master and agent,
to receive the share belonging to KhwajaMinas and to return the same to its owner
in Julfa.The conflict had emergedwhenMirzajan (who had taken possession of the
deceased merchant’s goods in Sharinov) had refused to cooperate and insisted on
shipping the deceased’s goods to Surat in order to distribute them to heirs residing
there. It seems that the community court in Surat had sent amanzara and accom-
panying documents to the assembly to adjudicate the dispute, thus prompting the
assembly to send its instructions or verdict (dastur) to Surat, though we cannot be
certain of this, since the original petition to the assembly does not seem to have
been preserved. In any case, it is safe to assume that the assembly was asked to put
a stop to this and to ensure that Khwaja Minas received his due share before the
deceased’s goods were disbursed to relatives.130 We do not have enough contextual
documentation regarding this case to be able to tell with certainty how the assem-
bly’s decisions were put into effect, but we can be sure that news of the passing away
of the Julfan commenda agent in Siam and the subsequent lack of cooperation by
Mirzajan must have spread, via the instuctions sent by the assembly to the jumiat
in Surat, to other coalitionmembers and especially to those who were operating in
India and the East and might not have had direct business ties with the deceased
merchant.

But portable courts or jumiats in the Julfan settlements not only shared infor-
mation about merchants’ reputation or behavior with the Assembly of Merchants
at the nodal center in Julfa; they also circulated information to other portable courts
in neighboring settlements in the network, as a case involving the jumiats in Venice
and Livorno illustrates. In a document preserved in the state archives of Florence,
we learn that Julfan merchants residing in Livorno had appealed to their counter-
parts in Venice for a “background check” on a merchant from Julfa, Poghos di
Arakel, who was apparently newly arrived in Livorno via Izmir carrying silk from
Iran. Though it is difficult to piece together the details of this case based on one
seemingly isolated document, it seems that some Julfans in Livorno had reason to
be suspicious of the newcomer and wanted more information on him, including
whose commenda agent he was and where he had purchased his silk. In response
to their query, the jumiat of Venice sent a notarized document (manzara/mahzar) to
LivornodatedOctober23,1152(1703),andwritten inVenice, containing three sworn
statements from Julfan merchants in Venice who had earlier been in Izmir testify-
ing that they knew Poghos di Arakel from Julfa, were aware that he purchased his
silk in Gilan, and had seen him earlier in Izmir.131 As this example suggests, jumiat
or portable courts in the network’s overseas settlements did not always transmit in-
formation back to the center but could also directly communicatewith one another,
especiallywhen theywere in close vicinity to each other, aswereVenice andLivorno.
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Our evidence regarding the jumiat courts, most of which is stored in the archives
in Julfa, tends to highlight the flow of information between jumiat courts in the set-
tlements and theAssembly ofMerchants in Julfa. It is likely that other jumiat courts
also shared information directlywith similar courts in neighboring settlements, but
the sources at our disposal are biased in favor of information links between jumiat
courts and the Assembly of Merchants.

Another case of pertinent commercial information reaching the assembly from
an overseas jumiat court comes from Chinapatan (Madras) in the mid-1690s. In
this case, a Julfanmerchant namedVatanwas defrauded by one of his agents, named
Mattos di Panos, who had taken loans in Madras and Bengal in his master’s name
and fled townwithout paying his debts.132 Aftermany futile attempts to contact his
opportunistic agent and plead with him to restitute the huge debts he had left to
hismaster, Vatan was forced to appeal to the jumiat’s portable court inMadras.The
portable court had then notarized one of the long letters sent by Vatan to his agent
(Mattos), along with two petitions written by Vatan regarding the fraudulent ac-
tivities of Mattos, and sent them asmanzaras to the Assembly of Merchants asking
the assembly to have the fraudulent agent arrested if he happened to be in Julfa or
to disseminate news about his behavior and compel him to return to Julfa to resti-
tute his debt to representatives Vatan had dispatched to Julfa to receive his money.

As both examples illustrate, wronged parties called upon the Assembly of Mer-
chants to intervene legally andpunish coalitionmemberswhowere regarded as hav-
ing broken the norms of the network. Both cases also illustrate that, in addition to
passing its judgments on guilty parties and restituting money owed to honest mer-
chants, the assembly also stored a vast quantity of information received from its
portable courts in the overseas settlements, information that might not have been
available to individual coalition merchants with their own more limited network
of relations. The assembly then pumped this vital information back into the net-
work by making “leaks” to Julfan merchants in Julfa who in turn circulated the in-
formation to their agents and business correspondents in faraway places. As a re-
sult of its multiplex role as a kind of bandwidth for information gathering, the
Assembly of Merchants as an integral part of the AMPC complex was thus able to
supplement the flow of information in Julfan business correspondence and more
effectively broadcast vital information to coalition members that might escape the
notice of individual merchants and their networks of business correspondents.
Without the multiplex grapevine of the assembly, the reputation-related informa-
tion available to ordinarymembers of the coalition would be limited to information
provided by business partners or commenda agents and thuswould not be thorough
enough to cover most cases of opportunism.

The evidence also suggests that the assemblywas a coordinating agency for affairs
taking place far away from the center. Thus one document preserved in the Julfa
archives is a power of attorney sent to theAssembly ofMerchants by coalitionmem-
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bers in India who requested that the assembly welcome their representative sent
from India and assist him in obtaining the original copy of a commenda contract
that they had entrusted to one of the priests in Julfa and bring it back to the mer-
chants in India. It seems in this and a few other cases that the assembly played the
role of legal mediator. In another case, a Julfan merchant named Hakob son of Ter
Petros sent a petition to the assembly from Paris in 1682 concerning a dispute he
had had with another coalition member, Martiros di Marcar Avakshintz (Marcara
Avachintz), then in Paris.133 The notarized petition asked the assembly to investi-
gate the matter and to send back to Paris a notarized paper regarding the results of
their investigation.

To sum up, the combined work of the portable courts in the settlements and the
Assembly of Merchants in Julfa (i.e., the AMPC complex) served to resolve most
merchant disputes among members of the Julfan coalition during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. In sanctioning errant merchant behavior and circulating
information about such behavior, the AMPC complex created favorable conditions
for most Julfan merchants to trust their fellow coalition members and engage in
mutually beneficial transactions. This allowed Julfan merchants trading or resid-
ing in overseas settlements for the most part to avoid relying on foreign courts to
adjudicate their disputes, with results that were sometimes less than satisfying. We
have already mentioned the case of the merchant Hovhannes whose dispute in Ti-
bet was resolved by the throw of a dice.134 In other cases, Julfans appealed to local
tribunals in addition to making use of their own institutions. In Madras, for in-
stance, such appeals seemmore the norm than the exception, especially in the sec-
ond half of the eighteenth century, for the local Armenian community was well in-
tegrated into the English settlement and made liberal use of the Mayor’s Court of
Fort St. George (Madras).135 This is borne out by the numerous cases of disputes
involvingArmenianmerchants recorded in the pages of theMayor’s Court Proceed-
ings.136 The proceedings of this court indicate that it relied on the customary law
of the litigating parties in adjudicating their disputes. The court is also known to
have consulted with local Julfans regarding Julfan commercial law for intra-Julfan
disputes.137 In Venice, too, appeals were made to the Senate and the Cinque Savi, a
panel of judges that handed down verdicts on commercial and civil disputes and
legal infringements.138

TRUST IN GOSSIP BUT BASTINADO WHEN NEEDED

In addition to relying on social capital and reputational mechanisms, Julfans relied
on a more direct and coercive method of policing trust within their network. This
was especially the casewhen it came to themost trust-sensitive aspect of their long-
distance trade, namely, their reliance on the commenda form of partnership. As we
have seen in chapter 6, the commenda, in addition to the family firm, was the ba-
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sic organizational unit and structuring principle of Julfan long-distance trade.The
overwhelming bulk of the capital invested by Julfanmerchants in long-distance trade
was tied up in commenda ventures overseas. We have also seen that nearly all the
commenda agents engaged in Julfan trade and known to us through surviving con-
tracts were from Julfa or had strong family ties with the suburb. What can this tell
us about how Julfans policed trust relations?

One of the reasons Julfans appear to have hired only fellow Julfans as commenda
agents was because the commenda partnership as understood by Julfan commer-
cial law had built-in checks against malfeasance that reinforced Julfans’ reliance on
reputational mechanisms and yielded high returns as far as the problem of trust
was concerned. Such checks included the provision that the agent keep a detailed
accounting ledger of his past transactions and submit it to hismaster upon returning
home to Julfa. If the accounts turned out to be inaccurate or fraudulent, the agent
could be legally imprisoned for up to one year and periodically flogged or bastina-
doed until he restituted his master. The prospect of this form of coercion would
provide a sufficient incentive for agents to be honest. Moreover, agents were also
expected to leave the welfare of their families in Julfa in the care of their masters
upon leaving the township on their overseas trips on behalf of theirmasters.Though
the article of the Astrakhan Code of Laws that discusses this provision of the law
presents it as a responsibility expected from the master of a commenda contract, it
is not difficult to see this as another form of coercing agents into being honest with
the large sums of money entrusted to them while away from home. Multani mer-
chants from the northwest region of India used a similar provision to control the
behavior of their agents abroad.139 In both cases, families were essentially used as
hostages or collateral in exchange for the proper behavior of agents. Also in both
cases, the fact that the agents were all from the same home base (Julfa or Multan
City) helped in policing the behavior of agents and thus reduced the risk of op-
portunism. In the worst case scenario, if a Julfan agent had absconded with money
overseas, his family back in Julfa could lose its reputation and honor and be held
accountable. Lastly, another provision in the law also helpedminimize cases of op-
portunism. As we have seen in chapter 6, in order for a commenda agent to engage
in future tradewith fellow Julfans either as an agent for others or as a capitalistmas-
ter hiring his own agents, he had first to conclude his contract with his initial em-
ployer and receive from him a tomar document followed by a ghatilayagir, or let-
ter of severance/quittance. Without this letter of severance, an agent would have a
hard time practicing trade. We know about this from a very important case in the
MadrasMayor’sCourt proceedings from1735 involving anArmenian factor or com-
menda agent who wanted to enter into an agency with another merchant but could
not do so before acquiring a ghatilayagir (severance) from his previous masters ac-
cording to Julfan law or custom. Sinnappah Arasaratnam, who first examined this
case, explains: “An Armenian factor, employed by his principals, could not enter
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into trade by himself or in partnership with others unless he had settled accounts
with his former employers and secured a general release and discharge from
them.”140 In this case, when the agent’s Julfan masters in Madras refused to termi-
nate his contract, the court appointed a team of Julfan merchants and priests in
Madras to look into the papers of this factor to determine if he had conducted him-
self honorably, and decided to release him.

In order for these built-in checks to curb possible opportunism or malfeasance
of commenda agents traveling with large sums of credit abroad, all agents had to be
recruited from the nodal center of the network in Julfa and have family relations
therewho could be held as bond in return for the trust invested in the agents;more-
over, it would be easier to do detailed “background checks” on the reputations of
potential commenda agents before hiring them if these agents were originally from
Julfa.These were the principal reasons that Julfans almost always hired agents from
their community. Hiring outsiders from other communities (whether non-Julfan
Armenians or, say, Indians or Italians) would have seemed a very risky proposition
to Julfans, given the short-term advantages that camewith hiring agents from Julfa.
Of course, it may be the case that Julfansmademuchmore use of short-term “com-
mission agency” contractswith “outsiders” than I have given themcredit for in chap-
ters 6 and 9; at this early stage of our knowledge of Julfan economic history, it ap-
pears that few if any commission agency partnerships with outsiders are known to
exist. Future research into notarial archives in Europe might turn up evidence that
may challenge the findings of this book, but it is unlikely that such evidence will
lead to a reversal of the “closed” and essentially insular structure of the Julfan coali-
tion that I have described here. As we shall see in chapter 9, the Julfan system of re-
cruiting agents from inside the coalition had a cost: it prevented the Julfans from
truly engaging in “cross-cultural trade.” By making their trading habits insular, at
least as far as their partnership arrangements were concerned, the Julfans’ hiring
of only Julfan agents can be considered one of the structural flaws of their system
of trade, as it created long-term structural obstacles to the Julfans’ diversification
and expansion into new markets.

In sum, the evidence indicates that Julfans restricted the hiring of agents to their
coalition for two reasons. First, as discussed above, the commenda came equipped
with built-inmechanisms that enabled Julfans tomonitor, and if need be to coerce,
their agents and ensure that they did not engage in malfeasance. This coercive ap-
proach to ensuring trust, which one may call the “bastinado effect,” could not be
applied to outsiders who did not reside in Julfa. Second, the reputation-based in-
formal institution and the legally based semiformal institution, which I have called
the “AMPC complex,” also could not provide adequate mechanisms for monitor-
ing trust outside the coalition.The same factors also account for why powers of at-
torney and executors ofwills were also almost always recruited from the Julfan coali-
tion. In all three cases, the evidence overwhelmingly supports the view that Julfans
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transacted almost exclusively with fellow coalition members in interactions char-
acterized by high levels of trust. The handful of cases in which foreigners acted as
executors for Julfan wills are the exception and not the rule and, for the most part,
can be accounted for by the fact that there were few Julfans in the places where the
wills in question were drafted.141

The arguments presented above about social capital and trust in general and about
their role in Julfan commerce in particular allow us to arrive at the following con-
clusions. First, it seems that for trust to exist as “social capital,” a social network
ought to have two overriding properties. As Coleman’s work suggests, it helps if the
network is “closed” to outsiders and if the web of social relations among its mem-
bers is characterized bymultiplex ormultistranded ties.The argument for “closure”
(Coleman) or “denseness” (Granovetter) appears to fit very well with Greif ’s no-
tion of “coalition,” which I have imported, with some qualifications, intomy analy-
sis of Julfan society. A closed andmultiplex network or a coalitionwith strictmem-
bership rules allows for, among other things, easier and cheaper social monitoring,
based on better information flows, better enforcement of social norms, and more
effective application of sanctions for offenders and of rewards for those who com-
ply with the norms.This does not mean that networks, such as the Julfan one, that
share these properties are free from internal conflict and tension, that they elimi-
nate all cases of opportunism, or that they are “monolithic” entities whose mem-
bers always act with a common will.142 It just means that such networks tend to go
a long way in reducing and controlling acts of opportunism andmalfeasance com-
mitted by their members. Closure and multiplex ties are crucial for communities
of long-distance trade, because they tend to increase group cooperation and soli-
darity, reduce transaction costs by minimizing opportunistic behavior, and may
give such networks an edge over others that do not enjoy these same advantages.
One excellent example of this kind of “closed” and multiplex network is the ultra-
Orthodox Jewish community of diamondmerchants based in Brooklyn, where the
merchants and their families attend the same synagogues and schools and control
over 95 percent of New York’s bustling diamond trade, which is located mostly on
47th Street. Observers of this industry have noted the casual confidence with which
Jewish merchants deposit bags of diamonds worth several hundred thousand dol-
lars with each other for examination later. Despite the great temptation for oppor-
tunistic behavior in these transactions, there are relatively few cases of cheating,
because of the closed and multiplex nature of the network that allows Jewish dia-
mondmerchants in New York to closely monitor each other’s behavior. Our analy-
sis above suggests that Julfan Armenian merchants in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries operated like their Jewish counterparts in New York City today,
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except that the Julfan network was much larger in scale and not circumscribed to
a few neighborhoods in Brooklyn and a tiny district in midtown Manhattan.

Second, keeping the Julfan coalition or social network closed and numerically
small was a built-in and rational feature of the organizational basis of Julfan trade.
In other words, an argument can be made that maintaining Julfan identity was not
driven primarily by cultural or religious concerns or influences as much of the Ar-
menian-language, nationalist-inspired literature on Julfa would have us believe; on
the contrary, it wasmotivated by the rational economic needs of their network.The
network analysis inspired by social capital theory indicates that large networkswith
porous boundaries decrease trust and trustworthiness and increase transaction costs
for network members. This provides a rational incentive for network members to
keep their network a manageable size and ensure that its boundaries remain
“closed” through persistent policing and monitoring. In other words, for the aver-
age Julfan merchant, maintaining his communal affiliation and thereby perpetuat-
ing the social identity of the network was a rationally motivated choice.143 In chap-
ter 9, we shall explore the negative impact of a closednetwork on itsmembers’ ability
to expand and diversify into new markets.
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The Center Cannot Hold
The Decline and Collapse of the Julfan Trade Network

All networks, even themost solid, sooner or later encountered difficulty ormis-
fortune. And any failing at the center of the network sent out ripples that af-
fected all its outposts, perhaps most of all those on its periphery.1

In his characteristically astute fashion Fernand Braudel remarks that trade net-
works collapse because of “failings” and attendant complications that occur at their
center but have devastating ramifications beyond the core. Braudel’s account of
how trade networks collapse may not apply to all trade networks. For instance,
networks that have multiple centers, such as the Sephardic one in the Mediter-
ranean and the Atlantic worlds, may not be susceptible to the kind of collapse en-
visaged by the great French historian and may be flexible enough to recover from
severe “shocks” to one of their centers by shifting their weight to another location.2
However, networks with a single nodal center regulating commercial life in other
nodes throughout a vast network dependent on the center, as was the case with
the Julfan network, are vulnerable to catastrophic collapse if the nodal center is
damaged beyond repair.

This chapter discusses the decline and collapse of the Julfan trade network in
the eighteenth century. It argues that in the case of theNew Julfan network themost
severe “failing” of the network’s center occurred in 1746–1747, when Nadir Shah
imposed more than 90,000 tumans—an astronomical figure—in taxes on the New
Julfans and allowed his soldiers to systematically loot the suburb. The first section
of the chapter explores how Julfa’s decline and collapse have been treated in the his-
toriography of the township and its trade network and rejects the hypothesis ad-
vanced by some scholars that Julfa declined and collapsed as a result of the reli-
giously intolerant policies of the Safavid shahs in the late seventeenth century or as
a consequence of the fall of the Safavid dynasty on the heels of the Afghan invasion
and conquest of Isfahan in 1722.The second section focuses on the crucial last year
of Nadir Shah’s reign and examines the disastrous consequences of his policies on
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the collapse of Julfa as a nodal center. Drawing from hitherto unexplored firsthand
accounts of the social and economic situation in Julfa and Isfahan in 1747, this sec-
tion casts new light on the history of Julfa and Isfahan, offering information not in-
cluded in standard histories of Nadir Shah’s reign.

THREE VIEWS OF THE JULFAN COLLAPSE

According to some scholars of Julfan history, Julfa’s decline began in the waning
years of the seventeenth centurywhen Safavid Iran increasingly became a rigid Shi’a
state, intolerant of its religiousminorities.Harut‘iwnTerHovhaniants and, following
him, VazkenGhougassian point out that as a result of this atmosphere of intolerance
the Safavid state actively encouraged the JulfanArmenians’ conversion to Islam and
weakened the township’s administrative autonomy.3 While these measures posed
serious threats to Julfa’s economic welfare and caused the departure of several
wealthy Julfan families from Iran, Ghougassian argues that they did not spell Julfa’s
collapse. Julfa’s final collapse, according to him, came in 1722, when the Afghans
occupied Isfahan, and brought the Safavid dynasty to an end.Ghougassian explains:
“The Afghan occupation of Isfahan, which lasted for seven years, until 1729,
brought about the final downfall of the Armenian community of New Julfa. Dur-
ing this period, the economy was in total shambles and the physical security of the
peoplewas at stake.ManyArmenians, being robbed of their wealth and persecuted,
were abandoning their homes in a panic and fleeing to Iraq, India and Russia.”4

A different interpretation of Julfa’s collapse is found in the work of Ina Baghdi-
antzMcCabe, who rejects Ghougassian’s conclusions and argues in favor of an ear-
lier dating for Julfa’s decline. According toBaghdiantzMcCabe, “Thedecline ofNew
Julfa actually begins much earlier, under Shah ‘Abbas II (1642–66), for there was a
turning point in Iran’s religious policies and strides toward homogenization that
targetedminorities.”5 BaghdiantzMcCabe then argues that the causes for Julfa’s de-
cline should be sought not only in changing religious policies but in the “total change
in [the Julfans’] political role within Iran,”6 which began when their role as “finan-
ciers of the khassa ceased” in the 1640s.7

Both interpretations are problematic. While it is true that the Afghans imposed
a tax of 70,000 tumans on the Julfans in 1722,8 in exchange for sparing the town-
ship from the devastation suffered by Isfahan, and that their invasion had deleteri-
ous consequences for Julfa’s economic welfare, as Ghougassian claims, it is inaccu-
rate to describe this period as ushering in the “final downfall” of Julfa. We know,
for instance, that many well-to-do Julfan families managed to survive the Afghans,
and the township continued to prosper for several decades after the Afghans took
power. The earlier dating for the decline offered by Baghdiantz McCabe is equally
untenable for the same reason: Julfan trade continued to expand in the first half of
the eighteenth century, notwithstanding the Julfan fall in status that is supposed to
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have occurred in the 1640s and 1650s.Moreover, the evidence suggests that far from
being hurt by the change of status, as Baghdiantz McCabe claims, the Julfan trade
network, one could argue, actually reached its climax in the second half of the sev-
enteenth century, thus well after the period she identifies as being a “turning” point
in their decline. In fact, Baghdiantz McCabe’s dates for the decline of New Julfa do
not tally with her own account of Julfan prosperity in the second half of the sev-
enteenth century, if not later. The 1640s periodization is so early in Julfan history
that it hardly leaves room for the rise of New Julfan trade.

EdmundHerzig’s assessment of Julfa’s decline is on thewhole carefully reasoned
and nuanced. After noting that several prominent European observers, including
Raphael du Mans and Jean Chardin, had observed symptoms of economic decline
in Julfa by the second half of the seventeenth century, Herzig notes: “On balance,
there is little evidence that Julfa’s economic basis was seriously undermined until
the turn of the eighteenth century at the earliest.”9 Julfa still won the admiration of
travelers for “its wealth and thriving population.”10 Herzig also concedes Ter Hov-
haniants’s assessment that the reign of Shah Sultan Hussain marks the beginning
of Julfa’s decline, “as extortion by officials and litigation by Armenian converts to
Islam began seriously to threaten the wealth of themajor merchants, leading to the
start of large scale emigration.”11

Reports by European travelers and missionaries written during the Afghan
period, however, all testify that the township continued to thrive during this period.
The churches were still functioning as they had in earlier times, and Julfans seem
to have worked out a modus vivendi with their Afghan overlords, so much so that
somewere integrated into high ruling circles because of the services theywere able
to provide theAfghan rulers. Such, for instance, was the casewith Emmanuel Shah-
rimanian, who acted as the chief secretary to Shah Ashraf ’s embassy to Istanbul
in 1725. Whatever the hardships of Afghan rule, Herzig claims, they were to pale
in comparison to the suffering the Julfans endured under the reign of Nadir Shah
(1737–1747).

To substantiate his claims, Herzig focuses on the heavy taxes imposed on the
Julfans by Nadir. Herzig points out, for instance, that during Nadir’s first visit to Is-
fahan in 1745, the Julfans were forced to pay a tax of 60,500 tumans, of which the
township’s ten leading families paid 23,500 tumans.On his second visit in the win-
ter of 1746–1747, the shah levied an additional 30,000 tumans.12 The cumulative
effect of such taxes, the attendant insecurity of trade routes going to and from Is-
fahan/Julfa, and the rampant extortions suffered by Julfan merchants at the hands
of corrupt officials all contributed to themass exodus of Julfa’s leading families,many
of whom fled with whatever wealth they could manage to take to India, Russia, or
the Mediterranean. Herzig sums up the disastrous consequences of this period on
Julfa’s welfare as follows:
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Julfa’s demise as a major commercial centre came not in the 1720s with the political
collapse of the Safavid state, but in the years after 1745, whenNadir Shah’s ruinous tax-
ation and tyranny devastated the economy and society inmuch of Iran.While the level
of taxation was high throughout Nadir’s reign, it was the two periods of his residence
in Isfahan (December to January 1745/6 and the same period the following year) that
caused most damage to the Armenian suburb along with the rest of Isfahan.13

AUTO-DA-FÉ IN ISFAHAN

In addition to the strains of paying heavy taxes, another source of concern for Jul-
fan merchants was the climate of extreme insecurity fostered by Nadir’s arbitrary
rule. The private merchant correspondence that has survived from the period in-
dicates that this aspect ofNadir’s reignwas particularly troubling to themerchants.14
As early as 1745, we come across numerous references in Julfan business letters al-
luding toNadir’s arbitrary decisions ordering prominent Julfanmerchants (usually
in their sixties) to “repair to the army,” that is, to report to the shah at one of his
army camps.Thus, in a company letter written in 1745, Khwaja Emniaz Minasian,
one of the pillars of the Julfanmerchant community in Isfahan and amerchant who
will resurface later in our narrative, informs his correspondents in India:

On the ninth day of Woftan [read Ovdan, i.e., January 9, 1745], I as well as the Cal-
endar [kalantar] and many other Gentlemen were obliged and ordered to go and
repair to the army, and there the said Calendar or Governor of Julpha was fined and
obliged to pay the sum of Two thousand Seven hundred and Seventy Tomanes,
whom [sic] they delivered into the Hands and Power of Ashuljan [Ashur Khan?] the
Governor of Hispahan thus to bring him to the said Hispahan and there to pay the
said sum; and on the Thirteenth of Atham [i.e., May 2] I did arrive at my House in
Company of the said Ashuljan, and did my utmost to assist the said Calendar to
make up the said Sum of money, he having not so much Cash with him at that time,
tho’ the nation seems to be backwards in assisting him: I am at a loss to let you know
how this affair will end; The King has also deprived the Calendar of his Post and has
appointed another Person in his Room;15 the King has done the same with several
other Persons, which Causes great Confusions. And you will know the particulars of
the whole by the Caravan that set out from hence on the first day of Shephot [read:
sh’bat; i.e., May 20].16

Emniaz concludes his long letter with the intimation that he had just had a very
close call and considers himself a luckyman: “It was a particular favour of God that
I came off as I did, for three of the Gentlemen that went to it were kept there.”17 As
we shall soon see, however, he was not that lucky.

Other letters from the period indicate that Khwaja Emniaz was not alone in his
strange experiences. Around the same time as the incident recounted above, Em-
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niaz’s nephew Aghamal di Shafraz Minasian, the second most senior member of
the Minasian family firm, was also called to “repair to the army,” that is, to make
an appearance before the shah at hismilitary camp.Again, in a letterwritten in 1745,
another member of the Minasian family informs his brother Astvatsatur in India
that “there is no traffic in trade [yelumut] in our country and day by day [the econ-
omy is in ruins].”18 He also writes about the king’s greed and his desire to find a
means of extorting more money from the Julfans. In this connection, he states that
the king sent his officials to Julfa to investigate and find the truth [Hagheghat<A/P:
haqiqat, truth, reality] about Julfa’s wealth. When the king’s officials arrived, three
leading members of the Armenian merchant community, including Paron Ohan-
jan of the Shahriman family, Aghamal of theMinasian family, andAvet of theKhal-
darents family, were called to see the king at his qalat, or army encampment, where
Nadir was temporarily stationed.19 But things were only to get worse for the Jul-
fans, especially during Nadir’s historic second visit to Isfahan.

Nadir passed through Isfahan in December of 1746 on his way to suppressing
an uprising in Mashad. He spent forty-five days in the city, during which “all the
injustices and cruelties that could be imagined were committed on his orders.”20
His army was spread out in the city and in the neighboring countryside. Accord-
ing to Père Bazin, a Jesuit who served as Nadir’s chief physician from 1740 to 1747
and was, therefore, in a privileged position to witness events from close quarters,
one could see soldiers running in the streets and roads of Isfahan,mercilessly basti-
nadoing people and looting homes in their quest to extort money.21The city was in
a heightened state of confusion and fear. Nadir’s excesses seem to have reached a
crescendo during this period, so much so that the English traveler Jonas Hanway
attests that during his brief stay in the city, the shah “committed barbarities beyond
any of the former years of his reign.”22

Accompanying Nadir in the winter of 1746/47, Bazin likened Isfahan to a city
conquered by an assault and abandoned to the fury of the conquering soldiers. Ac-
cording to Bazin’s testimony, every day upon leaving the palace he would come
across twenty-five or thirty corpses strewn on the streets, all strangled uponNadir’s
orders or having been beaten by his soldiers.23 After describing the chaos and vio-
lence in Isfahan during Nadir’s short respite there, Bazin provides the following
account of an event that would seal Julfa’s fate:

Before his departure, [Nadir] wanted to make an exact stocktaking of all the precious
furniture of his palace. A carpet that served to ornament the royal throne had disap-
peared for about three years. The suspicion fell upon the keeper of the king’s jewels.
The accused denied having thieved the object, but after a hardy beating with a basti-
nado, he declared that his predecessor had sold the carpet. And to whom? asked
Thamas [i.e., Nadir]. Who would be so daring as to purchase the furniture of my
palace?The accused pleaded for some time to look into the matter; he returned a few
days later and denounced as the buyers eight merchants, of which two were Indians,
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two Armenians, and four Jews. They were all arrested, and after some interrogations
they each suffered the loss of one eye. Then all eight of them were tied by their necks
to the same chain.The following day, a great firewas lit by the orders ofThamas, where
the eight accused were thrown in together and enchained as they were. All the spec-
tators and executioners themselves were aghast at this barbaric execution. This was
the first act of its nature that [Thamas] had ordered. And despite all the searches and
torments that were employed, the author of this theft remained unknown.24

The Carmelite missionaries who were stationed in Julfa and had close ties with
the township’s Armenian merchants also witnessed this event and wrote a more
graphic description of it in their letters home. A report written in February of 1747
describes the incident as follows:

Ever keener to seek pretexts to havemoney the tyrant one day had summoned to him
his chief “keeper of the harness” and reproachedhim for having thieved a certain horse
cloth worked in gold and pearls.The “keeper of the harness” replied or protested that
he knew nothing about any such thing: he had three committed to his charge, and he
could account for three, as could be clearly seen from the daftar or book of accounts.
Without saying more the Tyrant had both his eyes at once put out: then, after a few
hours, having had the man again led before him, he threatened to make him die a
painful death, unless he at once declared to whom he had sold that horse cloth. The
luckless servant, fearing to lose his life, gave the names of four Hebrews, four Zoro-
astrians, and four Armenians—who were the two brothers Aratun and Peter Shari-
man, Aqa Nazar and Khwajeh Minas, the first three Catholics and the fourth a schis-
matic. Immediately diligent search wasmade for all but for all the zeal used they were
never able to find Mr. Peter, for the reason given above that he had hidden himself
some days before, nor Aqa Nazar, and two of the four Zoroastrians accused for the
like reason that they had escaped or fled.

On 13.1.1747, therefore the others were led into the presence of the Tyrant, viz
Mr. Aratun and Mr. Minas, the Armenians, two Zoroastrians and four Jews: and the
same daywithout further inquiry he had one eye of each of themput out, their houses
searched, their property confiscated. . . . So he had the poor sufferers again led before
him, and without consenting to listen to reasoning or prayers, he gave orders that all
of them should be burnt alive in the great square [Maidan i shah] of the city: and be-
cause “jussio Regis urgebat” (see the book of Daniel, 3–21) that same day, which was
14.1.1747, at the samehour, about four in the afternoon, therewas soon lighted a great
fire in theMeidan i shah. In it the first to be thrown were the unfortunate Mr. Aratun
Shariman andMr. Minas, bound together by a chain: then the two Zoroastrians, and
lastly two by two, the four Jews, all of them “cum braciis suis et tiaras et calceamentis
et vestibus.”

Mr. Minas died almost at once, because before he was thrown into the flames he
had lost consciousness in a swoon; but Mr. Aratun lingered more than an hour in the
flames, crying out for mercy and pardon for his sins till he expired. The night after,
the relatives searched for their bones and, when recognized, those ofMr. Aratunwere
interred by the Catholics in the sepulchre of his ancestors, and those of Mr. Minas by
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the heretics in the Cemetery of the Armenians. Both were sexagenarians and former
heads of Julfa.25

TheKwhaja Aratun [Harut‘iwn]mentioned in this report was a scion of New Julfa’s
wealthiest Catholic Armenian family, the Shahrimanians, described in chapter 6.
Unlike his brothers and sons, who had left Julfa years before and resettled inVenice,
Livorno, andMadras, Aratun had decided to stay behind.The KhwajaMinas men-
tioned in the letter is actually the luckless Khwaja Emniaz, the youngest son of
Khwaja Minas di Panos and the most senior member and director of the Khwaja
Minasian family firm, also described in the chapter 6.26

These twomerchants represented twoof thewealthiest andmost influential fam-
ilies still residing in Julfa in the 1740s. The Carmelite missionaries who witnessed
this grizly spectacle noted the horror it struck into the hearts of its spectators and
observed in particular how it “ended by throwing into consternation the whole Ar-
menian community, already terrified by the fear of being all put to the sword in ac-
cordance with the threats of the barbarian Shah.”27 They also note that Nadir had
already warned the community leaders in Julfa during his first visit in Isfahan in
1745 that he had intentions ofmassacring the entire community, a threat he repeated
to the kalantar when the latter, following the usual Safavid protocol, went to wish
him “a safe journey” on January 21, 1747, when the shah hastily departed with his
army.28 The missionary reports of the period indicate that Nadir’s anger with the
Armenianswas partly explained by the behavior of theCatholicosGhazarChahgetsi,
the spiritual head of the Armenians residing in Ejmiatsin under Iranian rule, who
had earlier taken refuge in Ottoman territory after being unable to pay an exorbi-
tant tax imposed on the church by Nadir.29

Julfa’s tribulations did not end with Nadir’s speedy departure from Isfahan, how-
ever. It appears from private correspondence of the period that prior to his depar-
tureNadir had dispatched the governor of Isfahan to Julfa.The governor had turned
out to be even more rapacious than Nadir and had used his post to extort money
from the residents of both Isfahan and Julfa. He does not appear to bementioned in
any histories of Isfahan during this period, but his deeds during this turbulent and
little-studied period are recorded in family and business letters written by Julfans.
His name is not given, but he was most likely the same “Ashul Khan” mentioned in
earlier correspondence.30 We know of his deeds thanks to a letter by an Armenian
priest namedVardapet Gevorg, written in September of 1747 in Julfa and addressed
to a Julfan commenda agent inMadras named ParonMirza di Ovanjan Shicur. After
discussing the auto-da-fé incident in Isfahan, Vardapet Gevorg notes:

Some few months after[,] the King sent to this place a Governor who if possible was
worse than the king himself, and he directly laid an Imposition of five hundred
Tomanes upon the Inhabitants of Julpha, in consequence of which the principal per-
sons of the place applyyd to the said governor representing to him the impossibility
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and difficulty there was to raise the said sum of money, in consideration of the most
heavy Taxes that had been lay’d before upon them, but the said governor instead of
moderating his demand sent one hundred and fifty soldiers to Julpha, at the sight of
which the tradesmen with the lower sort of people rose in a tumultuous manner and
were going to oppose the soldiers chusing to die than to be thus so ill treated; and it
was thought proper for the principal inhabitants of the nation to go amongst them to
desire and prevail with them to be quiet and pacified; an excommunication was also
intimated to force them to be easy and to let the whole to the almighty Providence
praying to him to free them from such things. The Principal Inhabitants foreseeing
the fatal consequences that might proceed from the governors proceedings and con-
tumancy and resolution of the people, came at last to resolve themselves to pay amongst
themselves the said sum of money, thus to save so many souls and lives that might
otherwise been lost; they went to the governor and represented to him that it was im-
possible for them to pay the said sum in Cash, and that they would give him the value
thereof in Goods, who answered to them that if they would but Pay him what he De-
manded, he was willing to take it in any thing, for by his behaviour it seemed as if he
would not Stay long in the Place.31

Gevorg then recounts how the governor fled Isfahan after learning of Nadir’s
assassination:

Soon after this happened, the Governor heard that the King was Killed upon which
he went away to make his Escape and for fear of the people, which being known by
the lower sort of people at Hispahan as well as Julpha they marched after him, over-
took him in the Road, and after having killed him, they brought with them his Body
to the city of Hispahan in Triumph, saying in a loud voice, there you see the punish-
ment that is given to the person who over Tyranized the Good people of the Coun-
try; and youmust know that this tyrant has caused and donemore Cruelties by a vast
deal upon the people of Hispahan than upon our people at Julpha.32

New Julfa never recovered as a nodal center of a vast network from the blows it
received underNadir Shah’s predatory policies.Nadir’s assassination in June of 1747,
and the enthronement of Ali Qoli Khan as the next ruler under the name of Adel
Shah, brought temporary relief and a sense of optimism to Julfanswhohad remained
in their suburb.33 But these hopes proved to be short-lived, as five different shahs
came and went in the two years following the tyrant’s assassination, reflecting the
period of extreme political and social uncertainty in Iran.34 In 1750, the township
was given as a gift to Kerim Khan Zand, a regional warlord who later came to rule
Iran. Yet even his benevolent treatment of Julfa did not suffice to rescue the town-
ship fromwhat proved to be an irreversible collapse. In the aftermath of Julfa’s ruin,
many of the township’s wealthy families had already fled from their homes, taking
whatever capital they still possessed and settling in the network’s peripheral settle-
ments, especially in India, where they continued trading during the second half of
the eighteenth century.
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To understand “how sudden and complete” Julfa’s collapse was, we only need to
look at the township’s ability to muster enough resources to pay taxes during the
first half of the eighteenth century. About a decade after Nadir’s fateful second visit
to Isfahan, tax collectors forHasanKhanwere unable to raise 8,000 tumans in Julfa,
whereas the Afghans had collected 70,000 tumans in 1722, and Nadir Shah 60,000
tumans in the winter of 1745/6 and an additional 30,000 tumans only a year later.35

In 1769, a Catholic missionary in Julfa wrote: “Here the townfolk are poor and
wretched both in numbers and in worldly goods.”36 A census taken in Julfa in the
following year refers to a population of just 1,667, down from about 20,000 in the
first half of the eighteenth century.37 Herzig best sums up the consequences that
Julfa’s dramatic collapse in the late 1740s would have in the second half of the cen-
tury: “As a result of emigration and the forced sale of property tomeet tax demands
Julfa’s exclusively Armenian character was lost, and in the later eighteenth century
a considerable part of the population was Muslim.”38

The ruin of Julfa was apparent to everyone who had lived throughNadir’s whirl-
wind visit to Isfahan in the early days of 1747. A priest in Julfa writing to a corre-
spondent inMadras later the same year remarks: “Both Julfa and Isfahan have been
reduced; they are not the same places that you once knew.”39 A Dominican mis-
sionary in Julfa, Padri Raymond, writing to Tadeo Sceriman in Venice in 1750,
pleads with him to come to terms with the fact that “Julfa does not exist anymore;
it has been destroyed and is being destroyed day by day. Only three well-to-do fam-
ilies have remained: (1) the family of Emniaz [i.e., the Khwaja Minasians]; (2) Sev
Tsatur’s family; and (3)Yohannes diGaspar’s family.”40 Adocument from1751,writ-
ten only a few years after the devastating events that accompanied Nadir’s visit,
records that “on account of the evil happenings during the past few years, numerous
rich merchants [dolvatavork‘] were subjected to trouble [on account of being com-
pelled tomake] large payments, as a result of whichmany fled and went away, leav-
ing this town empty.”41 Two years later, several members of the once prosperous
KhwajaMinasian family who had fled Julfa and taken refuge in Basra wrote the fol-
lowing in a letter to their mother still residing in Julfa and apparently beseeching
her sons to return home:

With what heart and what hope could we return to that country, where every year
and every month there is a new king—it must be obvious to all of you that that coun-
try does us no good. What became of the Khaldarians—the Shahrimanians, Salen-
jians, Sakhatunians, Petghians, Jamalians, Gerakians, Karasmankians, Khoja Pogho-
sians, Khoja Safrazians, Franksisians, Agha Tavutianas, Khoja Nigoghosians, Chik
Mukelians, Agha Papians, Parsadanians,Meds Shahenians, and all the other families?
Honorable Mother you may well know that none of them has remained. We are not
going to be their [Persians’] servants. During the time of Kings, under stable condi-
tions and amid a large population they [the said families] perished.Therefore beloved
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mother, how are we, four or five families, going to live in that country at a time of con-
fusion and instability.42

Finally, another Sceriman/Shahrimanian family correspondent in Moscow in-
formsTadeo Sceriman inVenice in 1755 that, according to the news he has received
from Iran, “our country [Julfa] is in a pitiful condition, that there is no hope to be
expected from it and that out of the four remaining [wealthy] families only the fam-
ily of Hovhanjan has survived; and God also save them [from that country].”43

NODES, NODAL CENTERS,
PERIPHERAL NODES, AND NETWORKS

The question arises as to whether the events described above as having caused the
collapse of Julfa’s economy actually also led to the collapse of the entire network, as
Braudel’s comments quoted at the beginning of this chapter would seem to suggest.
If they did, then how is the collapse of the entire network to be explained? These
questions are related to one of the central arguments of this book, namely, that the
Julfan merchant community is best understood not as a “trade diaspora,” as con-
ventional wisdomwould have it, but as a sociological variety of what I have termed
a “circulation society,” that is, a society defined by its circular relationship to a “nodal
center” that shapes and gives life to its network of dispersed settlements or colonies
through the circulation ofmen, capital, information, priests, andwomen.As I sought
to clarify in chapter 1, it is the concept of circulation that infuses dynamism into
our understanding of earlymodernmerchant communities and their networks and
sheds light on how these communities were able to generate and maintain distinct
identities in both economic and cultural terms.

However, in advocating amodel of amerchant community that is dependent on
a strong nodal center, as the Julfan one clearly was, do we not run the risk of giv-
ing too much agency to the center and making the periphery a passive recipient of
stimuli emanating from the core? Certainly, the evidence suggests that the Julfan
network was quite flexible and characterized by ties that were multifarious, rather
than a simple model of circulation in which everything has its source in the center.
Even a cursory glance at Julfan settlements scattered along the network seems to
suggest that “regional centers” such as Madras in the Indian Ocean or Venice and
Smyrna in the Mediterranean or Amsterdam in northwestern Europe possessed
their own agency and were not passive recipients of decisions made in the nodal
center. Towhat extent Julfa’s regional centerswere independent of the center at Julfa
and thus, in theory, not only able to survive any catastrophic failures occurring there
but also to become alternative nodal centers of a regenerated network is an im-
portant question but one that is exceedingly difficult to answer at this early stage
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of our knowledge of Julfan economic history.44 One way of tackling this question
would be to determine, through rigorous data collection from the archives,
roughly what proportion of the capital circulating in the network as a whole em-
anated from, and was “pumped” into the network from, Julfa. In this respect, we
can be fairly certain that during much of the seventeenth century, when Julfa’s so-
cial and economic security was safeguarded by a strong Safavid state, many if not
all of the roughly thirty prominent Julfan families alluded to in Ter Hovhaniants’s
study were headquartered in Julfa.This would indicate that both capital and infor-
mation, the two vital “objects” that circulated through the Julfan network via the
mechanism of the family firm, had their origin and impulse in the nodal center of
Julfa. But data on howmany of these families continued to be headquartered in Julfa
until the 1740s are scant at best. Preliminary research indicates that some of the
elite families had left Julfa as early as the 1690s and the early years of the eighteenth
century, although a significant number appear to have remained there until they
were forced into exile in the 1740s, when Julfa was already collapsing under ru-
inous taxation. If we accept this as a reasonable hypothesis, then we can say that
the destruction of Julfa by Nadir Shah would have disastrous consequences for
the network as a whole and would lead to a severe decline in trading prospects
even for those Julfan merchants who had managed to flee Julfa before 1747 with
some capital.

In addition to circulating commenda agents, information, and capital, Julfa also
circulated priests throughout its network. There can be little room for doubt re-
garding Julfa’s preeminent role as a nodal center for the spiritual life of the network.
After all, by the last quarter of the seventeenth century, when the Julfan network
experienced a dramatic expansion of settlements, especially in the Indian Ocean,
New Julfa had become its own diocese with broad administrative autonomy from
the Catholicosate in Ejmiatsin and had its own network of churches in India and
Southeast Asia in general thatwere directly controlled by theAll Savior’sMonastery
in Julfa. The priests serving the spiritual and cultural needs of Julfan communities
in the Eastwere almost entirely sent from Julfa and played a vital role inmaintaining
Julfan identity in the network settlements. Moreover, there can be little doubt that
Julfa also served as a legal and administrative nodal center for a vast network. As
we saw in chapter 7, the suburb’s Assembly of Merchants and its auxiliary Munic-
ipal Assembly were key institutions for resolving legal disputes, generating and
maintaining “social capital” and trust, and ratifying important documents, such as
powers of attorney and title deeds. In light of this information, it would be difficult
not to see the fatal consequences for the rest of the network of the irreversible dam-
age inflicted on the nodal center.

“Failings” of or shocks administered to the center of a network are not the only
factors contributing to the decline and collapse of mercantile networks, as Braudel
seems to suggest. AshinDasGupta’swork on Surat indicates that events taking place
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on a macro level and beyond the nodal center can also have negative ramifica-
tions for a network’s overall success.45 In the Julfan case, the most important
sources of such disturbances beyond the center were to be found in the Indian
Ocean circuit of the network and were connected to the near-simultaneous decline
and collapse of the Muslim empires of Safavid Iran and Mughal India, which had
long supported the prosperity of the Julfan network.46 Both of these empires were
“hollow[ed] out” and then collapsed in the first half of the eighteenth century,47 be-
ginning with the sudden unraveling of the Safavids under an Afghan “tribal break-
out” that led to the conquest of Isfahan and toppling of the Safavid dynasty in 1722,
followed by the slower breakup of the Mughals in the period after Aurangzeb’s
death in 1707, which culminated in the capture of Delhi byNadir Shah in 1739 and
the Afghan and Maratha attacks of the late 1740s and 1750s.

In his assessment of how networks decline and collapse, Braudel adds the fol-
lowing thoughts to the quotation that began this chapter:

However an active network once frustrated always has a tendency to compensate for
its losses. Driven out of one region, it may press its capital and the advantages it offers
upon another. This seems at any rate to have been the rule whenever a really vigor-
ous and accumulative capitalism was concerned.48

That this scenario could in fact occur is demonstrated by the Multani Indian net-
work, which we will briefly analyze in chapter 9.TheMultanis, whose network was
remarkably similar to that of the Julfans in that both were monocentric networks
dominated by strongnodal centers, also suffered a decline followedby collapsewhen
their center at Multan City was destroyed in the early years of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Unlike the Julfans, however, the Multanis appear to have made a comeback
by shifting their base to neighboring Shikarpur, in a way that seems to fit Braudel’s
sagacious analysis. The Julfans did not recover as a new network with an alterna-
tive center. Certainly, the best candidate for such an alternative center in the post-
1747 period probably would have been in India and most likely in Madras or Cal-
cutta, where many Julfans relocated both before and especially after the collapse of
Julfa. Instead of returning as a new, Madras-based network, the Julfans in Madras
appear to have opted for a farmore ambitious project by planning to shift their base
from India to a new, “imagined” center in the “homeland” of “historic Armenia.”
This shift was in part due to the fact that their prospects for a commercial come-
back in India were severely hampered by the imperializing network of the Euro-
pean East India Companies and especially that of the English East India Company
and its state-chartered monopoly in trade. As I have argued elsewhere, faced with
decreasing prospects of trade in India, some Julfans in Madras began to “reimag-
ine” and reinvent themselves not only as Julfans, but as members of the larger Ar-
menian “nation.”49 This shift “from coalition to nation,” as I call it, can be seen in
the remarkable series of publications published in Madras in the 1770s and 1780s



by a small group of Julfanmerchants andneo-intellectuals, including Shahamir Sha-
hamirian, in which republican ideas are formulated in a constitutional treatise for
a future republic of Armenia that would not exist on amap for another 140 years or
so. Thus, instead of reinventing a new mercantile network (as the Multanis appear
to have done) with a new nodal center in India, the Julfans there advocated creat-
ing an Armenian national state where they hoped to relocate both themselves and
their capital.

But even if the Julfans had not experienced a catastrophic blow to their center
in 1747 or faced pressures from the European East India Companies, or had been
successful at transplanting their nodal center to India, there are other indications
that their network would probably not have endured much longer. As we shall dis-
cover in the next chapter, through a comparison of the Julfan network and twoother
networks, the Julfan network had a structural flaw that would have limited its long-
term success, preventing its further expansion and diversification.
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Conclusion
Comparative Thoughts on Julfan Armenians,

Multani Indians, and Sephardic Jews

In an era of when contracts could be hard to enforce, especially across politi-
cal boundaries, it helped to deal with people who came from the same place
you did. . . . In case a trading partner was tempted to cheat you, it helped that
their relatives and yours lived near each other. If worse came to worst, there
were people you could take your anger out on.1

Most scholarship on “trade diasporas,” or long-distance mercantile communities
and their networks, has tended to be insular and narrowly focused on a single com-
munity of merchants. Little work has been done to conceptualize mercantile com-
munities in a comparative context. As Jonathan Israel puts it, “The role of differ-
ent diasporas in long-distance trade . . . [has] only rather rarely been systematically
compared.”2

This chapter offers a comparative excursus into JulfanArmenian,Multani Indian,
and Sephardic Jewish trade networks and trading practices.The comparison iswar-
ranted because the three trade networks were arguably the leading long-distance
mercantile communities of the early modern period and hence, either together or
separately, can be taken to embody some of themore important traits of other early
modern long-distance communities.Moreover, comparing the Julfan networkwith
the Sephardic and Multani networks will be helpful in highlighting the peculi-
arities of each mercantile community and, for our purposes, will help us articu-
late more clearly some of the idiosyncrasies of the Julfan trade network and its
merchants identified thus far.The chapter will examine the following: (1) how each
network emerged, expanded, and eventually declined; (2) how each network was
structured in relation to a single “nodal center” of circulation, as in the case of the
Julfans and Multanis, or to multiple centers, as in the case of the Sephardim; and,
most importantly, (3) how each network used different types of commercial con-
tracts for partnerships to organize long-distance trade. The chapter will conclude



by exploring the idea that the choice of a particular type of commercial contract
over another could have serious ramifications for a given network’s ability to ex-
pand into newmarkets and to police “trust relations” in long-distance trade. It will
also explore the possible correlation between a network’s structural properties (i.e.,
monocentric versus polycentric) and its tendency to privilege one form of part-
nership over another.

THE JULFAN ARMENIANS

As we saw in chapter 2, the Julfan network had its origins in the mercantile town of
Old Julfa on the Safavid-Ottoman frontier. Merchants from this town had become
internationally renownedpurveyors of Iranian silk in the secondhalf of the sixteenth
century largely due to a “global conjuncture” of several otherwise unrelated histor-
ical developments, including the inflowofNewWorld silver into theMediterranean,
which increased the purchasing power of European merchants from the Mediter-
ranean; the transformation of Iranian silk into the second most important global
commodity after pepper (at least as far as the Levant trade was concerned); and the
proximity of Old Julfa to the silk-producing regions of northern Iran.Their pivotal
role in the silk trade enabled the merchants of Old Julfa to create a trade network
that had already stretched to Mediterranean ports such as Venice and probably ex-
tended to South Asia in the closing decades of the sixteenth century.

The Safavid ruler Shah ‘Abbas I decided to relocate the Julfans to the outskirts
of his new capital of Isfahan in 1604–1605 during theOttoman-Safavidwars, when
much of the region’s population was also forcibly displaced and resettled in
different parts of Iran. Within a short period after their deportation and resettle-
ment on the outskirts of the Safavid imperial capital, the Julfanmerchants had come
to preside over one of the greatest trade networks of the earlymodern period, with
trade settlements or nodes spanning several empires, including the threemost sig-
nificant Muslim empires of Eurasia—the Ottoman, the Safavid, and the Mughal
empires—as well as Muscovite Russia, Qing China, and all the major European
seaborne empires, including the British, Dutch, French, Portuguese, and Spanish.
Beneficiaries of and contributors to the Safavid state monopoly of the silk trade
under ‘Abbas I and of Iranian silk’s increasingly important place in the global econ-
omy, the Julfans were able to branch out and establish a trade network with four
interconnected circuits around New Julfa as a nodal center. Arguably the most im-
portant of these circuits was the IndianOcean, to which the Julfans had access once
Hormuz at the mouth of the Persian Gulf came under Safavid control in 1622 fol-
lowing the ousting of the Portuguese garrison there. This move allowed Julfan ex-
pansion into the maritime space of the Indian Ocean and the establishment of set-
tlements across all the major trading centers of Mughal India and beyond to
Southeast Asia, Canton, andManila. A second circuit, established in the last quar-
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ter of the seventeenth century, spanned Muscovite Russia with settlements in As-
trakhan, Moscow, and St. Petersburg.This circuit, in turn, served as a springboard
to settlements across the Baltic region and south to Amsterdam and London, thus
connecting it to a third, smaller circuit around northwestern Europe. Finally, a
fourth circuit in the Mediterranean basin, fully formed by the second half of the
seventeenth century, stretchedwest from Julfa acrossOttoman territories toAleppo/
Iskandarun, Smyrna, Venice, Livorno, Marseilles, and Cadiz on the Atlantic rim
andwas linked to the circuit in northwesternEurope by the endof the century.These
overlapping circuits of the Julfanmultinodal networkwere connected to each other
through their convergence in the Isfahan suburb of New Julfa, the nodal center of
the larger network, which kept the network’s nodes or settlements glued to each
other through the continuous circulation of merchants/credit, information in the
form of commercial correspondence, some women albeit in small numbers, and
priests at least with regard to the settlements in the Indian Ocean, which fell under
the jurisdiction of the Armenian diocese centered also in the suburb and with its
own religious network of parish churches in the East. Though all the nodes in the
network were connected to and subordinate to the nodal center in Julfa, they were
not equally subordinate; somenodes clearly played amore important role in the over-
all functioning of the greater network.This was the case withMadras in the Indian
Ocean, Smyrna and Venice in the Mediterranean, and Amsterdam in northwest-
ern Europe, each of which was a regional center to other satellite nodes that were
connected to them. I refer to such settlements as “regional centers” to indicate their
relative autonomy in structuring the subsidiary nodes thatwere dependent on them
as regional centers.

As chapter 7 has illustrated, one of the most important engines of Julfan expan-
sion into these circuits was a partnership contract known as the commenda or the
enkeragir.Most likely derived from the Islamic prototype known as themudaraba
or qirad, the Julfan commenda was a partnership between a sedentary “capitalist”
known as the ter or agha, usually residing in Julfa, and a younger agent known as
the enker.The formerwould provide the capital or necessary consignment of goods
(amanat), and the latter would supply his labor by traveling on his master’s behalf
to distant markets and putting the entrusted capital to use by investing it on behalf
of the partnership. The commenda was usually open-ended and could last from a
few years to several decades. Profits resulting from the joint venture would be di-
vided between the master and the traveling agent in accordance with the agreed-
upon ratio, usually with 30 percent going to the agent and the rest to the master.
The Julfans, as we have seen, had integrated this form of partnership into the basic
organizational unit of their trade, namely, the patriarchal family firm inwhich sons
and male cousins were under the supervision of the most senior male member of
the extended family and usually lived under the same roof. A Julfan family firm
thus had a senior “director” residing in Julfa and a number of junior members of
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the firm consisting of sons, brothers, and cousins operating in various parts of the
Julfan network where the firm had branch offices. In addition to these inner fam-
ily members, however, Julfan family firms had anywhere from twenty to a hundred
commenda agents, who were not family members, circulating across the network.

All surviving references to commenda agents in Julfan correspondence and all
commenda contracts known to us indicate that Julfans recruited their agents only
from within their “coalition,” and none of the available evidence suggests that out-
siders ever served Julfans as commenda agents. In chapter 6, I argued that hiring
agents from inside the community was motivated by the merchants’ need to mon-
itor andpolice “trust relations” in their long-distance trade.Ultimately, Julfans hired
only fellow Julfan commenda agents because they could control the behavior of their
agents overseas by having access to the agents’ families back in Julfa. According to
Julfan commercial law, a commenda agent would normally leave his family in the
care of his master while away on his overseas travels. The master was required to
look after the needs of the agent’s family and subtract the money spent on the fam-
ily’s upkeep from the agent’s share of the profits when the latter returned home and
gave a proper accounting of his transactions. Agents would normally leave behind
family members as “hostages” or collateral in Julfa while they roamed throughout
the network, providing Julfan merchants with a built-in mechanism for reducing
cases of opportunism or malfeasance. If an agent cheated while away, he knew that
his family back home in Julfa would ultimately pay the price. Another built-in fea-
ture of the Julfan commenda that provided incentives for the Julfans to hire agents
from Julfa as opposed to non-Julfan outsiders (Armenians included) was the legal
stipulation that commenda agents could not engage in agency relations with other
Julfans or become “capitalists” themselves by hiring their own agents until they ac-
quired a letter of quittance (ghatilayagir) from their original masters testifying that
they had lawfully concluded their partnership. This could also function as a check
against malfeasance.

In addition to these built-in controlmechanisms, Julfans employed a reputational
mechanism inside their network to circulate information about the behavior of other
Julfans in the network efficiently and thoroughly in the form of gossip and rumor.
As we have seen in chapter 7, such gossip occupied an important place in business
correspondence that ultimately found its way to Julfa and reached a great number
ofmerchants across the network. Even the priests in the church’s own religious net-
work usually included items that we would today regard as gossip or hearsay about
fellow Julfans. Such gossip eithermade or broke the reputation of Julfanmerchants,
including commenda agents. A good reputation, orhambav (the Julfan term for both
“gossip” and “reputation”), meant that the person bestowed with it could count on
the trust and future cooperation of other merchants in the network. Conversely, a
broken reputation usually meant some form of banishment from the network and
sent signals to other Julfans far and wide not to engage in future relations with the
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stigmatized person and sometimes also his family members. On the whole, repu-
tational mechanisms functioned quite well for the Julfans and kept cases of oppor-
tunism by other Julfans and especially by commenda agents to a minimum.

Lastly, in addition to relying on the power of gossip to police the behavior of the
network’s members and particularly the commenda agents, the Julfans had access
to what I referred to as the “bastinado effect.”Thismechanism consisted of the abil-
ity to enforce contracts with agents through themeting out of violence or the cred-
ible threat of such violence. The evidence suggests that a mercantile court known
as the Assembly of Merchants existed in the nodal center of the network at Julfa
and was empowered by the Safavid state to adjudicate disputes among Julfan mer-
chants and to enforce Julfan commercial law. In the statutes of Julfan commercial
law concerning the rules for commenda agencywas a clause stating that if an agent’s
account ledgers were deemed to be incorrect the agent could be imprisoned for
up to one year and periodically flogged or bastinadoed. A centralized court institu-
tion located in the nodal center of the network and empowered to adjudicate intra-
Julfan disputes but with no jurisdiction over non-Julfans also made the hiring of
commenda agents from inside the Julfan coalition a necessity for Julfans.

Thus the Julfans had good reasons for privileging the commenda contract over
other forms of partnership, such as commission agencies, in effectmaking the com-
menda the principal means of their commercial expansion. As we shall see below,
however, while the commendahad the short-termadvantage of curbingmalfeasance
by agents, it also made Julfan trade insular and thus limited the ability of the net-
work to expand or diversify into new markets. Since the entire population in Julfa
probably never exceeded 30,000 individuals (a demographic peak reached in the
late 1690s), and since such a small community and its business school could gen-
erate only a limited number of trained agents ready to be employed in long-dis-
tance trade, it follows that in the long run the Julfan network would probably have
encountered a demographic limit to network expansion/diversification.We canonly
speculate about this, however, since the network, as we have seen, declined and col-
lapsed for reasons that had little to do with economic factors. The political situa-
tion inmid-eighteenth-century Iran affected thewelfare of the nodal center of Julfa
and had devastating ramifications for the prosperity of the rest of the network be-
yond the center.

Julfa’s decline can be traced to the decline of the Safavid Empire itself. It began in
the early years of the eighteenth century, when increasing taxation and a climate of
religious intolerance under Shah SultanHusayn (1693–1722) forced a gradual flight
of some of Julfa’s wealthiest families.The Safavid dynasty’s collapse in the aftermath
of the Afghan invasion, the conquest of Isfahan in 1722, and the exorbitant tribute of
70,000 tomans levied on the Julfans in that same year led to a greater exodus ofmer-
chants and tested the township’s ability to survive the political turmoil around it.The
township survived theAfghan interlude, albeitmuchdiminished inwealth, and con-
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tinued to show signs of vitality and recovery until the mid-1740s when Nadir Shah
began to impose astronomical tributes on Julfa’s merchants, culminating in a fine of
90,000 tomans during Nadir’s visit to Isfahan in December–January of 1746/1747.
During this period, Julfa, along with Isfahan, was plundered by Nadir Shah’s army,
and twoof the leadingmembers of the suburbwere publicly burned alive at the stake
with threats of more punishments to follow upon Nadir’s return to Isfahan.The lat-
ter event caused a mass exodus of Julfa’s remaining mercantile families to locations
in the Mediterranean, Russia, and South Asia. The township’s centralized mercan-
tile court also appears to have ceased functioning at this time. Julfa was never able
to recover from these blows, and in the decades that followed, both the township
and the network it once served as the nodal center continued to deteriorate. Both
eventually collapsed in the late eighteenth century due to intense monopolizing ri-
valry from the English East India Company in India. The near-simultaneous “hol-
lowing out” and collapse of the two dominant Muslim empires (Safavid Iran and
Mughal India) that had been crucial to the prosperity of Julfan trade only com-
pounded the decline and collapse of Julfa and its network.

THE MULTANI INDIANS

TheMultani Indian trade network closely resembles the Julfan Armenian network
onmultiple levels. Like the Julfan network, theMultani network was monocentric.
Its nodal center was the Northwest Indian city of Multan, one of the most impor-
tant production centers for cotton and silk textiles as well as an entrepôt for indigo,
sugar, and tobacco. Many Indian merchants trading in Eurasia in the early mod-
ern period seem to have hailed fromMultan, “the principal dispersal point for the
Indian mercantile diaspora in the seventeenth and early eighteenth century.”3The
overwhelming majority of Multani merchants were Hindus belonging to different
mercantile castes, but there were Muslim Multani merchants as well.4

Althoughmerchants from the region ofMultan had a reputation for being savvy
traders as early as the Delhi Sultanate period in the fourteenth century, their trade
network began to expand only in the earlymodern period.5Whereas the Julfan net-
work’s expansion in the mid-seventeenth century was an amphibious process, ex-
panding across both land and sea routes, theMultani expansionwas predominantly
across long-distance caravan routes that took them to Central Asia, Iran, and Rus-
sia. Like the Julfans, the Multanis owed their success to a “conjuncture” of several
world historical events including, first, the establishment of the four Eurasian em-
pires (Mughal, Ottoman, Safavid, and Muscovite) that also provided the founda-
tions for Julfan expansion and, second, the concomitant state investments in the
improvement of caravan routes in Safavid Iran under Shah ‘Abbas I, Afghanistan
under ‘AbdAllah Khan II, andMughal India under Akbar the Great.The European
intrusion into the Indian Ocean and attempts to control the maritime routes there
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also contributed to the Multani network’s expansion along the overland caravan
routes of Eurasia. By the sixteenth century, Multani traders had branched out and
established settlements inCentral Asia (in Bukhara, Tashkent,Qazvin, Kashan, and
Qandahar), Safavid Iran (in Isfahan, Rasht, Tabriz,Darband, Bandar ‘Abbas, Kashan,
Kong, and Lar),6 Ottoman Syria (in Aleppo), andMuscovite Russia (in Astrakhan,
Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Archangel). Unlike the Julfans, however, theMultanis
were unable to set up a base in the Ottoman Empire (with the exception of Aleppo
where they did not seem to have had a solid presence)7 and were unable to branch
out into Europe;moreover, their near-exclusive reliance on overland caravan routes,
largely because themaritime routeswere increasingly dominated byEuropean pow-
ers in the seventeenth century, meant that the Multanis were relatively marginal to
the Indian Ocean arena as a whole.8 In their Eurasian-centered network, however,
Multani trade settlements appear to have functioned according to a circulatory logic
similar to that of the settlements in the Julfan network; they were linked to each
other and to the nodal center inMultan through the circulation ofmerchants, credit,
information, and commodities (such as textiles, for which the region aroundMul-
tanwas justly famous). Given the ostensible absence of proper documentation, such
as mercantile correspondence, left behind by Multani merchants, it is difficult to
say whether the circulation of information was as critical to the functioning of the
Multani network as it was to the operation of the Julfan network, but it seems safe
to conjecture that senior directors of Multani family firms would have had to cor-
respond regularly with their agents in the field for their trade to have prospered.

Like the Julfans, the Multanis also relied on family firms and commenda agency
as their main engines for commercial expansion. Information on Multani family
firms and how they incorporated commenda agency into their operation is not as
readily available as it is for the Julfans. Hardly anyMultani commercial documents
before the nineteenth century seem to have survived, and there does not seem to
be any record of partnership contracts from the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies.9 This dearth of early documentation has led scholars such as Stephen Dale,
Scott Levi, and Claude Markovits to rely on archival documents stored in the Rus-
sian, Uzbeki, and British archives, many of which were written by colonial gov-
ernment officials and date from the nineteenth century. Data from this later period
are then projected backward to the early modern period in an attempt to explain
earlier mercantile customs and practices.10 Therefore, we know considerably less
about the trading practices of Multani merchants than we know about those of the
Julfans and must be cautious about drawing definitive conclusions regarding the
nature of Multani trading practices and how they compare to those of other mer-
cantile communities. Despite these limitations, however, scholars ofMultani trade,
especially Levi, have given us a fairly detailed and reliable picture of Multani fam-
ily firms, which indicates that their organization and structure were similar to the
Julfan family firms of roughly the same period. In both cases, family firms were or-
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ganized on a patriarchal basis with the eldest male member of the family serving
as the senior director of the firm and junior members often staffing branch offices
in the distant settlements. In addition to having junior family members, Multani
family firms also recruited and employed agents from outside the family but based
in Multan to staff their branch offices. Many of these agents were sent abroad on a
contract known as the shah-gumastha partnership, which bore a resemblance to
the commenda contract employed by the Julfans. “Under this system, a capitalist
partner, called the shah, advanced the funds to one or several working partners
called gumasthas, for a specific kind of business operation for a certain duration of
time, and was remunerated by a share of the profits.”11 It is not difficult to see the
parallels between the shah in the Multani network and the ter or agha/khwaja in
the Julfan commenda or enkeragir. Both were sedentary capitalists who, in general,
resided in the nodal center and, in exchange for advancingworking capital or a con-
signment of goods (mostly silk, gems, indigo, and textiles for the Julfans, and cot-
ton textiles and credit to be used to make loans for the Multanis), let their travel-
ing commenda agents domost of thework.Aswe saw in chapter 6, Julfan commenda
agents usually traveled for up to several decades before concluding their partner-
ships, while the Multani evidence suggests that their contracts were shorter-term
with agents away from home for periods of about three years.12 In both cases, the
partnership contract seems to have originated from the same source: the Islamic
prototype of the commenda known as themudaraba contract. In both cases, profits
were divided between agent and sedentary capitalists in accordance with the
agreed-upon share, with agents usually receiving 30 percent of the profits. More-
over, like the Julfan agents, theMultani agents appear to all have been recruited from
Multan City and its neighboring regions and to have left their families in the care
of their masters. In both cases as well, potential agents appear to have undergone
“rigorous training” in accounting and trade before becoming members of family
firms, though there does not appear to be evidence of a centralized trade school in
Multan as there was in Julfa.13

The mechanism for policing trust in the Multani network was also remarkably
similar to that of the Julfans. As in the Julfan case, the management of trust rela-
tions was closely linked to the Indian variety of the commenda or the shah-gumas-
tha system, wherein the traveling merchants usually left their family members be-
hind as “detainees” with the commenda masters at home, who then took upon
themselves the responsibility of paying for the upkeep of these families against
money they would later deduct from their agents upon their return. As Levi notes,
“It does not seem unreasonable to suggest that, while the firm’s agents were living
in distant communities in control of considerable amounts of the firm’s capital, the
firm directors watched over the agents’ families as much to reassure the agents of
their well-being as to ensure the agents’ loyalty and responsible conduct.”14 In other
words, the families of agents were held essentially as “hostages” under the care of
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the commenda capitalists back homewhile the agents circulated, thus ensuring that
agents behaved in an honorable fashion. Moreover, if these extralegal control
mechanisms failed, the capitalist would hold the agent’s reputation hostage, ruin-
ing “his reputation and credit, leaving him unaffiliated, uncapitalized and unable
to take advantage of the most profitable opportunities.”15

For both the Julfans and the Multanis, the family firm and the commenda part-
nershipwere the basic organizational building blocks of long-distance trade. In both
cases, the commenda partnership was chosen and privileged over other forms of
pooling labor and capital, arguably because it was the most suitable form of part-
nership for long-distance trade, allowing agents to travel abroad for long stretches
of time before returning home, and also because it provided a built-in mechanism
for monitoring trust. In both cases, the agent who traveled abroad left behind his
own family as collateral, thus ensuring that he would conduct trade in accordance
with agreed-upon expectations. For both Multani and Julfan merchants, the need
to monitor trust meant that agents would be recruited predominantly, if not ex-
clusively, from inside the mercantile community and also from families residing at
or near the nodal center. As we shall see later, this reduced the opportunities for
both networks to engage in “cross-cultural trade” as far as partnerships were con-
cerned.TheMultani network, however, seems to have had probablymore instances
of short-term partnerships with non-Multanis, but this was determined by politi-
cal exigencies. As Surendra Gopal and Stephen Dale have noted, when Russian au-
thorities clamped down on Indian merchants in the 1680s by limiting their move-
ments to Astrakhan, Multanis who had previously done business in Moscow and
St. Petersburg adapted to their new circumstances by engaging in short-term part-
nerships with Julfan Armenians and others.16The Julfans, by contrast, do not seem
to have engaged in short-term partnerships with non-Julfans as much as the Mul-
tanis, though there is scattered evidence that they too, on rare occasions, did rely
on short-term partnerships, especially with Hindu and Muslim merchants in In-
dia as well as FrenchCompagnie des Indes officials and privatemerchants, when the
opportunity presented itself.17

Themost significant difference between the Julfan andMultani networks has to
do with the demographic base of each. The Multani network was incomparably
larger than the Julfan Armenian network. Whereas the entire population of New
Julfa probably never exceeded 30,000 inhabitants, of which only a fraction (prob-
ably less than 1,000) ever lived across the network of settlements from the Indian
Ocean to the Mediterranean, the number of Multanis living in their settlements
across Central Asia, Iran, and Russia was “perhaps in excess of ” 35,000, according
to one estimate.18 Population figures for Multan City do not seem to be available,
but if the figure of 35,000 Multanis residing and trading across the network is reli-
able, then the total population of the region ofMultan could have been perhaps five
to ten times larger than that of Julfa. In Iran alone, there were around 20,000 Mul-
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tanis, according to Dale, and around 10,000 of them, if Jean Chardin and Engle-
bert Kaempfer are to be trusted, lived in Isfahan, where they were engaged in the
textile business and more importantly served as sarrafs, or moneylenders, some of
whom loaned large sums to Julfans.19 Population size was an important asset for
the Multanis; it meant that their expansion into new markets was not curtailed by
a shortage of manpower. The Julfans, as we shall see below, would have more than
likely declined even if Nadir Shah had not destroyed their nodal center at Julfa in
1747 and even if they had not faced the rivalry of the monopolizing English East
India Company in the 1780s and 1790s. Their preference for engaging in partner-
ships only with members of their own community would have imposed a demo-
graphic limit on their ability to expand to new markets, especially in places (such
as the Atlantic seaboard) where their presence was negligible or nonexistent. The
inherent limitations of the commendapartnershipwould not have affected theMul-
tanis in quite the same way as the Julfans because the Multanis had a much larger
pool of agents from which to recruit. In short, given the structural constraints of
the commenda partnership in both cases, a larger population size meant the possi-
bility of diversification, expansion, and longevity.

Perhaps the most striking parallel between the Multani and Julfan networks is
their decline and collapse at roughly the same time. In both cases, the logic of de-
cline and collapse was connected to the failure of state power and the decline of
empires. Like Julfa, Multan seems to have experienced its golden age in the seven-
teenth and early eighteenth centuries, when its members extended into Iran and as
far afield as Astrakhan, Moscow, and St. Petersburg and were poised to branch out
into eastern Europe. Protectionist measures by the Russian state beginning in the
1680s and culminating in the 1730s, when more restrictions were placed on the
free movement of Indian merchants in Russia, curtailed the prosperity of Russia’s
Multani community and prevented its members from branching out into Europe
as the Julfans were able to do.20 In Iran as well, “political events rather than com-
petition from other merchants had eviscerated the Indian diaspora.”21 The sudden
fall of the Safavids following the 1722 Afghan conquest of Isfahan had terrible con-
sequences for the Multanis.22 But the real causes of the decline of the Multani net-
work were tied to events that affected the stability of the nodal center in Multan it-
self.Multan’s woes beganwith the decline and disintegration ofMughal power after
the death of the last great Mughal emperor, Aurangzeb, in 1707. Mughal power ef-
fectively vanished from South Asia following the 1739 sack of Delhi by the Iranian
ruler Nadir Shah, leaving a vacuum that others were too eager to fill. A few years
after his invasion of northwestern India in 1749, theAfghanmonarch, Ahmad Shah
Durrani, annexed Multan to his Afghan state. For the next three decades, Multan
was ravaged by intermittent warfare between Afghan and Maratha forces, which
seriously damagedMultan’s textile production center.Multan never recovered from
these setbacks, and many of its leading capitalist firms appear to have abandoned
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the city and relocated their base of operations to Shikarpur in neighboring Sind.
The parallels with Julfa’s continual decline after the 1722 Afghan conquest of Isfa-
han, the toppling of the Safavid dynasty, and the final destruction of the city under
Nadir Shah in 1747 are striking. In both cases, the damage done to the nodal cen-
ter led to an exodus of merchants and capital from the center that had devastating
effects on the rest of the network. The Julfans were never able to recover from the
collapse of their center, while theMultanis appear to have returned in the nineteenth
century as Shikarpuris after relocating their base to that city.23

SEPHARDIC JEWS

TheSephardic network has been described by one prominent historian as the “most
flexible and widest-ranging” of the early modern period.24 This network spanned
and incorporated seven of the greatest maritime empires of the early modern age:
Ottoman, Venetian, Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, English, and French.25 Thus, in
terms of its wide geographical dispersion, the Sephardic network was very similar
to the Julfan network. Two important differences in the nature and structure of the
two networks, however, need to be highlighted. First, if networks have centers of
gravity, that is, areas where their most decisive and largest number of commercial
transactions take place, then the Sephardic network, due to its involvement in the
Iberian expansion to the New World and later through the Dutch maritime ex-
pansion into the same space, was overwhelmingly centered in the Atlantic, and not
the IndianOcean arena, as was the case for the Julfans.The Julfans, as we have seen,
had a spotty presence in the Atlantic, with Cadiz their only settlement whence a
handful of Julfans appear to have ventured into the Atlantic. Even then, their num-
bers there were negligible, as were their ties to the Iberian powers. Unlike the Jul-
fans, the Sephardim were relatively weaker in the Indian Ocean and particularly in
Mughal South Asia, and they had virtually no presence in the Safavid and Russian
empires.

The second difference between the Sephardic and Julfan networks was that the
Sephardic network was not monocentric like the Julfan but was characterized by
high levels of synchronic polycentricity. Instead of having one nodal center, the
Sephardim had multiple centers—including Lisbon, Amsterdam, Livorno, Ham-
burg, London, Salonika, and Istanbul—that structured their global network.26
These geographically dispersed centers acted at times synchronically and simulta-
neously and at times diachronically and in succession as centers of circulation. One
advantage of a polycentric networkwas that it prevented a sudden and catastrophic
collapse due to a “fatal blow” to the nodal center, like the Julfan collapse in the wake
of the 1747 destruction of New Julfa and the more drawn-out collapse of Multan
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

The Sephardic network originated in medieval Spain and Portugal but came to
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maturity and expanded as a result of the expulsion of Jews from Spain in 1492. As
Jonathan Israel points out, unlike their Ashkenazic brethren in northern and east-
ern Europe, the Jews of the Iberian Peninsula, despite systematic Christian op-
pression, weremore favorably situated than the rest of European Jewry. Until 1492,
they had played aminor role in the economic life of Spain becausemost of the trade
was in the hands of the Genoese, Flemish, and other Christians, and Spain was not
a major economic or maritime power. Spanish Jewry was mostly engaged in inter-
nal trade. By the time of their expulsion fromSpain in 1492,much of Spanish Jewry
had forcibly converted to Christianity, thus retaining their property and right to
live in their ancestral lands. They were also freed from the oppressive restrictions
they had faced as Spanish Jews. The bulk of the nonconverted Jews who were ex-
pelled went to the Ottoman Empire and settled in commercial centers such as Sa-
lonika and Istanbul, where they were allowed to cultivate their Jewish identity and
to live in an atmosphere of tolerance,27 or else to Portugal where they were forcibly
baptized as “NewChristians” in 1497. BothPortugal and theOttoman seaports acted
as “the twomost decisively situated spaces fromwhich to respond to the new com-
mercial opportunities and participate in the reshaping of theworld’s trade routes.”28
The Jews and “crypto-Jews” in Spain, Portugal, and the Ottoman Empire all shared
“Iberian background, speech, culture, and were frequently linked by close social
and family ties.”29

Just as forced mass expulsion followed by resettlement and a global realignment
of trade (including the rise of Safavid Iran as an important exporter in the silk trade)
played a pivotal role in catapulting the Julfans to a position of relative advantage in
relation to other mercantile communities, so too did the Sephardim benefit from
themajor realignment of earlymodernworld trade inwhich the center of the global
economy gravitated from the Indian Ocean and Mediterranean to the Atlantic
seaboard, following the early phases of Portuguese and Spanish colonial expansion
after around 1500.This Iberian expansion, coupled with the near-simultaneous Ot-
toman conquest of Constantinople in 1453 and the subsequent establishment ofOt-
toman power in the easternMediterranean and Black Sea region, contributed to the
expansion and prosperity of the Sephardic network in the early modern period.30

Sephardic Jews were ideally placed to benefit from this global shift in trading
patterns. By 1550, Portuguese crypto-Jews had established an important niche in
the burgeoningPortuguese tradewithBrazil, India,WestAfrica, and the LowCoun-
tries. Meanwhile, those who had been given refuge in the Ottoman Empire had be-
gan to displace the Venetians, Genoese, and Florentines in the eastern Mediter-
ranean, primarily as a result of direct Ottoman patronage of Sephardic Jews and
other Ottoman subjects, and sanctions on Italian or foreign traders.31 However, the
political union of the Spanish and Portuguese crowns in 1580 proved to be perhaps
the most important cause of the expansion and consolidation of the linked Por-
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tuguese crypto-Jewish and Jewish diasporas, which prompted “the dramatic increase
in Portuguese converso immigration into Spain and via Spain (and sometimes also
via Brazil or Portuguese West Africa) into Spanish America.”32 With the unifica-
tion of the crowns, crypto-Jews in Portugal were able to expand into the viceroyal-
ties of New Spain and Peru. There, they formed a formidable trade network that
was well situated to link the NewWorld silver metropolis of Potosí (in present-day
Bolivia) to Buenos Aires and southern Brazil. Others were established in a number
of settlements in the Caribbean andNew Spain (Mexico).Thesemerchants “forged
the earliest contacts between Spanish America and European countries other than
Spain.”33 For instance, theDutch first began to trade with Spanish colonies through
Portuguese New Christian merchants in Puerto Rico, Cuba, and Caracas.

Similarly, when Amsterdam began to eclipse Antwerp in the 1590s as the prin-
cipal center for trade,34 and, by the early seventeenth century, had developed endur-
ing trading connections to Iberia, SpanishAmerica, the IndianOcean, and theMedi-
terranean,manyPortuguese crypto-Jews fromLisbon,Oporto, andAntwerp started
to migrate to the city. By 1620, there were around 1,000 Portuguese-speaking Jews
in Amsterdam. The Sephardic community of Amsterdam had established “an im-
pressively wide ranging maritime commercial web . . . which was at the same time
a social, cultural and religious network.”35

Amsterdam’s community of Sephardic Jews played an important role in Dutch
tradewith Portugal, Brazil,Madeira, and theAzores.Theywere the principal benefi-
ciaries of the Dutch expansion across the Atlantic after the founding of the Dutch
West India Company in 1621 and the conquest of northeastern Brazil in the 1630s.
After the Dutch were forced to abandon their outpost of Recife in Brazil in 1654,
there was an exodus of Sephardim to the Caribbean (Jamaica, Barbados, Curacao,
and Surinam) and eventually to New Amsterdam (New York). Due to their pres-
ence in Amsterdam, the Sephardim were thus able to gain “a significant foothold
in the Dutch trade with the Caribbean, Spain, and Italy.”36

By the 1650s, the Sephardic network had settlements scattered across Europe,
the Ottoman Empire, and, in smaller numbers, in the NewWorld. A residual net-
work of crypto-Jews also remained in the Iberian Peninsula and Ibero-America,
including Brazil, the Caribbean, Spanish America, and North America. Some Se-
phardim also expanded into Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, and British enclaves in
the Indian Ocean, but their presence there appears to have been smaller than that
of the Julfan Armenians.

One characteristic of the Sephardic network that emerges from this brief sur-
vey is its overwhelming, almost exclusive, maritime nature, thus distinguishing
the Sephardim from the amphibious Julfans and the landlubbing Multanis.Unlike
the Julfans andMultanis, who were confined to particular commodity chains, such
as silk, jewels, and Indian textiles, the Sephardim engaged in a wide portfolio of
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commodities, including sugar, spices, bullion, diamonds, pearls, hides, cacao, and
silk.37They were also important agents in the North African coral trade with India
in exchange for diamonds.38

Sephardic involvement in world trade reached its high point during the second
half of the seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth centuries with two principal
centers, Livorno and Amsterdam, emerging as the leading commercial, religious,
and cultural centers of Sephardic life. London lagged behind, despite the impres-
sive presence of 1,700 Sephardim in the city by 1740. Londonwas a secondary node
for the Sephardim compared to Livorno, Amsterdam, Venice, Salonika, or Con-
stantinople. London’s principal importance for Sephardic trade was the city’s cru-
cial place in the corals-for-diamonds tradewithMadras, a niche the Sephardimwere
able to use to their advantage given that the East IndiaCompany’s normalmonopoly
privileges did not extend to the diamond trade with India.39 Here, the Sephardim
were able to rely on their network of fellow Sephardim in Livorno (an important
market for Mediterranean coral) to carve out a lucrative market.

Just as economic and political realignments in the early sixteenth century were
responsible for the expansion and prosperity of Sephardic networks and trade, so
too did the realignments of trade in the mid-eighteenth century contribute to the
decline of Sephardic fortunes. Israel sums up the decline:

After theWar of the Spanish Succession (1713), and especially during the second half
of the eighteenth century, the western Sephardic trade diaspora rapidly lost its gen-
eral impetus and importance in global trade. The Venetian and Dutch as well as the
Ottoman maritime empires rapidly declined while the stream of crypto-Jewish emi-
gration fromPortugal and Spain dried up. PortugueseNewChristians as an identifiable
group ceased to play a significant or distinctive role in Spanish and Ibero-American
commerce. The Sephardic community of Hamburg largely disappeared while that in
London continued to stagnate. By around 1750, the western Sephardic merchant dias-
pora could no longer rely on a network of relatives among Portuguese New Christian
merchants scattered in commercial centres dotted all over the Iberian Peninsula and
Ibero-America and this, in turn, increasinglymarginalized the Sephardic trans-Atlantic
and international trade network as a whole. As the system lost its impetus and cre-
ative drive, and its capacity to adapt, it was increasingly deprived of its usefulness to
the remaining great maritime empires, which, then, in turn, accentuated the com-
mercial decline and added to the growing impoverishment and other social problems
associated with economic deterioration.40

A number of important similarities also exist between the trading practices of
Sephardic merchants and those of their Julfan and Multani counterparts in Eur-
asia. Despite the vast geographical divides separating them, all three relied on fam-
ily firms and made use of communitarian institutions as well as their far-flung
network of kin to structure long-distance trading ventures. According to Francesca
Trivellato, the Western Sephardim operating out of their node of Livorno during
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the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries “used themost traditionalmodel of a fam-
ily firm: the general partnership,” which had no expiration date and in which all
members had mutual agency with full liability.41

But, unlike the Julfans and Multanis, the Sephardim did not make use of com-
menda contracts to form long-distance partnerships. Rather, they used a contract
known as the commission agency. Whereas the commenda partnerships used by
the Julfans andMultanis were typically open-ended and could last many years and
even decades, commission agencies were mostly short-term contracts. Unlike
salaried employees, who received fixed compensation, a commission agent normally
received a percentage of the value of the transactions he conducted as a commis-
sion.A commission agent also assumed full legal responsibility, unlike both salaried
employees and commenda agents, both ofwhomcarried no liability. To be sure, com-
mission-agency contracts had both advantages and serious limitations connected
to trust. Unlike commenda partnerships, commission agencies did not normally re-
quire codified contracts enforceable in courts of law, and agents generally had wide
latitude inmaking decisions concerningwhat commodities to purchase atwhatmar-
ket rates.These factorsmade the commission agency a potentially risk-fraught ven-
ture. The advantages of venturing into commission-agency relations, however, be-
come evident when the nature of long-distance trade is considered, since sending
letters of instructions to distant agents and controlling their activities from a dis-
tance could make a difference between making a good investment decision on the
spot or missing a valuable and time-sensitive opportunity.

Despite the risks involved in employing commission agencies for their long-dis-
tance trade, the Sephardim of Livorno appear to have made wide use of commis-
sion agents “with whom they had no personal ties.”42 Since thesemerchants did not
specialize in a particular trade niche and “operated inmarkets where Jews were not
dominant or from which they were personally barred from residing . . . [t]hey
therefore fared better when they could develop cooperative agency relations with
merchants who were neither kin nor direct employees and thus expand their re-
lations.”43 In otherwords, unlike theMultanis or Julfans, whose long-distance trade
was for the most part confined to commenda agents hired from inside their com-
munities, the Sephardim of Livorno regularly hired agents outside of their commu-
nity “for the purpose of expanding their trading networks.”44

For instance, in order to penetrate the lucrative trade ofMediterranean coral for
Indian diamonds in the Portuguese empire in Asia after the mid-seventeenth cen-
tury, the firm of Ergas and Silvera, based in Livorno, could no longer rely on the
descendants of the Silvera family of Lisbon and sought instead to build business
ties with Hindu traders residing in Goa and Christians in Lisbon.45 In the open-
ended commission-agency relations between the Sephardim of Livorno and their
Hindu agents inGoa, “the only real power [the Sephardim]had to urge [their agents]
to be honest and efficient was to threaten to interrupt the flow of orders; this threat
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too had to be credible and potentially damaging.”46 What kept their agents honest
was not necessarily the threat of being hauled off to court (though this could also
have been a possibility) or the immediate reward in the form of the commission,
but “the prospect of future transactions” and a shared concern formaintaining their
reputations.47 Cultivating cross-cultural reputational mechanisms by generating
multilateral channels of information through business correspondence allowed
the Sephardim to control cases of opportunism by their overseas agents, whowere
neither family members nor Sephardic Jews, but strangers linked to the Sephardic
network through regular business correspondence and mutual respect for shared
customs of trade.

The Sephardic example brings to the fore a number of important organizational
contrasts with the networks of the Julfans and Multanis. First, the Sephardic net-
work appears to have been much more flexible in employing outsiders than were
the Multani and Julfan networks. As Trivellato convincingly points out, “The
Sephardim were more fully engaged in cross-cultural trade . . . than were Armeni-
ans. The less formalized and less centralized Sephardic operations relied more on
non-kin and strangers as commission agents than Armenian ones did.”48 If we fol-
low Trivellato and take “cross-cultural trade” in its strict sense to mean “prolonged
credit relations and business cooperation between merchants who shared implicit
and explicit agreements about rules of exchange but who, because of historical pat-
terns beyond their control, belonged to distinct, often legally separated communi-
ties,”49 then by this definition both the Julfans and theMultanis appear to have had
rather insular mercantile networks. The overwhelming volume of both Julfan and
Multani long-distance transactions appears to have been accomplished through the
use of the commenda contract, whereby only agents belonging to their network seem
to have been hired. As we have seen, both networks privileged the commenda over
other forms of trade because of certain built-in features that enabled them effec-
tively tomonitor trust and keep cases of opportunism to aminimum. In both cases,
recruited agents almost invariably came from the nodal center andwould normally
leave their families in the charge of their commenda masters as “hostages” or col-
lateral.Moreover, in the Julfan case at least, we know that their commercial law stip-
ulated that for a commenda agent to engage in future trade transactions, either as
an agent wishing to work for another sedentary “capitalist” or as an independent
capitalist himself, hewas legally required to receive a letter of quittance (ghatilayagir)
from his original master testifying that he had lawfully concluded his transactions.
Furthermore, any legal disputes between a Julfan commenda agent and other Jul-
fans, including his master, would be resolved in Julfa’s centralizedmercantile court
(the Assembly of Merchants), which was legally empowered to adjudicate disputes
between Julfans but does not seem to have had any jurisdiction over non-Julfans.
The Multanis, too, appear to have relied on panchayats as community councils to
adjudicate intra-Multani aswell as intracaste disputes.The Sephardim, on the other
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hand, do not seem to have had a centralized community court, and this could have
contributed to making them rely on cross-cultural reputational mechanisms that
were part and parcel of their use of the commission agency.

The built-in checks that came with the commenda provided enough incentive
for the Julfans as well as the Multanis to privilege the commenda over other forms
of partnership, thusmaking their networksmore insular than that of the Sephardim.
Trivellato’s groundbreakingwork suggests that exclusive networks, that is, networks
that depend almost exclusively on agents recruited from inside the community or
“coalition,” as in the case of the Multanis and Julfans, tend to have a limited ability
to expand to new markets and in some cases are inclined either to stagnate due to
shortages of skilled manpower or to become specialized in particular markets and
commodities. Trivellato observes:

A trading network composed only of relatives and coreligionists would be limited in
its geographical scope and economic specialization. Even a global diaspora such as
the one formed byWestern Sephardic merchants could not count on the presence of
coreligionists in every corner of the world, whether as a consequence of legal limita-
tions or of migratory patterns.50

According toTrivellato’s illuminating but brief comparison of Sephardic and Jul-
fanmerchants, the reason JulfanArmeniansweremore insular than the Sephardim
has to dowith the types of legal contracts they used.The implicit assumption is that
the Julfans’ use of commenda contracts over commission agencies contributed to
their insularity. Trivellato also suggests that the Julfans’ inability to use commission
agency and, therefore, to expand into newmarkets had to dowith “their spotty pres-
ence in European andAtlantic ports, [which] likely undermined their ability to en-
gage in commission agency with strangers.” My argument is slightly different from
Trivellato’s even as it takes her insights as its point of departure. My view is that the
Julfans’ lack of use of the commission agency has less to do with their spotty pres-
ence in Europe or the Atlantic than with their active privileging of the commenda
over other forms of partnership; the decision to privilege the commenda derived
from the Julfans’ short-termandwell-grounded (i.e., rational) concerns aboutmon-
itoring trust. The long-term structural limitations of the Julfans’ excessive reliance
on the commenda and their hiring of only coalition agents for long-distance trade
become particularly clear when we consider the size of Julfa’s demographic base,
which never exceeded 30,000 people. Given such low numbers, it should come as
no surprise that Julfan settlements in the network were thinly populated, with the
largest settlements in India numbering at most a few hundred individuals (Madras
in the second half of the eighteenth century had less than three hundred Julfans)
while those in Europe probably never exceeded a hundred at any given time.Venice,
arguably one of the largest Julfan settlements in Europe, had a maximum Armen-
ian merchant population of seventy individuals in 1750, of whommost but not all
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were from Julfa; and Marseilles, an important albeit small outpost in the western
Mediterranean, had only about twenty to twenty-five permanent Julfan residents
residing at the same time in the city between 1669 and 1695 and a total of thirty-
eight Julfanmerchants taken together for the same period. If we add to this the real
possibility that Julfa probably could not produce more than a few hundred trained
commenda agents at any given time, then the limitations of an insular style of trad-
ing based on the commenda institution become evident. From a long-term per-
spective, it does not seem unreasonable to suggest that even if Nadir Shah had not
destroyed the nodal center of the Julfan network in 1747, and even if the English
East IndiaCompanyhadnot providedmonopolistic obstacles to the continuedpros-
perity of Julfan trade in India during the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the
Julfans would have most likely encountered serious problems due to the structural
flaw of their rather insular trading organization built on the commenda partner-
ship. It seems unlikely that the same limitations would have applied to the Multa-
nis, given their much larger demographic base.

We can conclude, therefore, that for both the Julfan and the Multani networks
the high premiumplaced on tighter regulation/policing of trust through commenda
agencies came at the cost of long-term inclusiveness and network expansion. The
comparison of Julfan, Multani, and Sephardic networks suggests that a correlation
might exist between network structure and choice of contract and insularity or in-
clusiveness in trading practices. The evidence indicates that the monocentric and
centralized structure of the Julfan and Multani networks probably contributed to
their insular trading habits and their privileging of the commenda over other types
of partnerships, while the polycentric and decentralized network of the Sephardim
likely contributed to their choice of themore flexible contract of commission agency,
which enabled them to becomemore inclusive with respect to hiring outsiders and
to expand their network to larger markets. That only one of the networks exam-
ined here—the Sephardic network, located in Europe—had flexible forms of trade
that allowed it to be cross-cultural might lead some readers to imagine a European
versusAsian patternwhereby the Sephardim incorporated themodus commerciandi
of European merchants of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, while the
“Asian” Julfans andMultanis were caught in a closed and insular network. My con-
clusion, however, is different. I argue that the patterns observed here have more
to do with the organization of the different networks than with the geopolitical
location of their respective nodal centers. The structure of a network, in this case
monocentric (Julfan andMultani) versus polycentric (Sephardic), and not location
or culture, is ultimately what accounts for different patterns of trade.

Much of the scholarship on early modern long-distance mercantile communities
has relied on the “trade diaspora” paradigmfirst coined byAbnerCohen in the early
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1970s and popularized by Philip Curtin in the mid-1980s. The popularity of this
label can be explained, in part, by the rise in the 1990s of “world history,” whose
exponents have seen “trade diasporas” as ideal communities whose role as “cross-
cultural brokers” exemplifies many of the features at the heart of world historians’
challenge to nation-statist historiography. Despite its wide appeal and popular use,
however, the “trade diaspora” label has yet to be rigorously defined and analyzed.
In fact, most scholars who use the label to discuss merchant communities rarely
take the trouble of defining it or discussing its analytical properties.51

In this book, I have sought, in part, to reassess the usefulness of the “trade di-
aspora” paradigm for the study of long-distance merchant communities by exam-
ining the history of one early modern community of long-distance merchants who
hitherto have been studied using the label “trade diaspora.” Following a brief ex-
amination of the theoretical assumptions underpinning the literature produced by
the “trade diaspora” paradigm, I have argued that “trade diaspora” is at best a de-
scriptive, andnot an analytical, category.While it has been useful in helping us paint
a broad picture of theArmenian and othermerchant communities of the earlymod-
ern period, its ultimate weakness has been its inability to help us understand ana-
lyticallyhow this and othermerchant communities actually operated.Howdidmer-
chants belonging to these dispersed communities communicate with one another?
What kind of institutional mechanisms did members of such merchant communi-
ties rely upon to generate networks of trust and solidarity across the great spaces
covered by their communities?

In place of the “trade diaspora” paradigm, I have responded to Claude Marko-
vits’s plea for a return to the idea of a trade network and the study of the function
of networks in long-distance trade in terms of what he calls the circulation of “men
and things.” In particular, I have argued that certain long-distance communities
of merchants conventionally studied as “trade diasporas” are best understood as
“circulation societies,” that is, as social formations characterized by the circulation
of information, capital or credit, merchants, women, and priests or religious rep-
resentatives. Of these objects circulating through the networks of long-distance
merchant communities, the most important is arguably information in the form
of business correspondence.

This book has addressed these issues by focusing on a small community of Ar-
menian silk merchants deported by the Safavid ruler Shah ‘Abbas I from the town
of Old Julfa on the Ottoman-Safavid border and resettled on the outskirts of Isfa-
han in 1604–1606.These merchants managed a remarkable achievement: within a
short time following their forced displacement, they came to preside over one of
the greatest trade networks of the early modern era. Based upon extensive archival
work inmultiple languages, in thirty-one archives across twelve countries, this study
reconstructs and analyzes the mercantile settlements and communities of the Jul-
fan network, stretching from the nodal center in New Julfa, Isfahan, to London,
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Amsterdam, and Cadiz in the West and Mughal India, Canton, Manila, and Aca-
pulco in the East. In the process, it has uncovered key foundationalmoments in the
construction and operation of the “circulation society” of Julfan merchants.

This bookhas examined anumber of issues, including the impact of long-distance
trade on the organization of community life. Armenian mercantile settlements
in the Indian Ocean, Mediterranean, and northwest Europe and Russia spanned
several empires, including the three most significant Muslim empires of Eurasia,
namely, the Ottoman, Safavid, and Mughal, as well as several European seaborne
empires, such as the British, Dutch, Portuguese, French, and Spanish. Relying on
economic sociology andnew economic institutionalism, this book has explored the
creation of networks of trust between long-distance merchants belonging to the
same closed and closely monitored trading “coalition,” or socially bounded mer-
cantile community sharing the same codes of conduct and commercial law. What
has emerged with clarity from a close reading of thousands of pieces of mercantile
correspondence spanning continents and decades is that these men of commerce
operated within an ethos of trust and forged ties of cooperation based on an imag-
ined mercantile community. In analyzing the nature of Julfan long-distance com-
munities, I have sought to shed light on what I call the ethos of “transimperial cos-
mopolitanism,” which characterizes Julfan cultural identity and business etiquette.

This study reveals the importance of information networks and communication.
While it is not surprising that information sharing was important for merchants in
their daily commercial affairs, what is more interesting and unexpected is the role
such commercial communication played in maintaining the integrity of the Julfan
network as a whole. In the context of the Julfan mercantile sphere, letter writing
connected distant commenda agents to their masters in New Julfa and also unified
the trade settlements on the periphery of the network to the nodal center of the en-
tire network in New Julfa. Finally, this book has placed the study of the Julfan trade
network within a larger context of early modern trade, comparing and contrasting
the Julfan network with two other exemplary networks from the period, that of the
Multani Indians and that of the Sephardic Jews. Through an examination of the
structure of these networks and the types of long-distance partnership contracts
they employed, this study has concluded that the privileging of the commenda con-
tract by the Julfans contributed to the insularity of their network, and that in the
long term this insularity, along with the Julfa’s small population, would probably
have prevented the Julfan network from expanding and diversifying.
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Notes

PREFACE

1. Hyam and Henshaw 2003, 7.
2. See Aslanian 2006c.
3. McNeill 1986, 2. I have shifted McNeill’s focus on “pattern recognition” away from

historical events to data contained in archival documents.Needless to say, this does notmean
that the historian is free to disregard or relegate as “background noise” data that contradict
or disturb the patterns that he or she discerns.

4. Steensgaard 1974, 8.

1 . FROM TRADE DIASPORAS TO CIRCULATION SOCIETIES

1. “Forced migrations” of entire populations were a common practice of centralizing
monarchs in the Safavid Empire, as in the neighboring Ottoman Empire, and did not affect
theArmenians alone. Both sedentary populations (theArmenians andCaucasianGeorgians)
and nomadic tribes (the Qajars, Kurds, and others) were the target of such policies under
‘Abbas I. See Perry 1975, 199–215; and Maeda 2002. See chapter 2 for a discussion.

2. See chapter 2 for a discussion. The original sociological treatment of the synergy be-
tween rootlessness and servants of power goes back to Georg Simmel and his treatment of
the figure of the European Jew as a stranger and “pariah,” qualities that Simmel arguedmade
Jews useful tomanyEuropeanmonarchs. For amore recent discussion, seeCoser 1972, 574–
581.

3. The term “service nomad” has most recently been used by Slezkine (2004), who de-
scribes service nomads as an outsider community, usually territorially mobile, with special
skills that are deemed useful to a given host society. Jews, Armenians, Parsees, and others
are usually referred to as service nomads.
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4. Coser 1972.The practice of forcibly removing and resettling talented “outsiders” and
promoting them to positions of powerwas also a feature ofMongol rule in Eurasia. AsAllsen
notes in his important study of the Mongol conquests, “The Mongols also preferred ‘out-
siders’ without local connections and networks. To this end, the Mongols made heavy use
of foreigners as well as people from the lower strata of society. In either case, recruits with
such backgroundsweremore likely to remain loyal to the Chinggisids and less likely to iden-
tify with local elites” (2001, 199).

5. The terms “gunpowder empires” and “Islamicate” are associated with the pioneering
work of Marshal G. H. Hodgson (1975).

6. On “earlymodern” as a distinct period inworld history, see Bentley 2007, 13–33; 1996,
749–770.The best applications of the concept to Eurasian history are Subrahmanyam 1997;
Fletcher 1995; Lieberman 2003 and 2009; andRichards 1997. See also Subrahmanyam1992b,
chap. 1.

7. Roemer 1986, 269. On roads and infrastructure in Safavid Iran, see also Floor 2000a,
35–40.

8. My brief comments here are inspired by the discussion in Dale 2002, chap. 1. See also
Dale 2010.

9. On the notion of “archaic globalization,” see Bayly’s influential 2002 essay.
10. Schaffer et. al. 2009, xiv. See also Raj 2009 for an illuminating discussion on go-be-

tweens in eighteenth-century Calcutta.
11. For technology transfers in the textile industry, see Raveux 2010; and Riello 2010.

For art, see Landau 2007 and 2010.
12. Raj 2009, 115.
13. Ibid. On the activities of Israel di Sarhat (also written Israel Sarhad or Surhaud), see

Seth 1937/1992, 420–429. Alida Metcalf ’s term “transactional go-between,” referring to
“translators, negotiators, and cultural brokers” or men and women with “complex and shift-
ing loyalties” (Metcalf 2005, 10) who often facilitated encounters between Europeans and
non-European states and cultures in an age of European expansion and “discovery” might
also be an appropriate way of describing the role of Khwaja Israel di Sarhat and others like
him. For the concept and its application to Portuguese expansion history in sixteenth-century
Brazil, see Metcalf, 10–13.

14. On Marcara Avachintz, see Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 309–311.
15. It should be understood that by the “Julfa dialect” here and elsewhere in the book, I

mean themercantiledialect used by Julfanmerchants in their correspondence and othermer-
cantile writings from the seventeenth to themid-nineteenth century.Thismercantile dialect
had a larger proportion of technical and other loanwords from foreign languages than the
dialect that the great linguist Hrachia Acharian studied and classified during the early years
of the twentieth century. Even the nonmercantile dialect studied byAcharianwas fading away
under the influence of the Araratian dialect of Standard Eastern Armenian spoken today by
Armenians in Iran and the Republic of Armenia.The mercantile version of the dialect used
by Julfan merchants in the early modern period is largely if not entirely extinct today. The
best introduction to the Julfa dialect and its grammar is the pioneering work by Acharian
(1940), which has been supplemented and translated into English by Vaux (2002). See also
the brief grammar, notes, and glossary in the appendices inHerzig 1991a andAslanian 2007b,
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as well asOrengo’s helpful study (2000). Note that Acharian’s work is not devoted to themer-
cantile dialect spoken and written by Julfans in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Most of Acharian’s texts date from the nineteenth century and almost none are from mer-
chants, thus limiting the value of hismanual for those interested in Julfanmercantile papers.
According to TorgomGushakian (1941, 261), the last two places in the Indian Ocean where
the Julfa dialect was still spoken as late as the first decade of the twentieth century were Sin-
gapore and Batavia, but even there the influence of the Araratian dialect of Standard East-
ern Armenian was clearly discernible.

16. Lombard and Aubin 1988, 2.
17. Ibid., 3.
18. Furber 1976, xiv.
19. Readers may consult the classic work of Ter Hovhaniants (1880), which was trans-

lated into EasternArmenian (1980). All subsequent references to this workwill provide page
numbers in both editions whenever possible.

20. The authoritative account of Iran’s silk trade is Matthee 1999. The Julfans’ involve-
ment in the textile trade from South Asia to theMediterranean is explored in Raveux’s trail-
blazing series of essays (see esp. Raveux 2010) but awaits a major systematic study, as does
the Julfans’ involvement in the gems and diamonds trade. For a brief discussion of the gem
trade, see Kiwrtian 1945.

21. For Julfan relationswithArmenianmerchants fromother locations in the “diaspora,”
see Aslanian 2006c; and Baibourtian 2004. For relations with the Safavid state, see the ac-
count in BaghdiantzMcCabe 1999; Herzig 1991a; andMatthee 1999. For relations with state
authorities in South Asia and the English East India Company, see Aslanian 2006c; and Fer-
rier 1970a and 1973.

22. Cohen 1971, 267.
23. Braudel 1972, 2: 804.
24. See Markovits 2000, 20 ff.
25. In a footnote immediately following the introduction of his term “trading diaspora,”

Cohen noted: “The term ‘network’, which has been suggested as a substitute for ‘diaspora’
has in recent years been used to cover different sociological phenomena and its use in this
context is likely to be confusing. I think the term ‘diaspora’ can be relatively more easily
understood to be referring to ‘an ethnic group in dispersal’ than the term ‘network’ ” (1971,
267 n. 1).

26. Cohen 1971, 267.
27. Curtin 1984, 2.
28. For an excellent conceptual and genealogical history of the term “diaspora” and its

intellectual career in the social sciences, see Tölölyan 1996, 3–36.
29. Three notable exceptions to this are Trivellato 2009, Levi 2002, and Mentz 2005.
30. Cohen 1997. For a critical assessment of this work, see Safran 1999, 255–291.
31. Curtin 1984, 2.
32. Ibid. (emphasis added).
33. For a critical discussion of this point, see Subrahmanyam 1992a, 340–363; also 1990,

337; 1995, 753.
34. Chaudhuri 1985, 224.
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35. For the classic formulation, see Ravenstein 1885 and 1889.
36. Cohen 1997, 83–105.
37. Chaudhuri 1985, 226.
38. See Tölölyan 1996 and Safran 1999.
39. For a perceptive criticism of Curtin’s work that discusses his notion of distinct cul-

tures, see Trivellato 2003.
40. Subrahmanyam and Bayly 1988, 401–424.
41. For a discussion of “stateless power” and Julfan merchants, see Aslanian 2006c. It

should be noted that the Julfans were not, in a sense, “stateless,” because they sporadically
relied on Safavid and other states to advance their commercial interests.

42. The peddler theory of Asian tradewas first expounded byVan Leur 1955. It was pop-
ularized and given a new twist by Steensgaard 1974. Steensgaard’s denigration of Asianmer-
chants as “peddlers” bereft of economic rationality is a form of economic Orientalism and
has been criticized as such by a number of scholars, includingDale 2002, 126–127; andBagh-
diantz McCabe 1999, 204.

43. See essays in Baghdiantz McCabe, Harlaftis, and Pepelasis Minoglou 2005.
44. Markovits 2000;Markovits, Pouchepadass, and Subrahmanyam 2003.
45. Markovits, Pouchepadass, and Subrahmanyam 2003, 2.
46. Markovits 2000, 25.
47. Markovits, relying on earlier scholarship on Julfa, apparently does not think that his

model of circulation applies to the Julfans (2007, 129).
48. Markovits, Pouchepadass, and Subrahmanyam 2003, 2.
49. Tölölyan 2005, 137.
50. I thank Khachig Tölölyan for this term.
51. Ho 2006.
52. Anderson 1991. See chapter 5 for a discussion that links Anderson’s famous concept

of “imagined community” to merchant correspondence.
53. Chaudhuri 1985, 204 (emphasis added).
54. Alam and Subrahmanyam 1998, 362. See also Furber 1976, xiv.
55. Alam and Subrahmanyam 1998, 362.
56. Om Prakash raised the idea of “proxy” documentation during the discussion period

following his paper at the European Association for South Asian Studies Conference in Lei-
den, the Netherlands, in June 2006.

57. Margariti 2007, 13 ff. For a general discussion, see also Aslanian 2008a.
58. Ovington 1696, 221–222.
59. Furber 1976, 298–299. I do not mean to imply that there is no Asian “indigenous”

language documentationwritten by merchants apart from those in the Julfa dialect. It could,
of course, turn out that such documentation has survived in private or family collections but
has yet to come historians’ attention. For a sampling of several dozen Arabic script mercan-
tile documents composed in the Persian or Arabic language, including some written by Jul-
fan Armenians, see Lansdowne MS 1048, BL; and Sood 2007 for discussion.

60. For the trial of this ship and the background of its cargo of Julfan commercial letters
and other documents, see Aslanian 2006c.

61. Geniza is a Hebrew word (derived from the Persian genj, meaning “treasure”) that
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refers to an antechamber of a synagogue, where, in the medieval period, documents invok-
ing the name of God were stored before they were ritually “buried.” The use of the term in
historical circleswas first popularized by SolomonGoitein in his 1967 groundbreaking study;
see the preface to vol. 1 of Goitein 1967 for a discussion.

62. The collectionwas used extensively in the 1850s byTerHovhaniants 1880. Since then
the only other scholars working on Julfan economic history to have used documents from
it are Kéram Kévonian and Michel Aghassian, who used a summary of a single accounting
ledger known as a tomar in one of their publications. See Aghassian and Kévonian 1999; see
also the trailblazing essay by Kévonian in which he transcribes and translates a long tomar
from the Julfa archives (2007a, 283–370). Harut‘iwn Kiwrtian is reported to have pho-
tographed hundreds of documents from the All Savior’s Monastery Archive on a business
trip there in 1937; see Kiwrtian 1944–1945, 28. Ghougassian made a more systematic use of
the archives in the 1980s but mostly consulted documents (pontifical bulls, encyclicals, etc.)
pertaining to the history of the diocese of the suburb; see Ghougassian 1998.

63. I owe this information to Willem Floor. See Keyvani 1982, 5; Faroqhi 2005, 36. Ac-
cording to Herzig (1991a, 12), the Afghans destroyed the archives in 1723, and ‘Adil Shah
completed the destruction in 1748.

64. To date, only the works of Shushanik Khachikian and Levon Khachikian, Edmund
Herzig, andKéramKévonian have relied on Julfa dialect documentation, albeit almost exclu-
sively confined to a single collection of three hundred documents stored at the British Library
and on a significantly smaller scale than in this work. By contrast, Ina Baghdiantz McCabe
and Bhaswati Bhattacharya do not work on Julfa dialect documentation and are therefore
compelled to rely excessively onEuropean language sources on the Julfans, which limits their
findings.

2 . OLD JULFA, THE GREAT DEPORTATIONS,
AND THE FOUNDING OF NEW JULFA

1. Will of Mahdasi Aghaval, 1595 (no month or day recorded), “Zanazan niwt‘erov
grut‘iwnner—Ktakner Nor Jugha” [Documents concerning various matters—wills, New
Julfa], All Savior’s Monastery Archive [hereafter ASMA], folder 28/13.

2. The other interesting aspect of this document is that, unlike similar documents
drafted a few decades later in New Julfa, it contains no seals and is not witnessed by any sec-
ular authorities, such as the reigning mayor, or kalantar, of the town, but only by the repre-
sentatives of the Armenian Church (including Bishop Azaria, who later rose to become a
catholicos of the Catholicosate of Sis). The will is also written in a broken form of Classical
Armenian (grabar) and not in the Julfa dialect, the standard vernacular of the town that was
later to become the lingua franca of Armenian merchants in New Julfa, the Indian Ocean,
and someMediterranean cities. For a general survey of Julfa, see the pioneeringwork ofGre-
gorian (1974).

3. Cartwright 1611, 35–36. Cartwright spent eight days inOld Julfa sometime in the early
1580s, when the town was still “subject and tributary” to the Safavids.

4. Herzig 1991a, 41.
5. Chardin 1811, 2: 304: “qu’il ne se peut voir de ville située en un lieu plus sec et plus

pierreux.”
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6. Arakelian 1911, 31.
7. Herzig 1991a, 41.
8. On Old Julfa’s strategic location, see Herzig 1991a, 41; Leo 1934, 55; and Arakelian

1911, 28–29. Arakelian, without citing his evidence, states that the “the caravans coming
from India would stop at the other shore of the river at the caravansary [on the outskirts of
Old Julfa].” If true, this would put Old Julfa at the hub of a hemispheric commercial and
information network stretching from India to the Mediterranean already in the sixteenth
century.

9. The reference to Tamerlane is from a Turkish account mentioned but not named by
Alishan 1893 [Sisakan], 410. Alishan’s source for this must be Langles’s editorial footnote in
Chardin 1811, 2: 305, where mention is made of Katib Çelebi’s (Haji Khalifa’s, 1609–1657)
GihanNuma, translated into Latin asGihanNuma: Giographia Orientalis, trans.M. Norberg,
2 vols. (London, 1818). My source for this work is Alam and Subrahmanyam 2007, 9 n. 23.

10. Newbery 1905, 468. Alishanmentions a Catholic church inOld Julfa, indicating that
Catholicism had roots among some Julfans long before their resettlement in New Julfa. But
the existence of a Catholic Uniate church in Old Julfa is not attested by any other source. See
Alishan 1893, 413.

11. Cartwright 1611, 34–35.
12. Szuppe 1986, 93. Szuppe notes that the figure of 15,000 houses appears in some ver-

sions of Muratowics’ journal as 5,000, which would still be an inflated figure but more ac-
curate. Alishan provides population figures ranging from 12,000 to 40,000 for Old Julfa but
does not cite his sources for the highest estimate (1893, 410).

13. See the letter by the Portuguese monk Juan de Rocha from Goa and dated 29 De-
cember 1605, reproduced as document 20 in Alonso 1970, 361.

14. Aivazian 1990, 38. On Chardin’s figure, see Chardin 1811, 2: 303; and Arakelian
1911, 30.

15. Most English sources from the sixteenth century, including Cartwright and New-
bery, use this terminology.

16. All terms except the last three are recorded in Alishan (1893, 410) and are based on
his findings in theVenetian archives. Soulpha is the nameGeorg Tectander uses for the town
in his travel account of 1602, Iter Persicum; Chinla is how Ortelius referred to the town in
his famous world atlas (see below), and Gilgat is the term used by an anonymous English
employee of the Moscovy Company (see below).

17. Herzig 1996, 308–309.
18. For a general introduction to the Ottoman-Safavid wars of the sixteenth century, see

Savory 1980; Newman 2006, chap. 4.
19. OnOld Julfa paying its taxes directly to theOttomanqueenmother, seeAlishan 1893,

411. On the similar status of New Julfa in relation to the shah’s mother, see Herzig 1991a,
385. According to Babayan 2002, 385, citing Chardin (1811, 5: 315), the tax revenues from
New Julfa went to the queenmother to meet her “footwear expenditure” (“taxe de la Chaus-
sure”) in accordance with an “old Persian custom . . . [whereby] the revenue from the most
famous among the cities of the realm was set aside for the wife of the sovereign as ‘footwear
expenditure.’ ”

20. Strabo is quoted in Herzig 1996, 306.
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21. Cartwright 1611, 34.
22. Herzig 1996, 41.
23. Herzig 1996, 306. Alishan says that some ascribe Julfa’s famous bridge to the Roman

general Pompey (1893 [Sisakan], 423). Baltrušaitis and Kouymjian refer to an oral legend
attributing the building of the bridge to Alexander the Great but discount the legend as im-
probable. See Baltrušaitis and Kouymjian 1986, 16.

24. This is according to an unnamed Persian historian cited by Alishan. See Alisan 1893,
410. See also Chardin 1811, 2: 305n.

25. Herzig 1996, 306.
26. Alishan raises the possibility that Julfa’s prosperity could be attributed to its stone

bridge, which was the main crossing of the Aras River, connecting Transcaucasia and Ana-
tolia to Iran and the East. The Julfans also earned revenue from charging customs and tran-
sit duties at the caravansaries they had built on both sides of the river. See Alishan 1893, 411.
But Alishan overlooks the importance of the Julfans’ participation in the silk trade during
the second half of the sixteenth century. See below.

27. Kouymjian 1994.
28. See the excellent treatment of this topic, accompanied by helpful graphs, in Kévon-

ian 2007b, 373–376.
29. According to Alishan, the oldest tombstone in Old Julfa seems to date from 1461

(1893, 427); Arakelian testifies to having seen tombstones from 1523, 1528, and 1550 dur-
ing his trip to the area in 1884 (1911, 32). Others have even suggested that there were tomb-
stones dating back to the seventh and eighth centuries (Alishan 1893, 427). This is highly
unlikely and difficult to prove one way or the other, since no such tombstone appears to
have survived. Estimates of the number of tombstones that had survived until a few decades
ago have ranged from3,000 to 10,000. Azerbaijani authorities systematically destroyedmost
of these epigraphic witnesses to the past in the early 1990s and 2003–2004. An earlier wave
of destruction occurred in the early twentieth century when Russian authorities built a rail-
way through the region. See Herzig 1996, 319 n. 2.

30. Herzig 1996, 308–309.
31. Edwards 1905, 57.
32. See the “Letter of MasterWilliam Biddulph fromAleppo” 1625/1905, 262, 263, 274.
33. Willes 1666/1903, 147.
34. “The voyage of Arthur Edwards Agent for the Moscovy company, John Sparke, Lau-

rence Chapman, Christopher Faucet, and Richard Pingle, servants into Persia An. 1568,” in
Edwards 1905, 139.

35. Surmeyan 1935, 12–13, 25.
36. Inalcik 1969, 211–213; 1994, 227.
37. Alishan 1893, 412.
38. Ibid. Alishan does not provide a reference to Alessandri’s work, but it appears that

the work in question is “Commissione a Vincenzo Alessandri veneto legato allo Shàh
Thamasp.” See Alessandri 1865, 31. Alishan even cites a will by a Julfan merchant in Venice
named Shiavalat di Cubat, dated 1574, the original Armenian of which, he states, is missing
in the archives. He also refers to a document in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia involving a
dispute over a will left by a Julfan merchant who was said to have lived in Venice for fifteen
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years. Since the will was written in 1579, the Julfan in question must have resided in Venice
since 1565, five years before the first reference to Julfans in the Venetian archives.

39. Herzig 1996, 318.
40. Herzig 1991a, 43. The map to which Herzig refers was included in what is generally

considered the first modern atlas in the world. See Ortelius 1570, map 49.
41. Pomeranz 2001, 4; Darwin 2008, 19; and Marks 2007, 12–13.
42. Marks 2007, 12.
43. Herzig does not use the term “Columbian exchange” but does refer to the influx of

NewWorld silver into the Mediterranean in the sixteenth century that had a world histori-
cal impact on the global economy of the period.The term “Columbian exchange”was coined
byAlfredCrosby in 1972 in his pathbreaking book of that title to refer to the global exchange
of European germs, bacteria, and disease that decimated the native population of the Amer-
icas, and to theNewWorld crops that the Europeans took from their “discovery” of theAmer-
icas. The term has since become very influential in the work of many practitioners of world
history and undergone some changes. Andre Gunder Frank (1998) makes use of the term,
factoring in the immense quantities of silver the Europeans expropriated from South Amer-
ican mines such as Potosí (now in Bolivia) and discussing how they used their New World
silver to gain an unfair edge in the “global casino,” thus catapulting themselves into the po-
sition of dominant actors in the world economy at the expense of Asia and the rest of the
world. On the role of New World silver as a global commodity, see Brook 2008, 152–184;
Flynn and Giráldes 1995; 2008, 359–387; Subrahmanyam 1991; Braudel 1972, 1: 476–542.

44. Iranian silk appears to have ousted pepper as the dominant commodity for Euro-
pean traders in the Levant and particularly in Aleppo only at the turn of the seventeenth
century, when the Dutch East India Company (VOC) and its English counterpart, the East
India Company (EIC), began to consolidate the import of Asian spices via the Cape route.
See Steensgaard 1974, 160; and Matthee 1999, 24. The Portuguese endeavor to “monopo-
lize” the spice trade did not fully succeed, except for the early decades of the sixteenth cen-
tury, after which there was a partial “revival” of the Red Sea and Levant routes. The classic
works on the revival of these routes in the middle of the sixteenth century are Lane 1940;
1973, 285–294; Boxer 1969; Braudel 1972, 1: 543–570; and Steensgaard 1974. See also Fin-
lay 1994; Subrahmanyam 2007; and Disney 2009, 149–153. Disney offers an important cor-
rective to the seminal arguments first advanced by Lane (1940), who appears to have exag-
gerated the extent of the recovery of the Levant spice trade. According to Disney, “For most
of the seventeenth century, the Portuguese were supplying 75 per cent or more of Europe’s
pepper imports” (2009, 152). This would seem to explain why Venetian and English Levant
traders increased their purchase of Iranian silk in the second half of the sixteenth century,
despite the supposed full recovery of the pepper trade on the Levant route, as claimed by
Lane and his followers.

45. Herzig 1996, 318.
46. Ibid.
47. On the role of the qizilbash in Safavid politics, see Babayan’s important book (2002,

chap. 10); Savory 1980; Matthee 1999; Babai et al. 2004, 1–43; and Newman 2006, passim.
48. Babayan 2002, 361 ff.
49. Ibid., 356 ff.
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50. Savory 1980; Babai et al. 2004; Matthee 2005, 20–21; Babayan 2002, 358.
51. While the comparison of the Safavid ghulam to the Ottoman Janissary system could

be instructive, one must also be careful not to make too much of such a comparison. Babai
et al., in their otherwise important contribution, model their understanding of the Safavid
ghulams too mechanically on an outdated understanding of the Janissary system in the Ot-
toman Empire, thus assuming that the “slaves of the Shah” suffered “social death” once they
were converted to Islam and therefore lost touch with their preconversion identities. For a
good critique of Babai et al.’s work, see Maeda 2002. However, Maeda himself neglects to
note that the “social death” paradigm conventionally attributed to the Janissaries has itself
been subjected to considerable criticism. For a revisionist take on the Janissary system, see
Kunt 1974. For the “social death” paradigm, see the classic work of Patterson 1982.

52. Asher andTalbot (2006, 125) touch uponAkbar’s policies, which reorganized his no-
bility to centralize his power and minimize the influence of the unruly Central Asian nobil-
ity that brought his father, Humayun, to power after the brief interlude of Shah Sur’s rule.
Asher and Talbot refer to a revolt of the Central Asian nobles in 1564–1567 and argue that
Akbar decided to replace his fractious Central Asian nobles by promoting Iranian amirs and
Indian-born princes. The authors argue that these policies were forerunners of those pur-
sued by ‘Abbas I some twenty years later, when he was faced with a rebellion by the qizilbash.
See also Richards 1993, 18–22.

53. Babayan 2002, chap. 10.
54. The term “infrastructural power”was coined byMichaelMann in his influential 1984

essay “The Autonomous Power of the State.” Matthee refers to it in his account of ‘Abbas’s
centralizing reforms (1999, 61). “Administrative power” is somewhat similar to Mann’s no-
tion and was developed by Giddens (1984, chap. 7).

55. For an excellent treatment of these policies, see Matthee 1999, chap. 3. See also Ba-
bayan 2002, chap. 10.

56. Matthee 1999, 70.
57. Ibid., 74 (emphasis added).
58. Savory 1980, 174.
59. Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 37 and 38.
60. Ibid., 49.
61. Ibid., 36.
62. For the general context, see Matthee 1999, chap. 3; and Savory 1980.
63. Iskandar Beg Monshi 1978, 2: 858–860.
64. In the inscription of KhwajaKhachik’s tombstone in Julfa’s historic cemetery, he is de-

scribed as the k‘aghak‘apet, or mayor, of Old Julfa, thus suggesting that the Safavid nomen-
clature of kalantar, later used in New Julfa, was most likely not present in Old Julfa. Khachik
died in 1604 shortly before the deportations andwas not resettled inNew Julfa as Baghdiantz
McCabe claims (1999, 52). Khwaja Khachik’s two sons, khwajas Safar and Nazar, became the
first kalantars,ormayors, ofNew Julfa, thus providing administrative continuity betweenOld
and New Julfa. See chapter 7 below. On Khachik’s family, see Kiwrtian 1975–1976.

65. Davrizhets‘i 1669/1896, 24–25. See also theEnglish translation byBournoutian (2005,
25–26).

66. Herzig 1991a, 48. Tectander 1877, 52: “A Soulpha, ville forte habitée uniquement par
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des chrétiens arméniens, la réception fut très cordiale. Pour honorer le roi, on fit des illu-
minations, lesmaisons qui, dans ce pays, n’ont point de toits et sont garnies de balcons, furent
couvertes de plus de cinquante mille lampions qui brülèrent toute la nuit. Quant à ce qui
concerne les autres grandes villes de ce pays qui sont, dit-on, au nombre de cinquante-qua-
tre, l’ambassadeur de Perse les décrira à Votre Majesté Imperiale.” (At Julfa, a fortified city
populated only by Armenian Christians, the reception [of the shah] was very friendly. Light
was used to honor the king; the homes, which in this country have no roofs at all and are
furnishedwith balconies, were coveredwithmore than 50,000 oil lamps that burned all night
long. As far as the other large cities of this country are concerned, which are said to number
fifty-four, the ambassador of Persia will describe them to your Imperial Majesty.) Tectander
was not present for the deportation of the Julfans, as he had already left the region for Eu-
rope via Russia in 1604, accompanied by a Persian ambassador. Therefore, he does not in-
clude a description of ‘Abbas’s scorched-earth policies.

67. Herzig 1991a, 48.
68. Sinan Pasha was one of the highest-ranking Janissaries (yeniçeris) in the Ottoman

Empire. He was born inMessina, Sicily, into the Genoese noble house of Cigala. He was cap-
tured by corsairs in Sicily and, as a slave, converted to Islam. SinanPasha quickly rose through
the ranks to become the grand vizier in the 1590s and then the commander of the Ottoman
army sent to repel Safavid forces on the Eastern front. Portuguese sources from the period
refer to himasChigala, while inArmenian sources he is knownbyhis Turkish nameCheghal-
oghlu, “son or descendant of Chigala.”

69. Armenian colophon from 1608, fromHakobyan andHovhannisyan 1974, 284–291.
I have relied on Herzig’s translation (1991, 64).

70. Bournoutian 2005, 51.
71. Ibid.
72. Bajets‘i 1884, 6.The original passage reads:	��H �:�H��
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��. I thankVartanMat-
tiossian for kindly supplying me with this transcription. See Ghougassian 1998, 28-29, for
a partial excerpt and translation of the original passage. BaghdiantzMcCabe (1999, 49) pro-
vides a translation of the original passage by Bajets‘i but refers to the French translation by
Brosset (1837, 224), which is highly inaccurate, since it leaves out the phrase about the ab-
sence of boats or cattle in the crossing. Baghdiantz McCabe claims that the harrowing de-
scription provided by Bajets‘i “was not the lot of the Julfan deportees. . . . The Julfans were
privileged and had mounts” (1999, 49). Of course, it could be that the Julfans did not face
the hardships (including drowning) described by Bajets‘i and virtually every other source
discussing the river crossings on the Aras, because the Aras crossing near Julfa was easier,
since the river was shallow and not as wide there as in other locations. But Arakel of Tabriz
makes it abundantly clear that this was not the case and that mounts were not readily avail-
able, thus causing many among the Julfans to be swept away by the river. See Bournoutian
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2005, 52. Arakel’s version is corroborated by the Portuguese monk Juan de Rocha in his let-
ter from Goa dated 29 December 1605; see document 20 in Alonso 1970, 361. Relying on
testimony from Father Belchior dos Anjos, another Portuguese monk who was at ‘Abbas’s
camp at the time of the deportations, Juan de Rocha describes the disorderly nature of the
deportations, emphasizing the role of Sinan Pasha’s (called Chigalla) unexpected advance
toward Yerevan, and then states: “Dalí passou a Julfai, cidade principal na das Armenias,
aqual em 24 horas fez despeiar, deixando os Armeniosmuitas riquezas enterradas polas nao
poderem levar consigo por ser a gente muita e grandes as pressas, e faltarem cavalgaduras.”
(From there they went to Julfa, a principal city in the Armenias, which was evacuated in
twenty-four hours. The Armenians left many riches buried underground, not being able to
carry them with them, being many people, and in a hurry, and lacking mounts.) The main
difference between this account andArakel’s is the claimmadehere that the Julfanswere given
twenty-four hours as opposed to three days to vacate their town. Father Juan de Rocha also
states that 40,000 individuals or 7,000 familieswere driven to Isfahan from there,whichwould
be an exaggeration if taken as a reference to the population of Julfa, but would be sensible if
seen as the total number of Armenians (including Armenians from neighboring cities such
as Nakhjavan) brought to Isfahan in the 1604–1605 period. See Floristan and Gil 1986, 213.

73. Bournoutian 2005, 52–53. Alishan notes that some Julfansmanaged to return toOld
Julfa clandestinely despite ‘Abbas’s attempt to prevent any repatriation.Thus in 1647 several
Julfans hosted the French traveler Boulaye leGouzwhile he passed throughOld Julfa (Boulaye
le Gouz 1657, 88). As late as the second half of the nineteenth century, Alishan notes that
the town had about eighty Julfan families and five hundred souls, presumably descendants
of Julfans who had evaded the deportations or who returned to their homes after the de-
struction of the town (1893, 420). Chardin, who visited the ruins of Old Julfa in 1673, re-
ported about thirty Armenian families residing there (1811, 2: 304).

74. Herzig 1991b, 64.
75. Ghougassian 1998, 25; Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 37 and 38.
76. Herzig 1991b, 66.
77. Ibid., 67.
78. Armenian colophon cited in Herzig 1991b, 67. The colophon in question is in

Hakobyan and Hovhannisyan 1974, 182.
79. Herzig 1991b, 67.
80. Hakobyan and Hovhannisyan 1974, 738 (translation mine). See also duMans 1890,

182.
81. Hakobyan and Hovhannisyan 1974, 738.
82. See the translation of this important document in Ghougassian 1998, 201.
83. Ghougassian 1998, 208.
84. See Matthee 1999, chap. 3.
85. There are few primary source accounts of the auction. The best-known account is

that of the Italian traveler Pietro della Valle (1843, 1: 58).
86. Della Valle 1: 58. See also the letters sent by the East India Company officials in Bala-

douni and Makepeace 1998, document 4, 16–18. For a perceptive discussion, see Matthee
1999, 99–101.
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87. Matthee 1999, 145. Discussing the implications of the lifting of the royal monopoly,
Matthee comments: “The loosening of state control over silk benefited Iran’s Armenianmer-
chants far more than the foreign merchants” (123).

88. For “service gentry,” see Matthee 1999, 6; the term “service nomad” has been most
recently developed in Slezkine 2004, chap. 1.

89. For documentation from the Venetian archives on this merchant-cum-political en-
voy, see Berchet 1865b, 47–49.

90. Khwaja Sefer’smission toVenicewas first documented by Berchet 1865b, 47–49, and
discussed in Alishan 1893, 419, 443. For a recent discussion, see Zekiyan 1978b. See also the
documentation, overlooked in Zekiyan’s otherwise excellent essay, inGil 1989, 97, 102, 104–
105, 119–123.

91. Alishan 1893, 419, 443.
92. See the discussion in Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 40; Herzig 1991a, 68; and Karapetian

1974, 47–50.
93. Boulaye le Gouz 1657, 88.
94. Chardin 1811, 8: 105.
95. De Chinon 1671, 254. The figure of 50,000 is found in Richard 1995, 82. The origi-

nal report is in Da Seggiano 1953, 316, where Father Giovanni Battista (the head of the Ca-
puchin mission in Syria), reporting about the mission in Isfahan, states: “ . . . li Armeni che
sono ivi più di cinquanta mila.”

96. Fryer 1698, 265. See also Herzig 1991a, 81.
97. Herzig 1991a, 81.
98. Chardin 1811, 8: 103.
99. Tavernier 1688, 157–158.
100. Fryer 1698, 265.
101. For a reliable account of the expansion of Julfa’s diocese, see Ghougassian 1988,

30–34.
102. For Julfa’s first printing press, see overviews in Nersessian 1980, 21–24; and

Ishkhanyan 1977, 351–368; 1981, 49–52; and colophons in Voskanyan et al. 1988, 21–24.
Like several other Armenian scholars, both Nersessian and Ishkhanyan mistakenly assert
that printing was introduced into Iran by Khachatur Kesarats‘i (Nersessian, 21; Ishkhanyan
1981, 50). They overlook the earlier printing press brought into Iran by Carmelite mission-
aries in 1628/1629 specifically to print in Arabic/Persian script. Not much is known about
the Carmelite press, and it does not appear to have produced any books. For references to
this press, see Chick 1939, 1: 305–306; and the brief note in Floor 1980, 369–370.

103. On Hovhannes Jughayets‘i, see Khachatur Jughayets‘i 1905, 118–120; Chiappini
1937; for the colophon of his book published in Livorno in 1644, see Kevorkian 1986, 32–
34; and for the colophon of his 1647 book published in New Julfa, Voskanyan et al. 1988, 31.
See also Landau 2007, 200–201.

104. Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 40.
105. For a pioneering treatment of Julfa’s administrative structure, see Shushanik Kha-

chikian 1988, 37–41. See also the earlier discussion by Levon Khachikian 1966, 176 ff.
106. Coser notes: “When political rulers in absolutist states or empires or bureaucratic

empires wish to shore up their autonomous powers so as not to be dependent on feudal re-
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tainers, bureaucratic officials, gentry families, or guilds of commoners, they are likely to at-
tract to their court men who have no roots in the society over which these rulers exercise
dominion.Men distant from the underlying population by virtue of alien birth are ideal ser-
vants of power.The ruler can afford to be close to thembecause they are so far removed from
him in the status order they can never threaten his rule” (1972, 574). In the course of his
reflections on this theme, Coser draws parallels between the sociological function of court
Jews in the Habsburg Empire and Janissaries (yeniçeris) in the Ottoman realm. His reflec-
tions can also easily be extended to the ghulams and Julfanmerchants in the Safavid Empire.

107. Coser 1964, 880–885.
108. Ibid., 880.

3 . THE JULFAN TRADE NETWORK I

1. Mauro 1990, 272.
2. The two basic survey histories of Armenian diasporic communities are Abrahamyan

1964–1967 and Alpoyachian 1941–1961. A third survey has recently been published from
an undated manuscript belonging to the great Armenian linguist and philologist Hrachia
Acharian.This posthumously published survey (2002), however, is riddled with careless ty-
pographical errors and sloppy and poor editing (or complete lack thereof), which has al-
lowed many errors of historical fact to creep into the text. Readers should exercise extreme
caution when using this work as a reference.

3. Raynal 1804, 1: 288.
4. Braudel 1984, 490.
5. Kévonian 1998.
6. Ibid., 116.
7. In addition to the author of the itinerary mentioned above, there is an earlier tradi-

tion of the visit to southern India of an Armenian merchant known to the locals asThomas
Cana. Cana seems to have traveled to southern India in the early ninth century and played
an active role in the revival of the Jacobite church of Christianity there. See Seth 1937/1992,
110–111; and Khojamalian, Patmut‘iwnHndstanay [History of Hindustan]MS 535, ASMA,
Nerses Shnorhali Library, folio 85. Khojamalian notes the date 538 for the arrival ofThomas
Cana on the southern shores of India. As far as early communities or settlements are con-
cerned, Seth’s claim that there was an “Armenian colony” at Benares during the first millen-
nium of the Common Era remains unsubstantiated.

8. Teles e Cunha 2007, 197–252 (200 ff.); and Floor 2006.
9. Van Linschoten 1885, 1: 43. See also Teles e Cunha 2007, 203.
10. Van Linschoten 1885, 1: 233. Already in 1604, anArmenian interpreter named Fran-

cisco Gonçales accompanied the Flemish merchant Jacques de Coutre to the court of Bi-
japur. See De Coutre 1990, 174, 175, 177. On De Coutre’s travels, see Alam and Subrah-
manyam 2007, 343–351.

11. See the accounts of Gaspar Correa and Jao De Barros quoted in Gulbenkian 1995,
103–131.

12. Martin 1931, 335–336.
13. On the Armenians in Agra, see Seth 1937/1992, 2. Seth’s claim regarding Akbar’s in-
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vitation of Armenianmerchants is not supported by any known evidence but has been taken
at face value by many scholars writing in the field. See also Polatian 1963; and Hosten 1916,
115–194. Hosten does not find any proof for Akbar’s “invitation” of Armenians nor for the
existence of anArmenian church inAgra at such an early date, though he does providemuch
evidence for the presence of Armenians inAgra during that time.TheAkbarnama notes that
during Akbar’s reign circa 1590 “a large number of Firhingis and Armenians arrived and
brought with themChina cloths and other goods of that country” (Akbarnama of Abu-l-Fazl
1973, 3: 874).

14. On Iskandar and Mirza Zul Qarnain, see Hosten 1916.
15. Seth 1937/1992, 2. Seth provides no references for most of the claims he makes in

thiswork; consequently, it is difficult to assess the veracity of someof his assertions, including
this one.Thus one should approach his work with care and rely on his claims only when cor-
roborated by supporting evidence. His source in this case was most likely the appendix to
Thomas Khojamalian’s rare manuscript, Patmut‘iwn Hndstanay, folios 98a-100a, where the
author (probably relying on oral tradition) briefly mentions the existence of an Armenian
“prayer place” in Agra in the second half of the sixteenth century (folios 98b-99a). On the
Armenian presence in Agra, see also Bhattacharya’s recent assessment (2005, 292).

16. Travels of Fray Sebastian Manrique (1629–1643) 1927, 2: 159.
17. Seth 1937/1992, 225–226. Seth does not provide a transcription of the tombstone in

question.
18. Akonts 1805, 84–85. See also Richards 1993, 115–150, for background discussion

on Shah Jahan.
19. Torgom Gushakian, a legate of the Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem, visiting the

Armenian communities of South and Southeast Asia during the first decade of the twentieth
century, describes the remnants of an Armenian chapel in Surat and conjectures that the
first Armenian church of the city must have been built around 1668 and another church
(Saint Mary’s or Surb Astuatsatsin) built in 1777. Gushakian also claims to have seen at the
Armenian church in Bombay an Armenian manuscript copied in Surat in 1658 and con-
tends that in 1788 the Armenian church in Surat had four priests and four hundred parish
members—a significant number, if true, for any Indo-Armenian community (1941, 36–37).
Nowhere in his account does he mention any tombstones predating the seventeenth cen-
tury, as does Seth.

20. I thank Elizabeth Lambourn and Asbed Kotchikian for sending me images of some
of these tombstones. For an early reference to Surat’sArmenian cemetery, see Fryer 1698, 100.

21. On Lahori Bandar or Lahari Bandar, see Habib 1982, maps 5A and 5B. See also the
entry “Larry Bunder” in Yule and Burnell 1903.

22. See Hakobyan and Hovhannisyan 1974, 2: 587, and 3: 25.
23. Roques 1996, 116.
24. See Ferrier 1970, 438. Gushakian (1941, 37) mistakenly provides a date of 1668 for

the signing of the treaty, and Baibourtyan (2004, 218) incorrectly asserts that the treaty was
signed in Surat instead of London.

25. Ferrier 1970, 438.
26. Ibid., 439.
27. Ibid., 442.
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28. The authenticity of this tombstone as evidence of Armenian settlement in Calcutta
before the arrival of English East India Company employee Job Charnock in 1690 was dis-
puted first by C.R. Wilson, who argued that the stone was an isolated incident and that it
was probably brought to Calcutta from somewhere else at a later date (1895, 1: 137 n. 3).
Gushakian (1941, 87), visiting Calcutta in 1916, also speculated that the tombstone in ques-
tion couldhave beenbrought fromneighboringBihar,where the existence ofArmenian tomb-
stones from the 1640s was well attested. More recently, Bhaswati Bhattacharya, in her com-
prehensive account of Armenian trade in India, agrees withWilson (2005, 292 n. 62). While
there are credible grounds for doubting the authenticity of the tombstone, as some scholars
have, one cannot entirely dismiss the possibility that the tombstone was actually laid there in
1630. BothWilson andBhattacharya ignore the fact that theArmenians in India had the habit
of building their churches on sites previously used by members of their community to bury
their dead.Thiswas the casewith theArmenianChurch of theHolyVirgin inMadras, which,
like the Church of Holy Nazareth in Calcutta, has tombstones predating its construction in
the eighteenth century. Therefore, it is possible that the stone in question, dating from 1630,
was on site before the church and not necessarily brought over from somewhere else. For an
early account of the way the church came to be built, see Anon. 1818, 187–188. This source
confirms that the grounds of the church were used as a cemetery by the Armenians in 1707
before they erected theHoly Nazareth church in 1724, but does notmention Armenian pres-
ence in the area before the 1690s, when some Armenians from Chinsura, along with some
Portuguese, were first invited by the English to settle in their new settlement.The 1630 tomb-
stone belongs to “Reeza Bibi, the wife of the deceased (voghormats) Sookias.” Baghumyan’s
attempt to argue for its historicity is unconvincing (2007, 13–14).

29. I owe this term to Bhaswati Bhattacharya.
30. Seth 1937/1992, 304.
31. The Portuguese had a base in Bandel, a few miles from Chinsura, where they had

built a church in 1595.The Dutch VOC established a factory or trade settlement in Hugli in
1635 only to abandon it a year later; they returned to Hugli between 1645 and 1647, but the
“seat of the Dutch Directorate of Bengal” was in the village of Chinsura, established in 1656.
See Prakash 1985, 41; 1998, 132–133.TheEnglish EIChad a factory inHugli as early as 1651;
Prakash 1998, 134. For Hugli’s importance as a port town, see Chaudhury 1967, 33–68.

32. Khachikian and Papazian 1984, 281.
33. This seems to have been a custom among Armenian merchants where Armenian

churches did not yet exist. For instance, the same Hovhannes mentions in his business di-
ary that he came across an Armenian priest in Patna, where the Armenians did not have a
church but were most likely using a private house to perform their religious services
(Khachikian and Papazian 1984, 21–22).

34. Subrahmanyam 1990, 218.
35. See the important “legal brief ” printed in Paris by one of Hovhannes’s brothers,

MartinMarcara Avachinz (known among the Armenians asMartiros [or] diMarcara Avak-
shints or Avakshinents), one of the first regional directors of the French East India Com-
pany in India, for his court case against the company in the 1670s. The document (Biblio-
thèque nationale de France [hereafter BnF], MS fr. 15529) is entitled Factum contenant
l’histoire tragique; pour le Sieur Martin Marcara Avachinz de la ville d’Hispahan, capitale de
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Perse, conseiller au conseil souverain de l’isle daufine, & directeur des comptoirs de la Com-
pagnie Françoise des Indes Orientales dans les Indes et dans la Perse, demandeur en requeste
presentée au conseil de sa majesté du 6 Mars 1676. Et Michel Marcara, son fils. See also the
similar “brief ” contained in BnF, MS fr. 8972. Marcara states that he had traveled to India at
a young age (most likely in the 1640s) and conducted commerce there with his brothers for
many years. For evidence that Martin Marcara Avachintz of Paris was in fact the brother of
Hovhannes and Joseph de Marcora of India, see the will of Joseph Marcarian reproduced
in Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 198–201; and Richard 1995, 280 n. 389, where Richard quotes a
manuscript source written by Marcara in Paris referring to his brothers as khwajas “Ovanès
and Yusof.” Seth (1937/1992, 320) seems to bemistakenwhen he claims that Hovhannes and
Joseph Marcarian were Marcara Avachintz’s sons. Seth also states (1937/1992, 304) that the
Marcarian familywas associatedwith the establishment of theArmenian community ofChin-
sura in 1645 but does not provide any sources for this statement. For an insightful discussion
of the career of Marcara Avachintz, see Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 295–225. For a document
in the Julfa dialect concerningMarcara Avachintz, dated Paris 1680, see “Namakner—P‘ariz”
[Letters—Paris], ASMA, folder 289.

36. On John Demarcora, see Anderson 1890, 258–261.
37. According toManucci (1966, 3: 88–92), the Italian traveler and longtime resident of

Mughal India “Abnus” (a corruption of Hovhannes or John) acted as an agent for the East
India Company at the Court of Golconda in southern India before his departure for Pegu.
His name crops up on numerous occasions in the records of the East India Company’s fac-
tory in Siam (roughly equivalent to present-day Thailand); see Farrington and Na Pombe-
jra 2007, passim. John or Abnus di Marcara’s departure for Pegu is attested in his brother’s
will (see note 38).

38. Hovsep Marcarian’s will is quoted at length in Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 198–201.
The original copy of this valuable will was stored in the archives of All Savior’s Monastery
but seems to have disappeared since it was last used by Ter Hovhaniants in the 1850s. The
church inChinsurawas named afterHovhannes (John)Marcarian, whose ornate tombstone
was still well preserved inside the church when I visited the town in the summer of 2003.

39. Seth, for instance, dates the decline of Chinsura in themiddle of the nineteenth cen-
tury, arguing: “The once flourishing Armenian colony of Chinsurah . . . was deserted by the
Armenians when [Chinsura] lost its commercial importance and they [i.e., the Armenians]
transferred their trade to Calcutta about themiddle of the last [i.e., the nineteenth] century”
(1937/1992, 306).

40. For a full transcription and annotation of this letter, see Aslanian 2006a, 266. The
relevant passage is in paragraph 3 of the letter. An English translation can be found inAslan-
ian 2008c, 379–428.

41. Seth 1937/1992, 325. Seth, as usual, does not provide any sources for this claim, but
he more than likely relied on Bolts 1772, 1: 71. Gushakian (1941, 87) also refers to aMughal
farman by Aurangzeb as the basis for the settlement of Armenians in Saidabad in 1665, but
he too provides no sources.

42. The interesting parallel with the founding of New Julfa as an Armenian suburb of Is-
fahan sixty years earlier through a farman from Shah ‘Abbas was first noted by Baghdiantz
McCabe 1999, 186.
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43. For theArmenian presence in the French settlements, seeManning 1996, 11–12, 123–
127, 178–179, 228–232, 234–236.

44. Aslanian 2007a, 165–167. For seventeenth- and eighteenth-century correspondence
from Hyderabad/Bhagnagar, see “Namakner—Heydarabad, 1680, 1687, 1758” [Letters—
Hyderabad, 1680, 1687, 1758], ASMA, folder 148.

45. Bombay/Mumbai was acquired by Charles II from the Portuguese in 1662 as part of
the dowry of Catherine of Braganza; it was leased to the East India Company in 1668 and
eventually came to displace Surat as the principal English trade settlement on the west coast
of India (Furber 1976, 90).

46. Baladouni andMakepeace 1998, doc. 143, also quoted in Bhattacharya 2008b: 6.The
passage comes from doc. 143, not 142 as Bhattacharya claims.

47. For the use of the Mayor’s Court by Julfans, see chapter 7.
48. See Aslanian 2004b; Tölölyan 1998; Aslanian 2010; 2007b, chap. eight.
49. We do not have reliable population figures for the eighteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies for many of the settlements in India. Most scholars to date have speculated on this is-
sue and provided inflated and unrealistic figures. For instance, without any evidence, Osha-
gan (2004, 146) provides a figure of one thousand Armenians in Madras for the last quarter
of the eighteenth century.Our significantly lower figure above is based on a letter by aCatholic
Armenian priest named FatherManuel Emirzian dispatched toMadras from theMkhitarist
Congregation in Venice in 1771 that mentions forty houses or families of Armenians resid-
ing in Madras at the time. See the letter of 6 February 1771 by Father Manuel, in Archivio
di San Lazzaro—Mkhitarist Archives, Venice [hereafter ASLaz]. Another source from 1770
(the letter of Sookias Aghamalian, dated 28 June 1770, ASLaz) gives the figure of 150 Ar-
menian men, mostly Julfans and merchants in Madras. In the 1830s, the Armenian com-
munity of Calcutta had 505 persons, according to a census whose findings are found in Jo-
hannes Avdall, Census of the Armenian Population of the City of Calcutta (Calcutta: G.H.
Huttmann, Military Orphan Press, 1837), which is quoted in Bhattacharya 2008b, 18 n. 92.
In his travel account of a voyage to the East Indies in the 1820s, an Armenian from Con-
stantinople named Paul Peter Lazarovich provides a slightly lower figure of sixty families or
around 300 to 360 individuals during the 1820s (Lazarovich 1832, 33 and 43).The samefigure
of sixty families is provided byMesrob T’aghiadian, a Calcutta-based Armenian intellectual
and writer, in an essay originally published in Calcutta in 1845; see T’aghiadian 1845/1975,
300.The total number of Armenians in India seems to have reached a peak in the 1850s with
more emigration from New Julfa. An official census taken by Armenian church officials in
Iran and India in 1856 indicated that there were 225 Armenian families in all of India and
Southeast Asia at the time, with 113 families (or 622 individuals) residing in Calcutta. See
the population breakdown inTerHovhaniants 1980, 2: 343–344. See alsoGhougassian 1999,
241–242 n. 1. Seth’s figure of 20,000 is a pure guess of all the Armenians whomight have set
foot on Indian soil between 1600 and 1800, which may be true but gives the false and in-
flated impression that Armenians had large communities in India at any given point in his-
tory (Seth 1937/2002, 616). See also Alpoyachian 1961, 362 n. 1 for a figure of 18,000 to
20,000 Armenians residing in India at the height of their presence.

50. As the diocesan center for the Armenian churches in the East, the All Savior’s
Monastery in New Julfa periodically sent out priests not only to India, but also to the Ar-
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menian communities in Pegu and Syriam (both in present-day Burma/Myanmar), as this
passage from a letter from Madras dated 1711 indicates: “And I also beg from Your Emi-
nence’s generous affection, that, during this monsoon season, you send us three fine priests,
two for this place at Madras and one for Pegu, for the [members of the Armenian] commu-
nity of Pegu are always beseeching us [saying] that they have been left without a priest. It is
necessary that you send them [priests].” “Letters—Madras, 1709–1850,” ASMA, folder 104.

51. Thebest scholarlywork on theArmenianChurchdiocese ofNew Julfa isGhougassian
1998. However, it barely discusses the initial expansion of the diocese into India and further
east.

52. Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 392–393, 419. See also Khachikian 1988, 53.
53. For the colony in Tibet, see Khachikian 1966; and the introduction to Khachikian

andPapazian 1984. See also Petech 1952–1956; 1950, esp. 169–170;Csoma1833; Richardson,
1981; Manucci 1966, 2: 413.

54. Herzig 1991a, 48.
55. Petech 1950, 169.
56. Petech 1952–1956, 1: 29 and 37.
57. Ibid., 1: 4 (letter by Father Felice da Montecchio, Chandernagore, 30 September

1706).
58. Petech 1952–1956, 1: lxxxvii. According to Petech, this small book of catechism was

compiled by Fathers Francesco Maria da Tours and Giuseppe da Ascoli in 1707–1708 and
was translated into Tibetan by Khwaja Dawith.

59. Csoma 1833, 200–201.
60. Khachikian 1966, 161.
61. Petech 1950, 168.
62. Ibid., 169.
63. The document in question dates from 1757 and is found in Eerste Afdeling Col-

lectie Lubbert Jan, Baron Van Eck (1719–1765), Algemeen Rijksarchief [hereafter ARA],
folder 44. This is the oldest Julfa dialect document to date concerning the Julfan presence
in Burma/Myanmar. It is also one of the few documents in Armenian stored in the Dutch
archives. I thank Lenart Bes for bringing it to my attention. The archive of All Savior’s
Monastery has oneArmenianwill dating from1866 (“Zanazanniwt‘erov grut‘iwnner” [Doc-
uments concerning various topics], ASMA, folder 28/12. It could well turn out that archives
in Burma/Myanmar, especially the archive of theArmenianChurch in Rangoon,might have
some documentation about the community dating from the period before the nineteenth
century. For treatments of the community’s history, see Polatian 1959a, 169–172; Yule 1968;
Sarkissian 1987, 15–19; Harvey 1925.

64. Harvey 1925, 543. Harvey’s source for this information is the account of the Por-
tuguese traveler Pinto.

65. Polatian 1959a, 170. Polatian does not provide a source for this claim. Polatian’s source
was most likely Varthema 1863, 112, where the author notes the presence of Christians in
Bengal and in the king’s army in Pegu in the second half of the sixteenth century and iden-
tifies them as Armenians. It should be noted, however, that the editor of Varthema’s travels,
G.P. Badger, finds this assertion to be dubious.
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66. See references to wealthy and powerful Armenians in Burmese politics in Yule 1968,
141. (I thankmy colleagueMana Kia for bringing this work to my attention.) As Yule points
out, the Kála-woon (superintendent of Western foreigners), at the time of his visit (1855),
was an influential Armenian namedMakertich (most likely of Julfan origin). Makertich was
also the governor of Malun, a frontier district (1). Several advisers to the king of Pegu were
also Julfans. See Polatian 1959a for a list of such individuals.

67. Harvey 1925, 346.
68. Hamilton 1930, 2: 34.
69. Ibid., 22–23.
70. Ibid., 1: 203.
71. Documenti ArmeniMercantile, Archivio di Stato di Venezia [hereafter ASV], busta 2.
72. The merchant was John (Hovhannes) De Marcora (i.e., di Marcara), the brother of

Marcara Avachintz. His resettlement from Hyderabad to Pegu is mentioned in his brother’s
will. See note 38 above.

73. Before building their own church in Syriam, Armenians financially supported the
building of a Portuguese church in the city. According to Harvey, “It was an Armenian who
supplied the funds for the building of the Syriam church [by the Portuguese]” (1925, 346n).

74. It is very likely that there were two Armenian churches in Syriam. The first church
must have been built before 1743 because during that year, when theMons rebelled, Syriam
was ransacked for three days by the Burmese, and Armenian, French, and Portuguese
churches were plundered, as were their warehouses. See Sarkissian 1987, 18; and esp. Abra-
hamyan 1964–1967, 2: 285–286. Abrahamyan mistakenly provides the date for the Mon re-
bellion and ensuing conquest and looting of Syriam as 1756 instead of the generally accepted
1743. He also states that the Armenian church was burned down at this time, which might
explain the existence of another church in 1756.

75. The information on churches is from Acharian 2002, 317. See also Gasparian 1950.
76. “Letters—Madras,” 1711, ASMA, folder 104.
77. See sources in note 66 for the political role played by Julfans in Burma. On portfolio

capitalists, see Subrahmanyam and Bayly 1988, 401–424.
78. Lieberman1984, 159. For scattered references to Julfans in eighteenth- andnineteenth-

century Burma, see Lieberman, 156–159.
79. Bayly 1996, 122.
80. Eerste Afdeling Collectie Lubbert Jan, Baron Van Eck (1719–1765), ARA, folder 44.
81. Jughayetsi, Constant,Vasn norahas mankants‘ ew yeritasartats‘ vacharakanats‘ khrat

[Concerning advice to the adolescent and to young merchants], more commonly known as
Ashkharazhoghov [Compendium], ASMA,MS 64, folios 7–9. For literature on Armenians in
maritime Southeast Asia, seeHordananian 1937; Sarkissian 1987; Colless 1969–1975; Anon.,
“History of the Armenian Community of the Dutch East Indies,” in Bakhchinyan 2003; and
the collection of documents including rare printedmunicipal statutes of communities in Java
in “Collectie 606 Armen Joseph,” invent. no. 6, ARA. For the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies, see Wright 2003.

82. Jughayetsi, Vasn norahas mankants‘ ew yeritasartats‘ vacharakanats‘ khrat, ASMA,
MS 64, folios 7–9.
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83. Pires 1944, 2: 269.
84. Hordananian 1937, 16: and Anon., “History of the Armenian Community of the

Dutch East Indies.”
85. Wright 2003. For an earlier account, see Buckley 1902, 183–185.
86. Froger 1926, 92 and 143. Froger claims that Armenians stopped in Macao and Can-

ton on their way back from Madras to Manila. For a brief discussion of the Armenian pres-
ence inCanton, seePolatian 1959b, 276–277. See also the followingoutstanding articles: Smith
and Van Dyke 2003a and 2003b. I thank Paul Van Dyke for sharing these articles with me.

87. Morse 1926–1929, 2: 84–85.
88. Smith and Van Dyke 2003a, 29 and 35. For an excellent study of this merchant, see

Smith 2003. See also Van Dyke 2008, 158–159. For the Armenian original of Matheus’s will,
see “Zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—Cantom [sic], 1794” [Documents concerning various
matters—Canton, 1794], ASMA, folder 28d. Smith andVanDyke 2003b, 44: “After his death,
the executing of Matheus’s estate became a major ordeal in Macao. Because the estate in-
volved such large amounts of money that were connected to the Macao government, Por-
tuguese officials put many obstacles in the way of collecting the inheritance. Matheus’s total
receipts came to many hundreds of thousands of Spanish dollars . . . while the total receipts
and expenditures of the city of Macao itself in 1797 was a mere 215,390 dollars. If all the
funds in Matheus’s estate were withdrawn from the treasury at the same time, it was feared
that it could bankrupt the city.” For further documentation on Matheus’s will in Armenian,
see the two letters written in 1804 by Armenian deacons at the church in Bombay: “Zanazan
niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—Bombay ktak” [Documents concerning various matters—Bombay
will], ASMA, folder 28/3.

89. For the history of the Iranian community there and for the name’s derivation, see
Marcinkowski 2002, 25 ff.

90. Anderson 1890, 241. According to Chevalier de Chaumont, a seventeenth-century
French traveler in Siam, therewere ten to fifteen families ofArmenians in Siam in 1685 (1997,
84).This figure seems exaggerated, and we should note that Chaumont is the only source to
mention a significant Armenian presence in Siam.

91. “Zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner, Nor Jugha, 1643–1699—arevtrakan grut’iwnner
vardapetneri knik‘nerov” [Letters concerning various matters, New Julfa, 1643–1699—
Commercial letters bearing seals of priests], ASMA, folder 5. See the brief discussion of this
document in chapter 7.

92. Furber 1988, 16.
93. In his fascinating travelogue, the seventeenth-century Syrian traveler to Mexico

Ilyas Hanna al-Mawsuli reports in the early 1680s: “Every year a ship sails to that island
[i.e., the Philippines] from Surat; it belongs to two Armenian traders of Julfa who live on
that island. . . . No permission is given to any other ship to sail there except the ship of the
Julfites” (2003, 102).The reference to the Julfan ship sailing from Surat is most likely to the
ship of Khwaja Minas, a resident of Surat and among the first to conduct maritime trade
between India andManila (see below).Mawsuli’s claim that the two Julfan shipowners lived
in Manila at this early date is unsubstantiated, and it should be remembered that Mawsuli
did not visit the Philippines but reported this based on hearsay.

94. The only reliable source that discusses the settlement of Armenian merchants in
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Manila is Quiason 1966. Abrahamyan 1964–1967 and Alpoyachian 1941–1961, as well as
Acharian 2002, devote a few pages to Armenians in Manila, but these treatments are for the
most part not only utterly useless and uninformative, but also misleading, since the authors
do not provide any documentation to support their observations. The Archivo de Indias in
Seville (Spain) and the Inquisition archives in the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico
City have hundreds of pages of hitherto unexplored documentation onArmenianmerchants
in Manila, which I am in the process of preparing for publication.

95. Chaudhuri 1985, 105; see also Bhattacharya 2008b, 14.
96. On the Armenian maritime flag used on Julfan ships in the Indian Ocean, see Tert-

eriants 1848; and Anon. 1858, 52. See alsoMauro 1990, 273 n. 24;Morse 1926–1929, 1: 174,
refers to a “country ship” recorded as visiting Canton in 1723 “flying the Armenian colours.”
For Cochin, see Aslanian 2006c.

97. Anon. 1858; Aslanian 2006c.
98. Quiason 1966, 37; Moosvi 2007, 107; Seth 1937/1992, 294.
99. Quiason 1966, 39–42.
100. De Souza 1986, 150–151 and 154–155. See also Bhattacharya 2008b.
101. Montero y Vidal 1894, 120–121 (emphasis added).
102. Lockyer 1711, 15.
103. The best work on the Real Audiencia in the Philippines is Cunningham 1919.
104. See the voluminous autos from 1680 against an English pilot for the ship San Buena

Ventura arriving from Indonesia with anArmenian (Julfan) captain: “Copia de los autos ori-
gin[al] contra Capitan Franc[is]co de Lacruz de nación Armenio . . . ,” Archivo de Indias,
Filipinas, 24, R.2.N. 14\4\, folios 1–378.

105. Cunningham 1919, 258; Quiason 1966, 93; and Clarence-Smith 2005, 119. Span-
ish authorities built the first Parián in 1581 as a ghetto “in imitation of the practice of re-
stricting Jewish residence in European cities. The Chinese ghetto consisted of a town sur-
rounded by a wooden palisade, in which all Chinese were to be confined at night” (Brook
2008, 166).

106. MS Ramo de Inquisición, tomo 857, “Reconciliaciones al Gremio de nuestra Santa
Madre Iglesia deMinas di Elias . . . Esteban diCodidyan, todosArmenios dela Secta de cisma
Armenio” [Reconciliation to the Holy Mother Church of Minas di Elias . . . Esteban di
Cododyan, all Armenians of the Armenian Schismatic Sect], Archivo General de la Nación
[hereafter AGN], Mexico City, folio 235. In his 1735 deposition, Nazar di Coyamal (Nazar
di Cojamal/Khojamal), like several others before him, attests that in the 1730s he knew of
five or six Julfan “heretics” (i.e., non-Catholics) in Manila, and gives their names as Ovan,
Sarkis, Raphael, and Basilio, stating that they resided in “Binondo” (this appears to be the
name for the Chinatown of Manila) and “barrio del Tulay grande” (a neighborhood close to
Santa Cruz) as merchants. The number of Julfan “heretics” referred to by other Julfan con-
verts in Manila as known to them is consistently between seven and ten in the 1730s. If we
were to count those Julfans who had already “converted” to Catholicism, the number of Jul-
fans residing in Manila in the first half of the eighteenth century would probably be around
fifteen to twenty individuals.

107. Elias Isaac is mentioned as a wealthy Julfan resident and shipping tycoon in
Pondicherry during the first half of the eighteenth century. According to the French docu-
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ments from Pondicherry, Elias was actively involved in the Manila trade and “had already
made three voyages toManila from theCoromandelwhen in 1721 the SuperiorCouncil sug-
gested that the French Company should invest in his ship” (Manning 1996, 125). According
to Indrani Ray, a prominent scholar of French trade in South Asia, “Elias was accorded the
title of Chevalier de l’Eperon in consideration of the important services rendered the French
Company” (Subramanian 1999, 229). For French documentation on Elias, see Procès ver-
baux des déliberations 1912–1913, 1: 270–271.This Elias is most likely the same “French Ar-
menian,” an acquaintance of the eighteenth-century English traveler Alexander Hamilton,
“who coming fromManilla had themisfortune to lose his ship on that Part of the Coast that
belongs to the king of Sambas [i.e., on one of the islands of Southeast Asia]” (Hamilton 1930,
2: 79).

108. MS Ramo de Inquisición, tomo 857, AGN, folios 165 ff.
109. See chapter 6 for Santiago’s itinerary.
110. Testimonio of Nazar di Aghamal, MS Ramo de Inquisición, tomo 857, AGN, folios

162b-163b. I thank Tatiana Seijas for her help with this document.
111. Testimonio of Gregorio de Xavier, MS Ramo de Inquisición, tomo 857, AGN, folio

220r.
112. See chapter 6 for details on the Sceriman family. Don Pedro was a Sceriman in-law,

having married one of the Sceriman daughters named “Maria di Sariman” before departing
for Manila and Acapulco. He was also a Catholic Julfan.

113. See the interesting proceedings from his trial, in Inq. 829, exp. 7, AGN, folios 544–
560v. For a brief discussion of Don Pedro’s trial, see Nunn 1979, 45–46. I am grateful to Var-
tan Matiossian for bringing Nunn’s book to my attention. See the fascinating short study by
Seijas 2007.

114. Inq. 829, exp. 7, AGN, folio 549r.
115. Binayan 1996, 59–62. I owe this information to Vartan Matiossian. For the Julfan

community in Cadiz, see chapter 4.
116. Thus in an Inquisition report dated 1723 fromMexico City (Inq. 829, exp. 7, AGN,

folio 548), we read the following: “ . . . that the Armenians who depart from Julfa and other
countries where there aremore Schismatics than Catholics, upon arriving in Catholic coun-
tries, say what theymust in order for them to be allowed to reside there and to conduct trade
with them [i.e., the Catholics], but in returning to their lands, they declare themselves and
live as Schismatics.” (Dixo que a dicho enmuchas conversaciones que losArmenios que salen
de Chiulfa y otros payses donde ay Cismaticos y catholicos en llegando a payses de Catholi-
cos dizen que lo son, porque los dexen contratar y viuir en ellos, pero en voluiendo a sus
tierras se declaran y viuen como Cismaticos.)

117. For Khwaja Petros di Woscan, see his will: “The Last Will and Testament of Petrus
Uscan,” inMadrasMayor’s Court Proceedings,P/328/60, IndiaOfficeRecords, British Library
[hereafter BL], folios 113–289. For a smart discussion of his will, see Mentz 2004; see also
Aslanian 2007b, chap. 8; and Bhattacharya 2008a.

118. For a colorful account of a Julfan merchant who converted one too many times and
embraced both Sunni and Shi’a forms of Islam as well as Catholicism depending on where he
happened to be residing, seeGulbenkian 1970. For conversos and crypto-Jews, see Israel 2002.

119. The Philippine Inquisition records, preserved in the Archivo General de la Nación
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in Mexico City, contain dozens of testimonios by Julfan merchants throughout the seven-
teenth century and the first decade of the eighteenth century.These documents are extremely
useful to historians of long-distance trade because they contain detailed information about
trade routes and the itineraries of merchants traveling between Safavid Iran, Mughal India,
the Dutch East Indies, the Spanish Philippines, and in some cases Mexico. Their existence
was first publicized by Angeles (1980), who described their general contents but did not an-
alyze them in the larger context of Julfa or Indian Ocean trade.They are being analyzed here
for the first time. Bhattacharya’s claim (2008b, 15) that “researches in the archives in Seville
show that Armenians visiting the inquisition for such purposes had to supply their biogra-
phy for the record” is not only puzzling but incorrect; the Inquisition papers are preserved
in Mexico City, not Seville.

120. TheRoyal Philippine Companywas formed as a rival to the English andDutch East
India Companies. Unlike the other European companies, it has not been sufficiently stud-
ied. For two classic studies, see Schurz 1920; and Furber 1935.

121. This report and the incident it covers are explored here for the first time. I havemade
use of twomanuscript copies of Viana’s report.The first is “Methodo que propongo para que
la ciudad de Manilla sea el Imporio del Commercio en el Golfo chinico, Madrid, May 12,
1791,” “Papeles tocantes a la Compania de Filipinas,” tom. I, Egerton 518, BL, Plut. DXVIII.
H, folios 217–225. A more complete version with many more accompanying documents is
found in Philippine Manuscripts II, Lilly Library Collections, Indiana University [hereafter
IU]. The report in question is found in documents 30 and 31 of the latter collection.

122. Philippine Manuscripts II, IU, doc. 30.
123. Ibid.
124. Ibid.
125. Ibid.
126. Ibid., doc. 31; and Egerton 518, BL.
127. See the footnotes appended byViana to document 31 in “PhilippineManuscripts II,”

in which he mentions the diocese of the Armenian Catholic Church in Nakhichevan, then
under the strict supervision of the Vatican. The same footnotes appear in Egerton 518, BL.

128. De Zúniga 1893, 1: 264–265.
129. See the important documents “RealConsuladodeManila,” folders 28a and 28b, Ban-

croft Library, University of California, Berkeley.
130. Clarence-Smith 2005, 119.
131. Ho 2006, xxi. To be sure, as Alison Games persuasively demonstrates, Englishmer-

chants during the early phase of their overseas expansion (1560–1660) did not “elbow their
way in” into foreign cultures and trading markets. Unlike their descendants in the late eigh-
teenth century, they exhibited a remarkable degree of accommodation, “cosmopolitanism
and adaptability” to foreign settings, including the world of the Indian Ocean (2008, 7).

4 . THE JULFAN TRADE NETWORK II

1. Rothman 2006, xiv and 40–81.
2. For the Armenian community of Aleppo, see Surmeyan 1940–1950, esp. vol. 3; San-

jian 1965, 46; Lehatsi 1936, 318 and 319; Masters 1988; Herzig 1991a, 125–127.
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3. Lehatsi 1936, 318 and 319. Simeon was originally from the Armenian community of
Zamosts‘ (Zamość) in Poland. He wrote his travelogue in the course of his pilgrimage to im-
portant Christian sites in Italy and the Ottoman Empire at the turn of the seventeenth cen-
tury. See Bournoutian 2007 for an English translation; for the Turkish translation, see
Polonyalı Simeon’un seyahatnamesi 1964. Tavernier’s figure of 12,000 Armenian inhabitants
in the middle of the seventeenth century seems an exaggeration (1688, 58).

4. Sanjian 1965, 46.
5. Matthee 1999, 23–25; Masters 1988; and Herzig 1991a, 125.
6. Herzig 1991a, 126.
7. Surmeyan 1940–1950, 3: 49.
8. Sanjian 1965, 48.
9. Teixeira 1902, 113.
10. Masters 1988, 84.
11. Ibid.; and Sanjian 1965, 261.
12. Sanjian 1965, 49. In addition to holding the honorific title “Khwaja,” whichwas com-

mon among Armenian merchants from Iran, Petik was also referred to as a “Chelebi” (a
roughly similar title used by the Ottoman Armenians). See Sanjian 1965, 261.

13. Sanjian 1965, 49.
14. Lehatsi 1936, 318. For reasons that remain unknown, Khwaja Petik was beheaded in

1632 on the sultan’s orders. See Sanjian 1965, 331 n. 12; andAcharian 2002, 406,whereAchar-
ian provides a date of 1634.

15. P‘ap‘azyan 1990, 104.
16. Sanjian 1965, 49–50.
17. For the Armenian community of Izmir, see Kosian 1899; and Acharian 2002, 549–

567; Goffman 1990; Herzig 1991a, 133–134. The three waves of migration are discussed in
Acharian 2002, 549–551; and Kosian 1899, 1: 29 ff.

18. Lehatsi 1936, 38.
19. Tavernier 1688, 33, cited by Herzig (1991a, 113), who is reluctant to take the fig-

ure at face value.This figure is uncritically accepted byAcharian 2002, 551: andKosian 1899,
1: 32.

20. Acharian 2002, 549–551.
21. Galland 2000, 107. I thank Olivier Raveux for bringing this work to my attention.
22. Herzig 1991a, 127. See also Matthee 1999, 144–145; and Faroqhi 1994, 505–506.
23. De Courmenin 1632, 342, quoted in Goffman 1990, 52. For the Armenian connec-

tion with Smyrna’s silk trade, see also Tavernier 1688, 34.
24. P‘ap‘azyan 1990, 110–111.
25. Simeon Lehatsi notes the following impression about Izmir: 
D :� �@ �0<0D 
��0D

[yal<T: “seashore”] (��:���� [<T iskele: “port of call, wharf, seaport town,”] 0@:>�(4J��*
(:@�* [<A, Misr = Egypt] <�,�>��0D :�H��0D [? Sakiz/Chios] 
D �*�0B �
միH [<T, gemi
= “ship” with grabar plural marker K] �0D ��$�*�, 
D ���0D( L@�,H 
D  080(H [Greeks]
��*�, �,�. (1936, 37). (And this was a big port of call on the edge of the sea, where ships
from Istanbul, Egypt, Venice, Chios, and other places would frequent and there were nu-
merous Europeans and Greeks there.) I have followed Bournoutian’s use of the name Sakiz
for Chios. See Bournoutian 2007, 61.
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26. See Sarukhan 1925, 19 ff.
27. Sarukhan 1925, 56–58.
28. Lehatsi 1936, 52.
29. TheArmenian community ofVenice has been the subject of numerous studies thanks

in large measure to the pioneering work of the Mekhitarist priest/scholar Father Ghevont
Alishan. The most extensive work on the community remains Alishan 1896; see also Alis-
han 1893 [L’Armeno-Veneto]. The last volume of this valuable collection of documents re-
lating to Armenian-Venetian relations from the fifteenth to eighteenth century remains un-
published. Formore recentwork, see Zekiyan’s excellentmonograph (1978a, 886–890), where
much of the literature on Armenian relations with Italy is synthesized, as well as the essays
by other contributors in Zekiyan 1996 and 1990; Zekiyan and Ferrari 2004; see also Hermet
and di Desio 1993.

30. “Namakner—Izmir, 1730 [sic]–1861” [Letters—Izmir, 1730–1861], ASMA, folder
112.There are six documents from Izmir dating from the seventeenth century, the oldest of
which is a commenda contract from 1666 (mistakenly catalogued as 1730) and a short ac-
counting ledger dated 1682, also wrongly attributed to 1746.

31. ASVCZ, busta 90, fasc. 7, quoted inGianighian 1990, 50.The original passage reads:
“Nel tempo del Dominio di Ossun Cassan Rè di Persia, et Armenia, li Armeni vennero a
Venezia, e fù del 1497, e ricuperarano dall’Eccell.mi Procuratori di S. Marco, la di loro casa
in virtù del testamento del Ziani.”

32. On the etymology of fondaco/funduk and the history of this fascinating institution,
see Constable 2003.

33. Zekiyan 1975, 886–887.
34. See the documents in “Liti e controversi parroccia di SanZulian—Armeni,” Archivio

Patriarchale o Diocesano (also known as Archivio Patriarchale di Venezia) [hereafter APD],
where one can find a copy ofGregorio diGeurakMirman’s petition to the patriarch ofVenice
for permission to transform the chapel into a church (folio 38) and a curious petition in Ar-
menian dated November 1694 by about twenty of the community’s most notable Catholics
(including members of the Sceriman/Shahrimanian family) to have services performed in
the church in accordance with the Catholic rite (folio 44). See also the voluminous docu-
ments in Procuratori di SanMarco, ASV, busta 180 (Santa Croce); Procuratori di SanMarco,
ASV,misti 180/A and 180/D.The latter contains a detailed stampa book on the GuerakMir-
man family.

35. See the colophon of this manuscript in Hakobyan and Hovhannisyan 1974, 1: 318.
The donor of this manuscript, Khwaja Shirin, is described as a resident of Sebastia/Sivas
in Anatolia. His name (Shirin) and title (Khwaja) suggest that he might have been a Julfan
Armenian.

36. Aslanian 2004b.
37. Alishan 1896, 370 ff.
38. Vercellin 1979, 246. See also the excellent treatment of Turkish merchants in Venice

in Kafadar 1996.
39. P‘ap‘azyan 1990, 67. Alishan (1893 [Sisakan], 444) suggests that the Venetian sen-

ate’s decree was part of a 1614 treaty or agreement between Persia and Venice allowing Jul-
fans low customs fees and freedom to import silk from Iran to Venice or to Spalato (Split)
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on the Dalmatian coast, which was then under Venetian rule. Such agreements offering low
custom dues on Persian goods were signed in 1576 and 1589 and continued later, after 1623
(Alishan, 444). Tax exemption on Iranian silk and possibly other commodities also seems
to have been in place as late as the 1660s according to Constant Jughayetsi’s trade manual,
where the author provides the following information for his readers/students: “Whatever
goods enter Venice have no taxes.” Constant Jughayetsi, Matenadaran MS 8443, 165b; also
quoted in P‘ap‘azyan 1990, 67.

40. Lehatsi 1936, 54.
41. Bonardi 1996, 230. It was not possible to locate Bonardi’s source (ASV, Procuratori

di Citra, Commissaria Ziani, busta 91, fasc. A, f. 3–4), since the cataloguing system (along
with some of the shelf marks) appears to have changed since Bonardi consulted the docu-
ment in question.

42. Procuratori di San Marco, ASV, busta 180 (Santa Croce), stampa folder, “Nazione
degl’ Armeni nella Chiesa di S. Croce di detta Nazione,” 117–118. See Karapetyan 2010 for
a copy of the same document preserved in the Alishan archives in San Lazzaro.The list does
not include Mekhitarist monks or students on San Lazzaro, which could be another twenty
to thirty people. At themost, the number ofArmenians inVenice in themid-eighteenth cen-
tury appears not to have exceeded a hundred people. See also the document in the same col-
lection entitled “Li Armeni, che sono accasiti in Venezia” [TheArmenians who have become
domiciled in Venice]. Alishan (1893 [Sisakan], 446) suggests that this census presents the
low ebb of the Armenian presence in Venice and that twelve Armenian mercantile houses
had left the city in the 1732–1738 period.

43. See Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 235, for correspondence dating from 1665 be-
tween Julfan merchants in Venice and their associates in Smyrna.

44. The history of the Armenian community of Livorno, as in the case of that of Venice,
is fairly well documented thanks in great part to the pioneering book by Ughurlian in 1891.
Ughurlian was the senior Armenian priest of the Armenian church in Livorno during the
last quarter of the nineteenth century. ForOrengo’s Italian translation of this importantwork,
with excellent annotations, see Ughurlian 1991. For other works on this community, see,
among others, Paolo Castignoli’s excellent essay (1979), which relies on archival sources;
Paolini 1992, 73–92; and Lucia Frattarelli Fischer’s outstanding studies, published in 1998,
1999, and 2006. See also Salvini’s two-volume doctoral dissertation (1992–1993). I thank
the author of this valuable work for granting me permission to consult her dissertation, and
the Archivio di Stato di Livorno for kindly placing this work at my disposal. See alsoMacler
1904, where an important document by the Orientalist/Armenologist Chahan Cirbied dat-
ing from 1811 is reproduced.

45. Macler 1904. Both Cirbied and Fischer attribute the arrival of the first Armenians
to a meeting in Florence between Grand Duke Cosimo I and the Armenian catholicos
Stepanos V, who was attending the Council of Florence at the time. Fischer, referring to a
document in the Archivio di Stato of Florence, notes that the Armenians are singled out in
the 1551 privileges offered by Cosimo to Levantine traders (1999, 298).

46. The presence ofGregorio di GuerakMirman in Livorno at such an early date is based
on a letter sent by him to the archbishop of Pisa, inwhichGregorio diGuerakMirman claims
to have been sent to Livorno as an agent of the shah. See Ughurlian 1891, 183, where the au-
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thor provides the date 1582 instead of 1583; alsoMalenchini n.d., 22 and 28 (in a document
reproduced in Malenchini—document 17, 31—we read that Gregorio di Guerak Mirman
was also conducting trade in Venice as early as 1588); and Paolini 1992, 74.The presence of
one merchant in Livorno in 1583 does not necessarily indicate the presence of a commu-
nity. TheMirman family, for instance, settled in Livorno only in 1619 and continued to live
both there and in Venice on a permanent basis. Like the Sceriman [Shahrimanian] family,
also of New Julfa, some members of the Mirman family seem to have converted to Catholi-
cism and were granted titles of nobility in several Italian city-states. Also like the Scerimans,
the Mirmans were, on the whole, assimilated by the nineteenth century. One descendant
of the family (via the female line) still resides in Livorno. On the history of this family, see
Ughurlian 1891, chap. 17, 183–199;Ughurlian 1991, 166–174. See also, for the official family
biography,Malenchini n.d.; although no date is given forMalenchini’s work, it was certainly
published after 1891, given its citation of Ughurlian’s 1891 work. This Gregorio di Guerak
Mirman should not be confused with his descendant who bore the same name and lived in
Venice in the second half of the seventeenth century.

47. The original text of the petition is reproduced as “Privilegi che S.A.S concede a di-
verse nationi abitantinin Livornodel dì 10 giugno 1593 ab Inc.,” inLegislazione toscana (1800–
1808), XIV, 10–20. It is also available in themore recentwork by Fischer andCastignoli 1987.

48. Ughurlian 1891, 46.
49. Fischer 1998, 26.
50. Fischer 1999, 298.
51. Ibid.
52. “Namak—Aligorna, 1659” [Letter—Livorno, 1659], ASMA, folder 6.
53. Herzig 1991a, 136.
54. “Report by Priests Basilio Barsegh and Agop to Propaganda Fide, 1669, Fondo S.C.

Armeni, Vatican, vol. 1, pt. 2, folio 319 (stamped) (136 penciled). See also the later report
by Cardinal Medici to the Propaganda Fide, 7 May 1688, Archivio della Propaganda Fide
(AP, SOCG), vol. 223, folios 327v-328 and 331v-332;Manuela Salvini claims there were fifty
Armenians in Livorno around 1630 and a maximum of seventy in 1689 out of a total pop-
ulation of 21,194 (Salvini 1992–1993, 71, 119). She provides no breakdown between Julfan
versus non-JulfanArmenians. Salvini’s considerably lower figures for Armenian residents in
Livorno might be accurate, but it bears mentioning that, despite her otherwise comprehen-
sive account of the Armenian community of Livorno and the useful collection of documents
reproduced in volume 2 of her dissertation, in retelling the earlier history of the Armenians
in Livorno Salvini does not appear to have consulted the documents of the archives of the
Propaganda Fide. The Propaganda Fide archives are arguably the leading source of infor-
mation on the Armenian community in Livorno during this period. Regrettably, Salvini has
also failed to consult the vast collection of documentation regarding the Armenians of
Livorno in the seventeenth century, stored in the Archivio di Stato di Firenze, which houses
the bulk of documentation relating to seventeenth-century Livorno.

55. Trivellato 2009, 80 and 305 n. 56; Fischer 1998, 31–32.
56. Antoine Cheleby was the governor of Bursa in the 1650s when the famous Italian

traveler Niccolau Manucci passed through the city on his way to India and was entertained
by Cheleby in his “country house.” Cheleby, sensing that his life and fortunes were endan-
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gered in theOttomanEmpire, had taken steps to transfer his wealth to Livorno and fled there
during Manucci’s visit. See Manucci 1966, 10–12. See also Karnetsi, Patmut‘iwn imn kar-
charot,Mekhitarist Library/Archives, Vienna, folio 165; andKarapetyan 2009, 445. Karnetsi
refers to Cheleby as the “Mak‘sapet” (tax collector) of Izmir and does not identify him by
name as Antoine Chelebi, and neither does Karapetyan; however, the reference to his flight
from Izmir to Livorno and to his opening of a hamam bath theremake it very likely that this
is the same person.

57. Carré 1947–1948, 8.
58. Chiappini 1937. See also the excellent work of Chemchemian 1989, 56–77; and Ish-

khanyan 1977, 368–385.OnArmenian printing inNew Julfa, see Ishkhanyan 1980, 351–368.
59. Ughurlian 1891, 46.
60. The best account of the foundation of the Armenian church in Livorno is found in

Ughurlian 1891; see esp. 53–64, for the constitution of the community and the initial steps
in establishing the church; see also the more recent account of Fischer 1999, 300–301.

61. The church served the Armenian community until the 1940s, when it was destroyed
by Allied bombing.The facade of the original building has been preserved and is now a his-
toric monument in Livorno.

62. Discussing the transfer of calico printing knowledge byArmenians toMediterranean
port cities, Giorgio Riello notes: “In Livorno too, the birth of Calico printing is similarly at-
tributed to two Armenians” (2010, 15).

63. Museo Civico e Raccolta Correr di Venezia, P.D. 66.c.
64. See chapter 6 for a detailed discussion of tomars and roozlamas.
65. Agha diMatus wasmost likely not from the city of Tabriz in Iran but from the neigh-

borhood bearing the same name in New Julfa, Isfahan. He was also known as Agha Terter-
ianOghlank‘eshishiants‘. SeeAlishan 1893 [Sisakan], 452; andKarapetyan andTajiryan 1998,
80. Agha di Matus appears to have resided initially in Venice before relocating to Livorno.
For Venice, see the letters addressed to him in that city in the 1690s in “Documenti Armeni,”
Acquisti e Doni, Archivio di Stato di Firenze [hereafter ASFi], busta 123, filza 1, documents
119, 120, and 127.

66. This Minas was the founder and patriarch of the Minasian family firm active in Iran
and India until the mid-eighteenth century. See Aslanian 2006c; and chapter 6 below.

67. On the life of this merchant in Livorno, see Ughurlian 1891, 64–94 passim. Agha di
Matus was murdered by his own servant in Livorno in 1709. See Alishan 1893 [Sisakan],
452; and Karapetyan and Tajiryan 1998, 80 n. 4. He did not live to see the church for which
he had spent a huge fortune. See the dozens of long letters sent to him from Julfa and Surat
by Khwaja Minas di Panos (his master), as well as other members of the Minasian family
firm, in “Documenti Armeni,” Acquisti e Doni, ASFi, buste 123 and 124. Some of these let-
ters date from the 1680s.

68. For works on the Armenian community of Marseilles, see Tékéian 1929; Rambert
andBergasse 1949; see also the excellentwork byRaveux: 2008 and 2009;Herzig 1991a, 137–
139; Macler 1920–1922.

69. Rambert and Bergasse 1949, 65; quoted in Braudel 1982, 156.
70. Séguiran 1633/1982, 306–309. I thank Olivier Raveux for alerting me to this im-

portant and overlooked source.
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71. Herzig 1991a, 137.
72. SeeMinutier central des notaires de Paris, Archives nationales, Registre ET/VI/0198,

2 octobre 1625.There is evidence of possibly a third Julfanwho visited Paris during the same
period, according to the testimony of the Frenchmissionary Father Pacific de Provins.When
the French father arrived in Isfahan in 1628, he recalls in his book that he went to the house
of anArmenianmerchant hemet three or four years before in Paris.Thismerchantwas called
Khwaja “Mouchiah,” and his sole son, Khwaja Lazaro, was Khwaja Nazar’s (the kalantar of
Julfa) son-in-law.TheMouchiahmentioned by the French father could also be the same per-
son as “Alexandre, fils deMussegen” (orMusheghian?) of the Archives nationales document
cited above; Pacifique de Provins, 225. I owe this source to Olivier Raveux.

73. Herzig 1991a, 137.
74. Ibid., 138.
75. See “Quittance pour Safras Avedit contre Ovanes de Sarroian,” Archives départemen-

tales des Bouches-du-Rhône (Marseille) [hereafterADBdR], 356 E 457, acte du 7 février 1689;
and “Quittance pour Honoré Guintrand contre Safras Avedit,” ADBdR, 356 E 457, acte du 18
septembre 1687. I thankOlivier Raveux for kindly bringing these documents tomy attention.

76. Alishan 1893 [Sisakan], 457; Leclant 1951/1979, 89; Braudel 1981, 257; Baghdiantz
McCabe 2008, 189.

77. Matthee 2000, 241 n. 27; and Martin 1931, 2: 189 and 283–284.
78. Earlier sources (Tékéian 1929, 30) had exaggerated the number ofArmenians inMar-

seilles to three hundred to four hundred for the same period, but Olivier Raveux’s recent re-
search into provincial archives in southern France has yielded amuch smaller figure (e-mail
communication, 16 February 2008). See also Raveux’s 2008, 2009, and 2010 works.

79. Raveux, 2010, 5.
80. Raveux 2009, 296.
81. In addition to the important works by Raveux cited above, see also Riello 2010, 11,

14–15.
82. Raveux 2008, 45.
83. Raveux 2010, 7.
84. Herzig 1991a, 138.
85. Kevorkian 1986.
86. Cadiz is, of course, a port on the Atlantic. However, due to its commercial, political,

and cultural links to the Mediterranean, it can be considered an extension of the Mediter-
ranean zone.The literature on the Armenian community of Cadiz is very scant and consists
of the followingworks:Ortiz 1953; Sopranis 1954; Simões 1959;Martin 2005, 44; andAshjian
1993, 133–149.

87. According to Braudel (1982, 156), “In 1601, an Armenian, Jorge da Cruz arrived in
Cádiz, claiming to have traveled there straight fromGoa.” Braudel’s reference (617) is a doc-
ument in the Simancas archives (“Estado Napoles, 1097, folio 207”), but this must surely be
a mistake, because the latter document, dated December 1601, does not refer to an Armen-
ian arriving from Goa but to a person identified simply as “Jorge de nacion Armeno,” who
was, for unknown reasons, incarcerated in Cadiz. It appears, however, that a certain Jorge
da Cruz did travel to Cadiz from Goa in those years and has, in fact, left us a fascinating
short account of one of his later voyages in Italian entitled “Relazione d’un Corriero venuto
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dall’Indie Orientale partito dalla città di Goa et gionto inGenova questo giorno. li 20 Agosto
1608, da Goa parti al primo Genaro 1608.” Jorge was a royal courier working for the Por-
tuguese Estado da India and delivering sensitive mail from his native Goa to the Iberian
Peninsula. His account of a later trip carried out in 1608 was discovered by the Portuguese
scholar Ferreira Godofredo in the 1950s and published along with a Portuguese translation
in Godofredo 1954.While the Simancas document from 1601 refers to Jorge as belonging to
the “Armenian nation,” the travel account does not mention whether Jorge was actually an
Armenian, although it indicates that he could have been a Jacobite Indian.The ethnonym “Ar-
menian” was frequently used by the Portuguese to refer to anyone belonging to the Syrian
Church of Southern India. I thank Señor José María Mateos, in charge of the Department
of References at the Archivo General de Simancas, for sending me a copy of the Simancas
document cited by Braudel.

88. I have calculated these figures from the inventory of wills and other notarial docu-
ments stored in the Archivo Histórico Provincial de Cádiz [hereafter AHPC].

89. Sopranis 1954, 300–301.
90. Martin 2005, 44.
91. This appears to be the first attested case of a Julfan commenda agent visiting the Span-

ish city (known as Calis among Julfans) and dates from 1678. See “Documenti Armeni,” Ac-
quisti e Doni, ASFi, busta 123, filza 1, documents 53 and 68 (?).The latter document is miss-
ing a number but comes between docs. 67 and 69.

92. Mesrop Ashjian and Frédéric Macler have misread this merchant’s name in the Ar-
menian inscriptions as Zakarian instead of Shakarian (shakarmeans “sugar” in Armenian).
The Armenian letters for z and sh look similar and are easy to confuse, particularly in worn-
out inscriptions, but the inscription bearing David Shakarian’s name is in very good condi-
tion and clearly reads “Shakar” rather than “Zakar.” See Ashjian 1993, 138 ff. ForMacler, see
note 104 below.

93. Martin 2005, 44.
94. See Sopranis 1954; Ortiz 1953; Simões 1959, 103; and Ashjian 1993, 138 ff.
95. See especially Simões 1959; and Ashjian 1993, for reproductions of the Armenian

inscriptions.
96. See note 105 in the section on Amsterdam.
97. Neither Sopranis (1954) nor Ortiz (1953) has fully elaborated on the nature and ori-

gin of these “popular grievances,” leaving us to conclude that, as was the case in Marseilles,
they were most likely fueled by local (Spanish) business interests that felt threatened by the
presence of Armenians in their midst.

98. Sopranis 1954, 304.
99. Quoted in Sopranis 1954, 304; and Ortiz 1953, 195. The petition of the Armenians

of Cadiz to the king is reproduced in full in Sopranis 1954, 309–314.
100. Sopranis 1954, 305–306.
101. The document in question is a will belonging to a certain Juan Zacarias Ventura,

born in “Crebon [?Yerevan], Armenia” (AHPC, CA 0398).
102. By far the best work on the Armenian community of Amsterdam is still Sarukhan

1925. For other works, see Macler 1904; Alishan 1893 [Sisakan], 459–460; Gregorian 1966;
Herzig 1991a, 139–140; andBekius 2002 (unpublished paper). I thankWillemFloor for pro-
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viding me with a copy of Bekius’s paper. See also the relevant chapters in the survey histo-
ries of Abrahamyan 1964–1967 and Alpoyachian 1941–1961.

103. Herzig 1991a; 2004b, 160. The material for the latter essay is largely drawn from
Herzig’s dissertation.

104. Macler 1920–1922, 416; 1904, 12; see also Sarukhan 1925, 45.
105. Sarukhan 1925, 46.
106. Ibid., 48–49. See alsoHerzig 1991a, 139.Khwaja Sarhatwas conducting businesswith

Marseilles in 1639, as can be seen from his petition to the French Admiralty for permission
tobring somebales of silk toMarseilles for commerce. See thedocument reproducedbyMacler
1920–1922, 25. Note that Macler has mistakenly transcribed “Farat” for “Sarat.”

107. VanRooy 1966, 347. P‘ap‘azyan (1990, 68) citing awork by FrédéricMacler (Macler
1932, 250) states that there were about sixty Armenian “commercial houses” in Amster-
dam in the seventeenth century, which might yield a higher figure than the one provided by
Van Rooy.

108. Bekius (2002, 19 ff.) briefly discusses the case of Johanes di Jacob Galdar, who
arrived in Amsterdam in the early 1740s, most likely to manage the trading interests of
the Galdarian family firm headquartered in Julfa. In addition, we know that the Sceriman/
Shahrimanian family of diamond merchants based in Julfa as well as in Venice conducted
transactions inAmsterdamduring the early eighteenth century. See Fortunato Seriman, Bre-
viememorie sulla famiglia Seriman,MSCod. Cigogna 3403 [1855], Archivio della Biblioteca
di Museo Correr [hereafter ABMC], folio 2.

109. The foundation stone of this church is stored in the Musée Boreli of Marseilles
where it must have been taken byArmenianmerchants in the second half of the seventeenth
century. Herzig, who briefly refers to this stone, relying on the erroneous interpretation/
translation provided by Macler (see Macler 1920–1922, 415), confuses it with a tombstone
(1991a, 138). For a photograph of this stone bearing the original Armenian inscription, see
Macler 1920–1922, 415–417. The existence of this stone was first publicized in Torgomian
1891. The inscription in its Armenian original reads: “I T[i]vn ṘChZhB [1112] mayisi IG
[23] i k‘aghak‘n yamsdertam ardeampk‘ shakari ordwoy dawt‘i chiwghayets‘woy: ew enta-
grut‘eamb karapeti bani spasawori kazmets‘aw vēms ōllandioy surb karapetin.”

I have corrected the transcription provided by both Torgomian andMacler based onmy
own reading of the inscription from the image reproduced in Macler 1920–1922, 414–415.
Macler, as noted above, mistakes the Armenian word vēm for “tombstone” without realiz-
ing that in this context the word refers to the foundation stone of a church. More impor-
tantly, both Macler and Torgomian misread “Shakar” for “Zakar.” A more accurate reading
of the foundation stone reveals that the founder of theArmenian church ofAmsterdammost
likely was none other than the wealthy Julfanmerchant residing in Cadiz, Spain, during this
period, known to the Spanish as “David Zukar,” who had traveled to Amsterdam to com-
mission special ceramic tiles (azulejos) bearingArmenian inscriptions for theChurch of Santa
Maria in Cadiz where the local Armenian community was provided a small chapel inside
the Catholic church to conduct their services (see the section on Cadiz). Since the tiles in
Cadiz date from the early 1660s and were manufactured in Amsterdam as per David
Zukar’s/Shakarian’s wishes, it would not be far-fetched to conjecture that the wealthy Julfan
named in the foundation stone of Amsterdam’s first Armenian church as the benefactor of
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the church and David Zukar of Cadiz are the same individual. The translation of the in-
scription is as follows: “In the year 1663, May 23, in the city of Amsterdam, with the sup-
port of David of Julfa, son of Shakar, and the inscription of Karapet the servant of the Lord,
this foundation stone [for the Church of] Holy Karapet of Holland was built.” In light of this
and other evidence, Bekius’s assertion that the firstArmenian church inAmsterdamwas built
in 1714 is factually incorrect and is most likely the result of the author’s failure to consult the
excellent and to date unsurpassed account (in Armenian) of the Armenian community of
Amsterdam found in Sarukhan 1925.

110. On Armenian printing in Amsterdam in general, and on the printing of the first
Armenian Bible in particular, see Chemchemian 1989; Sarukhan 1925; Gregorian 1966;
Ishkhanian 1977.

111. On the atlas, see, in addition to theworks cited in note 110, the informative account
in Koeman 1967, 113–114.

112. Ferrier 1970. Khwaja Panos Calander was still residing in Julfa in 1668, as his sig-
nature as a witness to a commenda contract drawn in the Tabriz district of Julfa on 22 Aram
1127 (6 January 1668) suggests. See “Documenti Armeni” Acquisti e Doni, ASFi, busta 123,
filza 1, doc. 70. The contract is between Edigar son of Tavrizhetsi Shekhik and Avet son of
Gharamelikents Hovhannes. Khwaja Panos must have permanently resettled in London
sometime after 1668, but even then he was not confined to London. His seal and signature
(#���,>�@�,B E�,0:�:) appear in a notarized paper drawn up in Venice in 1692 in-
volving the sale of gems and diamonds betweenKhwajaMinas di Panos of Julfa and his com-
menda agent Agha diMatus of Venice and Livorno (doc. 63). Khwaja Panos Calander prob-
ably died in London sometime after drafting his will and testament on 24 September 1696.
See “Will of Panus Calander, Armenian Merchant of Saint Lawrence Poultrey, City of Lon-
don,” PROB 11/434, PRO.

113. “Quittance pour Safras Avedit contre Ovanes de Sarroian,” ADBdR, 356 E 457,
acte du 7 février 1689. According to this notarial document, “Safras de Avedit,” described as
“persien de nation en ceste ville de Londres,” is responsible for procuring goods in London
for Melcon de Nazar “demeurant à Marseille.”The document is dated 26 September 1688 in
London by notary public, AnthonyWright. I thank Olivier Raveux for obtaining this docu-
ment for me.

114. Aslanian 2006c, 46.
115. Herzig 1991a, 141. The letters are stored at the British Library, Harleian MS 7013,

folios 32, 112, 114, 117–120.
116. See George 2002, 23.
117. There are many accounts of the Russian agreement. The most authoritative one is

Khachikian 1980; see also Herzig 1991a; and Aslanian 2009.
118. Gulbenkian 1970; see also Khachikian 1980; and Aslanian 2009.
119. Abrahamyan 1964–1967, 1: 373.Thebest account on theAstrakhanArmenian com-

munity and its significant Julfan population is the long introduction to Poghosyan 1967; see
also the excellent treatment in Yukht 1957 as well as the documents and commentary in
Bournoutian 2001.

120. Abrahamyan 1964–1967, 373.
121. De Bruyn 1738, 90.
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122. Abrahamyan 1964–1967, 373; and Yukht 1957, 48.
123. Abrahamyan 1964–67, 373.
124. Ibid.; see also Bournoutian 2001, 393.
125. On the rathaus, see Poghosyan 1967, 50. For the administrative institutions of As-

trakhan’s Indian community, see the excellent treatment in Dale 2002.
126. For Kazan, see Abrahamyan 1964–1967, 372; for St. Petersburg, 377; for Moscow,

see Oskanyan 1971, 25–39.
127. The best study of the Lazarian family’s commercial history is Khachikian’s monu-

mentalwork of 2006. See the introduction toKhachikian 2006 for information on this family.
128. Ignatius Shahrimanian is mentioned on numerous occasions in a notebook of let-

ters sent by his cousin Jacobo Sceriman/Hakob Shahrimanian preserved in Avogaria di Co-
mun, ASV, busta 17 (see notes 61 and 65 in chapter 5 below on this notebook). For Ignatius’s
silk factory, see Abrahamyan 1964–1967, 382.

129. Herzig 1991a, 151.
130. Braudel 1982, 157.

5 . “THE SALT IN A MERCHANT’S LETTER”

1. Barendse 2002, 164.
2. Markovits 2000, 25.
3. Barendse 1988. For an earlier use of the term “intelligence network,” see Braudel 1972,

1: 566.
4. Braudel 1972, 1: 355.
5. Malynes 1622, 11, quoted in Trivellato 2009, 168; Trivellato 2006.
6. Habermas 1989, 15–16.
7. In addition to Habermas, see also the excellent essay byMcCusker (2005). McCusker

points out, however, that the shift from private and secretive conveyance of commercial in-
formation, the hallmark of medieval business correspondence, to a public sharing of it in
commercial newspapers occurred in the 1450s in Antwerp when the first commercial news-
papers or gazettes began to appear, in near simultaneity with the birth of print technology.

8. Trivellato 2009, chap. 7; 2006.
9. The idea of “print capitalism” and its corollary of “imagined communities” were fa-

mously developed by Anderson in his classic 1991 study.
10. The particle di found in Julfan family names is not a borrowing from Italian or Span-

ish, but an abbreviation of the Armenian word ordi,meaning “son.” Before the introduction
of the -ian suffix in the nineteenth century, Armenian family names were derived from the
name of the father or patriarch of a family. Thus Pietro di Sceriman was Peter the son of
Shahriman, the patriarch of the famous Sceriman/Shahrimanian family.

11. Interestingly, several letters sent from Istanbul or Diyarbakir to merchants in India
have addresses in French.This was most likely because they were sent to India via Baghdad
and Basra where French Capuchin monks often handled mail for Armenians. See “Spanish
and Armenian [Ships Papers] 1741–1750,” HCA 30/682, National Archives/Public Records
Office [hereafter PRO], letter no. 1177 in the Santa Catharina collection.

12. Letter no. 1180 in the Santa Catharina collection is one of the few cases in which
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Arabic is used. See “Spanish and Armenian [Ships Papers] 1741–1750,” HCA 30/682, PRO,
letter no. 1180.

13. On Padre Severini, see, among others, Love 1913, 2: 467–468.
14. ����� ���� � 	��
�� �[�][�]�� ����������� ������� ����� �����

�������� �
��, �� �� ��������� � �
�� �������� ����������� ���� �
	����, ���
�
� �[�][�]�� 
� ��� ������� ���������, 
� ����� � �[���]��
����  ���։

" մի ����� $���� 12�
1747 � %����

(“Spanish and Armenian [Ships Papers] 1741–1750,” HCA 30/682, PRO, letter no. 1172)
15. The merchant school in question was said to have been situated in the compound

of All Savior’s Monastery in Julfa and was supervised by a scribe named Constant of Julfa
who wrote an exceedingly important manual of trade that was used as a textbook in his
school. Many well-to-do merchants sent their young sons to be educated at Constant’s
school, as did others who wanted to provide their children with an opportunity for success
and prosperity.The school is said to have produced over 250 graduates in the last two decades
of the seventeenth century. One of the few sources on the school is Ter Hovhaniants 1980,
2: 273–274. The existence and role of this school was popularized by Khachikian’s influen-
tial 1967 essay.

16. For a discussion of this dialect, see the pioneeringwork byAcharian 1940;Vaux 2002;
the appendices of Herzig 1991a; and Aslanian 2007a. I thank Bert Vaux for sharing his man-
uscript with me. See also note 15 of chapter 1.

17. Anna khatun Hakobian in Julfa, Isfahan, to her husband, Davit‘ Sultan, in Pondi-
cherry, 22Ghamar 132 (9August 1747), “Spanish andArmenian [Ships Papers] 1741–1750,”
HCA 30/682, PRO, letter no. 1534.

18. Sood 2007, 212. Fath Allah Mojtabai, Hashem Rajabzadeh, and Momin Mohiuddin
discuss different aspects of letter writing in Safavid Iran and Mughal India in their interest-
ing entries in the Encyclopedia Iranica.Mojtabai and Rajabzadeh’s sample of letters does not
include those written bymerchants. See also Sood 2007 for a discussion of Arabic and Latin
script letters, including some by merchants.

19. See Sood 2007 for an impressive examination of “epistolary structures” inArabic script
correspondence from eighteenth-century “Islamic Eurasia.”

20. Sood’s claim that “all of the mercantile groups of eighteenth-century Islamic Eur-
asia, nomatter how they are defined, approached correspondence in a similar fashion” (2007,
212 [emphasis added]) is plausible enough, though not supported by his exclusive reliance
onArabic and Latin script documentation. As impressive as his detailed examination of cor-
respondence in multiple languages (Arabic, Portuguese, French, and Persian) is, Sood’s im-
portant study does not take note of the voluminous Julfa dialect correspondence in the Ar-
menian script, or of Indic script documentation, as sparse as the latter might be. Therefore,
his claim that the minor stylistic variations in the corpus of (Arabic and Latin script) corre-
spondence at his disposal were caused “by the script and not the ethnicity or nationality—
or any other cultural trait—of the author, nor the language inwhich the letter was composed”
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(Sood, 211 [emphasis added on “any other cultural trait”]) might be sensible in the context
of the binary set of Arabic versus Latin script documentation informing his study, but it is
not entirely conclusive, because it fails to take into account the Julfan Armenian correspon-
dence thatmakes up the bulk of the survivingmercantile documentation from “Islamic Eur-
asia.” As my analysis in this chapter demonstrates, Julfa dialect documentation in the Ar-
menian script bears remarkable stylistic similarities to Arabic script correspondence from
the same period. These similarities do not appear to be caused or shaped by the choice of
the script or by the language used but most probably by more widely shared “cultural” and
linguistic norms thatmay be traced to “Persianate” epistolary conventions connectingChris-
tian Armenian merchants to their Muslim or other Islamicate counterparts in Iran, Mughal
India, the Indian Ocean, and beyond.

21. Herzig 2007, 65. In his authoritativeClassical Armenian-English dictionary, Bedross-
ian offers the following definition of  and its variants: “prefixed to a missive letter signifies
the Supreme Being.  , ,, �, “that exists, existence, that is of itself, the Supreme Being,
the Most High, God” (Bedrossian 1871/1985, 194). According to Avetikian et al.’s diction-
ary (1836/1979, 758), when placed at the beginning of encyclicals and letters,  signifiesGod,
“from the Hebrew E’hovan.” See also Sebastats‘i 1749, 289. We cannot be certain whether
the use of  at the beginning of mercantile letters or contracts was influenced by Persianate
or Islamicate conventions; it could also have been a continuation of Classical Armenian pa-
tristic traditions influenced by the church. In any case, Armenian manuals of style for mer-
cantile epistolary are not known to exist until the 1826 publication in Venice of Ignatios
P‘ap‘azian’s manual. See P‘ap‘azian 1826.

22. Sood 2007, 186.
23. Kamin:A/P “small, humble.”This term is generally used in the Julfa dialect as a syn-

onym for nuast (humble). The ay at the end of kaminay is an ablative suffix used in grabar
as well as in the Julfa dialect. See Schröder 1711, 394 for a discussion of kamin, which he
defines in Latin as “paucus” or “parvus,” meaning “little, small, petty, puny, inconsiderable”;
see Lewis 1890, 585. It should be noted that Schröder had studied Armenian (both grabar
and dialects, especially that of Julfa) and was in close contact with many Julfan merchants
inAmsterdam; thus he had plenty of opportunity to askmerchants frequenting the city about
the Julfa dialect. It is not surprising, therefore, that included in his work is a chapter entitled
“DeEpistolographiaArmenorum,” inwhich he providesmany examples of letters in the Julfa
dialect with his own scholia in Latin.

24. Kamtar: P “fewer or least.” The Julfa dialect has a tendency to “distort” this word by
adding a p and changing the a to o, as in kamptor.The grabar version of this word, frequently
found in clerical correspondence, is apirat, a self-deprecatory term meaning “roguish or
base/worthless,” decidedly stronger than kamtar, but conveying the same general meaning.
Given the context and its usage, I have therefore translated kamtar as “menial.”

25. Aṙz: P “petition, submission.” Also used occasionally as a synonym for Amalum, as
in malum lini, “let it be known,” or grabar ��,0DB0D(/*�*>,� ��,�, “let it be known or
acknowledged.”

26. Martiros di Sargis in Livorno to Hierapiet di Martin in Venice, 30 November 1141
(1692), Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2.
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27. Sood 2007, 187.
28. ToNahmat Erkani (Armenianmerchant inVenice) from Julfa, in themonth ofNadar

Azaria year 115 (1730), Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2.
29. Ovannes di Panos in Izmir to ParonsMelkon, Poghos,Oskan inVenice, 22 June 1143

(1694), Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2. The formal Classical Armenian form
of this expression would look something like this: 
D 
�� ��,0D�(���@0D��D,, H0 �մե@
0@4�:0D��D,,  �@B�,�B� . . . (And if Your Eminence/Lordship were to inquire about our
well-being . . . ). See Sebastats‘i 1961, letter no. 708.

30. Julfa dialect corruption of A/P ahval or ahwal, plural of hal: “state or condition.”
31. Auto-da-fé literally means “a record or confession of the faith.” The term is associ-

ated with the practice commonly used during the Inquisition to extort a confession from
individuals by publicly burning them alive.

32. �@� ��,� 0@ �,մխ���@ ��@�*�: �,��.�
�� >�@>, *[�]��[�]�� �:
� �,�:[�0D
��,�:]մն�B 0@ � [6]�մի:�(�, �
@4 *0D:� �><
�� �(�, ��,�B :J<��*��@0D��D,�B
[<P sovdagar: “merchant, trader”] "�8� <
8��մի,2� 0$0@(���[:>0D�]��, �( �0D:� J��
�J@�@��@�@0D,, 0@�([�],�* 2�@�,J@�,  
�[�],J:,��@ .�*�B, *�,H�8�B0@:���
��,  �մի.�* [<P hamisha: “continuous, always, permanent”] H�.��� [<P keshik: “guard”]
:/�/@��@,H.
@J<(>�<.���@, .,�* :�>���@[�]@0D@�$�J@0@�����* $0D����,,
����<0@ [sic] �@�, �, F�@�<J,�, >$�H, �08,�@, 0�6�� �� [35] 6�, :0D@ H�.
B�,
,0@�* �,0D,�,�.��@�: <�@�*B0DB�, �[:>0D�0]* �0*0D��D, . . . �� 0@�0D( 0D>
( [Per-
sian construction: literally, “to eat oath,” qassammikhoram, i.e., “to swear”]�<�>([�], 2
:
0@ �: �� [8,9] �մի:, *�(�B
� 2
( �� �.��@0D(�( 
�
� �� �0$0D( 2�@�0D( [? unknown
word] �� �
�H: ��$�@ �,� 
D �," �([�] @ �.��@�: <
@6�,�* �:4[�] [�], �(
4�@��,H �J@ �.��@�: �,��, 
D մե@ >,
@�, :J,��8
�, [song arel <?T son etmek: “to
put to an end, to ruin, or exterminate”; also possibly fromT süngü etmek: “to put to the sword,
to kill or finish off”] 
D �
@4�
@4 6�@�(�H *�,H�80D�, (“Spanish andArmenian letters—
Santa Catharina,” HCA 30/632, PRO, letter no. 1260).

33. Krusinski 1733, 2: 46–47.
34. For Adil Shah and the political situation in Julfa after Nadir’s assassination, see chap-

ter 8 below. For letters in which Adil Shah’s rise to power is greeted with optimism, see let-
ter no. 1321 and the first post scriptum to letter 1411 in HCA 30/682, PRO.

35. Santa Catharina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO,
letter no. 49, folio 142.

36. Hovakim di Manuel to Minas di Elias, 20 Tira (6 October) 1746 in Chandernagor
and received in Calcutta on 21 Tira (7 October) 1746, HCA 30/682, PRO, letter no. 1025.

37. Hakob Shahrimanian in Julfa to David Shahrimanian in Livorno, 20 Nirhan 107 (5
March 1722), Sceriman Family Papers, Archivo di IstitutoDonNicolaMazza [hereafterDon
Mazza], Verona, busta 3.

38. �: J@ 
@�@0D(: ��,���0D �4@�,H 2��* .�> ��,�* �8,�� 
D  �L��, 0D,
(H 0@
>�@�: ��:@�* ��,���0DB ,�<2� �0D: 
��� 4�>&�@, �:�* 0@ :����*4�>0D ,����,

��� �������* �,�����,0D,�
>�8�<><�� �,�����,0D, ��@�,�8�� 
D 0D@�,B,�0D:�*
�@[�]@�� 
D ��,���0D 20H ��@�L, .�> �8����* �:0D(�,H 0@ ��:@0DB�, �@�� ��
�,�����,�, ����@�H�, >
:�� ��H@�@ 4�>� ,�����, �
> �8�D >�, 
D �,�����
L@�,�:�:� �8�վն�� ��@մի�, ��* �:>0D�� ��>� <
@2, �0@ �,� (Petros di Ibrahim in
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Istanbul to Tadeos di Nazar Shahrimanian/Sceriman in Venice, 31 August 1757, Sceriman
Family Papers, Don Mazza, Verona, busta 1). (At present, there are no goods from Bengal
in this country [in Istanbul] these days, and the prices for such goods have risen [?]. And we
have received news that there have been no ships in Basra from Bengal; the reason is this
that the Nawab of Saidabad [Siraj-ud-daula] has gone to Calcutta, engaged the English in a
fight, and taken from them the fort [Fort Saint William] and forced them out of Calcutta.
Matters have become complicated in all quarters of Bengal.We have heard that [some of our
community] in Basra have written that the English are taking a break from the fighting but
will fight again with the Nawab, and also that the Anglo-French fighting is under way there.
God [only] knows how this will end.)

39. Santa Catharina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO,
letter no. 16, folio 61. Needless to say, Julfan society was built on patriarchal principles by
which sons were prized over daughters.

40. Greif 1992, 530.
41. For a detailed discussion, see chapter 7.
42. Trivellato 2009, chap. 7; 2006.
43. The best-knownmanual in this genre was Ghukas Vanantets‘i’sGants ch‘ap‘oy kshroy

twoy ew dramits‘ bolor ashkhari or ē Gitut‘iwn amenayn tesak kshroy ch‘ap‘ots‘ ew dramits‘
orov bolor ashkhari vachaṙakanut‘iwnn vari [A treasury of measures, numbers, and moneys
of the entire world, which is the knowledge of all types of weights, measures, and moneys
with which the trade of the whole world is conducted] (Amsterdam, 1699).Thismanual was
printed “with the expenses and at the request of Paron Petros of Julfa” for the express use of
“merchants belonging to the commerce-loving Armenian nation.” It was in all likelihood an
amalgam of another manual of trade compiled and kept in manuscript form by Constant
Jughayetsi in the 1680s (see note 43 in chapter 6). For background on the Amsterdamman-
ual, see the excellent study by Kévonian (1975).

44. See note 39 in chapter 6 on this manuscript. Julfa MS 64 (ASMA) was copied some-
time around 1694 and belonged to a number of merchants, who recorded their names and
referred to various trips, mostly to Surat (India) and Izmir (Ottoman Empire), during which
they seemed to have taken this manuscript with them.These inscriptions are like colophons
and are found in the first seven and last two pages of the manuscript.

45. Santa Catharina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO,
letter no. 52, folios 168–169 (emphasis added).

46. Santa Catharina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO,
letter no. 20, folio 85. Note that the numbering system adopted for the translated letters un-
fortunately does not seem to correspond to the numeration scheme on the original letters
written in the Julfa dialect. Despitemy efforts, I was unable to locate all the originals of these
translations, and therefore I am unable to corroborate their accuracy. On the whole, how-
ever, the few cases in which I succeeded in tracking down the originals indicate to me that
the translations, though not word for word, remain generally faithful to the originals.

47. 3[�]@[0], 4
>@0: H0 ��[�]( �� [22] �, ��<08,0* ��@@ *[�]մի@�* � [8]��:�<
0[@]4�:0D��D,, *�*>,� 
��< ��@> >
@ [?] ��,�(�H�* [bi namak<P: literally, “without
salt, flavorless”] 0@02�8H�����@��* 02 ���:�:0<����@�, [<P sovdagar: “merchant”]
�@�, �$, �8H, 
D ���:,�*. ��@ ��,
: �@0D( �� ��<J8,0* �� <�,�>��, ���:� �8H�
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� <��,�, [<P/A ahval, “condition, state”] �@
: մեH �� 
D��� �J. �� ���,
,H (To Parons
Ohannes and Petros, 7 Ovdan 96 [21 January 1711], Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV,
busta 2 [emphasis added]).

48. For Venetian and Genoese commercial correspondence, see Ashtor 1983, 379–382.
49. Steensgaard 1974, 57. For an insightful albeit brief attempt to criticize Steensgaard’s

view that Asianmerchants did not possess adequate channels of information regardingmar-
ket conditions, see Hussain 2005. For another critique of Steensgaard, see Baghdiantz Mc-
Cabe 1999, 204. Neither of these critiques is grounded on the empirical evidence that the
Julfa dialect correspondence provides.

50. Chaudhuri 1978, 74; see also Chaudhuri 1981.
51. Chaudhuri 1978, 75.
52. Ibid.
53. EchoingChaudhuri, Philip Lawson also highlights the company’s “meticulous record

keeping,” “attention to detail,” and its “very efficient postal system” as key factors explaining
its “early rise to profitability” (1993, 21–22). Similarly,WillemKuiters, also relying onChaud-
huri, notes: “The care the Company took of its correspondence and the hierarchical organi-
zation of it reflected the importance it attached to a regular supply of dependable informa-
tion from as broad a base as possible. . . . The carefully assembled information served to
reduce such uncertainties and risks and played an essential part in the decision-making
process. . . .The control of information was part of the Company’s strategy seeking to main-
tain control over its proper servants” (2002, 55–57).

54. Jacobs 1991, 20; andGaastra 2003, 149–151.According toCarlos andNicholas (1988,
408), citing the work of a Danish historian (Glamman 1958/1981, 5), the VOC had a com-
mittee devoted to scanning data and receipts only four years after its creation in 1602, and
created a special “committee of correspondence” in 1646 “as ameans for relief, especially for
the very time-consuming and important task of reading and answering reports and letters
from India.”

55. Carlos and Nicholas 1996, 921.
56. Chaudhuri 1981, 38–42. The question of whether the European-chartered compa-

nies were endowed with more “efficient” administrative/bureaucratic structures than their
non-European or Asian counterparts remains to be fully explored. For a sophisticated over-
view touching on some of these issues, see Pomeranz 2001, chap. 4.Thedisparity of documen-
tation between European-chartered firms, whose papers are readily accessible, and Asian
firms, including even Julfan family firms, whose documentation is for themost part lacking,
is bound to underscore the administrative sophistication of European joint-stock compa-
nies over their Asian rivals. But even if the joint-stock principle and the bureaucratic com-
mand structure of European-chartered companies represented a more “advanced” institu-
tional innovation than the familial principle of Asian firms, these features do not, by
themselves, seem to have guaranteed European supremacy over Asian firms. Julfan family
firms, for instance, had the upper hand over the English East India Company and its factors
in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries in the textile and silk trades of India and
Iran because the Julfans had lower overhead costs and better “local knowledge” of markets
and commodities than their European counterparts; one practice that gave the company the
ultimate edge over Julfan competition was the English state’s use of violence either through
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privateering or through outright piracy, from which the company benefited (Aslanian
2006c). According to Pomeranz, the same applies to Chinese maritime merchants, who
“competed successfully with Europeans onmost routes, as long as the Europeans did not use
force” (Pomeranz 2001, 171). It seems to me that the question of administrative sophistica-
tion was not ultimately a decisive factor in the long-term success of the chartered compa-
nies in Asia. As both Irfan Habib and Geoffrey Parker, among others, have noted, the ulti-
mate success of the chartered companies had probably less to do with their commercial
organization than with the superior violence at their disposal (Parker 1991, 161–162; Habib
1990, 399).Moreover, the chartered companieswere institutionally sanctioned and equipped
to use violence to advance trade (and vice versa) or, to use Boxer’s formulation for the VOC,
made “as much use of the sword as of the pen” (1965/1973, 5).

57. Steensgaard 1974, 30.
58. It seems that the Julfa dialect word for “company letter” was sark’ari gir. See letter to

Minas di Elias in Calcutta fromAghamal, Grigor, andMinas in Julfa/Isfahan, 11 Nakha 131
(29 June 1746), HCA 32/1833, PRO, letter no. 191.

59. For a good discussion, see Sood 2007, 203–204.
60. “Ceux-la, la plus entreprenants, donnent sur tout ce qui se présente et n’ignorent rien

du prix des marchandises, soit de celles de l’Europe, de l’Asie et autres parts parce qu’ils ont
des correspondences partout qui las informent de la juste valeurs sur les lieux. Ainsi ils ne
peuvent être trompés dans leurs achats” (Roques 1996, 147).

61. ForMinas di Elias’s letter book, see Santa Catherina: 14 letter books, cash books, etc.
in Armenian, and loose papers, HCA 32/1832, PRO. For the letter book of Hakob di Murat,
containing copies of all the letters of instruction (barevagirs or ordnagirs) he sent beginning
August 16, 1731, in Moscow and continuing to St. Petersburg, Amsterdam, and Venice in
1734, see Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 17.

62. See Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 3.
63. See the introduction to a selection of Karnetsi’s letters in Abrahamyan 1968, esp.

xxxii–xxxxv. For a good survey of Karnetsi’s life, see Karapetyan 2009, 375–382.
64. Trivellato 2006.
65. “Hierapet” di Martin’s correspondence is almost exclusively with his agents Amir-

bek di Vardan and Martiros di Sargis, both operating in Italy. A great many of these letters
are in two separate collections in ASV: Documenti Armeni Mercantile, buste 2 and 3, and
the previously unknown collection in Avogaria di Comun, busta 17.These appear to be pa-
pers related to a court case in Venice, as their existence in the “Avogaria di Comun-civile”
cases indicates. Another batch of letters is at the British Library: “Letters of Arapiet di Mar-
tin, Venezia, 1691–1703,” BL, Oriental MS 15794.The latter, which has not been previously
examined by scholars, contains seventeen letters sent by Amirbek di Vardan in Naples, Flo-
rence, and Livorno to Hierapet di Martin in Venice, most of which date from the 1690s. Al-
most nothing is known about the origins of this collection.

66. Lane 1944/1967.OnAsianmercantile correspondence in the IndianOcean, see Sood
2007 and 2009.

67. Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ARV, busta 2. This particular letter does not bear a
date and is missing its last page.

68. See Aslanian 2006c.
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69. On the chapar system in Safavid and post-Safavid Iran, see Floor 2001a and 2001b.
I thank Rudi Matthee for the reference to the latter article.

70. For shatirs, see Chardin 1811, 3: 453–454; 4: 168–169. See also the brief but insight-
ful discussion in Rochard and Chehabi 2002.

71. The Chalabies were a wealthy dynasty of Turkish merchants originally from Iraq
who had migrated to Surat in the sixteenth century to become one of western India’s lead-
ing merchant families. Their merchant marine fleet played a dominant role in the ship-
ping between Surat and the Persian Gulf, especially to the port of Basra, to which they
made regular runs throughout the seventeenth and the first half of the eighteenth centuries.
The best accounts of this family are Das Gupta 1979, 96 and passim; and Abdullah 2001,
96–98.

72. See SantaCatharina logbook of Spanish andEnglish translations,HCA42/026, PRO,
letter no. 20 folios 90–91.

73. Bottomree or bottomry and respondentia are technical terms for money borrowed
upon a vessel or ship whereby the ship and its cargo would be held as insurance for the re-
payment of a loan. Avog, awg, and avuggewere the Mughal equivalents.The term Julfan Ar-
menians usedwas avak.Thiswas “a form of speculative investment in a ship’s cargo in which
the investors lent money for its purchase.Themoney would be repaid if the ship carried the
cargo safely to the stipulated port, the premium upon the principal naturally varying with
the risk involved” (Habib 1990, 395).

74. Santa Catharina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO,
letter no. 20, folio 91.

75. On the role of pattamars, daks, andmail during theMughal period, seeChardin 1811,
4: 169; Habib 1986, 236–252; Deloche 1993, 218–225; Bayly’s brief treatment: 1996, 14–15,
58–60, 164–165; Agarwal 1966; and Sood 2009.

76. See the long entry in Yule and Burnell 1903. It is interesting to note that Julfans also
used this term in reference to the overland delivery of their mail in Mughal India. Thus in
a letter sent by an Armenian priest in Madras to Julfa, the writer states: 
D *�*> ��B�
<
 ���80D�
�,� 0@մե���D, 7%�� [1159 + 551 = 1710] *0D��:�մե��, 
D �� [22] H�,
�@��:0D@� J@ ,0D�
�,�0D$�, :0D@���,<
@�*  �:�D��D,7%� [1160 = 551 = 1711]
*�(:
�,, �4@��� �� [26] 
D (�*�:� � [20] (��, "
8�(�, .�@�(�,�,B 4�@0,
:�@ ���, 
D (��, F�*
��?/��*��� (The Armenian priest Avet in Madras to the primate
Movses in Julfa, 1160 [16 November 1711], “Namakner—Madras, 1709–1850” [Letters—
Madras, 1709–1850], folder 104). (Let it be known to Your Eminence that your letters of
Holy Blessing, written on July 1 and 22 of the year of the Greater Armenian Era 1159 [1710]
and sent by way of Surat reached [us] in the year 1160 [1711] on April 26 and May 20. One
of them [reached us] through the hands of Paron Sarhat of the Shahriman family, and the
other byway of a dayk [or paik].)Theword that interests us is almost certainly day[e]k,which
would be a corruption of the Mughal term dak or dawk (see above). However, it could also
be amisreading on our part (the writing is unclear here) of the Persian word paik,which ac-
cording to Steingass means “a running footman; a carrier, messenger; a guard; a watchman;
a footman, lacquey; a merchant; a traveler” (1892, 268).

77. Santa Catharina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO,
letter no. 57, folio 186.
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78. For a letter addressed to Manila by a Julfan merchant in Madras, see “Prize Court
Papers,” HCA 32/1831, PRO, box a, letter no. 67: letter to Manila, dated 29 Nakha 1739, ad-
dressed to Baron Ovanness in Manila from Grigor di Nazar in Madras.

79. See Goitein 1967–1993, 1: 276–277. As Goitein points out, “The word mawsim des-
ignated both the caravan and the fair or business season connectedwith its arrival.”The term
was only later associated exclusively with the oceanic seasons dependent on the wind pat-
terns of the Indian Ocean. The Julfa dialect word was most likely a direct borrowing from
Arabic or its Persian variantmausim.

80. I have drawn information on the monsoon seasons from Tibbetts 1971, esp. 360–
382; Chaudhuri 1985, 127; and Abu-Lughod 1989, 251–260 and chap. 8. Hourani’s 1995
classic, Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Early Medieval Times, also has a
useful discussion on the monsoon system, as does Arasaratnam 1994, 1–7.

81. Tavernier noted the peculiar nature of traveling on the Indian Ocean (1688, pt. 2,
15–16).

82. Braudel, 1972, 1: 355.
83. Pearson 2003, 20.
84. The habit of writing down information concerning the date of departure and arrival

of letterswas alsowidespread among Italianmerchants in theMediterranean, asMelis’s work
demonstrates (1983, 16).

85. See the third paragraph of the Julfan letter annotated and reproduced in full inAslan-
ian 2006c. For an English version, see Aslanian 2008c.

86. In a letter mailed from Isfahan to India, the author apologizes to his correspondent
for the delay in writing him and explains the reasons why: “After having delivered this let-
ter for those eight days to the Post, the same was returned to us because theman was robbed
on the road.” See SantaCatharina logbook of Spanish andEnglish translations,HCA42/026,
PRO, letter no. 16, folio 56.

87. According to Kuiters, “Letters between Europe and India were always sent in dupli-
cate or even triplicate to avoid loss of important information by shipwreck” (2002, 55).

88. Letter fromPegu addressed to a certain ParonHovhannes either in Julfa or in Livorno,
stored in folder 2 in Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2. Since the letter was orig-
inally part of the Sceriman family papers before it was deposited in the ASV in the nine-
teenth century, it is safe to assume that it was a family letter addressed to one of its mem-
bers.The verso side of the letter has the following notation in Italian: “Lettera familiare scritta
dalle Indie nell’anno 1676” (Family letter written from the Indies in the year 1676). The let-
ter does not contain the author’s name. The opening lines read, in the Julfa dialect: '��0D(
��,� <���,�(���0D �� [16]>�@���,�B
��: �,2 ��:
:�4�H0 :�@>, �8��( [<A
rahim: “pity, compassion”] 2��*����D0@ [<Adialecthalevor: “oldman, father”]�
@0D [<JD:
“last year”] ��@0D��@�0D "
�>
:0D, ��@J>մե8�D (�@ 0D���0D HJ8�B
�։ >�,����,,
[<P: “family, children,” also “housewife”] B�(�H
� 48�@�"��.

89. � :0*, �@0<: :�@
�� �(  �,� ��@ 
$
D �0@�@
B� 
D *$
B�’ �0<0< 
D B�(�H0< 
D
0’2մի�մե,
D�,�4�>�:��,�@
�,B, �(0B �,����* 0’2��>
(�� � �:��,B�@�@
@

D �� 02 � �: �*� ��*, �0D��>
: 
D 02 
: (HCA 30/682, PRO, letter no. 1172). The irony
here is that this letter did not reach its destination either, since the ship it was traveling on
(the Santa Catharina) was captured as a “prize” in 1748 by the British fleet off the coast of
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southern India and all the ship’s paper cargo of 2,000 letters, including this letter, was shipped
to London to be presented as “exhibits” in a high-stakes trial at the High Court of Admiralty,
after which they were deposited in the archives. See Aslanian 2006c.

90. Barovagir seems to be one of the technical terms in the Julfa dialect, along with ord-
nagir, that refers to letters that a “master” sent to his overseas factor containing specific in-
structions that the factor was, according to Julfan commercial law, compelled to carry out.
Unfortunately, this term is not mentioned in the Astrakhan Code of Laws, which contains
the precepts of commercial law used by Julfans (see Poghosyan 1967), and no other work
known to me discusses this term. However, an important petition addressed to Julfa’s As-
sembly of Merchants in the 1730s mentions the dispatch of several Barovagir in the context
of a legal dispute between the Khwaja Minasian family firm and one of its factors in India
who had apparently refused to return home, despite the Barovagir written to him by the
senior members of the Minasian firm. According to this document, it seems that barovagir
was another word for ordnagir. See chapter 7 below for a discussion of this document. The
document in question is the following: Petition to the Assembly of Merchants, 30 Nirhan
116 (15 March 1731), “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vardapetneri knik‘nerov, zanazan niwt‘erov
grut‘iwnner, 1726–1738” [Commercial documents bearing priests’ seals, documents con-
cerning various matters, 1726–1738], ASMA, folder 5b.

91. The term ordnagir appears throughout most Julfan correspondence. It is discussed
in the Astrakhan Code of Laws (chapter 14, article 10), where the authors equate it to a gir
khratoy, or “letter of advice.” For an etymology of this term, see Herzig 1991a, 434.

92. We can presume that the choice between Tabriz-Aleppo and Tabriz-Izmir would
depend on how urgent the letter was and whether the letter was sent via a merchant trav-
eling by trade caravan. If the latter, the longer route to Izmir would probably be chosen
due to lower customs and road fees. For a comparison of road fees on these two routes, see
P‘ap‘azyan 1990, 111; and my brief discussion in chapter 4 above.

93. The only known case of an excommunication issued from Julfa concerns the case of
anArmenian priest inMadras, TerOhannesKhachikian, accused of having poisoned a newly
arrived senior priest, Harut‘iwn Vardapet, in 1741. The case was overtuned when twenty-
one ofMadras’s leadingmerchants complained to the clerical hierarchy in Julfa and defended
the accused priest. See letter of 11 Tira 1743, “Namakner—Madras,” ASMA, folder 104.

94. This is probably a reference to an Ottoman embassy that arrived in Isfahan on De-
cember 7, 1724, and left eleven days later (December 18) totally dissatisfied, because Mah-
mud Khan had not even received it. The envoy had been sent by Ahmad Pasha, governor of
Baghdad, in reaction to the earlier Afghan embassy under Sayyed Sadeq. See Floor 1998,
191. The Armenian identified in this passage as Hagobjan seems to have been in the em-
bassy’s suit, possibly as a translator. Unfortunately the word used in the passage to describe
his role in the embassy is unknown to me (see note 95 for the original passage).

95. “'
H � [3] ��@ ��@
$
: *�8�6 �(H �$�@�
� մի,, 4[�] @[0], (�@>�@0:�, 
D
� [2]��@մի,(���0D, [mazbun<A/Pmazmun, “content,meaning, purpose”; thewriter uses
a standard Julfa phrase to indicate that two identical copies of the letter were written, or in
his words: “two letters, one content”] �08(�B [<JD horom: Ottoman, Rumi] ��2�, [<P/T,
oldTurcic, ilchi: “ambassador or envoy”]>
$�: *
>��8(�,��8���>�@�,B *��0�6�,,
�>0D@, [<JD, contraction of khet ur, grabar, het iur: i.e., “with him”]�@
> [JD, past tense
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of “to take”] �,�(�,�@ 4�:@� [this is most certainly a scribal error; the writer probably
hadHamadanorTabriz or any otherOttoman city to the north inmind, butmistakenlywrote
Basra instead; Basra is in the south, so it would not make sense to give mail to someone go-
ing therewith the goal of remitting it to Istanbul or Izmir in the north]><�,Hմի,,�0$���
�$�@�
, ��մի@ ��( *���4միD:, �:��,�J��* <[
]@[�]* �$�@�
, 0Dմի� �[:>0D�](�
:� [�]�,0D: $0D�0D$, ��,� ��:
� (Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2, letter
dated 1725).

96. See note 100 below.
97. Unfortunately,Melis provides nodata for postal delivery times fromVenice or Livorno

to Izmir, but his data indicate that the delivery time from Venice to Istanbul in the fifteenth
century was thirty-eight days (1983, 43).

98. 	�� մե@ 0[@]4[�:]0D��D,,  �@B�,
H ��@
$�: *�8�6 *��0� �� ��<��Jվն 
D
�����@�,B(�@��@�, 2��@0վն
D ���4�* ��F0D2�,�, 2��@Jվնմե@� <��,�@
��,H
մի,2� �@0D: ��:�,
�, <
@0*�@
@, ��:
� �0D ��,� (Sceriman family letter, written from
Isfahan, 30 Shabat 98 [18 June 1713], Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2). (And
if you ask us how we are, we wrote about it last year [and sent the letters] through the couri-
ers of Hakob di David, of the Margar Khaldarian family and of the Capuchin [monks] of
Aleppo.Until the arrival of this letter, the above-mentioned letters should have reached you.)
See also the letter dated 1Ghamar 98 (19 July 1713), in the same folder.

99. 
D: >�$: ��2� �$�@�
B�,��4 *�(���, 0@ >
$�, �,�* �:>�,�J� 4�@0,
(�,<
�, ��20D,�
> 0DH(�@�@�,�0*�@
�մե@�@�@,><�,H0D@, (Dados [TadeodiNazar
Sceriman], Bartoghomeos, and Hakob to Petros and Ohannis, 15 Tira Azaria year 110 [1
October 1725], Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2).

On Manuel Shahrimanian’s role in the Persian embassy to the Sublime Porte in 1725,
see, among others, Bellingeri 2004, 93–124; Lockhart 1958, 282; and especially Krusinski
1733, 2: 185 ff. Concerning the embassy, Krusinski writes: “The Person he [Shah Ashraf]
made choice of for this Embassy, was an Aghvan [i.e., Afghan], who from amule driver, was
advanc’d to be a Colonel. But because a Man of that Stamp was not very proper to manage
a Negotiation, he gave him only the Title of Ambassador, and joyn’d with him Manuel-
Cheriman,Head of the Family of that Name, the most noble and considerable of all the Ar-
menian Families at Zulfa, to act and negotiate according to his Intentions, with the Grand-
Signior’sMinisters” (2: 185). On the failure of the embassy in Constantinople, see Krusinski
1733, 2: 190 ff.

100. Sceriman letter of 16 Shams 96 (5April 1711),Documenti ArmeniMercantile, ASV,
busta 2.

101. Hovhannes (Giovanni/Gianbattista?) di Zaccaria Sceriman is said to have lived in
Malacca in the 1720s, where he copied a manuscript that is now stored in the library of the
Armenian Convent of Saint James in Jerusalem. See Khachikian 1988, 75.

102. Letter to Paron Ohanes and Paron Petros, 16 Shams 96 (5 April 1711), Documenti
Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2. This letter contains an obscure reference to a certain Mr.
Abraham (one of the Sceriman factors in India) receiving a letter from “Brazil” and making
investments there (4�@0, ��@� �մն �@
��@ �� �@��
�0* ��@ �@
� �@���� ���:�*
�@�@��).The writer hopes that this will prove to be profitable. If true, this would imply that
the Scerimans were conducting commerce with Brazil, most likely through Portuguese Goa.
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In the same paragraph in which Brazil is mentioned, there is discussion of maintaining fac-
tors (whose names are also given) in Surat and in Bengal, as well as in Istanbul and Izmir,
and of investing family capital in those places.

103. There are, however, two letters inDocumentiArmeniMercantile, ASV, busta 2, from
Paron Abraham, a Sceriman agent in Surat, sent directly to Pietro (Petros) and Gianbattista
(Ohannes) Sceriman in Venice. Unfortunately, these letters do not bear the date of their ar-
rival in Venice, so it is not possible to calculate how long it took for them to travel from Surat
to Venice.

104. Headrick 1980, chap. 8 and esp. 130–131.
105. Furber 1959, 112, 117–118. The Portuguese Estado da India seems to have had a

faster overland messenger service in the early seventeenth century, and “four months was
considered to be the maximum time reasonably allowable for a courier on urgent business
to get fromMadrid to Goa, or vice versa” (Disney 1983, 59; see also Disney 1996). It should
gowithout saying thatmy reliance on these seventeenth century–based studies does not pose
any problems for my eighteenth century–based discussion in these pages, because there was
no revolution in transportation between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

106. Barendse 2002, 188.

6 . THE CIRCULATION OF MEN AND CREDIT

1. Nshanian 1915, 457–458.
2. See De Roover 1963, 50.
3. Udovitch 1970, 170.
4. SeeDe Roover 1963, 49–53; Lopez 1971, 76; and Lopez and Raymond 2001, 174–176.
5. Udovitch 1970, 170.
6. On the role of the East IndiaCompanies as forerunners ofmodernmultinational firms,

see Carlos and Nicholas 1988; for the English East India Company, see Chaudhuri 1981.
7. De Roover 1963, 49–53.
8. Ibid., 49–50.
9. Lopez and Raymond 2001, 174.
10. Udovitch 1962. This seminal essay was later revised and expanded as a chapter in

Udovitch 1970. For a survey of the commenda’s origin and spread, see Harris 2009.
11. Udovitch 1970, 172. See also the recent work by Heck 2006. Heck devotes consider-

able space to the Islamic qirad/mudaraba and concurs with Udovitch that all the circum-
stantial evidence points in the direction of an Islamic origin for theMediterranean commenda.
For the role of Islamic commercial and legal instruments in fueling the recovery of the
European economy after its stagnation during the period of “Dark Age Economics,” see
Heck, 235–248. For a good discussion, based on primary sources, of the place of the qirad/
mudaraba in Islamic law, see Heck, 301–304. Heck notes that not only was the Prophet
Muhammad a commenda agent for Khadija, but several of his close associates, including the
future caliphsUmar andUthman, “likewise reportedly were parties to such contracts” (105).

12. For the spread of other Islamic/Arab business practices and their adoption in Eu-
rope, see Lieber 1967.

13. For a brief discussion of the Astrakhan Code of Laws, see chapter 7 below.
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14. Poghosyan 1967, 130.
15. Herzig 1991a, 213.
16. Khachikian 1988, 121–139. The importance of the Julfan enkeragir was noted ear-

lier, though not identified as a variety of commenda, by Levon Khachikian in his ground-
breaking 1966 essay, “The Ledger of the Merchant Hovhannes Joughayetsi.”

17. Khachikian 1988, 121–122.
18. Herzig 1991a, chap. 3.
19. Ibid.
20. For a history of Armenia during this period, see Ter-Ghewondyan 1976 and Gar-

soïan 1997, 117–143.
21. If the Julfan commenda was indeed a later borrowing from the Iranianmudaraba, it

could have been adopted in the second half of the sixteenth century, when the trade of Old
Julfa experienced a sudden growth. All this, of course, is pure speculation because no pri-
mary sources on the trade of Old Julfa seem to have survived, and neither the history of Old
Julfa nor the history of the Iranianmudaraba has been studied properly.

22. For instance, in his otherwise informative work on the history of Islamic partner-
ships, Murad Çizakça seems too eager to ascribe an Islamic genealogy to the Julfan com-
menda. Ignoring Herzig’s carefully worded discussion on possible Islamic origins, Çizakça
treats matters as though the Islamic derivation of the commenda is a demonstrated fact. He
does the same with regard to Udovitch’s excellent work on the Islamic precedents for the
commenda, giving the reader the impression that the debate over the Islamic or Byzantine
prehistory of the Mediterranean commenda had ended in favor of Islam. See Çizakça 1996,
19–20, for the author’s views on the Julfans based as they are on a rather careless reading of
Herzig, and pp. 10–19 for his eager endorsement of Udovitch’s carefully reasoned account
of the possible Islamic origins of the Western commenda. Çizakça’s rendition of these de-
bates is devoid of the qualifying phrases with which both Herzig and Udovitch articulate
their controversial views.

23. There is also a remote possibility that aspects of the Julfan commendamay have been
related to a Mediterranean prototype that could have entered Armenian usage via the Cili-
cian kingdomofArmenia during theCrusades. A survivingArmenian translation of a French
code of laws for the principality of Antioch includes a chapter on commercial arrangements
that vaguely resemble the commenda. Even if this were the case, it still remains true that the
European commenda was most likely of Islamic origin. It is possible, therefore, that Arme-
nians could have borrowed the commenda from the Europeans and introduced further Is-
lamic elements, including terminology such as “muzarbay,” later. See Alishan 1876, 82–85.

24. Weber 1947, 201, quoted in Goody 1996, 50. Weber, of course, argued that “ratio-
nality,” which he saw as historically emanating from double-entry accounting and other
related economic practices, was a peculiarly European invention, along with the commenda
contract. This blatantly Eurocentric view of history has been denounced and comprehen-
sively refuted by most scholars writing on these topics today. For an insightful overview of
the debates on the role of “rationality” and double accounting in the histories of the East and
West, and a good discussion of the commenda in this debate, see Goody, 49–89.

25. The kata ruznama is one of two Julfa dialect designations for a daily accounting ledger.
The other term is kata ruzlama. Both are “corruptions” of the Hindi word khata (account-
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ing ledger) and the Persian ruzname. For a surviving copy of such a ledger, see Khachikian
and Papazian 1984. Several other ledgers, including at least one belonging to the Sceriman/
Shahrimanian family and a multivolume ledger belonging to theMinasian family, have sur-
vived in the archives but remain unpublished.

26. Poghosyan 1967, 132–133.
27. Khachikian 1988, 123–126. It should be noted here that the agent’s share also in-

creased if he invested his own capital in a bilateral commenda.
28. This etymology is suggested by Herzig 1991a, 434.
29. Poghosyan 1967, 132.
30. Ibid., 133–134. The binding nature of the ordnagirs (also referred to as barova-

girs/barevagirs) is revealed in a petition to Julfa’s Assembly of Merchants in a dispute con-
cerning the refusal of a commenda agent in India to return immediately to his masters in
Julfa, as instructed in an ordnagir/barovagir. See document 17 in the appendix in Aslanian
2007b.

31. Lansdowne MS 1047, BL, folio 78.
32. Poghosyan 1967, 133.
33. Ibid., 134.
34. Ibid.
35. For translations of tomars, see the appendix in Aslanian 2007b.
36. Agha diMatus, “Tomar Book,” ABMC, P.D. 66.c.This tomarwas concluded between

an agent named Agha di Matus and Khwaja Minas and covers the agent’s transactions from
the 1670s to the 1680s,most ofwhich involve diamonds. In terms of format and style, it differs
from all other tomars I have examined in that it is not a roll, as most tomars are, but a series
of long sheets of paper folded and accommodated in a rectangular leather notebook. For a
discussion of this tomar, see the section on Livorno in chapter 4.

37. LansdowneMS 1047, BL, folio 76. See the appendix in Aslanian 2007b for full tran-
scription, translation, and gloss for this and other commenda contracts.

38. “Coja Zecharia de Avettde v. Cooja Tentasu, Coja Avetlake and Coja Sarad, brothers
and partners, 19 April 1735,Mayor’s Court Proceedings, P 328/70, India Office Records, BL,
folios 45–47 (45).

39. See the very brief and unsatisfactory attempt in Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 217.
40. This point is made by Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 217. SeeThe Journal of Zak‘aria of

Agulis, annotated and translated in Bournoutian 2003, 161–162. For the original in Ar-
menian, see Zak’aria ofAgulis 1938,159–160. Likemost of the agentswe encounter inManila,
Zakaria was very young (only seventeen years old) when he embarked on his first commenda
mission.

41. Khachikian 1966, 155.
42. Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 2: 273–274.
43. Constant Jughayetsi,Vasn norahas mankants‘ ew yeritasartats‘ vacharakanats‘ khrat

[Concerning advice to the adolescent and to young merchants), more commonly known
as Ashkharazhoghov [Compendium], Bodleian MS F14, folios 10, 31, 34 and 59, for refer-
ences to Constant’s school in New Julfa.There are a few surviving copies of this trade man-
ual. The Bodleian copy of this manuscript seems to have been copied in the late 1680s. MS
64 of the Nerses Shnorhali Library collection at the All Savior’s Monastery in Julfa is the
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best and oldest surviving copy. Two other copies are stored at the Mashtots Matenadaran
in Yerevan (Armenia): MS 10704 dates from the first decade of the eighteenth century and
was copied in Baghdad; MS 5994 also dates from a later period. The Bodleian copy seems
to have escaped the attention of scholars. I am grateful to Bert Vaux for bringing it to my
attention.

44. This is especially the case with MS 64, stored in New Julfa.
45. Vanantets‘i 1699. This manual was largely based on Constant’s earlier manual. See

Kévonian 1975.
46. As the title page and preface of the Amsterdam manual indicate, the merchant who

commissioned the printing of this manual was a certain Khwaja Petros of Julfa.
47. Villotte 1730, 425.
48. Tavernier 1688, 160.
49. Fryer 1698, 269; also quoted in Raveux 2011. I thank Olivier Raveux for sharing his

work with me.
50. See Orengo 1993.
51. For the sociological impact of the commenda on Julfan women who were left alone

in their suburb to tend their families while their men circulated throughout the Julfan trad-
ing settlements in the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean, see Aslanian 2007b, 343–350.
I discuss there the paradoxical role of the commenda in helping to undermine the patriar-
chal foundations of Julfan society. For a perceptive and pioneering discussion of the role of
women in Julfan society, see Berberian 2010.

52. Fryer 1698, 263–264 (emphasis added).
53. Francisco Pelsaert’s denunciation of their indigo-buying techniques in India in the

early 1600s is one of the harshest appraisals of the greedy attributes associated with Julfan
commenda agents. Pelsaert describes them as “racing over the country from village to vil-
lage,with greedy eyes like guestswho think there is not enough foodon the table to go around,
reaching for every dish, and jostling the other guests” (Pelsaert’s passage is from Moreland
1923/1990, as quoted in Boxer 1976, 85).

54. Tavernier 1688, 159.
55. Fryer 1698, 268.
56. Santiago or Ohannes had become a wealthy merchant in his own right twenty years

after his deposition in Manila, for we come across him in Basra in 1755 in a document tes-
tifying that he had loaned a large sum of rupees to Gevorg Vardapet, the primate of the All
Savior’s Monastery in New Julfa. See the avak, or promissory note, dated 30 Aram 1755, in
“Zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner 1700–1800” [Documents concerning various matters,
1700–1800], ASMA, folder 3.The will of one of his relatives, Grigor di Barakial, dated 1684,
is located in “Zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—Ktakner Nor Jugha” [Documents concerning
various matters—wills, New Julfa], ASMA, folder 28/12.

57. MS Ramo de Inquisición, tomo 857, “Reconciliaciones al Gremio de nuestra Santa
Madre Iglesia deMinas di Elias . . . Esteban diCodidyan, todosArmenios dela Secta de cisma
Armenio” [Reconciliation to the Holy Mother Church of Minas di Elias . . . Esteban di
Cododyan, all Armenians of the Armenian Schismatic Sect], AGN,Mexico City, folio 213b.

58. Ibid., folios 213b-215a.
59. Ibid., folios 207b-208b.
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60. See deposition of Constantino di Lazzaro in MS Ramo de Inquisición, tomo 857,
AGN, Mexico City, folio 419a.

61. There are at least three or four cases of Julfanmerchants traveling to Acapulco in the
1730s for a seasonal visit before returning to Manila on the Manila galleon. In one case, at
least, we have a Julfan merchant, a certain “Don Pedro di Zarate” [Agha Petros di Sarhat?],
who traveled and lived in New Spain in the 1720s. We know about Don Pedro’s life in Mex-
ico because he was accused of heresy by the Inquisition in Mexico City and was put on trial
in 1731. See the interesting proceedings from his trial, in MS Ramo Inquisición, tomo 829,
exp. 7, AGN, folios 544–560v. For a brief discussion of Don Pedro’s trial, see Nunn 1979, 45–
46. See also Seijas 2007. I am grateful to Vartan Matossian for bringing Nunn’s book to my
attention. Given the illegible quality of the microfilm at my disposal, I relied on a transcrip-
tion of the original document by Tatiana Seijas, to whom I am grateful.

62. This document from themunicipal archives of Amsterdam is reproduced and trans-
lated in Van Rooy 1966, 353. Herzig, relying on the Astrakhan Code of Laws, cites the age
of twenty-five for maturity among the Julfans (1991a, 163).

63. In a long passage describing Julfanmerchants, and especially commenda agents, and
their dispersal across vast spaces, Roques (1996, 149) suggests that these agents married lo-
cally and possibly outside their official religion: “Although Christian, they did as the other
factors andmarriedwomen in all the placeswhere they traded in order to have a home there.”
(Quoique chretien, de meme que les autres facteurs font, ils prennent des femmes dans tous
les lieux ou ils commercent afin d’y avoir un chez soi.)

64. Herzig 1991a, chap. 4. As Herzig notes, commission agency was referred to in Julfan
sources as amanatkar.The Astrakhan Code refers to commission agency as one of the four
forms of conducting commerce (Poghosyan 1967, 130).

65. For a brief discussion of these partnerships, see Lopez’s 1971 classic,The Commer-
cial Revolution of the Middle Ages, 950–1350, 74–76; see also Lane’s vintage essay, published
in 1944, “Family Partnerships and Joint Ventures in the Venetian Republic.” For a helpful
overview, see Hickson and Turner.

66. Lopez 1971, 174.
67. The role of the family firm in Islamicate societies has not received the attention it de-

serves. For a broad survey of the available literature regarding family business in India and
further east, see Goody 1996, 138–162.

68. Herzig 1991a, 321; and Enthoven 2006, 433.
69. Lane 1944, 178.
70. See Goody 1996, 138–162.
71. The treaty was first published in its Russian translation in Parsamyan 1953, 1: 72.

A photostat copy of the original in the Julfa dialect was appended to the Russian trans-
lation. For an English translation of the Russian text, see Bournoutian 2001, 25. Bournout-
ian’s translations here as elsewhere are not from theArmenian text but from the flawedRus-
sian translation.

72. Hovhannisyan 1957, 441–442. For a list of other Soviet Armenian historians who
propagated the view that the Julfans had a centralized trading company, seeKhachikian 1980,
260 n. 3.

73. See the photostat of the original text of the treaty reproduced by Parsamyan 1953,
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72, but ignored by scholars until Shushanik Khachikian pointed out the glaring differences
in the wording. See Khachikian 1988, 27; 1980, 271.

74. See Khachikian 1988, chap. 1; 1980, passim.
75. Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 244. Most reviewers of Baghdiantz McCabe’s book have

noted the deeply problematic nature of her assertions regarding the “Trading Company of
the Julfans.” For a measured asssessment, see in particular Herzig’s review 2004a, 174.

76. Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 244.
77. Ibid.
78. See Baghdiantz McCabe, Harlaftis, and Minoglou 2005.
79. Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 244.
80. Ibid., 245.
81. “TheRespondents Case,” inPrize Appeals (London, 1752?), 16.Prize Appeals is a col-

lection of printed cases relating to ships confiscated during theWar of Austrian Succession,
originally belonging to Sir George Lee and now held at the New York Public Library, call no.
KC+++p.v. 20–21. For background on this document, see Aslanian 2006c.

82. Herzig 1991a, chap. 3, is the only solid English-language study of the Julfan family
firm to date. See also the earlier work by Khachikian 1988, chap. 1 and passim.

83. Cartwright 1611, 24, quoted in Herzig 1991a, 159.
84. Chardin 1811, 178: “Les familles des chrétiens orientaux sont très-nombreuses; il y

en a d’Arméniens à Ispahan, qui comptent plus de cinq cents personnes dans leur parenté.”
(The families of Eastern Christians are very large; there are some [families] among the Ar-
menians at Isfahan that countmore thanfive hundred persons among their relatives.) Chardin
discusses the importance Armenians placed on having large families and describes how
celibacy and sterility were held in horror.

85. See Herzig 1993 for an excellent discussion.
86. See the classic works of Carlos and Nicholas: 1988 and 1996.
87. For instance, both the Sceriman/Shahrimanian and Guerak-Mirman families, orig-

inally from Julfa but resettled in Venice and Livorno beginning in the seventeenth century,
claimed aristocratic ancestry. For the Scerimans, seeMonsignor Basilio Sceriman’s “Libro di
Memorie di Monsignor Basilio Sceriman” [Book of memoirs of Monsignor Basilio Sceri-
man], Avogaria di Comun 348 Processi di Nobiltà—Sceriman (unpaginated court proceed-
ings), ASV. For the Guerak-Mirmans, see P. Malenchini, Brevi cenni storici sull’ antichissima
familglia Mirman de Ghirach (Livorno, n.d. [but certainly published after 1891]).

88. Villotte 1730, 154–155.
89. The family’s name is also given as Shehrimanian. I shall refer to them as either the

Shahrimanian family or the Sceriman, which is how they identified themselves in most of
the Italian cities where they lived, except Venice, where they used the Venetianized spelling
“Seriman.” They are not to be confused with the Shahamirian family of Madras who were
members of the Armenian Gregorian church. Bhattacharya appears to be conflating the two
names when she calls the family the “Shahmirians” and identifies them as “followers of the
Catholic Church” (2008a, 84).

90. The literature on the Sceriman family is sparse and of uneven quality. One of the first
historians to write about them was Ter Hovhaniants, who devoted a chapter to the family in
his classic work on Julfan history (1880, 1: 123–142). Khachikian also has a useful discus-
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sion of the family (1988, 69–89). Both authors make a number of factual errors about the
family’s history largely stemming from their lack of access or inability to consult the family’s
private papers stored in Venice. The first wide-ranging biographical study of the family, re-
lying on previously ignored archival documents in Italian from the Venetian archives, was
White 1961 (see esp. his introduction). There are also several studies of the Scerimans in
Venice and Livorno. For Livorno, see the excellent study by Sanacore 1988, 127–161; for Ve-
nice, see Bonardi 1990 and 1996. While they broach a number of fascinating and previ-
ously ignored issues, Bonardi’s essays contain some inaccuracies and errors probably aris-
ing from her failure to consult Armenian-language work on the family and especially the
family correspondence written in the Julfa dialect and preserved in the Archivio di Stato of
Venice, the Alishan archives in San Lazzaro, and the DonMazza archives in Verona. See also
the excellent study by Gugerotti 1990.

91. Khachikian 1988, 70. See also Fortunato Seriman,Breviememorie sulla famiglia Seri-
man [Brief memoirs of the Seriman family], MS Cod. Cigogna 3403 [1855], ABMC, folio 4.

92. See the English translation of a Russian document in Bournoutian 2001, 9.
93. Seriman, Brevie memorie, ABMC, folio 2; and Anon. 1843, 13 ff.
94. Seriman, Brevie memorie, ABMC, folios 1–2, where the author writes: “The oldest

notion to be had about this family is that eighty years prior to 1693, theymaintained a house
in Venice in the Corte dei Pignoli [in the parish of] San Giulian inhabited in that year [i.e.,
1693] by Nazar the grandfather of Nazar and before him by other relatives. Thus it is stated
in the memoirs of Monsignor Basilio Sceriman. . . . But the house of Venice could not have
beenmaintained for reasons other than commerce albeit intermittently by individuals of the
family and their agents.” BothMaxwellWhite and, following him, Bonardi note that though
the Sceriman presence in Venice goes back to the house of 1612 or 1613, the family did not
reside there but kept it for the use of family members or agents/factors occasionally visiting
the city. Bonardi draws our attention to an interesting fact not frequently mentioned in the
literature. She points to a document in the Archivio di Stato of Venice containing the names
of some seventy or soArmenians associatedwith the Santa CroceArmenian church and dat-
ing from 1653, and notes that the Scerimans are conspicuously missing from this list. She
also points out that the majority of individuals on the list were originally from New Julfa
(1996, 230–231).

95. BothTerHovhaniants (1880) andKhachikian (1988) confuse the brothersNazar and
Shahrimanwith the sons of the family’s patriarch, AghaMurat, whichwould place their loan
to the Venetian republic in the 1630s or 1640s. However, the documents in the Venetian
archives make it abundantly clear that these two brothers were sons of Khwaja Murat the
son of Sarhat and were thus separated by a generation from Agha Murat’s sons.

96. Chick 1939, 2: 1358.
97. The letter of conversion is written in the Julfa dialect and preserved in the Archives

of the Propaganda Fide in the Vatican, SOCG, vol. 495, folios 247r-261v.This document has
been reproduced in Karapetyan and Tajiryan 1998, 87–88.

98. White 1961, 12; and Seriman, Brevie memorie, ABMC, folio 7. For the family’s
generous patronage of the Vatican, including the erection of several Catholic churches in
Isfahan and Julfa and the establishment of a Catholic parish there, see White, 10–11; and
Fortunato Seriman, folios 2–4.
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99. Seriman, Brevie memorie, ABMC, folio 8.
100. See the eighteenth-century manuscript Resultato del processo per la verificazione de

requisiti alla N.V. nella famiglia de Co. Co: Fr[ate]lli Sceriman, MS Cod. Cigogna 3428/9,
ABMC, Venice (no pagination).

101. White 1961, 12.
102. Chick 1939, 2: 1358.
103. For a detailed and excellent analysis of the sectarian situation in Julfa in the 1680s

and 1690s, see Karapetyan and Tajiryan 1998.
104. White 1961, 12.
105. Chick 1939, 2: 1358.Marcara’s lengthywill inArmenian (dated 1700) is reproduced

in Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 111–127; 1980, 124–142.
106. By the early eighteenth century, the Shahrimanians were well integrated into

Venice’s ruling class through marriage alliances with several Venetian noble families. The
Shahrimanians were also well integrated into the hierarchy of the Catholic Church, which
further increased their prestige as foreigners in Venice. For instance, Basilio son of Gaspar
Shahrimanian, was ordained amonsignor and later became governor of a number of regions,
including Perugia, while Stefano Domenico Sceriman was elected bishop of several regions
subordinate to Venice. Another prominent Sceriman fromVenice was Zaccaria di Seriman,
who became a celebrated writer and satirist in Venice in the 1760s.

107. This is puzzling because the eldest brother was Zacaria, and he appears to have been
still alive in 1684, since his signature is on the document confessing the Catholic faith. If this
is the case, how is one to explain Khachikian’s assertion (1988, 27 and 31) that the 1667 trade
agreement bore Marcara’s and not Zacaria’s name as the representative of the family?

108. Bonardi 1990, 110.Bonardi doesnot provide any evidence for this controversial claim.
109. The letter book of Hakob di Murat contained copies of all the letters of instruction

(barevagirs or ordnagirs) he sent beginning August 16, 1731, in Moscow and continuing to
1734, in St. Petersburg, Amsterdam, and Venice. This valuable book is stored in the Avoga-
ria di Comun, ASV, busta 17. Hakob di Murat, unlike his “aristocratic” cousins in Venice
and Livorno, was normally based in Isfahan/Julfa but continued to correspond with them
on business matters in the Julfa dialect—an indication that even if the family firm was liqui-
dated in 1717, as Bonardi suggests, the separate branches could have been cooperating until
the 1730s. In short, the breakup of the family firm into independent units did not necessar-
ily mean an end to family cooperation. I thank Edmund Herzig for bringing this possibility
to my attention in an e-mail communication on 12 June 2006.

110. “Documenti Armeni,” Acquisti e Doni, ASFi, busta 123, filza 1, document 61. The
document in question is a notarized letter by Canaan di Minas (Khwaja Minas di Panos’s
son) stating that the latter sent Melkum di Matos to Venice on 12 Aram, Azaria year 77 (27
December 1692), with precious stones to be delivered to Agha di Matos. Other letters sent
by the Minasians to Agha di Matos in this folder are also addressed to Melkum as well as
other known Minasian agents, such as a certain Vanjale and Herapet, who must have been
either relatives of Agha di Matus or very closely associated with him. See “Documenti Ar-
meni,” Acquisti e Doni, ASFi, busta 123, filza 1, doc. 131.

111. See the commenda contract between Grigor son of Kaluts/Galuts andNazar diMu-
rat Sceriman/Shahrimanian dated 15Nirhan 1711, Azaria year 95 (DonMazza, busta 2). See
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also several legal papers, including a ghatilayagir, or letter of quittance, in the same busta,
and a tomar of Grigor son of Kaluts/Galuts made with Nazar di Murat Sceriman in Venice
on 7 Tira (23 September), Azaria year 90 (1705).

112. Unpaginated account book ofHakob diMurat, July 1728,Documenti ArmeniMer-
cantile, ASV, busta 1.

113. Chick 1939, 1: 485. According to aCarmelite letter from1689, paraphrased byKara-
petyan and Tajiryan (1988, 89), the Shahrimanian family (and not the family firm) had over
a hundred members, including servants and women.

114. The Sceriman family papers in the DonMazza archives in Verona (especially busta
1) contain numerous documents, including at least half a dozen tomars and many business
letters involving the family’s agents operating from various places in the Ottoman Empire.

115. For Sarhat di Emmanuel inCalcutta, see the discussion in Seth 1922, 303 n. 1, where
the author provides a transcript of the inscription on Sarhat’s tombstone in aCatholic church
in Calcutta. For his cousin Marcara’s life between Madras and Livorno, see Sanacore 1988,
147–150.

116. Khachikian 1988, 74–75. There are several letters to Ignatius Shahriman in Hakob
di Murat’s letter book (Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 217).

117. See the letter addressed to a certainOhanis Shahrimanian fromPegu (Burma) dated
1676 in Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2.The verso side of the letter has a note
in Italian stating that this is a “family letter sent from the Indies.”

118. Khachikian 1988, 100; see also Collectie 606 Armen Joseph, ARA, invent. no. 6.
This Hovhannes son of Zacaria does not appear on any known family trees.

119. “Libro di memorie di Monsignor Basilio Sceriman,” Avogaria di Comun 348 Pro-
cessi di Nobiltà—Sceriman, ASV (unpaginated court proceedings). It is possible that there
were several wealthy Khwaja Minases during the same period, as Aghassian and Kévonian
sensibly maintain (1999, 77–78 n. 11), and that theMinasmentioned inMonsignor Basilio’s
memoirs and active in Surat is not Minas di Panos. It is impossible to say one way or the
other.Theonly evidence that suggests that theMinasmentioned inMonsignor Basilio’smem-
oir is Minas di Panos is the name given for Minas’s daughter (Nanajan) in both the Libro di
memorie and Minas di Panos’s last will.

120. “Libro di memorie di Monsignor Basilio Sceriman,” Avogaria di Comun 348 Pro-
cessi di Nobiltà—Sceriman, ASV (unpaginated court proceedings).

121. Boxer 1976. Boxer’s essay is the only available treatment of KhwajaMinas. However,
see the important documentation from the India Office Records reproduced in Baladouni
andMakepeace 1998.TheMinasmentioned inBoxer’s essay, aswell as in the East IndiaCom-
pany documents, is said to have died in Diu (northwestern India) in 1687, whereas Minas
di Panos died inNew Julfa in 1702. It couldwell turn out thatAghassian andKévonian (1999,
77–78 n. 11) are correct in concluding that Minas di Panos of the Minasian family firm is
not the same person as the famous Minas of Surat.

122. Baladouni and Makepeace 1998, 54.
123. Ibid., 71.
124. Boxer 1976, 83.
125. Baladouni and Makepeace 1998, 59.
126. Gopal 1971, 204.
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127. Khachikian 1988, 24–28.
128. Theoriginalwill is in “Zanazanniwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—KtaknerNor Jugha,”ASMA,

folder 28/13; for a transcription see Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 159–161; and for an English
translation, see Herzig 1991a, 289–290. See figure 15 for a reproduction of the will.

129. Seth 1937/1992, 484.
130. Wright 2003, 309.
131. Document 102 in Lansdowne MS 1048, BL, is a commenda contract between Mi-

nas di Elias and senior members of the Minasian firm, including Emniaz di Minas, Grigor
di Sethagha, and Aghamal di Sarfras, dated 25 Ovtan (8 February) 1744, Julfa, Isfahan. The
ratio of profits seems to be 33.33 percent for Minas di Elias as tractator and the rest to the
seniormembers of the firm. For backgroundonMinas di Elias’s ill-fated investments in India,
see Aslanian 2006c.

132. Minas di Elias visited the Inquisition office in Manila and left a testimonio in 1735.
See MS Ramo de Inquisición, tomo 857, AGN, folio 201. The testimony indicates that, de-
spite his family’s reputation as staunch defenders of the Armenian Church, Minas di Elias
had no qualms about converting to Catholicism when it was in his self-interest to do so.

133. Many of these documents are stored in the Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV,
buste 1 and 2; and Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 217.

7 . TRUST, SOCIAL CAPITAL, AND NETWORKS

1. Tilly 2005, 12 (emphasis added).
2. Coleman 1988, S-101.
3. Seabright 2004, 48.
4. Greif 2006, 313–314.
5. According to Greif, the contractual problem that gives rise to risk and malfeasance

stems from “the need to commit ex ante not to breach contractual obligations ex post de-
spite the separation between the quid and the quo” (2006, 314).

6. Trivellato 2005, 101–103. For the notion of “communities ofmercantile trust,” see Bayly
2002, 59.

7. Trivellato 2005, 102.
8. Trivellato 2009, 12.
9. Mauro 1990, 273.
10. Braudel 1982, 164.
11. Baladouni and Makepeace 1998, xxxiv.
12. Chaudhury 2005, 68 (emphasis added).
13. Baghdiantz McCabe, Harlaftis, and Pepelasis Minoglou 2005.
14. The literature on trust is too extensive to be listed here. For an excellent and well-

known essay, see Dasgupta 1998. See also the contributions of Gambetta and Luhmann in
the same volume (Gambetta 1988b), as well as Cook 2001; andHardin 2002. For discussions
critical of the concept, see Guinnane 2005; Sosis 2005; and esp. Williamson 1993. A good
early survey on trust can be found in Barber 1983. For an excellent discussion of some of
these sources and an application of “trust” as defined in someof this literature to the Sephardic
merchant network in the early modern period, see the important contribution by Trivellato
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2005 and 2009.My own approach to trust is less concerned with definitional issues explored
in the rather abstract treatment of the topic by some of the theorists of trust listed above than
with its place in the context of social networks, norms, and monitoring/policing practices
used in some networks to create and maintain trust among long-distant merchants.

15. The only work known tome that employs the social capital concept to examine trust
among merchants before the twentieth century is Ogilvie 2005, which focuses on the nine-
teenth century. Steven Shapin’s classic work (1991) on early modern science in England also
has an illuminating discussion on trust but does not discuss long-distance trade or social
capital.

16. Gambetta 1988b, ix.
17. See Trivellato 2009.
18. Though research needs to be done on this topic, it is likely that Julfan-Indian credit

relations in Isfahan would have been predicated on recourse to Safavid legal institutions, as
they apparently were with Dutch-Indian relations. I owe this information to Willem Floor.

19. Barber 1983, 8. For a good survey of definitions of “trust,” see Barber, chap. 2.
20. Gambetta 1988b, 217 (emphasis added).
21. Ibid.
22. Dasgupta 1998, 54.
23. For Smith and Hume, see Bruni and Sugden 2000.
24. Bourdieu first discussed social capital in his 1980 essay, “Le capital social: Notes pro-

visoires,” 2–3. It was translated into English much later (2001) as “The Forms of Capital.”
The neoclassical notion of capital refers to physical and financial resources accumulated as
a result of human labor and investments. This kind of capital, as Bourdieu points out in his
essay, represents only one species of capital, the others being “cultural” and “social” capital.
A fourth form of capital, invented by economists in the 1960s, is “human capital,” or invest-
ments in the education of individuals that promise dividends later both for the individual
and for society.

25. The best introduction to the literature of social capital is Halpern 2005, especially his
introduction. For other surveys, see Portes 2000 and Woolcock 1988.

26. Putnam 1995, 664–665.
27. Cited in Cohen and Prusak 2001, 3.
28. My definition here and the ideas in the rest of this paragraph heavily rely on Ogilvie

2005, 15.
29. Bourdieu’s notion of habitus is famously developed in hisOutline of aTheory of Prac-

tice (1977, chap. 2).
30. North 1991, 24 (emphasis added). For a clear and rigorous introduction to the liter-

ature on transaction costs, see North 1990, chap. 4.
31. Coleman 1988, S-99 ff.
32. Ogilvie 2005, 17.
33. One of the most influential accounts of reputation effects is found in Greif 1989.
34. Coleman 1988, S-108–S-109. The idea of multiplexity or denseness in network ties

is also developed in Granovetter’s classic 1973 essay, “The Strength ofWeak Ties,” and in his
influential 1985 work, “Economic Action and Social Structure: The Problem of Embedded-
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ness.” See also the earlier treatment of multiplex ties in Boissevain 1974, 34 ff., where Bois-
sevain also refers to “many-stranded relations.”

35. Bruni and Sugden 2000, 33–34.
36. Ogilvie 2005, 17.
37. Diamond merchants are used as a case study by Coleman 1988, S-98–S-99 and pas-

sim; and Putnam 2000; as well as by Cohen and Prusak 2001, chap. 1; andHalpern 2005, in-
troduction. Sosis, who does not work within the social capital paradigm, also has a concise
and insightful discussion of the diamond industry (2005, 11–12).

38. Bernstein 1992, 121.
39. Ibid.
40. The figure 95 percent is from Sosis 2005, 11 n. 8, where Sosis cites R. Shields,Diamond

Stories (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2002) as his source. It may not hold for today.
41. Bernstein 1992, 128.
42. Ibid.
43. Coleman 1988, S-99.
44. One of the unexpected drawbacks of a network in which the conclusion of substan-

tial transactions is based on trust is that it can also be “hacked” and exploited by clever out-
siders, as a recent high-stakes heist reported in the Los Angeles Times demonstrates. See the
interesting account “As Scams Go,This Is a Gem,” Los Angeles Times, 29March 2006. In this
case, aGeneva-based diamonddealer advanced $14millionworth of gems to awoman claim-
ing to be thewife of deposedCongolese dictatorMobutu Sese Sekowithout receiving a penny
in return. Such cases of outside manipulation, however, are extremely rare.

45. See chapter 4 for a discussion of Astrakhan’s Julfan Armenian community.
46. The best account of the Astrakhan Armenian community and its significant Julfan

population is the long introduction to Poghosyan 1967; see also the excellent treatment in
Yukht 1957; and the documents and commentary in Bournoutian 2001.

47. Poghosyan 1967, 7.
48. Ibid., 6.
49. Ibid.
50. Hodgson 1974, 1: 59.
51. Herzig 2007, 71–77.
52. Poghosyan 1967, 132. Chapter 14, article 10 states that the agent is obliged to obey

the instructions contained in his master’s ordnagir, or letter of advice/instruction. Article 14
of the same chapter states that if a master writes an ordnagir to his agent and commands him
to immediately return home without conducting further commerce, the agent is naturally
obliged to follow his master’s instructions (Poghosyan 1967, 133–134). In this connection,
it is interesting to note that this same matter was addressed in a petition to the Assembly of
Merchants by the Khwaja Minasian family firm dated 12 Nadar 112 (29 October 1727) in
“Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vardapetneri knik‘nerov, zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—1726–
1738” [Commercial documents bearing priests’ seals, documents concerning various mat-
ters, 1726–1738], ASMA, folder 5b. In this case, the assembly voted in favor of the plaintiffs,
thus affirming the right of the master in a commenda contract to have his instructions con-
cerning the immediate return home of his agent(s) in accordance with his ordnagir.
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53. Poghosyan 1967, 132–133. My translation is slightly different than that offered in
Khachikian 1966, 153.

54. Tavernier 1688, 159. Elsewhere (202), Tavernier notes that “drubbing” was a com-
mon punishment in Safavid Iran for merchants who had defaulted on their commitments.

55. To trace the development of his seminal theory of the Maghribi coalition, see Greif
1989, 1991, and 1992. These essays have been republished with certain modifications in
Greif ’s 2006 magnum opus, Institutions and the Path to the Modern Economy: Lessons from
Medieval Trade.Greif ’s use of the concept of a coalition assumes that members apply “mul-
tilateral reputational mechanisms” collectively to punish members who are caught breaking
the coalition’s norms. Such punishment for Greif takes the form of banishment or ostracism
of the guilty party from the coalition. Greif ’s theory of the Maghribi coalition and its em-
phasis on collective punishment by all coalitionmembers of the guilty party have been taken
to task by Edwards andOgilvie (2008) on empirical grounds. SeeGreif ’s compelling response
(2008). Unlike Greif, I do not assume that the Julfan “coalition” collectively banished guilty
parties or imposed sanctions as a collective. Evidence of collective sanctions in the Julfan
case is lacking, though there is evidence of multilateral reputational mechanisms involving
more than two parties.

56. Israel 2002.
57. The figure is cited in Richard 1995, 82; it derives from a missionary report of 1672

that points out that the Catholic missionaries giveMass in Julfa for three hundred attendees.
Karapetyan and Tajiryan (1998, 89) state that there were about twenty Catholic families in
Julfa in 1689, not counting the Sceriman/Shahrimanian family.

58. Quoted in Kaplan 2002, 51.
59. The coffeehouse venture was a local partnership between the Julfan Paul de Serquis

and the Ottoman Armenian Harut‘iwn or Pascal from Aleppo. It dates from the 1670s and
lasted at least twelve years. I owe this information to Olivier Raveux.

60. North 1991, 31.
61. As noted in chapter 2, there are no reliable population figures for Julfa in the seven-

teenth or eighteenth century and none at all for the “coalition” of merchants. My rough cal-
culation here is based on a conservative estimate of the number of Julfan commenda agents
and other business employees operating in the coalition at any given time in the late seven-
teenth and early eighteenth centuries. Commenting on Julfan commenda agents in his im-
portant manual of trade concerning India, Georges Roques writes: “All these factors are de-
pendents of those big merchants of Julfa, some with eighty, others a hundred, some more
some less, some of them relatives, others servants or lads whom they groom to become
merchants” (1996, 148). Ter Hovhaniants (1880, 1: 161–162; 1980, 1: 177–178) notes that
the Ghaldarents family had at least twenty-seven factors whose names are recorded in the
archives. Similarly, the Shahrimanian/Sceriman family firmof Julfa is said to have had a hun-
dred employees in 1699. The Mirman family of Julfa operating out of Italy in the late sev-
enteenth and early eighteenth centuries had twenty-two factors whose names have come
down to us. See the list of factors in a stampa book on the Mirmans in Procuratori di San
Marco, ASV, busta 180/D, folios 21–22. If we assume that the average family firm in Julfa
had thirty business employees, including commenda agents and lower-level employees such
as couriers and so on whose names are not recorded in the surviving papers, and accept Ter
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Hovhaniants’s conventional figure of twenty to thirty leading family firms as operating in
Julfa at the peak of the township’s commerce, then the number of Julfans involved in long-
distance trade and active in the coalition would be between six hundred and nine hundred,
and possibly more. Bhattacharya offers a lower estimate of three hundred to four hundred,
without providing evidence or documentation for her figure (2008b, 18).

62. See letter of Minas di Elias, 14 Ovdan 129 (28 January 1744), “High Court of Ap-
peals for Prizes: Papers,” HCA 42/026, PRO, letter no. 24, folio 103. It seems that on some
occasions, Julfan merchants knew when a debt could not be repaid due to extenuating cir-
cumstances, in which case they preferred not to apply to the court system. The example of
Mr. Nerses is a case in point. One of theMinasian letters states: “Mr. Nierses [sic] the debtor
is not in any manner whatever able to satisfy and Pay his Debt; And if we should ask him to
pay his Debt, the very thing could occasion to usmoreDetriment than the value of the same,
so it is better for us to leave the whole to providence” (HCA 42/026, PRO, letter no. 24, fo-
lios 109–110).

63. Greif 1992, 530.
64. “HighCourt of Appeals for Prizes: Papers,”HCA42/026, PRO, letter no. 49, folio 146.
65. Studnicki-Gizbert 2007, 84.
66. Ibid.
67. Mentz 2005, 68.
68. Steingass 1892, 72.
69. As Jessica Goldberg points out in her impressive Geniza-based study of Maghribi

Jewishmerchants, the exact term for “reputation” did not exist in Geniza documents.When
twelfth-century Jewish merchants wanted to refer to reputation, they most frequently used
the Arabic term ‘ird, “whose semantic field includes honor and dignity,” or jãh, “whose pri-
mary semantic range includes rank, standing and prestige” (Goldberg 2007, 123; see also
Goldberg 2005). Goldberg 2005, 99–104, contains an interesting discussion of “the man-
agement of commercial correspondence,”which is remarkably parallel to Julfan usage. I thank
Jessica Goldberg for sharing her important work with me.

70. Steingass 1892, 1180.
71. Bedrossian 1871/1985.
72. SeeHakob Sceriman/Shahrimanian inAmsterdam toParons Stepan andAstuatsatur

in Venice, 19 December 1732, Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 17.
73. Fenster and Smail 2003, 2. As Fenster and Smail point out, fama became identified

with gossip (i.e., idle chatter) only in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
74. Hovanjan di Tahmaz in Basra to Aghazar son of Tsatur in Pondicherry or Madras,

21 Aram 132 (5 January 1747), HCA 32/1833, PRO, box 1, letter no. 181.
75. “Documenti Armeni,” Acquisti e Doni, ASFi, busta 123, filza 1, document 34: �:�
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76. Burt 2001.
77. See Herzig 1991a, 192; Chardin 1811, 8: 105.
78. See “Namakner—Bangala, 1712–1800” [Letters—Bengal, 1712–1800], ASMA, folder

48. For a transcription and translation, see Aslanian 2008c and 2006a.
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79. �,F0@" (�@�� [(�@�0*, different genitive construction in the Matenadaran copy
(MS10704, folio 100) of thismanuscript]F0� [F0$—according toMatenadaranMS10704]

D �(�,�� [<P amanat: “consignment, deposit”]մի>�� [>�@, different infinitive in the
Oxford Bodleian copy, MS F17, folio 84] 
�� �0D �:>0DH�D ��>
,�: �� ��< ��>���@�
(�@��* �. �. �. [1,2,3]  0H���  �@B 
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� [<P tahqiq: “examination, interro-
gation”] �@�*. �4�* �� 
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@ (Constant Jughayetsi,Vasn norahasmankants‘ ew yeritasartats‘ vacharakanats‘
khrat [Concerning advice to the adolescent and to youngmerchants],more commonly known
as Ashkharhazhoghov [Compendium], MS 64, ASMA, folio 6 [emphasis added]).

80. Khachikian 1988, 122–123. For the original source, see Zak‘aria of Agulis 1938, 160–
161. An English translation is available in Bournoutian 2003, 162–163.

81. See Greif 1989, 1991, 1992, and 2006.
82. Santa Catharina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO,

letter no. 147, folios 369–370. It should be noted that the discussion about “blotting out”
names does not seem to be connected to dishonesty in business, but rather to the refusal of
a prominent Julfan merchant, a certain Johannes Savahi di Canan, who was residing in In-
dia during the unstable years of Nadir Shah’s reign in the 1740s, to pay the taxes ascribed to
him by the kalantar and the Assembly of Merchants in Julfa. Since I have not located the
original Julfa dialect version of this letter, it is difficult to conjecture about how the assem-
bly had decided upon Mr. Savahi di Canan’s share of the tax, or whether the “list” of names
the writer refers to in connection with the blotting out of names was a real list kept at the
township, or ametaphorical expression. It could be a vague reference to a list of Julfa’s twenty
leading district heads, or kadkhudas (see below for discussion).The author of this letter seems
to refer to the Assembly of Merchants as “the Gentlemen of Hispahan.”

83. Mentz 2005, 42.
84. Trivellato 2006.
85. The standard works on this office are Lambton 1963, 206–207; 1992; and Floor 1999

and 2000b, 45–48.
86. Lambton 1963, 206; see also Keyvani 1982, 65–66.
87. The most comprehensive study of this famous family is Kiwrtian 1975–1976.
88. For a partial list of Julfa’s kalantars, seeGhougassian 1988, 294. Ghougassian also has

a good discussion of Julfa’s administrative autonomy.
89. See Herzig 2007, 67.
90. “Arevtrakan grut‘yunner vacharakannneri yevmayrapetneri Amenap‘rkich ev kusa-

kan vank‘eri veraberogh, zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—1700–1800” [Commercial papers
belonging to merchants and nuns and concerning the All Savior’s Monastery and the con-
vent of the nuns, documents concerning various matters, 1700–1800], ASMA, folder 3.

91. TheEnglish travelerThomasHerbert refers toKhwajaNazar as “theArmenianprince”
(1677, chap. 2). Robert Stodart, in the same embassy suite, also refers to Khwaja Nazar as a
“prince” (1935, 71 and 73).

92. Thus Adam Olearus, the secretary to the Duke of Holstein’s embassy to the Safavid
court in the mid-seventeenth century, refers to kalantar Safraz beg as an “Armenian Lord”
(1662, 265).
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93. Tavernier 1688, 159. See also Bembo 2007, 356.
94. Tadhkirat al-Muluk 1943, 148.
95. On the role of kadkhudas in Isfahan, see Keyvani 1982, 85–87.
96. Khachikian 1988, 37–41; Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 93–97.
97. BaghdiantzMcCabe alternates between tasnakavak and kadkhudawithout realizing

that both terms designated the same official (1999, 97–98). Evidence that the Julfans them-
selves referred to the tasnakavaks as kadkhudas in both Persian and the Julfa dialect is pro-
vided in the petitions discussed below, in which kadkhudas is used to designate the district
heads of New Julfa who simultaneously acted as judges in the township.

98. TheAssembly ofMerchantswas never known as the Jumiyat, as Bhattacharya (2008a,
74), misinterpreting my work, seems to think.

99. Khachikian 1988, 37–41. See also the earlier discussion in Khachikian 1966, 176 ff.
100. Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 183; 1980, 201.
101. Khachikian 1966, 176.
102. Herzig 2007, 68.
103. I photographed most of the available commercial documents (including petitions

to the Assembly of Merchants) dating from 1595 to 1800, while on a research trip to Isfahan
in the spring of 2005.

104. Herzig 2007, 70.The catalogue in question isMinasian 1983.Minasianwas not aware
that many of the documents in the Julfa archives were originally part of the records of New
Julfa’s administrative bodies and were therefore preserved for a long period. Most petitions
to the Assembly of Merchants or the Municipal Assembly (see below) are stored in folders
along with commercial contracts and sundry letters and are not identified in the catalogue
as being connected to either body. Many of the dates ascribed to these documents by Mi-
nasian and his assistant(s) are also incorrect.

105. De Bruyn 1738, 232.
106. A comparison of two petitions to the Assembly of Merchants, dated 1727 and 1731

and both written by the Khwaja Minasian family, indicate an overlap of ten signatories in
four years with an additional five names introduced in the interval. The petition dated 1731
has only fifteen merchant seals in addition to that of the kalantar, while the petition dated
1731 has twenty or possibly twenty-one seals (some seals are difficult to decipher, and there-
fore the twenty-first seal could be a mistake in reading on my part). Both documents are
found in “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vardapetneri knik‘nerov, zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—
1726–1738,” ASMA, folder 5b.

107. Herzig also makes this point (2007, 68).
108. Herzig 2007, 68.
109. Willem Floor has made one of the few preliminary studies of Safavid administra-

tive and legal history; see Floor 2000a, passim; and 2000b, 42–44.
110. See petitions dated 1727 and 1731 in “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vardapetneri knik‘ne-

rov, zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—1726–1738,” ASMA, folder 5b.
111. This point is also noted by Khachikian 1988, 54.
112. The formulaic judgment is recorded on a petition dated 12 Nadar 112 (29 October

1727) in “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vardapetneri knik‘nerov, zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—
1726–1738,”ASMA, folder 5b.Theverdict in another petition, dated 30Nirhan 116 (15March
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1731), in the same folder at ASMA contains a slightly different wording: “mer shinin tujjari
dasturn ēsay vor . . . ” (The verdict of our community of merchants is this, that . . . ). Both
petitions were sent to the assembly by the Khwaja Minasian family.

113. A sample phrase containing this formulaic statement is found in a petition dated
30 Nadar 123 (16 September 1728) in “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vardapetneri knik‘nerov,
zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—1726–1738,” ASMA, folder 5b.” The petition ends with the
following phrase, immediately preceding the date: “veroy greloys jaht‘an sēghay asats‘i farsi
arapi ew hayerēn hayr mern” (While writing concerning the latter [matter], I said the oath
and pronounced the formula in Persian [farsi], Arabic, and in the Lord’s Prayer in Armen-
ian).This same phrase is found at the conclusion of almost all the petitions addressed to the
Municipal Assembly in Julfa (see below for a discussion of Julfa’sMunicipal Assembly).Many
such petitions in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia also have the same expression.

114. See the several powers of attorney sent from Julfa toVenice byOvsana Sharimanean,
giving full power to her representative to appeal to the Julfan jumiat in Venice as well as to
the cinque savi to contest family inheritance fromher cousin “Conte” Stefano Sceriman, then
residing in Venice. The documents are in Documenti Armeni Mercantile, ASV, busta 2.

115. OnMarcara’s famous trial in Paris, see the insightful discussion in Baghdiantz Mc-
Cabe 1999, chap. 10. See also the earlier account, Cole 1939, 1: 511–514, which was not con-
sulted by Baghdiantz McCabe.

116. BaghdiantzMcCabe (1999) reproduces this certificate; however, shemistakenly traces
its origin to the Armenian Church hierarchy of the suburb. Even a cursory reading suffices
to convince one that it was certified by the Municipal Assembly. In addition to the kalantar’s
name, the names of Julfa’s leading merchants, some of whom were also the kadkhudas of the
twenty districts, are also listed. For background on the certificate, see Richard 1995, 279–281.
The trial papers of Marcara’s lawsuit in Paris indicate that two other certificates were sent to
Paris, one from the Julfan community of Amsterdam, the other from Venice. On the Venice
certificate, see Baghdiantz McCabe’s brief mention, as well as the much earlier reference in
Alishan 1893 [Sisakan], 457, overlooked by Baghdiantz McCabe. Alishan states that ten Jul-
fans in Venice testified before a notary public that Marcara was indeed of noble birth. Since
Alishan does not provide his source for this information, it is reasonable to conclude that
he had seen the Armenian original of this certificate in the Archives of the Armenian Church
of Santa Croce in Venice, which were moved into the archives of the Mkhitarist Congrega-
tion on San Lazzaro in the 1740s, and thus must have been accessible to Alishan.

117. The document is in Protocolo de Cádiz, AHPC, pr. 3.586 (Notary Juan Antonio de
Torres). For accompanying notarial papers, including a translation of this document into
Spanish, see the samemanuscript, folios 765–773. I amgrateful to the director of theArchivo
Histórico Provincial de Cádiz, Manuel Ravina Martín, for bringing this precious document
to my attention.

118. Khachikian 1966, 176.
119. Khachikian 1988, 52. The notarial document referring to this dispute and its reso-

lution was originally translated and discussed in Sarukhan 1925, 104–105; and, following
him, in Gregorian 1966, 48–49.

120. Audiences du tribunal de commerce de Marseille, séances des 26 février et 6 aoüt
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1682, 13 B 43, Archives départementales des Bouches-du-Rhône (Marseille), folios 156 v°
et 281. The case involved a dispute between Paul de Serquis, a native of Julfa, and Marcara
de Caripgian (Gharipjian), a merchant from Shorot, concerning the sale of coral, woolen
cloths, turbans, and knives.The judges of the tribunal of trade inMarseilles ordered that the
dispute be resolved by Melchion de Nazard. Once again, I thank Olivier Raveux for sharing
this information with me.

121. Thedocument is inDocumenti ArmeniMercantile, ASV, busta 1 and dated 15April
1697; it is briefly discussed in Herzig 2007, 71. Only a page long, the document does not
contain many details regarding the resolution of the dispute except that the final verdict, as
well as supporting documentation (account books, petitions, and so on) brought by the dis-
puting parties, was stored in the books (defter) of Venice’s Armenian church (Surb Khach/
SantaCroce), whichwas frequented by Julfanmerchants.The SantaCroce archives are stored
in the larger archival collection of the Mkhitarist Congregation in Venice on San Lazzaro
and have been off-limits to researchers formany decades now. It is very likely that when per-
mission is finally granted to consult these archives, many documents directly connected to
the Julfan merchant community of Venice will be found there and will shed important light
on various aspects of the workings of the jumiat’s portable court in the city.

122. Khachikian 1966, 177.
123. Steingass 1892, 1187.
124. Shushanik Khachikianwas the first scholar to notice this link between the portable

courts in the settlements and the Assembly of Merchants in Julfa. For references to man-
zaras being sent back by the portable courts to the assembly in Julfa, see Khachikian 1988,
177. Herzig has also commented on bills being sent from the settlements for final resolu-
tion in Julfa. In this connection, Herzig makes the astute observation that “the mother
colony acted as a sort of court of appeal if local efforts at judgment and arbitration failed”
(2007, 70).

125. For a case of “shaming,” see letter no. 1428 in “Spanish and Armenian [Ships Pa-
pers] 1741–1750,” HCA 30/682, PRO.The letter is written by a priest in New Julfa to a mer-
chant in Madras, literally begging for money to cover his rising debts: “And one brother of
mine whose name is Grigor, who has left his mother, sister, and brothers in much suffering
and difficulties for the past fifteen years has come to your blessed city of Madras. It has been
five or six years now that he has not written a single letter. His poormother is with saddened
heart and crying eyes filled with bitter tears. Moreover, we have been afflicted with much
sorrow and borne difficulties and sufferings on account of the fact that five years agowe took
a bill of exchange [barat/berat] of 105 rupees from Paron Simon, the son of the deceased
Hovan, so that Grigor, the brother of this servant [i.e., the author’s brother], would give the
above-mentioned 105 rupees to SahapMukel, the son of the deceased Grigor [another mer-
chant] in Madras. Now the latter had come to Madras, but my brother Grigor had not paid
him for reasons that we are not aware of.The bill of exchange was thus returned to Julfa with
a notarized document [manzara], and they [the Assembly of Merchants?] caused us many
difficulties, much grief, disrespect to my [religious order?], and have poured insults, scorn,
and shame on me [Yeresis tuk mur tal means, literally, “to spit and throw soot on my face,”
but the metaphoric meaning of “to pour scorn, to disparage, to insult, and to shame” is in-
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tended here; seeMalkhaseants 1944, 2: 126]. . . . Now the amount of this loan [i.e., from five
years ago] has risen to seven tomans, andwe have an additional debt of twenty-seven tomans
here, and we are in grave difficulties.”

It is interesting to note that shaming tactics and harassment also applied to (lower-level)
religious officials if they failed to honor a bill and became indebted to a merchant.

126. On the Orfi courts, see Floor 2000b.
127. Santa Catharina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO,

letter no. 55, folio 180.
128. See the document in “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vardapetneri knik‘nerov, zanazan

niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—Nor Jugha, 1643–1699” [Commercial letters bearing seals of priests,
documents concerning various matters—New Julfa, 1643–1699], ASMA, folder 5. As with
other folders in the ASMA, the documents are not paginated but identified by date and place
of writing.

129. Sharinov is a reference to themedieval Siamese orThai city ofAyutya, 920 kmnorth
of present-day Bangkok. For a discussion of this city and the role of Muslim Persian immi-
grants there, see Marcinkowski 2002, 25 ff.; and Ibrahim 1972, 42 ff. For Sharinov’s iden-
tification in Arabic travel manuals from the fifteenth century, see Tibbetts 1971, 488.

130. See the document in “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vardapetneri knik‘nerov, zanazan
niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—Nor Jugha, 1643–1699,”ASMA, folder 5. For a transcription and trans-
lationof this document, alongwith commentary, seeAslanian2007b, 605–615 (document 18).

131. This document was originally stored at the Armenian church in Livorno and was
sold along with other documents to the state archives in Florence in 1861 by an Armenian
priest in Livorno. See “Documenti Armeni,” Acquisti e Doni, ASFi, busta 123, filza 1, doc-
ument 49.
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of Arakel of Isfahan from Isfahan to Gilan [and that] I heard him say with his own mouth
that his money belonged to Martin son of Marcar and he was going to Gilan on his [Mar-
tin’s] account to purchase silk and that he was serving as an agent or retainer [naukar/nokar]
for Martin. And when I Mkrtum was in Izmir the above named Poghos came to Izmir and
loaded the silk he had brought with him on a ship and went to Livorno. I Mkrtum did not
know how to write and asked Papajan son of Sultanum and he wrote this [onmy behalf] and
I sealed this with my own seal.

Mkrtum son of Parvaneh”
Themerchant named asMartin son ofMarcara ismost likelyMarcaraAvachints discussed

above. He is mentioned in at least one other document from the period in the same collec-
tion. See Ibid., doc. 54.

132. The documents about this fleeced merchant are preserved in “Namakner—Ch‘ini
P’atan, 1696–1761” [Letters—Chinipatan, 1696–1761], ASMA, folder 233; see the document
dated 20 Nadar 1146 (6 September 1697). For a translation with commentary of this docu-
ment, see Aslanian 2007b, 579–590 (document 16).

133. The document is in “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner yev Namakner—P‘ariz, 1666–1939”
[Commercial correspondence and letters—Paris, 1666–1939], ASMA, folder 289.This doc-
ument is dated and classified as 1666 by the archivist, although it seems, in all likelihood,
to have been written in 1682. It is very poorly written and therefore extremely difficult to
understand.

134. Khachikian 1966, 276.
135. On theMayor’s Court of Madras, see Arasaratnam 1986, chap. 7, esp. 274–279 and

281–292; Brimnes 2003, 513–550, esp. 523 ff.; andMines 2001.On the usemade of this court
by Armenianmerchants, see Bhattacharya 2008a and b. Bhattacharya’s essays provide a use-
ful and empirically groundeddiscussion ofArmenian cases brought before theMayor’s Court
in Madras; however, due to her one-sided reliance on English-language documentation for
the study of Julfan trade, which often leads her to commit historical blunders, Bhattacharya
offers little if any explicit discussion of how Julfans used theMayor’s Court inMadras in con-
junction with the legal system in place in Julfa.

136. For a contemporary account of theMayor’s Court inMadras, see Fenning 1771. Ac-
cording to Fenning, a court was held by the mayor and aldermen twice a week at the town
hall, “where the Asiatic inhabitants sue for their debts and implead each other” (207).

137. See, among others, the case of Coja Melcum D’Hierapiet against Coja Poguze, in
“Madras:Mayor’s Court Proceedings, ProAnno 1743,” IndiaOfficeRecords, range 328/77, fo-
lios 204 ff. For the court’s attempts to take into account Julfan commercial law, referred to as
“the custom among Armenian merchants” or “Armenian law,” while deliberating on cases in-
volving Julfanmerchants, see the case of Coja Pogose de Cauchick vs. CojaMurzamdeMuck-
erton, 2nd October 1744, in Pleadings in the Mayor’s Court, 1745, 1939, 49–73. For another
case in which Julfan commercial law was taken into account in deliberating on a dispute, see
“Coja Zecharia de Avettde v. Cooja Tentasu, Coja Avetlake and Coja Sarad, brothers and part-
ners, 19 April 1735,”Mayor’s Court Proceedings, P 328/70, India Office Records, folios 45–47.

138. As previously mentioned, many of these documents are powers of attorney sent by
Ovsanna Shahrimanian. Several of these powers of attorney are found in Documenti Ar-
meniMercantile, ASV, busta 2. Another batch of similar documents is stored in various fold-
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ers in the Avogaria di Comun series of the ASV. See in particular the petition to New Julfa’s
Municipal Assembly submitted by Ovsanna Shahrimanian and others in her family, dated
5 Tira 1734, in Avogaria di Comun, ASV, busta 198.

139. See chapter 9 below.
140. Arasaratnam 1986, 298. For the court case, see “Coja Zecharia de Avettde v. Cooja

Tentasu, Coja Avetlake andCoja Sarad, brothers and partners, 19 April 1735,”Mayor’s Court
Proceedings, P 328/70, India Office Records, folios 45–47. The Astrakhan Code of Laws in-
dicates that it was possible for a Julfan commenda agent to serve more than one master but
that doing so required the express permission of the first master (Poghosyan 1967, 139).

141. Examination of hundreds of wills stored in the Julfa archives has revealed only one
Portuguese executor for a Julfan will drawn up in Canton and one Spaniard for a will writ-
ten in Manila. The Canton will is found in “Zanazan nyuterov grut‘iwnner—Cantom [sic],
1794” [Documents concerning various matters—Canton, 1794], ASMA, folder 28d, and is
dated 1794. For theManilawill, see the reference in a commercial letter stored in SantaCatha-
rina logbook of Spanish and English translations, HCA 42/026, PRO, letter no. 9, folio 26.
There are also two seemingly isolated cases (exceptions rather than the rule) from Madras
in which Julfans appointed non-Julfans as executors. See Bhattacharya 2008a, 82.

142. For an attempt to criticize my conception of the Julfan network, one that is not al-
ways well informed of the particularities of my arguments and is based on a selective and
partial reading of my work, see Bhattacharya 2008a.

143. My comments here are inspired by a passage from Greif ’s 2006 work (59).

8 . THE CENTER CANNOT HOLD

1. Braudel 1982, 163–164.
2. For the polycentric nature of Sephardic networks, see the excellent account in Israel

2002; and Trivellato 2009. See also chapter 9 below.
3. For the origins of Julfa’s decline and collapse during the rule of Shah Sultan Hussein,

see Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 277; 1980, 1: 299.
4. Ghougassian 1998, 164.
5. Baghdiantz McCabe 1999, 353.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.355.
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14. For a rarely consulted source on Nadir’s reign and its implications for Julfan Arme-
nians, see Stepanos Yerets, Girk‘ vor koch‘i hangitagirk‘ or ē mtatsmunk‘ zhamanakats‘
ants‘elots‘ ew nerkayits‘ [Book called book of treasures which contains reflections on times
past and the present], ASMA, MS 654, 1786, folios 109–118, 126–134.
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not know, as this letter indicates, was replaced by Nadir in 1745. Sargis must have been ap-
pointed immediately afterward. Herzig is also suspicious of Ter Hovhaniants’s identification
of Sargis as the ruling kalantar throughout Nadir’s rule (1991a, 107 n. 402).

16. “High Court of Appeals for Prizes: Papers,” HCA 42/026, PRO, folios 78–79 (em-
phasis added).

17. Ibid., folio 85.
18. “Spanish andArmenian [Ships Papers] 1741–1750,”HCA30/682, PRO, letter no. 933.
19. Ibid.
20. Bazin 1780, 300.
21. Ibid.
22. Hanway1753, 4: 258.
23. Bazin 1780, 300–301. Laurence Lockhart skirts Nadir’s second visit to Isfahan and

its disastrous consequences for Julfans and Isfahanis in general in his pioneering study of
the despot (1938, 257–258). The most recent assessment of Nadir Shah’s life and reign also
contains very little information on Nadir’s stay in Isfahan and even less on his relations with
the Julfans: see Axworthy 2006.

24. Bazin 1780, 301–302.
25. Chick 1939, 1: 652. See also the brief mention of this gruesome episode in Ter Hov-

haniants 1880, 1: 256; 1980, 1: 278–279. See also Jughayets‘i 1905, 269.
26. One of the fewArmenians of the periodwho portrayedNadir Shah in a positive light

was Joseph Émïn, whose dislike of Julfa and its mercantile community is as intense as his
account of Nadir’s rule is laudatory, making his statements on both equally suspect. Con-
sider, for instance, the following veiled reference to the auto-da-fé incident: “Nadir, in all his
reign, never hurt an Armenian, except two of the chief merchants of Julpha, who had sworn
falsely by his head, and were burnt alive in the grand square of Ispahan, in the year 1746
[sic]” (1792, 30).

27. Chick 1939, 1: 652.
28. Ibid.
29. Ibid., 631 and 653. In a fascinating letter by a Mkhitarist monk, Father Poghos Var-

daped, in Istanbul, dated 28May 1743, to AbbotMkhitar in Venice, we learn that a Capuchin
physicianwho attendedNadir Shah’s illness and cured him askedNadir to have the Capuchin
church inTiflis restored.Nadir inquired as towhohadordered it to be shut downordestroyed,
to which the physician responded that it was the Armenian catholicos at Ejmiatsin (Ghazar
Chahgetsi). According to the letter, this prompted Nadir to order the catholicos to be sent to
him and pay an exorbitant fine to help rebuild the church. Although the letter is reprinted in
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exerpted form, it sheds some light onNadir’s hostility towardEjmiatsin.Thephysician inques-
tion must be the Jesuit Pere Bazin mentioned above; see Tayean 1930, 111. In another letter
from Istanbul, dated 9 January 1747, FatherMikayel Chamchianwrites to the abbot inVenice
that he has heard that Nadir Shah had forcibly brought Catholicos Chahgetsi naked before
him (probably in 1743) in a humiliating fashion before sending him back to Ejmiatsin. The
same monk writing again from Istanbul on 23 March 1747 relays rumors that Catholicos
Chahgetsi has fled Ejmiatsin for Erzerum. See Tayean 1930, 308 and 309.

30. See HCA 30/682, PRO, letter no. 933; and “High Court of Appeals for Prizes: Pa-
pers,” HCA 42/026 PRO, letter no. 20, folio 79.

31. “High Court of Appeals for Prizes: Papers,” HCA 42/026, PRO, letter no. 162, folios
414–415.

32. Ibid., folio 415.
33. For Julfa’s history during this turbulent period, see Perry 1979, 2–4, 239–240; Ter

Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 279–285; 1980, 1: 301–307; and Yerets, Girk‘ vor koch‘i hangitagirk‘,
MS 654, ASMA, folios 134–173.

34. Ter Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 284; 1980, 1: 306.
35. OnHasanKhan’s unsuccessful attempt to extortmoney from the Julfans, see TerHov-

haniants 1880, 1: 288; 1980, 1: 311; Yerets, Girk‘ vor koch‘i hangitagirk‘,MS 654, ASMA, fo-
lio 158. See also Herzig 1991a, 108.

36. Quoted in Herzig 1991a, 109.
37. The census report uses the term “souls,” indicating that the reference here is to the

number of surviving individuals.Herzig believes the reference is to houses or families, which
would still make the number of individuals significantly small compared to a population of
15,000 to 20,000 residents or roughly 4,000 families in the pre-1748 period. Joseph Émïn,
writing at about the same time, states in his memoirs: “The fine suburb of Julpha, once in-
habited by 12,000 rich families, contain[s] at present hardly 500 houses, and may soon be
deserted and left for the Musulmans of Ispahan” (1792, 618).

38. Herzig 1991a, 109.
39. HCA 30/682, PRO, letter no. 1380.
40. Letter of Padri Raymond Dominican, Julfa, 4 April 1750, Sceriman Family Papers,

Don Mazza, busta 1. This letter is written in the Julfa dialect and reads as follows: �*��,B
�8,�@ �� �� 60D$�* 2���* H�,�<�D 
D J@��J@ H�,�<0D(�*. �@�H >0D,մն�B���, 0D,
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�. �մն��:�,, :
< ���0D@�,, 
D *0 �,,�:�, >� ��:�/�/@ >�,�@, [sic].

41. “�:> �
@(�,� 2�@ 4�>� �,0B �J�<���D0@H F0$ >��0< ,
$0D�
�, (�6
�,��, 0(�,H �� L@� [<A/P, A رارف farār, firār, furār: “running away, absconding; flight,
escape”]�@�@�,�,�B�, .�,: ��8>��� [sic].”The document is dated 24 Tira 136 (10Oc-
tober 1751) and is found in “Arevtrakan grut‘iwnner vacharakanneri yev mayrapetneri
Amenap‘rkich ev kusakan vank‘eri veraberogh, Zanazan niwt‘erov grut‘iwnner—1700–
1800” [Commercial documents concerning the All Savior’s Monastery and the Convents of
the Nuns, documents concerning various matters—1700–1800], ASMA, folder 3.

42. TerHovhaniants 1880, 1: 297; I have followedGhougassian’s translation. See also Ter
Hovhaniants 1880, 1: 295–298; 1980, 1: 319–322. This letter is partially quoted in Herzig
1991a, 109; and in Khachikian 1988, 96 n. 153; and in full in Ghougassian 1998, 164.
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@�@�, 0$0@(���0D��D,,. �� *0*: 2��* �4� 4 մե�
>0D,�B, մի�*, *0<�,6�,�, ����,,�,մն�B��. �:>0D�� ,0B�* �� ���>� (Ter Astu-
atsatur inMoscow toTadeo andNazar Shahrimanian inVenice, 11 July 1755, ScerimanFam-
ily Papers, DonMazza, busta 1). Another Sceriman/Shahrimanian correspondent, Avetik di
Ibrahim,writing fromBasra in 1753, states:
D:�:4� �,�* �L��, �:�* 0@��@��@0:�B

@��@�* ��8B�� J@,մի, ����D0@�* �0D: �0�(�, ����,0D( ��B �0$0D(�,F��(�,
�,�(�, (Avetik di Ibrahim in Basra toDateos di Nazar Sceriman/Shahrimanian andNazar
diDateo Sceriman/Shahrimanian, 31December 1753, ScerimanFamily Papers, DonMazza,
busta 1). (And the situation in Isfahan is this, that it has become a country of barbarians.
Every day a new king appears and plunders [the land]. People are abandoning [the city]
and fleeing.)

44. Bhattacharya takes a different view of the Julfan network and raises some legitimate
questions about the overall importance of Julfa as the nodal center, as argued in my work;
however, she misstates my position in order to argue that nodes of the Julfan network in In-
dia, especially Madras, should be viewed as having more autonomy: “The hypothesis that
nodes such as Madras were not peripheries of New Julfa but major links in a chain of mul-
tiple nodes is supported by the fact that some of theArmenians settling down inManilawere
undoubtedly agents/family members of merchants settled in Madras” (2008b, 15). Bhat-
tacharya posits an “either/or” dichotomy that does not exist in my work, according to which
a “node” such as Madras is either a “periphery” of New Julfa or a “major link . . . in a chain
of multiple nodes.” Such a simplistic view fails to take into account that an important set-
tlement like Madras in the first half of the eighteenth century could in fact be both a subor-
dinate node linked to the nodal center of Julfa and what I have called a “regional center” for
other subsidiary nodes in its orbit, such as Calcutta, Pegu, Battavia, and most importantly
Manila. The more important question raised in my work is why a peripheral node such as
Madras did not become a surrogate nodal center for a reinvented Julfan network after the
collapse of Julfa as the nodal center in the years following 1747, a questionBhattacharya does
not examine or even raise. One is almost tempted to conclude that Bhattacharya’s attempts
to make Madras and Calcutta into their own centers independent of Julfa during the first
half of the eighteenth century, when Julfa was still functioning as a nodal center, are not so
much attempts to restructure the Julfan network as an “archival restructuring” and valoriz-
ing of English-language East India Company documentation at the expense of thousands of
previously unconsulted Julfa dialect documents stored at the nodal center and for reasons
of language inaccessible to her. For her attempts to devalorize documents that she is unable
to read or understand, see Bhattacharya 2008a, 69–70. Bhattacharya’s contention thatMadras
was an autonomous entity is in part informed by her work on a single will (available in En-
glish translation) belonging to one Julfan merchant, Petrus Uscan (Khwaja PetrosWoskan),
who lived inMadras for several decades in the first half of the eighteenth century and whose
trading ventures exhibit relative autonomy from Julfa. But even in the case of this merchant,
the English-language documentation does not fully indicate the extent to which this mer-
chant’s commenda contracts with fellow Julfan agents were dependent on their notarization
or ratification in Julfa by the Municipal Assembly. Among many documents pertaining to
Petrus di Uscan’s business ventures, see “Prize Court Papers,” HCA 32/1831, PRO, no. 387,
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box b, for the concluding part of a tomar between Petros di Woskan and one of his agents,
Petros di Grigor, dated 10 Shebat 126 (30 May 1741). The document was drafted in Madras
but notarized in Julfa.

45. SeeDasGupta’s astute analysis of the decline of Surat in the eighteenth century: 2004,
7–8 and chaps. 3 and 5.

46. Thebestwork on the decline of theMuslim empires in the eighteenth century is Bayly
1989, 16–74; 1988; see alsoMarshall 2005. For theMughals and Safavids, see alsoGommans
1999; for an earlier and dated account, see Hodgson 1974.

47. Bayly 1989, 35 ff.
48. Braudel 1982, 164.
49. See Aslanian 2007b, chap. 8, where I argue that this transformation from a regional

Julfan identity to a national Armenian one did not occur until the Julfan network, alongwith
the hayrenik (homeland/patria) of the Julfans in Julfa, had collapsed in the second half of
the eighteenth century, compelling the Julfans to reinvent themselves asmembers of a larger
and modern Armenian “nation.”

9 . CONCLUSION

1. Pomeranz and Topik 2006, 7.
2. Israel 2005, 3.Themost significant attempts at comparative work on “trade diaspora”

communities have been Israel’s 2005 essay and Trivellato 2009. Other attempts, which dis-
cuss differentmerchant communities in different chapters of a book (e.g., Curtin 1984; Lom-
bard and Aubin 1988; Subrahmanyam 1996; Baghdiantz McCabe, Harlaftis, and Pepelasis
Minoglou 2005), have offered empirical observations and rich description but little explicit
comparison. To date only Trivellato has provided an analytical comparison of the economic
practices (use of contracts, etc.) of different communities and how they dealt with the prob-
lem of trust.This chapter is inspired by Trivellato’s work and attempts to broaden her frame-
work by incorporating the often-neglectedmerchant community of theMultani Indians; un-
like Trivellato and others, I also attempt to examine the role of trade networks and their
structural properties in my comparison.

3. Dale 2002, 130.
4. Levi 1999, 488–489; on references toMultanis in theDelhi Sultanate period, see Alam

1994, 202–227 (211); Habib 1964, 406; and Ray 1995, 460.
5. See Levi 2002, 99–100; 2008, 31–65.
6. Floor 2000a, 21.
7. Masters 1988, 81 and 82. According to Masters, the Indians in Aleppo “were exclu-

sively Muslim” (81).
8. Themain exception here concerns Multani trade with Iran, which was both overland

and maritime, relying on the Surat-Bandar ‘Abbas corridor (Floor 2000a, 21). According to
Chardin, there were about five thousand families of Hindu Indians in Bandar ‘Abbas alone,
constituting about one-third of the population of this port town at the mouth of the Persian
Gulf. Note, however, that Chardin does not specify that these Indians were from Multan
(1811, 8: 508).
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9. According to Levi (2002, 174 n. 189), however, Russian translations of some commenda
contracts from the seventeenth century have survived in the Astrakhan archives.

10. Levi 1999, 496. According to Dale (2002, 65), “no record of [commenda contracts]
is known to have survived from theMughul [sic]period, but hints of commenda-like arrange-
ments occur in nineteenth and twentieth century studies of powindah tribes.”

11. Markovits 2000, 85. It should benoted that the shah-gumastha contract thatMarkovits
discusses is based on evidence from the nineteenth century. Levi’s andDale’s arguments that
this type of commenda partnership also existed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
seem compelling but are not based on hard evidence.

12. Levi 2002, 85 and 94.
13. For a brief mention of the training of Multani agents, see Levi 1999, 496; and 2002,

211.
14. Levi 1999, 491; see also 2002, 210–211.
15. Levi 1999, 491.
16. Gopal 1986, 207–208. See also Dale 2002, 118–119, for Indian-Armenian contracts;

and 96–98, for Russian protectionist measures against foreign merchants and especially In-
dians. “The Armenians were the most sought after partners [for the Indians in Russia],” ac-
cording to Surendra Gopal (208) One reason for this was their privileged status in Russia
(where they were exempt from protectionist measures). They also had solid connections in
Iran. In addition, theArmenianswere quite familiar to the Indians because of their networks
in India and their ongoing relations with Indians in Isfahan. Most importantly, the Arme-
nians were not restricted to Astrakhan, as the Indians were after 1689. Armenians were also
favored because they had ready capital to invest in partnerships with Indians.

17. For sporadic Julfan partnerships with the French in India, see Manning 1996, 124–
126. Manning does not discuss the nature of the “partnerships” between the Julfans and
French company officials or what kind of legal paperwork was involved in such partnership
ventures, but her evidence suggests that these joint ventures involved mostly the shipping
sector of Indian Ocean trade, such as freighting of French ships or French-Julfan maritime
trade with Manila.

18. Levi 1999, 551; and 2002, 112, 182.
19. For Chardin’s estimate of Indians in Isfahan, see Dale 2002, 67. For Kaempfer’s esti-

mate, see Levi 2002, 99. Tavernier estimated “ten or twelve thousand Banians in Ispahan . . .
all Bankers, and very knowing inMoney.” Projecting his anti-Semitic stereotypes onto the In-
dianmoneylenders in Isfahan, Tavernier found them to be “worseUserers than the Jews” and
compared them to “Pests and Vipers” as well as “Vermin” (1688, 168 and 202). The figure of
12,000 Indians is also found in Ambrosio Bembo’s account of his stay in Isfahan (2007, 329),
as well as in Olearius (1662, 269). See also Matthee 2000, 247, for a calculation of 12,000 to
15,000 Indian “banians,” not necessarily Multanis. It should be noted that Isfahan also had a
community ofMarwari merchants, originally from Rajasthan, who also played an important
role as sarrafs in the Iranian capital and from whom the Julfans also appear to have regularly
borrowed large sums of money. Cross-cultural economic relations between Julfans and Indi-
ans in Isfahan is a fascinating topic that awaits serious study. In the absence of previous work
on this topic, one can only speculate that “trust relations” between Julfan borrowers and In-
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dianmoneylenderswould bemanagedby recourse to Safavid courts andon the basis of shared
commercial norms and cross-cultural reputationalmechanisms. Anumber of letters of credit
or bills of exchange between Julfans and most likely Marwaris or Sindis have been preserved
in various collections of Julfan documents bearing writing in Indic script alongside the Julfa
dialect. See documents in the Sceriman Family Papers, Don Mazza: awag/avak document,
dated 10Ovdan111 (24 January 1727) in Isfahan, betweenDateos andBartoghomeosdiNazar
Shahriman and Khwaja J’nsu (Jinsu or Jishnu?) and Kimchand, busta 3; awag/avak, dated 5
Ovdan 111 (19 January 1727) in Isfahan, between Dateos di Nazar Shahriman and Khwaja
J’i[n]su and CheleramHayachand [Harichand?], busta 2; see also the long accounting docu-
ments nos. 1489 and 1492 in HCA 30/682, PRO, both of which appear to be from Bengal,
and a smaller fragment also fromBengal in documentno. 1617of the same source.TheVerona
documents appear to be written in the Landa script used by Marwaris, Sindis, and Punjabis,
according to Anshuman Pandey (personal communication, 19 September 2008). For a brief
discussion of Isfahan’s Marwari community, see Dale 2002, 59.

20. Dale 2002, 98 and 99.
21. Ibid., 128.
22. According to a contemporary witness of the Afghan conquest of Isfahan, the Multa-

nis, like the Julfans and others, were targeted by the Afghan warlord Mahmud Khan to pay
a special fine of 20,000 tumans, which they had trouble raising; see Gilanentz 1988, 36.

23. On the Shikarpuri network, see Markovits 2000, 57–109. The notion that Multanis
returned in the nineteenth century as Shikarpuris is upheld by both Dale (2002) and espe-
cially Levi (2002), who argue that a significant shift of capital andmerchants occurred in the
early nineteenth century from Multan in the Punjab to Shikarpur in Sindh. But Markovits
advises caution about seeing the Shikarpuri network as a reincarnation of that of Multan. In
his view, “There will always remain a certain amount of uncertainty regarding the nature of
the transition between ‘Multani’ and a ‘Shikarpuri’ network, and it ismost probable that there
was at the same time some basic continuity and a certain amount of significant change. . . .
To sum up, Shikarpuris appear to have been at the same time a new avatar of the Multanis,
and a network which had some new characteristics, different from those of theMultani net-
work as the latter operated in the seventeenth century” (2007, 131).

24. Israel 2005, 3.
25. Israel 2005, 5; also 2002, 4.
26. On the multiple centers of the Sephardic network, see the essays in Israel’s magiste-

rial 2002 collection, aswell as Trivellato 2009. For an excellent discussion of Sephardic trans-
Atlantic settlements, see Studnicki-Gizbert 2007; and the collection of essays in Kagan and
Morgan 2007.

27. For the Ottoman Sephardim, see Rodrigue 1992; and Rodrigue and Bembassa 2000.
28. Israel 2005, 13.
29. Ibid.
30. Ibid., 12.
31. Ibid.
32. Israel 2002, 18.
33. Ibid.
34. Israel 1998, 307 ff.
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